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April 20, 2007 Paul A. Gaulder
Phone: 202.663.8304

paul.gaukler@pillsburylaw.com

Mr. Richard Cushing Donovan
Clerk of Court
United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
John Joseph Moakley U.S. Courthouse
I Courthouse Way, Suite 2500
Boston, MA 02210

Subject: Consolidated Case Nos. 07-1482, 07-1483
Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. United States: United States
Nuclear Regeulatory Commission

Dear Mr. Donovan:

On behalf of Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC,
and Entergy Nuclear Generation Company (hereinafter and collectively "Entergy"),

please find enclosed for filing an original set and three photocopied sets of:

1. Entergy's Motion for Intervention as of Right in the above captioned,

consolidated proceedings;

2. Entergy's Corporate Disclosure Statement;

3. Appearance Forms for Entergy's counsel; and

4. The Certificate of Service.

In addition, please find enclosed two Applications for Admission to Practice, with two

checks for the payment of fees, for Entergy's counsel. I have also enclosed an additional

copy of the Motion to be stamped and returned via the enclosed self addressed, stamped

envelope for our files.

As indicated on the Certificate of Service, copies of the Motion, Corporate Disclosure

Statement, and the Appearance Forms have been served on all parties to the

administrative proceeding below, pursuant to F.R.A.P. 15(d).
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Mr. Richard Cushing Donovan
April 20,2007
Page 2

Sincerely yours,

Paul A. Gaulder

Enclosures

cc: Service List
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE FIRST CIRCUIT

APPEARANCE FORM
(Please type or print all answers)

Case Nos. 07-1482, 07-1483:
Case Name (short): Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. U.S., U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

FAILURE TO FILL OUT COMPLETELY MAY RESULT IN THE REJECTION

OF THIS FORM AND COULD AFFECT THE PROGRESS OF THE APPEAL

THE CLERK WILL ENTER MY APPEARANCE AS COUNSEL ON BEHALF OF:

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, and

Entergy Nuclear Generation Company, as the
(Specify name of person or entity represented.)

Ifyou represent a litigant who was a party below, but who is not a party on appeal, do not designate

yourself as counselfor the appellant or the appellee.

[]appellant(s) [Jappellee(s) []amicus curiae

[]petitioner(s) []respondent(s) [X] intervenor(s)

[]not a party on appeal

(Signature)

Name & Address:
David R. Lewis
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
2300 "N" Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Telephone: 202-663-8474 Court of Appeals Ba

Fax: 202-663-8007 E-Mail: david.l

Has this case or any related case previously been on appeal?

Yes Court of Appeals No.

No X

.r Number: Application pending

ewis(@pillsburylaw.com
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THE CLERK WILL ENTER MY APPEARANCE AS COUNSEL ON BEHALF OF:

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, and
Entergy Nuclear Generation Company, as the

(Specify name of person or entity represented.)

Ifyou represent a litigant who was a party below, but who is not a party on appeal, do not
designate yourself as counsel for the appellant or the appellee.

[]appellant(s) []appellee(s) []amicus curiae

[ petitioner(s) []respondent(s) [X] intervenor(s)

not a party on appeal

(Signature)

Name & Address:
Paul A. Gaukler
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
2300 "N" Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Telephone: 202-663-8304 Court of Appeals Bar Number:

Fax: 202-663-8007 E-Mail: Raul. gauklerCpillsburylaw.com

Has this case or any related case previously been on appeal?

Yes Court of Appeals No.

No



United States Court of Appeals
For the First Circuit

No. 07-1482

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Petitioner

V.

UNITED STATES; UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Respondents

No. 07-1483
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Petitioner

V.

UNITED STATES; UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Respondents

MOTION OF
ENTERGY NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC., ENTERGY NUCLEAR VERMONT

YANKEE LLC, AND ENTERGY NUCLEAR GENERATION COMPANY.
FOR INTERVENTION AS OF RIGHT

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, and Entergy

Nuclear Generation Company (hereinafter and collectively, "Entergy")1 respectfully move,

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2348, Rule 15(d) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, and First

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., together with Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, hold
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") operating license for the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station, which is located in Vernon, VT. Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.,
together with Entergy Nuclear Generation Company, hold the NRC operating license for the
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, which is located in Plymouth, MA.



Circuit Local Rule 15(d), for intervention as of right in the above-captioned consolidated actions

as a respondent in support of the agency orders identified in the Petitions for Review filed by the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Attorney General ("Attorney General") in Case Nos. 07-1482

and 07-1483.2 By order entered March 26, 2007, this Court consolidated the two cases. In

support of its motion, Entergy states the following:

Entergy is entitled to intervene as a matter of right in this action because Entergy is a

party in interest in the matters before the NRC which are the subject of the Petitions for Review.

In January 2006, Entergy applied to the NRC to renew the operating licenses for an additional

twenty year period for both the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station ("VYNPS") and the

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station ("PNPS"), on which the NRC subsequently provided opportunity

for hearings.3 The Attorney General petitioned to intervene and requested a hearing in the

licensing proceeding for each license renewal application in which the Attorney General sought

to challenge the sufficiency of the applications. Entergy fully participated in the NRC licensing

proceedings, which ultimately denied the Attorney General's intervention petitions arid are the

subject of the instant, consolidated petitions for review by this Court.

2 Petition for Review of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Decisions LBP-06-20 and CLI-

07-03 (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant), Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. United

States and United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, No. 07-1482 (Mar. 22, 2007);

Petition for Review of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Decisions LBP-06-23 and CLI-

07-03 (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant), Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. United States and

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, No. 07-1483 (Mar. 22, 2007). The agency

decisions at issue here, LBP-06-20, LBP-06-23, and CLI-07-03, are set forth at Attachments

1, 2, and 3, respectively.
3 See Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Docket No. 50-271, 'Tntergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.,

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station; Notice of Acceptance for Docketing of the

Application and Notice of Opportunity for Hearing Regarding Renewal of Facility Operating

License No. DPR-28 for an Additional 20-Year Period," 71 Fed. Reg. 15,220 (Mar. 27, 2006);

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Docket No. 50-293, "Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.,

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station; Notice of Acceptance for Docketing of the Application and

Notice of Opportunity for Hearing Regarding Renewal of Facility Operating License No.

DPR-35 for an Additional 20-Year Period," 71 Fed. Reg. 15,222 (Mar. 27, 2006).
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The VYNPS NRC operating license renewal is required for Entergy to continue to

operate VYNPS for twenty years beyond its current operating license expiration date, which is

March 21, 2012. 71 Fed. Reg. at 15,220. The PNPS NRC operating license renewal is required

for Entergy to continue to operate PNPS for twenty years beyond its current operating license

expiration date, which is June 8, 2012. Id. at 15,222. Entergy derives financial benefit from the

generation and sale of electricity from VYNPS and PNPS. Each NRC operating license renewal

is necessary for Entergy to receive financial benefit from the continued operation of each plant

during the twenty year license renewal period, as well as receive any of the other expected

benefits. Therefore, Entergy's interests would be adversely affected if the NRC's orders

identified in the Petitions were enjoined, set aside, or suspended. 28 U.S.C. § 2348.

Thus, Entergy has substantial, direct, and tangible interests in this Court's affirmance of

the NRC orders challenged by the Petitions. Accordingly, Entergy is entitled to intervene as of

right in these actions. 28 U.S.C, § 2348. Counsel for Entergy has been iuthorized by counsel

for the Petitioner and counsel for the Respondents to represent that they do not oppose Entergy's

intervention as of right in these actions.

Respectfully submitted,

David R. tewis
Paul A. Gaukler
PILLSBURY WINTHROP SHAW PrITMAN LLP
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 663-8000

Counsel for Entergy

Dated: April 20,2007
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Cite as 64 NRC 131 (2006) LBP-M620

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING BOARD

Before Admlnistratlve Judges:

Alex S. Karlln, Chairman
Dr. Richard E. Wardwell
Dr. Thomas S. Ellemen

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-271-LR
(ASLBP No. 0"49O3-LR)

ENTERGY NUCLEAR VERMONT
YANKEE, LLC, and ENTERGY
NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.

(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Statlon) September22, 2008

LICENSE RENEWAL: ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT (NEW AND
SIGNMICANT INFORMATION REGARDING CATEGORY 1
MATTrERS)

In construing 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3Xi) and (iv), the Commission has stated:
"even where the GEIS has found that a particular impact applies generically (Cat-
egory 1), the applicant must still provide additional analysis in its Environmental
Report if new and significant information may bear on the applicability of the
Category I finding at its particulpr plant." Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey
PointNuclear Generating Plant. Units 3 and 4), CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3, 11 (2001)
(emphasis added). Likewise, "the applicant must provide additional analysis of
even a Category I issue if new dnd significant information has surfaced." Duke
Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2; Catawba Nuclear Station,
Units I and 2), CLI-02-14, 55 NRC 278,290 (2002).
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LICENSE RENEWAL: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
(NEW AND SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING
CATEGORY 1 MATTERS)

When preparing the Supplemental EIS, the Staff must consider any significant
new information related to Category 1 issues. See. 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.92(a)(2),
51.95(c)(3); Final Rule: "Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power
Plant Operating Licenses," 61 Fed. Reg. 28,467,28,470 (June 5, 1996).

LICENSE RENEWAL: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
(NEW AND SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING
CATEGORY 1 MATTERS)

The Commission has stated that the Staff's final Supplemental EIS must take
account of public comments concerning new and significant information on Cate-
gory I findings. See Turkey Point, CU-01-17, 54 NRC at 12; McGuire/Catawba,
CU-02-14, 55 NRC at 290-91.

LICENSE RENEWAL: ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
(LJTIGABILrITY OF FAILURE TO PROVIDE NEW AND
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING CATEGORY 1
MATTERS)

Even assuming that the petitioner's information regarding the dangers of
high-density racking of spent fuel constitutes known "new and significant in-
formation," the Commission's decision in Turkey Point, CLI-01,17, 54 NRC 3,
compels the Board to conclude that the failure of an applicant to include such
new and significant information concerning a Category I issue in its environ-
mental report, in violation of 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3)(iv), does not give rise to an
admissible contention.

LICENSE RENEWAL: ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
(LrTIGABHATY OF FAILURE TO PROVIDE NEW AND
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING CATEGORY 1
MATTERS)

Even assuming that petitioner's information regarding the risks of terrorism
related to the high-density racking of spent fuel in pools is "new and significant
information" concerning a Category 1 matter and the failure of the applicant
to include the information violates 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv), the same result
obtains - the contention is not adjudicable under Turkey Point. If the petitioner

wants to raise its concerns on this issue, it should pursue one of the three paths

w .. specified by the Commission. See Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 12.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (ADMISSIBILITY; "BALD
AND CONCLUSORY")

The State of Vermont's citation to specific and potentially inconsistent portions
of Entergy's documents, together with the declaration of its unchallenged expert,

the State's official nuclear engineer, that "the concrete surface behind the steel

shell will closely match the drywell ambient temperature" provide us with alleged
"facts or expert opinion," which are "sufficient" to meet the requirements of 10
C.F.RI § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi). The fact that Mr. Sheaman's opinion is simple,

i* straightforward, and fact-based does not mean that it is bald or conclusory.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (ADMISSIBILITY)

At the contention admission stage, which is a lesser threshold than a merits
determination or even a summary disposition ruling, the Board's purpose in
applying 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1) is only to "ensure that the adjudicatory procesi
is used to address real, concrete, specific issues that are appropriate for litigation."
Final Rule: "Changes to the Adjudicatory Process," 69 Fed. Reg. 2182, 2202
(Jan: 14, 2004). The State of Vermont's Contention I meets this criterion
and its factual allegations and attached expert opinion suffice under 10 C.F.R
§ 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi).

LICENSE RENEWAL: ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT (NEW AND
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING CATEGORY 1
MATTERS)

The State of Vermont's contention, presenting what it characterizes as "nei
and significant information" related to the timeline for the opening of a federa
high-level waste geologic repository such as Yucca Mountain, is inadmissablh
because, although 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) requires an applicant to include an!
new and significant information concerning Category I issues that it is aware of
the failure of an applicant to do so is simply not litigable, absent a waiver unde
10 C.F.R. § 2.335. We need not, and do not, decide whether the informatioi
proffered by the State of Vermont is indeed "new and significant," or whethe
Entergy was, or should have been, aware of it.
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LICENSE RENEWALZ ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT (NEW AND
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING CATEGORY 1
MATTERS; WASTE CONFIDENCE RULE)

Issues related to the environmental impact of onsite spent fuel storage after the
license renewal term are covered by NRC's Waste Confidence Rule, 10 C.F.R.
§51.23(a) which specifies that the "Commission believes there is reasonable
assurance that at least one mined geologic repository will be available within the
first quarter of the twenty-first century, and sufficient repository capacity will be
available within 30 years beyond the licensed life for operation of any reactor
to dispose of the commercial high-level waste and spent fuel originating in such
reactor and generated up to that time." Such issues are outside the scope of a
license renewal proceeding because under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a) contentions may
not challenge a regulation. See Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station,
Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-99-1 1,49 NRC 328, 344-45 (1999).

LICENSE RENEWAL: SAFETY (SECURITY AND TERRORISM
ISSUES)

The State of Vermont contention that the applicant has failed to identify
non-safety-related systems, structures, and components in the security area whose
failure could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of the functions of safety-
related systems, structures, and components under 10 C.F.R. §54.4(a)(2) is
not admissible because, under controlling Commission rulings, security-related
issues are not within the scope of a license renewal proceeding under 10 C.FJ.R
§ 2.309(f)(l)(iii). See Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I and
2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), CLI-02-26, 56 NRC 358,364 (2002),
and Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units
I and 2), CL?-04-36, 60 NRC 631,638 (2004).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (NEW OR AMENDED)
A petitioner has no right or need to request a "reservation of rights" to file

additional contentions later. To the extent that the draft or final SEIS contains
data or conclusions that differ significantly from the data or conclusions in the
applicant's environmental report or in the GEIS, a petitioner is entitled to use 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(0(2) as the grounds to file a new or amended contention. However,
should the petitioner later file an environmental contention that is not based on
new information, the contention can only be admitted upon a favorable balancing
of the factors found in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c).

NEPA: RELATION TO OTHER REQUIIE PERMrIS

NRC will consider the fact that an applicant is subject to, and compliant with,
other environmental laws and permits, such as a RCRA permit, Clean Air Act
permit, or NPDES permit, but this does not obviate the NEPA mandate that,
prior to any major federal action significantly affecting the environment, NRC
must perform an environmental impact statement assessing these subjects under
l0C.F.R. §51.71(d).

NEPA: RELATION TO FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT § 511

We reject the assertion that section 511(c) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act bars a contention alleging that the applicant or NRC failed to
adequately assess water quality impacts of a proposed license amendment While
section 511(c) bars NRC from imposing or second-guessing effluent limitations
or water quality certification requirements imposed by EPA or an authorized state,
it does not bar NRC from addressing water quality matters in its assessment of
the environmental impact of the license renewal. To the contrary, NEPA requires
the NRC to do so.

NEPA: LICENSE RENEWAL (20-YEAR PERIOD)

The contention, which raises the question as to whether -an NPDES permit
that will cxpire before the proposed 20-year NRC license renewal would even
take effect satisfies the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B), raises an
admissible and material issue of law and fact.

NEPA: CONTENTIONS (LICENSE NEWAL)

The contention, which raises the question as to whether requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 51 .53(c)(3)(ii)(3) supplement the more general requirements of 1 C..R..
§§ 51.45(c) and 51.53(c), or instead displace and supplant the latter requirements,
raises an admissible and material issue of interpretation and construction of the
regulations.

LICENSE RENEWAL; DEMONSTRATING THAT AGING
WILL BE ADEQUATELY MANAGED

The contention, which alleges that the applicant's plan to manage metal fatigue
is too vague and is really only a "plan to develop a plan," raises an admissible and
material issue as to whether the applicant has met the 10 C.F.R. § 54.21(c)(1)(iii)
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and (a)(3) requirement to "demonstrate that the effects of aging.., will be
adequately managed."

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
OF DISPUTE)

The contention alleging that the applicant's proposed monitoring techniques
are not adequate because they are based on computer models that were not
benchmarked, which is supported by a sworn statement by an unchallenged
expert who described his professional reasoning, satisfies the requirement that
the petitioner provide sufficient evidence to show that there is a genuine dispute
concerning a material issue, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) and is not
"bald or conclusory."

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (SCOPE OF REPLY)

A reply may respond to any legal, logical, or factual arguments presented in
an answer. While a petitioner who fails to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(0(1) in its initial contention submission may not use its reply to rectify
those inadequacies or to raise new arguments, a petitioner may use the reply to
flesh out contentions that have already met the pleading requirements.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
OF DISPUTE)

At the contention admissibility stage, the petitioner is not required to prove its
contention or to provide all the evidence for its contention that may be required
later in the proceeding. Rather, a petitioner is only required to provide sufficient
information that "the Applicants are sufficiently put on notice so that they will
know at least generally what they will have to defend against or oppose, and
that there has been sufficient foundation assigned to warrant further exploration

- of [the] contention." Kansas City Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Generating
Station, Unit 1), LBP-84-1, 19 NRC 29, 34 (1984).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (SCOPE OF REPLY)

The portions of the reply that respond to legal, logical, and factual arguments
raised in the answers, such as Entergy's allegation that the treatment and resolution
of the flow-accelerated corrosion issue during NRC's separate review of the
extended power uprate application, are appropriate and the motion to strike them
is denied.

LICENSE RENEWAL: EMERGENCY PLANNING CO MENTIONS
NOT ADMISSIBLE

Emergency planning concerns are not within the scope of a license renewal
proceeding and therefore any such contention is not admissible under 10 C.F.R.
§2.309(f)(l)(iii). See, e.g., Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone
Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-05-24, 62 NRC 551,560-61 (2005).

SELECTION OF HEARING PROCEDURES

The selection of appropriate hearing procedures under 10 C.F.R. § 2.310 is a
contention-by-contention matter, dependent on the nature of the specific issues
involved in the contention. Thus, for example, a single adjudicatory proceeding
may include some contentions litigated under Subpart L and others litigated under
Subpart G or N.

SELECTION OF HEARING PROCEDURES: STATE RIGHT TO
CROSS.EXAMINATION UNDER SECTION 274(f) OF THE AEA

Section 274(l) of the AEA does not give a state an absolute right of cross-
examination, but states only that "the Commission. . . shall afford reasonable
opportunity for State representatives to... interrogate witnesses." 42 U.S.C.
§ 2021(l) (emphasis added).

SELECTION OF HEARING PROCEDURES: STATE RIGHT TO

CROSS-EXAMINATION UNDER SECTION 274(1) OF THE AEA

The Commission's statement in Citizens Awareness Network, Inc. v. United
States, 391 F.3d 338 (lstCir. 2004), that a petitioner's right to cross-examination
(in Subpart L proceedings) whenever it "is necessary to ensure the development
of an adequate record for decision," 10 C.F.R. § 2.1204(b)(3), is equivalent to
a party's right to cross-examination under 5 U.S.C. § 556(d), leads the Board
to conclude that Subpart L proceedings satisfy the AEA requirement that State
representatives be given a "reasonable opportunity . . . to . . . interrogate
witnesses." 42 U.S.C. § 2021(l).

SELECTION OF HEARING PROCEDURES: BOARD DISCRETION

Subpart L is not the automatic default procedure for adjudicatory.hearings. I1
the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2.310(c)-(j) do not mandate the use of a specifi(
procedure, then 10 C.F.R. §2.310(b) specifies that the Board "may" use tht
Subpart L procedures. In this circumstance the Board, in its sound discretion
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must determine the type of hearing procedures most appropriate for the specific
contentions before it.

SELECTION OF HEARING PROCEDURES: STATE RIGHT TO
CROSS-EXAMINATION UNDER SECTION 274(4) OF THE AEA

We reject the assertion that section 247(1) of the AEA gives a state a right to
offer evidence and interrogate witnesses, even if no hearing is otherwise being
held and no party has submitted an admissible contention.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (ADOPTION)

It is sufficient for our purposes to hold that if a notice of adoption of a
contention is filed under 10 CY.R. § 2.309(0(3) within a reasonable time (such
as 20 days) after the contention has been filed and admitted, then it is deemed
timely and is not subject to the nontimely factors specified in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c).
Accordingly, we find that the DPS and NEC adoption notices were timely and the
adoptions are granted.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (ADOPTION; PROOF OF
INDEPENDENT ABILITY TO LITIGATE NOT REQUIRED)

We have serious reservations about requiring the adopting party to demonstrate
an independent ability to litigate a contention. No such requirement is imposed
undernew 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(3). No such requirementis imposed on the original
petitioner under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1). Further, it is not clear how a Board
could determine, in advance, whether an adopter has the "independent ability to
litigate a contention" without impermissibly inquiring into the party's finances
and membership list. Any such requirement may not comport with section 189a
of the ABA.

INTERESTED STATE PARTICIPATION

As provided in 10 C.F.R. § 2.315(c), any interested state, local governmental
body, and affected, federally recognized Indian Tribe that has not been admitted
as a party under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 will be given a reasonable opportunity
to participate in any hearing conducted in this proceeding. The only timing
requirement for giving notice of such participation states that a "representative
shall identify those contentions on which it will participate in advance of any
hearing held."
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Standing, Contentions, Hearing Procedures,

State Statutory Claim, and Contention Adoption)

Before the Licensing Board are four petitions to intervene and requests for
hearing regarding the application of Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC, and
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (collectively, Entergy), to renew the operating
license for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station in Windham County,
Vermont. Entergy seeks to extend its license for an additional 20 years beyond
the current expiration date of March 21, 2012. Three of the petitions were filed
by governmental entities - the Vermont Department of Public Service (DPS),
the Massachusetts Attorney General (AG), and the Town of Marlboro, Vermont
(Marlboro). The fourth petition was filed by a nonprofit organization, the New
England Coalition (NEC).

For the reasons set forth below, we find that each of the four Petitioners

has standing to intervene, but only DPS and NEC have submitted an admissible
contention. Accordingly, we admit DPS and NEC as parties to this proceeding.
Further, we address four issues related to the petitions and hearing requests and
find that (1) the informal hearing procedures of 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L are
the most appropriate procedures for the admitted contentions; (2) DPS's statutory
hearing rights under section 274(1) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(AEA), 42 U.S.C. § 2021 (1), are satisfied under the Subpart L hearing procedures;
(3) DPS and NEC have adopted one another's admitted contentions; and (4) any
notice of participation by an interested state or local governmental entity may be
filed within 20 days of the date of this ruling.

I. BACKGROUND

On January 25, 2006, Entergy filed an application pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 54

to renew Operating License No. DPR-28 for its Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Station.' Entergy seeks to extend the current operating license for the Vermont

Yankee facility, which expires on March 21, 2012, for an additional 20 years. On

March 27, 2006, the Commission published a notice of acceptance for docketing

of the Entergy renewal application and a notice of opportunity to request a hearing

on the application. 71 Fed. Reg. 15,220 (Mar. 27,2006).
Several entities filed hearing requests/intervention petitions asking to be ad-

mitted as parties to any proceeding conducted on the application. Marlboro filed

a letter requesting a hearing on its exclusion from the emergency planning zone.2

The AG, DPS, and NEC each submitted a request for a hearing, a petition to

intervene, and one or more contentions.O The AG proposed one contention chal-

lenging Entergy's application and also submitted a 10 C.F.R. § 50.109 petition

for a backfit order. DPS proposed three contentions and NEC proposed six

contentions.
Following the establishment of this Board, see 71 Fed. Reg. 34,397 (June 14,

2006), Entergy and the NRC Staff (Staff) submitted answers to the four hearing
requestsO Although Entergy does not oppose the standing of the four Petitioners,
it argues that none of the Petitioners submitted an admissible contention. The
Staff agrees that each of the Petitioners has standing, but takes the position that,
except for two of NEC's contentions, the proposed contentions fail to meet NRC
regulatory requirements. The AG, DPS, and NEC filed replies to the Entergy

t Ventunt Yankee Nuclear Power Sttion License Renewal Application (Jan. 25, 2006), ADAMS
Accession No. M.0603000 [ppl o]. Entergy Im since supplemented an amended its
application several times.

2Lette fromn Dan MacAshur, DhW"to of imergnc Managemnent, TOwn Or NMarbo to Office
of the Secretary, NRC (dfted Apr. 2V,2006. but posmmarked on May 15, 2006) [Marlboro Hewring
Request.

'(AGl Iteqoest for a Hearn n Peon for Lea-,To Intervene with Respet t [to nte]'s
Application for Renewal of the Vermont Yankee Nodear Power Plant Operating License and Petition
for Backfit Order Requiring New Design Featues To Protec Against Spent Fuel Pool Accdenm

(May 26, 2006) [AG Peftion]; [DPSM Notice of intention To Ntoclpast and Petion To ,tervene
(May26. 2006) [DPS Petition]; Petition for Leave To Intervene, Request for Hearing, aMn Contentions
(May 26.2006) (N4EC Petition].

4Enitv's Answer to tie (AG]'s Request for a Hearing, Petition for Leave To Intervene. and
petition for Bacnffit Order (June 22, 2006) (Enweg Answer to Ao; Entevry's Answer to DpS]
Notice offIntention To Participate and Petition To Intervene (lJu 22, 2006) Wuntergy Anser t DPS;
Estergy's Answer to (NEC]I Petition for Leta To Intervene, Request for Hearin•, and Contentiorn

Q(ute 22. 2006) (Snterg Answer to N . Entergy's Answer to the Town of Marlbo's Request
for Heatins (June 14, 2006) [Entergy Answer to Mrlborol; NRC Staff Answer Opposing IAO]'
Request for Hearing and Petition for Leave To Intervene and Petition for Backfit (Jum 22, 2006)

[Staff Answer to AG]; NRC Staff Answer to [DPS] Notice of Interion To Paticipeat Md Petition
To Intervene (June 22. 2006) (Staff Answer to DPS]; NRC Staff Answer to Request for Heting of
PlEa (June 22,2006) [Staff Answer to NECJ; NRC Staff Answer to Town of Marlboro's Request

for Heating [Staff Answer to Marlbom].
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and Staff answers.5 Entergy then filed a motion to strike portions of the DPS
and NEC replies, asserting that both replies sought to raise new arguments that

were not included in the original petitions, while failing to address the criteria for

nontimely filings.s DPS and NEC each filed an opposition to Entergy's motions

to strike.7 The Staff filed an answer generally supporting Entergy's motions.,

On June 5, 2006, DIS filed a notice of intent to adopt all the contentions filed

by the AG and NEC, or in the alternative, moved for leave to be allowed to adopt

the contentions.9 On the same day, NEC made a similar filing, giving notice that

it was adopting the contentions filed by the AG and DPS.10 Entergy opposed

both filings because DIS and NEC failed to address the criteria for nontimely

contentions." The Staff did not oppose the DPS and NEC notices, but asserted

that an adopting party must demonstrate an independent ability to litigate any

adopted contention.'2 NEC filed a motion for leave to file a reply to Entergy and

$([AG('s Reply to EnWtg mid NRC Staff's Responses to Heawing Request and Petition To

Intelefere with Respect to Vermont Yankee License Renewal Proceeding (June 30,2006) [AG Reply];

[bPS] Reply to Answer of ApplicMt and NRC Staff to Notice of Intention To Participaet awd Petition
To intervene (June 30- 20O6) [DIS Reply]; [N•C)'s Reply to Entery and NRC Staff Answer. to
Petition for Leave To Intervenm Request for Hearng. and Contentions (June 29,2006) [NEC Reply].
Prior to the submission of Its reply, the AG filed a letter notifying the Board of a recent decision by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, which the AG maintains "has a direct bearing on the

contetion" Letter from Diane CtWTV Conse for the AG, to Alex S. Kadlin et aL, ASLB (June 16,
206).

6Entergy's Motion To'Strike Portions of [DPSJ's Reply (July 10, 2006) [Entery Motion To Strike

DIS Reply EnterW's Motion To Strike Portions of [NECJ's Reply (July 10, 2006) [Enjerg Motion
To Strike N1C Replyl.

7 'PS) Reply to Entergy's Motion To Strike Portions of [DpSI8' Reply (July 20,2006) [DMS Reply
to neryW Motion To Strike DPS Reply); [MECI's Opposition to Enterg,. Motion To Strike Potltons
of [NEC]a Reply (July 20,2006) [EC Opposition to Entergy Motion To Strike NEC Reply].

8 NRC Staff Answer to Enter's Motion To Sutk Portions of (DIS) Reply (July 20.2006) [Staff
Answer to Entergy Motion To Strike DIS Replyl. NRC Staff Answer to Entergy Motion To Strike
Padon of (NEC]*$ Intervention Reply (July 20, 2006) [Stff Answer to Entergy Motion To Strike
JNEC Reply].

9 Notiee of Intent To Adopt Contentions and Motion for Leave To Be Allowed To Do So (June 5,
2006) [DIPS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions].

'0 [ECI's Notice of Adoption of Contentions, or in the Alternative, Motion To Adopt Contentions
(JuMe 5,2006) [NrC Notice of Adoption of Contentiom.

'Entety's Answer to [DI'S Notice nd Motion To Adopt Contentions (June 15, 2006) (Entergy
Answer to DI'S Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions]; Entergy's Answer to [NECT's Notice and
Motion To Adopt Contentions (June 20, 2006) ntergy Answer to NEC Notice of Adoption of

12 NRC Staff Answer to Vermont DPS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions and Motion for Leave

(June 21, 2006) [Staff Answer to DIPS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions]; NRC Staff Answer

to [MQC) Notice of Adoption of Cmotntin or Alternative Motion To Adopt Contentions (June 15,
2006) [Staff Answer to NEC Notice of Adoption of Contentionas.

the Staff answers.13 Both Entergy and the Staff opposed NEC's motion for leave
to file a reply.'4

On August 1 and 2, 2006, the Board conducted an oral argument with the
Petitioners,' 5 Entergy, and the Staff in Brattleboro, Vermont, where we heard
arguments relating to the admissibility of the proposed contentions. Tr. at 40-452.

In order for a request for hearing and petition to intervene to be granted, a
petitioner must (1) establish that it has standing and (2) propose at least one
admissible contention. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(a). We address each of these two
requirements in turn and find that while all of the Petitioners have standing, only
DIS and NEC submitted an admissible contention.

IL STANDING ANALYSIS

A; Standards Governing Standing

A petition for leave to intervene must provide certain basic information
supporting the petitioner's claim to standing. The required information includes
(1) the nature of the petitioner's right under a relevant statute to be made a party
to the proceeding; (2) the nature and extent of the petitioner's property, financial,
or other interest in the proceeding; and (3) the possible effect of any decision or
order that may be issded in the proceeding on the petitioner's interest 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(d)(1)(ii)-(iv). Judicial concepts of standing are generally followed in NRC
proceedings. Nuclear Management Co., LLC (Monticello Nuclear Generating
Plant), CLI-06-6, 63 NRC 161, 163 (2006). These require that a petitioner
establish that "(1) it has suffered a distinct and palpable harm that constitutes
injury-in-fact within the zone of interests arguably protected by the governing
statute; (2) the injury can fairly be traced to the challenged action; and (3) the
injury is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision." Yankee Atomic Electric
Co. (Yankee Nuclear Power Station), CLI-96-1, 43 NRC 1, 6 (1996). In the
context of a license renewal application, relevant governing statutes include the

13 NEC's Motion for Leave To File a Reply to NRC Staff Answer to [NECJ's Notice and Motion
To Adopt Contentions; to Entergy's Answer to [NEC)'s Notice and Motion To Adopt Contenlionr.
and to Entergy's Answer to [DI'S's Notice snd Motion To Adopt Contentions (June 22, 2006) [NEC
Motion for Lev To File Reply].

14 Entergy's Answer to NEC's Motion for Leave To File a Reply (July 3,2006) (Entergy Answer to
NEC Motion for Leave To File Reply]; NRC Staff Answer Opposing NEC' Motion for Leave To
File Replies (July 3,2006) [Staff Answer to NEC Motion for Leave To File Reply].

15 'The Board did not hear Or arnument from the Town of Marbom, but did allow therpresentative
ftrn Mariboro to make an opening statement addressing whete the Town I$ an "intete d... local
governmental body" within the meaning of 10 C.PR. 1 2.315(c). Tr. at 72-74 (Aug. 1, 2006).
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Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2011 et seq. (AEA) and the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969,42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq. (NEPA).

An organization seeking to intervene in an NRC proceeding must allege that
the challenged action will cause a cognizable injury to the organization's interests
or to the interests of its members. Yankee Atomic.Electric Co. (Yankee Nuclear
Power Station), CLI-94-3, 39 NRC 95, 102 n.l0 (1994). If the organization
seeks standing on its own behalf, it must demonstrate a discrete institutional
injury to the organization itself. International Uranium (USA) Corp. (White
Mesa Uranium Mill), CLI-01-21, 54 NRC 247, 252 (2001). When seeking to
intervene in a representational capacity, an organization must identify (by name
and address) at least one member who is affected by the licensing action and show
that it is authorized by that member to request a hearing on his or her behalf.
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station),
CLI-O0-20, 52 NRC 151,163 (2000).

In determining whether a petitioner has met the requirements for establishing
standing, the Commission has directed us to "construe the petition in favor
of the petitioner." Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech Research
Reactor, Atlanta, Georgia), CLI-95-12, 42 NRC 111, 115 (1995). To this end, in
proceedings involving nuclear power reactors, the Commission has recognized a
proximity presumption, whereby a petitioner is presumed to have standing to in-
tervene without the need to specifically plead injury, causation, and redressability
if the petitioner lives within 50 miles of the nuclear power reactor.'6 Meanwhile,
a state or local governmental body that wishes to be a party in a proceeding that
involves a facility located within its boundaries is automatically deemed to have
standing. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(d)(2)(i)-(ii).

0. Rulings on Standing

1. Vermont Department of Public Service

DPS satisfies the requirement for standing to intervene under section
.2.309(d)(2) because the proceeding concerns the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station, which is located within the boundaries of the State of Vermont. See DPS
Petition at 3. Therefore, DPS is deemed to have standing for purposes of this
proceeding and no further showing is required. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(d)(2)(ii).

16 See, e.g.. Florida Power & Lght Co. (SL Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-921,
30 NRC 325, 329 (1989) (observing that phe presumption applies in proceedings for nuclear power
plant "const•actlo penrits. operating licenses, or significant amendmes themo"); Florida Power
& Light Co. Cltuey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), LBP-01-6, 53 NRC 138. 146-50
(2001) (applying dtepresumption in an Operating license renewal proceeding).

2. Massachusetts Attorney General

Although the AG is a representative of a state within the meaning of 10 C.R.

§ 2.309(d)(2), the Vermont Yankee facility is not located within the boundaries
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and therefore the AG does not qualify
for standing under 10 C.A.R. § 2.309(d)(2)(ii). The AG must meet the standing

requirements in some other way. The AG's petition states that the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station is located within 10 miles of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts and that an accident during the license renewal period could
affect the residents, the environment, and the economy of the Commonwealth. AO
Petition at 5 n.l. Under the proximity presumption, a petitioner within the zone
of possible harm from a reactor need not specifically plead injury, causation, and
redressability. See supra note 16. Because the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station is located within 10 miles of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, we
find that the AG has demonstrated standing to participate in this license renewal
proceeding.

3. New England Coalition

NEC claims both organizational and representational standing. NEC Petition
at 2. To claim standing on its own behalf, an organization must demonstrate
a discrete institutional injury that is unique to the organization. White Mesa,
CLI-01-21,54 NRC at 252. In its petition, NEC states that its headquarters, which
houses its offices, technical library, business records, and equipment, is within 10
miles of the Vermont Yankee facility, that the purpose of the organization is to
oppose nuclear hazards, and that the proposed license renewal could increase the
risk of an offsite radiological release, which would affect the value of its property
and its ability to conduct normal operations. NEC Petition at 2-3; idv, Exh. 1,
Decl. of Pamela Long, Clerk of the Corporation [NECI (May 24,2006). We find
that, given the close proximity of NEC's headquarters to the Vermont Yankee
plant, these interests are sufficient to demonstrate organizational standing.

With respect to its claim of representational standing, NEC's petition includes
declarations from four of its members authorizing the organization to represent
their interests in any proceeding regarding Entergy's license renewal application.17

Each member declares that he or she lives within close proximity to the plant (at
distances ranging from 4 to 25 miles of the nuclear facility) and is concerned that
the proposed license extension could increase the potential for an accident and
the harmful consequences resulting from an offsite radiological release from the

'See NEC Petition, EXIL 2, Dect of Sarah Kotov (May 24. 2006); Exh. 3. Deal ofSally Shaw
(May 24,2006); Exh. 4, DecL, of David L Daen (May 24, 2006); fth. 5, DeWL of Muy FIng (May 23,
200X.
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plant." Based on these declarations and the proximity presumption, we find that
NEC satisfies the requirements for representational standing.

4. rown of Marlboro

Although Marlboro is a governmental body within the meaning of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(d)(2), the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station is not located within
the Town's boundaries. Thus, Marlboro must meet the standing pleading require-
ments in some other way. Marlboro states that it is located within the 10-mile
radius of the Vermont Yankee facility. Marlboro Hearing Request at 1. Under the
proximity presumption, we find that Marlboro has standing to participate in this
proceeding.

IM CONTNTON ADMISSIBILITY ANALYSIS

A. Standards Governing Contention Admissibility

Under 10C.P.R. § 2.309(f)(1)19 a hearing request or petition to intervene "must
set forth with particularity the contentions sought to be raised." To satisfy this
requirement, section 2.309(0(1) specifies that each contention must:

(i) Provide a specific statement of the issue of law or fact to be raised or
controverted;

(ii) Provide a brief explanation of the basis for the contention;
(iii) Demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the scope of

the proceeding;
(iv) Demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention ismaterial to the findings

the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding;.
. (v) Provide a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinions which

support the requestro'spetitioner's position on the issue and on which the petitioner
intends to rely at hefaing, together with references to the specific sources and
documents on which the requestor/petitioner intends to rely to support its position
on the issue; and

(vi) Provide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists with
the applicant/licensee on a material issue of law or fact. This information must
include references to specific portions of the application (including the applicant's
environmental report and safety report) that the petitioner disputes and the supporting
reasons for each dispute, or, if the petitioner believes that the application fails to

&.gs 19E.. N Petition, Exlt. 2. Decl. of Sarah Koekov ¶4 (May 24.2006).
19In 2004 the Commission revised and odered its proceduraltules. Ste Final RuI. "Changes

to Adjudicatory Process." 69 Fed. Reg. 2182 2217 (Jan. 14, 2004). Much of the cue law regarding
contention admissibility focmes on the pre-2004 rule, 10 C.F.I. 2.714(bX2) (2004).

contain information on a relevant matter as required by law, the identification of
each failure and the supporting reasons for the petitioner's belief.

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(i)(1)(i)-(vi).
The purpose of the contention rule is to "focus litigation on concrete issues

and result in a clearer and more focused record for decision." 69 Fed. Reg. at

2202. The Commission has stated that it "should not have to expend resources

to support the hearing process unless there is an issue that is appropriate for,

and susceptible to, resolution in an NRC hearing." Id. The Commission has

emphasized that the rules on contention admissibility are "strict by design."

Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2

and 3), CLI-01-24, 54 NRC 349,358 (2001). Failure to comply with any of these

requirements is grounds for the dismissal of a contention. Private Fuel Storage,

LLC. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-99-10, 49 NRC 318,

325 (1999). These requirements have been further developed by NRC case law,

as summarized below.

L Brief Explanatlon bf the Basis of the Contention -10 C.F.R.
§2-309(1)(1)(1i)

A "brief explanation of the basis for the contention" is a necessary prereq-
uisite of an admissible contention. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(I)(ii). "[A) petitioner
must provide some sort of minimal basis indicating the potential validity of the
contention." Final Rule: "Rules of Practice for Domestic Licensing Proceedings
- Procedural Changes in the Hearing Process," 54 Fed. Reg. 33,168, 33,170
(Aug. 11, 1989). This "brief explanation" of the logical underpinnings of a
contention does not require a petitioner "to provide an exhaustive list of possible
bases, but simply to provide sufficient alleged factual or legal bases to support
the contention." Louisana Energy Services, LP. (National Enrichment Facility),
CLI-04-35, 60 NRC 619, 623 (2004). The brief explanation helps define the
scope of a contention - "[tjhe reach of a contention necessarily hinges upon
its terms coupled with its stated bases." Public Service Co. of New Hampshire
(Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-899, 28 NRC 93, 97 (1988), aj'd sub
nomn Massachusetts v. NRC, 924 F.2d 311 (D.C. Cir. 1991). However, it is the
contention, not "bases," whose admissibility must be determined. See 10 C.P.R.
§ 2.309(a).

2. Within the Scope of the Proceeding - 10 C.F.&. § 2.309(f)(1)(ifi)

A petitioner must demonstrate that the issue it seeks to raise is within the
scope of the proceeding. 10 C.P.A. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). The scope of a proceeding
is defined by the Commission in its initial hearing notice and order referring
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the proceeding to the licensing board. Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-825, 22 NRC 785, 790-91 (1985). In addition,
the Commission has provided a detailed regulatory framework setting forth the
safety and environmental issues that fall within the scope of a license renewal
proceeding.

Safety contentions in license renewal proceedings must focus on topics related
to the detrimental effects of aging and related time-limited issues dealt within 10
C.P.R. Part 54. Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Plant, Units 3 and 4), CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3, 7 (2001); 10 C.F.R. § 54.29(a)(1)-
(2). Contentions that focus on safety issues that were thoroughly reviewed when
the plant was initially licensed and are continually monitored as part of the
NRC's ongoing oversight programs are outside of the scope of license renewal
proceedings because "the Commission did not believe it necessary or appropriate
to throw open the full gamut of provisions in a plant's current licensing basis
to re-analysis during the license renewal review." Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54
NRC at 9; see also Final Rule: "Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal," 56 Fed.
Reg. 64.943, 64,946 (Dec. 13, 1991). Thus, issues that are continually assessed,
such as emergency planning, are not within the scope of a license renewal
proceeding, Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 9-10. However, issues that
concern age-related degradation, such as metal fatigue, corrosion, and thermal and
radiation embrittlement, are within the scope of a license renewal proceeding, id.
at 7-8. See also Final Rule: "Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal; Revisions,"
60 Fed. Reg. 22,461, 22,464 (May 8, 1995).

Environmental contentions in license renewal proceedings are similarly limited
in scope. Under 10 C.F.R. Part 51, the Commission's procedural regulations for
complying with NEPA, environmental topics in license renewal proceedings are
divided into two groups: (1) generic issues based on the Generic Environmental
Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (GELS, NUREG-1437,
May 1996), or (2) plant-specific issues. The GEIS is an extensive study of
potential environmental impacts of extending the operating licenses for nuclear
power plants for 20 years. Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 11. Generic
issues, or "Category 1" issues as they are referred to in Part 51, generally need
not be assessed in a license renewal application because the Commission has
already concluded that they involve environmental effects that are similar at all
existing plants. ld. (citing 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(i)). An applicant, however,
"must still provide additional analysis in its Environmental Report if new and
significant information may bear on the applicability of the Category I finding
at its particular plant" Id. See also 10 CA.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv). Plant-specific
issues, or "Category 2" issues, must also be addressed in a license renewal
applicant's Environmental Report. Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 11-12;
10 C.F.R. § 5 1.53(c)(3)(ii)-(iii). The Staff must then independently assess the
applicant's Environmental Report, setting out its conclusions in a site-specific
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draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS). Turkey Point, C11-
01-17, 54 NRC at 12 (citing 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.70, 51.73-.74). The draft SEIS must
address "significant new circumstances or information relevant" to the license
renewal, 10 C.F.R. §51.72(a)(2), including new and significant information
relating to Category 1 issues. Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station,
Units 1 and 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-02-14, 55 NRC
278, 290 (2002). After considering public comments on the draft SEIS, covering

both plant-specific Category 2 issues and new and significant information on

Category 1 issuef, the Staff weighs the expected environmental impacts of

license renewal and sets forth its conclusions in the final SEIS. Id. (citing Final

Rule: "Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating
Licenses," 61 Fed. Reg. 28,467,28,470 (June 5, 1996)). As with the applicant's
Environmental Report and the draft SETS, the final SEIS must consider new and

sigmficant information on Category I issues. McGuirelCatawba, CLI-02-14, 55

NRC at 290-91; Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 12.
A contention that challenges a Commission rule or regulation is outside of

the scope of the proceeding because, absent a waiver, "no rule or regulation of
the Commission... is subject to attack.., in any adjudicatory proceeding."
10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a). Any contention that amounts to an attack on applicable
statutory requirements must be rejected by a licensing board as outside the scope
of the proceeding. Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13,20 (1974). A petitioner that seeks
to express a personal view regarding the direction of regulatory policy is not,
however, without remedy, and may submit a petition under 10 C.F.R. § 2.802
for rulemaking, or a request under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 that the NRC Staff take
enforcement action.

3. Materiality -10 C.p.R.§• 09()(1Xv)

For a contention to be admissible, a petitioner must show "that the issue raised
in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to support the
action that is involved in the proceeding." 10 C.F.R. § 2 .309(f)(1)(iv). An issue
is only "material". if "the resolution of the dispute would make a difference in
the outcome of the licensing proceeding." 54 Fed. Reg. at 33,172. This means
that there must be some link between the claimed error or omission regarding
the proposed licensing action and the NRC's role in protecting public health
and safety or the environment. Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone
Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), LBP-04-15, 60 NRC 81, 89 (2004), aO4
CLI-04-36,60 NRC 631 (2004).
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4. Concise Statement of Supporting Facts or Expert Opinion - 10 C.F.R
9 2.309()(1)(v)

Contentions must be supported by "a concise statement of the alleged facts or
expert opinions which support the... petitioner's position on the issue... together
with references to the specific sources and documents on which [it] intends to
rely to support its position." 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v). It is the obligation of
the petitioner to present the factual information or expert opinions necessary to
support its contention adequately. Yankee Atomic Electric Co. (Yankee Nuclear
Power Station), CLI-96-7, 43 NRC 235, 262 (1996). Failure to do so requires
that the contention be rejected. Arizona Public Service Co. (Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 1. 2, and 3), CLI-91-12, 34 NRC 149, 155 (1991).

Determining whether a contention is adequately supported by a concise allega-
tion of the facts or expert opinion, however, "does not call upon the intervenor to
make its case at [the contention admissibility] stage of the proceeding, but rather
to indicate what facts or expert opinions, be it one fact or opinion or many, of
which it is aware at that point in time which provide the basis for its contention."
54 Fed. Reg. at 33,170. A petitioner does not have to provide an exhaustive list
of its experts or evidence or prove the merits of its contention at the admissibility
stageY' As with a summary disposition motion, the support for a contention may
be viewed in a light that is favorable to the petitioner and inferences that can be
drawn from evidence may be construed in favor of the petitioner. See Palo Verde,
CL1 1-12, 34 NRC at 155; 10 C.F.R. § 2.710(c).

Nevertheless, "r[m]ere 'notice pleading' is insufficient under these standards.
A petitioner's issue will be ruled inadmissible if the petitioner 'has offered no
tangible information, no experts, no substantive affidavits,' but instead only 'bare
assertions and speculation.' " Fansteel, Inc. (Muskogee, Oklahoma Site), CIJ-03-
13, 58 NRC 195, 203 (2003) (quoting GPU Nuclear, Inc. (Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station), CLI-00-6, 51 NRC 193, 208 (2000)). And if a petitioner
neglects to provide the requisite support for its contentions, the Board should not
make assumptions of fact that favor the petitioner, or supply information that
is lacking. Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech Research Reactor,
Atlanta, Georgia), LBP-95-6, 41 NRC 281, 305 (1995); Duke Cogema Stone &
Webster (Savannah River Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility), LBP-01-35,
54 NRC 403, 422 (2001). Any supporting material provided by a petitioner,
including those portions of the material that are not relied upon, is subject to
Board scrutiny. Yankee Atomic Electric Co. (Yankee Nuclear Power Station),
LBP-96-2, 43 NRC 61, 90 (1996), rev'd in part on other grounds, CLI-96-7, 43
NRC 235 (1996).

"Natioat Enrkchment Facility. CL.I-04-35, 60 NRC at 623; Private Fuel Storage, LLC. (Inds.
pendent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), C1-04-22, 60 NRC 125,139 (2004).
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In short, the information, facts, and expert opinion alleged by the petitioner
will be examined by the Board to confirm that it does indeed supply adequate
support for the contention. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-919, 30 NRC 29, 48 (1989), vacated in
part on other grounds and remanded CLI-90-4, 31 NRC 333 (1990). But at the
contention admissibility stage, all that is required is that the petitioner provide
"some alleged fact or facts in-support its position." 54 Fed. Reg. at 33,170.

5. Sufficient Information To Show a Genuine Dispute - 10 MF.
§ 23090f)(1)(0t)

A properly pled contention must contain "sufficient information to show that
a genuine dispute exists with the applicant/licensee on a material issue of law
or fact." 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(IXvi). Specifically, a contention "must include
references to specific portions of the application... that the petitioner disputes
and the supporting reasons for each dispute, or, if the petitioner believes that the
application faids to contain information on a relevant matter as required by law,
the identification of each failure and the supporting reasons for the petitioner's
belief." IL. In contrast to subparagraph (v). which focuses on the need for
some factual support for the contention, subparagraph (vi) requires that there be
a concrete and genuine dispute worth litigating. Making a "bald or conclusory
allegation that such a dispute exists" is not sufficient, as a petitioner "must
make a minimal showing that material facts are in dispute, thereby demonstrating
that an 'inquiry in depth' is appropriate." 54 Fed. Reg. at 33,171 (quoting
Connecticut Bankers Ass'n v. Board of Governors, 627 F.2d 245, 251 (D.C.
Cir. 1980)).. For example, "'an expert opinion that merely states a conclusion
(e.g., the application is 'deficient,' 'inadequate,' or 'wrong') without providing
a reasoned basis or explanation for that conclusion is inadequate because it
deprives the Board of its ability to make the necessary, reflective assessment of
the opinion.'" USECInc. (American Centrifuge Plant), CI1-06-10,63 NRC 451,
472 (2006) (citation omitted) (affirming Licensing Board holding that quotations
from an unintelligible correspondence with purported expert, with no explanation
or analysis of how the expert's statements relate to an error or omission in the
application, are insufficient to support a contention).

Although a petitioner must demonstrate that a "genuine dispute exists" at the
contention admissibility stage, it need not demonstrate that it will prevail on the
merits. See 54 Fed. Reg. at 33,170-71. Similarly, "at the contention filing stage
the factual support necessary to show that a genuine dispute exists need not be in
affidavit or formal evidentiary form and need not be of the quality necessary to
withstand a summary disposition motion." Id. at 33,171.
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6. New Issues Raised in a Petitioner's Reply Brief

A petitioner that fails to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) in
its initial contention submission may not use its reply to rectify the inadequacies
of its petition or to raise new arguments. But the reply may respond to and
focus on any legal, logical, or factual arguments presented in the answers.2 1

The amplification of statements provided in an initial petition is legitimate and
permissible. Louisiana Energy Services, LP. (National Enrichment Facility),
LBP-04-14, 60 NRC 40,58, affd, CLI-04-25, 60 NRC 223 (2004).

It. Ruling on Massachusetts Attorney General Contention

1. AO Contention J

The Environmental Report for Renewal of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant
Fails to Satisfy NEPA Because it Does Not Address the Environmental Impacts of
Severe Spent Fuel Pool Accidents.22

The essence of this contention is the AG's assertion that Entergy's environ-
mental report (ER) "does not satisfy 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) and NEPA...
because it fails to address new and significant information regarding the reason-
ably foreseeable potential for a severe accident involving nuclear fuel stored in
high-density storage racks in the Vermont. Yankee fuel pool." ILI at 21. The
AG's logic or "basis" is straightforward. First, the AG points out that NEPA and
10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) require that "new and significant information" not
previously considered by the NRC in an environmental impact statement (EIS) be
included in the ER.2' More specifically, the AG argues that the regulation requires
the ER to include new and significant information even if it concerns a Category
1 matter that was otherwise covered in the GEIS. AG Reply at 8. Second, the AG

21 Sea Louiuana Energy Service,, LP. (National Enrkhment Facility), QJ.04-25. 60 NRC 223,
225(2004) (quoting Final Rule. "Changes to the Adjudicatory Process," 69 Fed. Reg. 2192, 2203
(Jan. 14,2004) (reply must be "narrowly focused on the legal or logical irgurnents pred in the
applicatlicensee or NRC Staff answer")); Nuclear Management Co., LC (Palindes Nuclear Plant),
CLI-06-17, 63 NRC 727,732 (2006) ("Replies must focus narrowly on the legal or factual arguments
firt presented in the original petition or raised in the answers to it").

2 AO Petition at 21. Unless dtherwise noted, our statement of each contention is a direct quote from
the text of the relevant petition.

2 'Th AO Ocknowledges that the NRC issued a generic EIS (GElS) to evaluate many of the
common environmental impacts of license renewals, and therefore NRC regulations do not require
the preparatiOn of a complete ER and EIS for all aspects~of each license renewal application. AG
Petition at 12-13 (citing 10 C.F. 11 5l53(c)(3Xi), 51.71(d)). However, the AG points to 10 C.F.R.
J 51.53(cX3Xlv), which, consistent with Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resouregs Counct, 490 U.S.
36%, 374 (1999), requires that an ER "contain any new and significant Information regarding the
environmental impacts Of license renewal of which the applicant is aware." AU Petition at 15.

asserts that such new and significant information exists concerning the potential
impact of an accident involving a high-density spent fuel pool storage facility.
Third, the AG says that the ER is defective because it fails to include such new and
significant information. Therefore, fourth, the AG concludes that its contention is
admissible and is within the proper scope of this license renewal proceeding. AG
Petition at 21-23.

The AG summarizes the key elements of his "new and significant information"
relating to the risks of a spent fuel pool fire, as follows:

(a) if the water level in a fuel storage pool drops to the point where the tops of the
fuel assemblies are uncovered, the fuel will burn, (b) the fuel will bum regardless of
its age, (c) the fire will propagate to other assemblies in the pool, and (c) (sic] the
fire may be catastrophic.

Id at 22. The AG supports his allegation that such new and significant information
exists with five "facts or expert opinions," see 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(v): (1)
the expert declaration and report of Dr. Gordon Thompson," (2) the expert
declaration and report of Dr. Ian Beyea,2' (3) excerpts from NUREG-1738, (4) the
2006 "Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage" report of
the National Academy of Sciences," and (5) the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001. AG Petition at 22.

The AG argues that NRC never considered this information in its original EIS
for Vermont Yankee or in the GEIS for license renewals, and thus that Entergy's
failure to include this new and significant information in its ER contravenes
10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) and Marsh. I& at 23. The AG also contends that
the environmental impacts of a spent fuel pool accident must be considered by
the Staff in the SEIS in order for the Staff to comply with its obligation to
consider significant new information relevant to the environmental impacts of
license renewal because this information has.yet to be considered by the NRC in
a previous EIS. I& at 14-15. The AG further asserts that, when the likelihood of

24 Gordon R. Thompson, "Risks and Risk-Reducing Options Associated with Pool Stompge of Spent
Nuclear Fuel at the Pilgrim and Venmont Yankee Nuclear PowerPlants" (May 25, 2006); AG Petition,
Exh. I, Decl. of Dr. Gordon Thompson in Support of [AO]'s Contention and Petition for Backflt
Order (May 2,2006).

"Jan Beyea, "Report to the Massachusetts Attorney Generl on the Potential Consequnccsa of
a Spent-Fuel-Pool Fire at the Pilgrim or Vermont Yankee Nuclear Plant" (May 25, 2006)); AG

Petition, E~xh. 2, Dec. of Dr. Ian Beyea in Support of [AGU's Contention and Petition for Backfit
Order (May 25 2006).

26Committee on the Safety and Security of Commerial Spent Nuclear Ptel Stomag, Board on
Radioactive Waste Management, National Research Council, Safeay and Security of Commercial
Spent Nudear Fuel Storage: Public Report (2006).
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a terrorist attack is taken into account, the estimated probability of this type of
accident is within the range that must be discussed in an ER and EIS. Id. at 33-41.

In addition to its argument regarding new and significant information, the AG
also contends that the ER is deficient because it does not consider reasonable
alternatives for avoiding or mitigating the environmental impacts of a severe
spent fuel pool fire. Id at 23, 47. Under 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L), an ER
must contain severe accident mitigation alternatives (SAMAs) for some issues.
See also 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iii). According to the AG, potential SAMAs
for a spent fuel pool fire are ignored, including the alternative of replacing the
high-density spent fuel pool racks with low-density racks and transferring any
remaining spent fuel to dry storage. AG Petition at 47.

Entergy opposes the AG's contention, claiming that the environmental impacts
of spent fuel storage are codified as Category-I environmental issues, and thus
are beyond the scope of this license renewal proceeding. Entergy Answer to AG
at 11-12 (citing 10 C.F.R. Part 51, App. B, Table B-I; 10 C.F.R. §§51.53(c)
and 51.95(c)). According to Entergy, the AG's attempt to bring these issues
within the scope of the proceeding by invoking section 51.53(c)(3)(iv) falls short
because the generic Category 1 findings resulting from the analysis of the GElS
are NRC rules and, as such, may only be challenged or altered upon the granting
of a waiver or rulemaking petition. Id. at 12-13. Moreover, Entergy argues that
the recent decision in San Laus Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016
(9th-Cir. 2006), is inapplicable here because Commission case law establishes
that, even if terrorism issues require analysis under NEPA, the GETS concluded
that "if such an event were to occur, the resultant core damage and radiological
release would be no worse than those expected from internally initiated events."
Entergy Answer to AG at 25-26 (quoting Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear
Station, Units I and 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-02-26, 56
NRC 358,365 n.24 (2002)). Entergy also challenges the AG's claim that new and
significant information exists, arguing that the risks associated with high-density
racking in spent fuel pools were known and considered by NRC long ago and that
nothing new is contained in the AG's exhibits. See id. at 13-25.

The Staff likewise argues that Category 1 environmental issues are outside
of the scope of license renewal proceedings, citing 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(2) and
Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 6-13, for the proposition that a license
renewal ER need not provide information regarding the storage of spent fuel.
Staff Answer to AG at 11-12. The Staff also relies on Turkey Point, CLI-01-17,
54 NRC at 21-22, in arguing that an ER need not address SAMAs for mitigating
spent fuel pool accidents. Staff Answer to AG at 12-13. According to the Staff,
by asking the Board to address a spent fuel storage issue, the AG is essentially
seeking to have the Board treat spent fuel pool issues as a Category 2 issue, which
runs counter to the prohibition against challenging a regulation in an adjudicatory
proceeding without seeking a waiver. let at 14. The Staff also argues that the

information in the AG petition is not new and, therefore, need not be included
in the Entergy's ER as it has already been presented to the NRC. Id. at 16-22.
Finally, the Staff asserts that, to the extent the AG's contention attempts to raise
terrorism issues, these issues are also outside of the scope of the proceeding. Id
at 22-23.

In its reply, the AG argues that the case law and regulatory history make clear
that "Category I impacts are included in the scope of the new and significant
impacts that must be discussed in an ER pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv)."
AG Repy at 8. The AG maintains that the alternative procedures suggested in
Turkey Point (e.g., the filing of a waiver petition or a rulemaking petition) are
inconsistent with NEPA as construed by the Supreme Court in Marsh. Id at 9-10.
Further, the AG asserts that Turkey Point is inapposite because it did not deal
with a contention alleging new and significant information, and that its discussion
of issues relating to new and significant information is dicta. lit at 11. The
AG goes on to explain that the information in its petition is indeed "new and
significant." I& at 12-27. Finally, the AG asks the Board to rule that NEPA
requires that Entergy and the Staff consider the environmental impacts of an
intentional attack on the Vermont Yankee spent fuel pool, and then to refer its
ruling to the Commission to determine the applicability of the Mothers for Peace
decision. d.I at 27-28.

The Board rules that, even if the AG has presented new and significant
information related to the risks and environmental impacts of high-density racking
in spent fuel pools, as a matter of law the contention is not admissible because the
Commission has already decided, in Turkey Point, that licensingboards cannot
amit an environmental contention regarding a Category 1 issue.

Starting from the proposition that onsite spent fuel management is a Category I
issue,W the first step in our reasoning is to confront the apparent conflict between
10 CF.R.' § 51.53(c)(3)(i) and (iv). Subsection (i) states that an applicant's ER
"is not required to contain analyses of the environmental impacts of the license
renewal issues identified as Category 1 issues in Appendix B." Meanwhile,
subsection (iv) specifies that the ER must include "any new and significant
information regarding the environmental impacts of license renewal of which
the applicant is aware." What if there is "new and significant" information
regarding a Category 1 issue? Must the ER include it? The answer, provided by
the Commission, is clearly yes.

In construing 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3) the Commission has stated: "even where
the GEIS has found that a particular impact applies generically (Category 1), the
applicant must still provide additional analysis in its Environmental Report if new
and significant information may bear on the applicability of the Category I finding

2110 CA.R. Part 51, App. B. Table B-I.
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at its particular plant." Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 11 (emphasis added).
Likewise, "the applicant must provide additional analysis of even a Category
I issue if new and significant information has surfaced." McGuirelCatawba,
CLI-02-14, 55 NRC at 290. Both Entergy, Tr. at 95, and the NRC Staff, Tr. at
113-14 and 168, acknowledge that the ER must include any new and significant
information (that the applicant is aware of) regarding the environmental impacts

of Category I issues.
Similarly, when preparing the SEIS, the Staff must consider any significant

new information related to Category I issues.. See 10 C.F.R. §§51.92(a)(2),
51.95(c)(3); Final Rule: "Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power
Plant Operating Licenses," 61 Fed. Reg. 28,467, 28,470 (June 5, 1996). "The
final SETS also takes account of public comments, including... new informa-
tion on generic findings." Turkey Point, CLI-0l-17, 54 NRC at 12; see also
McOuire/Citawba, CLI-02-14, 55 NRC at 290-91. Therefore, if the information
that the AG presents is indeed new and significant, the Staff's SEIS needs to

address it.
The second step in our reasoning confronts a more problematic issue: assuming

arguendo that an ER fails to include new and significant information (known
to the applicant) relating to a Category 1 environmental issue and thus fails to
comply with 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv), does this give rise to an admissible
contention? Normally, the answer would be yes. indeed, the essence of virtually
all admissible contentions is an allegation that the applicant has failed to address,
or has inadequately addressed, some legally required matter. In this case, however,
the Commission has answered this question in the negative. The AG's contention

is therefore inadmissible.
Our conclusion - that the failure of an ER to include known new and

significant informatioti concerning a Category I issue as required in 10 C.F.R.
§51.53(c)(3) cannot give rise to an admissible contention - derives fromthe
Cotnmmnission's ruling in Turkey Point. First, the Commission identified three
options for addressing new and significant information that might arise after the
GEIS on Category 1 issues was finalized:

The Commission recognizes that even generic findings sometimes need revis-
iting in particular contexts. Our rules thus provide a number of opportunities for
individuals to alert the Commission to new and significant information that might
render a generic finding invalid, either with respect to all nuclear power plants or
for one plant in particular. In the hearing process, for example, petitioners with new
information showing that a generic rule would not serve its purpose at a particular
plant may seek a waiver of the rule. Petitioners with evidence that a generic finding
is incorrect for all plants may petition the Commission to initiate a fresh rulemak-
ing. Such petitioners may also use the SETS notice-and-comment process to ask the

NRC to forgo use of the suspect generic finding and to suspend license renewal

proceedings, pending a rulemaking or updating of the GEIS.

Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 12 (citations omitted).

The implication of this passage is that a citizen does not have the (fourth) option

of filing a contention to challenge the ER's failure to include new and significant

information concerning a Category I issue. The Commission confirmed this later

in the Turkey Point ruling when it stated that "Part 51 treats all spent fuel pool
accidents, whatever their cause, as generic, Category I events not suitable for

case-by-case adjudication." Id. at 22. The Commission added that "[a]s we hold

in the text, it is Part 51, with its underlying GEIS, that precludes the litigation of

that issue." Id' at 23 n.14. As the NRC Staff pointed out, the fourth option (e.g.,

filing a contention) would obviate the other three, because a logical petitioner

would always opt for it and skip the extra burdens associated with the other three

(e.g., requesting a waiver of the regulations from the Commission). Tr. at 165.

* Our reading of Turkey Point is consistent with the regulatory history of section

51.53(cX3)(iv). This requirement - that the ER include any new and significant

information - was not part of the proposed rule.2 It was added in the final rule

in response to. objections from the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and members of the public, as

follows:

Federal and State agencies questioned how new scientific information could be
folded into the GEMS findings because the GETS would have been performed so far

in advance of the actual renewal of an operating license. ... A group of commenters,
including CEQ and EPA noted that the rigidity of the proposed rule hampers the
NRC's ability to respond to new information or to different environmental issues
not listed in the proposed rule.

61 Fed. Reg. at 28,470.
In response, NRC added 10 C.R. § 51.53(c)(3)Civ) to expand "the frame-

work for consideration of significant new information." Ih The Statement of

Considerations to the final rule refers to SECY-93-032, a Staff memorandum to
the Commission reporting that the addition of section 51.53(c)(3)(iv) resolved the
CEQ and EPA concet•s. 2 The memorandum explained that the addition of section
51'.53(c)(3)(iv) would have little impact on license renewal adjudications because
'"1]itigation of environmental issues in a hearing will be limited to unbounded

"Sa PrOposed Rule "Ea:virmnentl Review for Renewal of Opeuting License." 56 Fed. Reg.
47,016.47.027-21 (Sept. 17. 1991ý

2'SECY-93-032, MeMornudum fr•o James M. Taylor, EDO, to the Conutoneta (Feb. 9,1993).
ADAMS Accession No. ML051660667.
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category 2 and category 3 issues unless the rule is suspended or waived." SECY-
93-032 at 4. (Category 2 and 3 issues were eventually combined into Category 2.
See 61 Fed. Reg. at 28,474.) The Commission approved the modifications in the
proposed rule and specifically endorsed SECY-93-032.3O Commission approval
of SECY-93-032 demonstrates that, when the Commission adopted the final rule,
it contemplated that Category I issues could only be litigated after the granting of
a waiver petition pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.335.

The Commission's intent is also demonstrated by the dialogue that occurred
when the Commission was deliberating the final rule and discussing SECY-
93-032. The briefing t6overed the resolution of the CEQ and EPA objections
and included an exchange between Commissioner James R. Curtiss and Martin
Malsch, the Deputy General Counsel for Licensing and Regulation. Twice the
Commissioner asked whether, under 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv)or any other part
of the license renewal regulations, a petitioner could litigate a Category I issue
on the claim that there was new and significant information on the issue. Twice
the Deputy General Counsel of NRC answered no, not without first obtaining a
waiver or other approval from the Commission itself.3' With this understanding of
the regulations, the Commission approved and finalized section 51.53(cX3)(iv).
Given this regulatory history, it is clear that an allegation of new and significant

'0 Memorandum frm Samuel L. Chilk. Secretary, to James MK Taylor. EDO (Apr. 22, 1993),
AJDAMS Accession No. ML0AM60U02.

3"Commissioner Outis: "([Assume for the sake of discussion that die staff says, 'This is not
significant new Information,' Is that kind of issue subsequently one that can be or you Intend to be

cognizable before the board?"

Mr. Maisch: "Well, it would depend. If the Information is - the basic answer is they have to
come to the Commission tim. If the Information is considered significant by th Interested party and
staff says. 'Now, tils is not significant.' If it's genetic Infomation, then the remedy is a petition for
felemudng and that usually comes to the Commnaton. Before the Commission would grant a petition
for tulerailng, ft wouM consder the morls of the infornntlon If the infornati Is site specfic, then
they'd need to petition for a waiver. But after being screened by the board, the board Is refered to the
.ommission and only the Commission can grant waivers. So, again it comes before the Commission.

So, the procedural toute Is somewhat differenl, but no matter how It •g ets te, the Commission
would be looking at the taff judgment, looking at what other patties say about it. and making its own
detetilnation about significnce.'"

COmMIssionerCwtist: "So, there's no chcumstance, in otherwords. where you envision that once

a determination is made under the procedures that you've described with regard to the significance of
the infonnatlon by the Commission upon the Staff's ecommendation, that we would then in turn need
to litigate before the board the significance ofthat Information, whether it was or wan't significant?"

Mr. MaIsch: "Not without the Comnmission's approvaL"

Public Meeting, "Briefing on Status of Issues and Approach to GE Rulemaking for Part 51"
(Feb. 29, 1993), at 14-15, ADAMS Accession No. ML.51660665.

information relating to a Category I issue may not form the basis of a contention

in a license renewal proceeding, absent a waiver.
Based on Turkey Point and the regulatory history that underlies it, the Board

must rule that a petitioner may not challenge an ER's failure to consider new

and significant information for a Category 1 environmental impact without first

seeking a waiver of the generic rule. The environmental impacts of onsite spent

fuel storage are codified in Appendix B to Subpart A of Part 51 and listed as a

Category I issue. 10 C.F.R. Part 51, App. B, Table B-1. As the Commission

has stated, if a party such as the AG believes that there is significant new

information relating to Category 1 license renewal issues, the AG has several

options, including filing a petition for rulemaking, providing the information

to the NRC Staff (which can then seek Commission approval to suspend the

application of the rules or delay the license renewal proceeding), or petitioning

the Commission to waive the application of the rule. 61 Fed. Reg. 28,740. The

Commission has ruled that its reliance on such GEIS tiering comports with NEPA.
Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 13-14 (citing Baltinore Gas & Electric Co.

v. Natural Risources Defense Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87 (1983)). Thus, absent a
waiver, a contention seeking to litigate an ER's failure to include required new
and significant information is not admissible.3"

Before concluding this section of the analysis, we note that the parties have
expended substantial effort in debating the factual question as to whether "new
and significant information" exists concerning the risks and impacts of high-
density spent fuel pool storage. The AG cites to the declarations from Dr.
Thompson and Dr. Beyea, NUREG 1738, the NAS 2006 Report, and the events of
September 11, 2001, as providing such new and significant information. Entergy
and the Staff respond, at length, that there is nothing new in these reports. Staff
Answer at 16-21; Entergy Answer at 13-25.

The Board has three general responses to this factual debate. First, we. note
that the risks and effects of high-density racking of spent fuel in pools have been
studied and debated since 1979, see AG Petition at 21 (acknowledging that the

327Te ommission's nuling in Thrkey Point (that an applicant's failume to provide new and significant
infornatki relating to aC•ategory I Issue cannot be adjudicated in a license renewal proceeding) seems

inconsislent with its stateef that "[aIdjudicatoty hearings In individual license renewal proceedinp
will share the same x" of irs, as our NRC Staff•tView." TurkY POK .OI-0l-17, 54 NRC at
t0 (emphasis added). Of the one hand, the ER must Include new and significant information relating
to Category I Issues, 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)iv), the Staff must review this information and Include
any "significant new circumstances or information" relating to Category I Issues in supplements to
the draft SEIS, 10 CM.R 51.72(aX2), and the Statfs final SEIS will cover any "1significant new

circumstances or information" relating to Category I Issues, 10 C.F .R. § 51.92(aX2). On the other
hand, absent a waiver of the regulations, those issues cannot be heard in an adjudicatory hearing.

Under the Turkqy Point holding, the permissible scope of a license renewal adjudicatoty hearing Is

narrower than the scope of the Staff's review.
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issue was recognized as early as 1979), and have been the subject of substantial
litigation. See Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant)
LBP-0O-19, 52 NRC 85 (2000), affr' CLI-01-1 1, 53 NRC 370 (2001), and other
cases cited in Staff Answer at 16 n.10. This ground is well trod. Second, we
note that, for purposes of admissibility, the AG need not prove that the various
documents actually contain new and significant information, but instead need
only "[pirovide a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinions which
support" the contention and "[plrovide sufficient information to show that a
genuine dispute exists" on this point. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi). A
contention may be plausible enough to meet the admission standards even if it is
ultimately denied on the merits. See Final Rule: "Rules of Practice for Domestic
Licensing Proceedings - Procedural Changes in the Hearing Process," 54 Fed.
Reg. 33,168, 33,170 (Aug. 11. 1989). Third, because we conclude that, as a
matter of law, the failure of an ER to include new and significant information
relating to a Category I issue is not litigablei we need not determine whether
the multiple declarations and documents proffered by the AG in fact provide
sufficient information to at least support the admissibility of this contention.

In addition to basing its contention on new and significant information relating
to the risks of high-density racking of spent fuel in pools, the AG alleges that
the ER is defective because it fails to address new and significant information
relating to the risks of terrorism (e.g., the terrorist attacks of September 1 i,2001).
Although this is a different category of "new and significant information," the
same result obtains - the contention is not adjudicable under Turkey Point. If
the AG wants to raise its concerns that new and significant information relating to
terrorism needs to be considered, it should pursue one of the three paths specified
by the Commission. See Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 12.

We also note that in McGuirelCatawba, the Commission held that there is
no need to address terrorism issues in license renewal proceedings because "it
is sensible not to devote resources to the likely impact of terrorism during the
license renewal period, but instead to concentrate on how to prevent a terrorist
attack in the near term at the already licensed facilities." McGuire/Catawba,
CLI-02-26, 56 NRC at 365. We agree with the AG that this holding is undercut
by the Ninth Circuit's decision in Mothers for Peace, 449 F.3d at 1016. The
Commission, however; gave another reason for rejecting terrorism contentions
in license renewal proceedings. In holding that the GEIS adequately addresses
terrorism issues generically, the Commission stated:

33 We also note that 10 C.F.I. §51.53(c)(3)(tv) only requires the ER to include such new and
significsmt Infonnaton "of which the applicant is swm" Given our legal conclusion, we need not
delve Into the mind of Ensersy to determine the factual question as to whete It was aware of, or

should have been awam of, the Information proffed by the AG.

Even if we were required by law to consider terrorism under NEPA, the NRC

has already issued a... GTlS that considers sabotage in connection with license

renewal .... The GEIS concluded that, if such an event were to occur, the resultant

core damage and radiological releases would be no worse than those expected for

internally initiated events.

McGuire/Catawba, 56 NRC at 365 n.24 (citations omitted). This component o

McGuire/Catawba, combined with Turkey Point, leads us to conclude that terrot

ism concerns, even assuming new and significant information is presented, an

not litigable in a license renewal proceeding and must be handled via rulemakin,

or a waiver petition.
Finally, we note that the AG's arguments regarding severe accident mitigatio

alternatives (SAMAs) also fail to establish an admissible issue. The requiremen

for a SAMA analysis is found in 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)('i)(L), which states thu

"[ilf the staff has not previously considered severe accident mitigation altema

tives for the applicant's plant in an environmental impact statement or relate

supplement or in an environmental assessment, a consideration of alternative
to mitigate severe accidents must be provided." An applicant, however, ofl:.
needs to provide this analysis "for those issues identified as Category 2 issues b
Appendix B to subpart A of this part." 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii). Spent fut
pool storage issues are Category I issues. 10 C.F.R. Part 51, App. B, Table B-I
Therefore, the regulations clearly indicate that in a license renewal, SAMAs ar
not required for spent fuel pool accidents and this challenge is not admissible. Se
Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 21-22.

For the reasons discussed above, AG Contention 1 is inadmissible and th
AG's hearing request is denied.4 We also note in passing that the AG has alread.
filed a Petition for Rulemaking under 10 C.F.R. § 2.802 to address this issue?' Ii
this petition, the AG argues that

[rjevocation of 10 C.F.R. §§ 5 1.53(cX2) and 51.95(c) and Table B-1 of Appendix A
to 10 C.F.R. Part 51 will be necessary to ensure NMPA compliance In the Pilgrim and
Vermont Yankee license renewal cases if the ASLB or the Commission interprets
those regulations to bar the consideration of significant new information ....

Id at 7. In this petition, the AG repeats his claims that new and significan
information justifies revisiting the issue at this time. 1Ld at 8-10. Thus we see ths
the AG has already begun to pursue the alternative remedies specified in Turkes
Point. CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 12.

34Alhmugh the AG is not admitted to the proceeding as a petty, it may still piolicipate as a
Intested State. Sve Section VLD.

15 JAG] Petition for Rulemaklng To Amend 10 CJP.R. Pot 51 (Aug. 25,2006).
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2. AG Deckflt Petidon Under 10 CP.R. §50.109

In addition to its intervention petition, the AG submitted a petition requesting
the imposition of a backfit order pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 50.109(a). AG Petition
at 48-50. According to the AG, when the Vermont Yankee facility was initially
licensed, it used open low-density racks that stored smaller quantities of spent
fuel and thus there was no need to consider or design against pool fire accidents.
Id. at 49. Now, however, the Vermont Yankee pool includes high-density storage
racks which, the AG asserts, pose an undue safety risk of pool fire. Id. Based
on this undue risk, the AG asserts that the Commission should require a backfit
order returning the Vermont Yankee spent fuel pool to its original low-density
storage configuration and using dry storage for any excess fuel. I& Entergy
opposes the backfit order because such a request is beyond the scope of a license
renewal proceeding. Entergy Answer to AG at 26-27. The Staff contends that the
petition for backfit should be dismissed because the petition is still properly before
the Commission, not the Board, and because NRC regulations do not permit an
adjudicatory hearing on backfit issues. Staff Answer to AG at 24. In its reply,
the AG acknowledges that non-aging-related safety issues are outside the scope
of license renewal proceedings, and it was for this reason that the AG separately
petitioned the Commission for the backfit order. AG Reply at 31. Thus, according
to the AG, the backfit petition is still before the Commission. IdL

We conclude that the backfit petition is not currently before the Board.
The tommission's referral says nothing regarding the backfit petition and only
mentions the hearing requests "submitted in response to a notice issued by
the NRC staff that provided an opportunity for hearing on the license renewal
application." Letter from Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary, NRC, to G. Paul
Bollwerk, Ill, Chief Administrative Judge, ASLBP (June 7, 2006). All parties
agree that the backfit petition. is before the Commission and not this Board.
Entergy Answer to AG at 26-27; Staff Answer to AG at 24; AG Reply at 31.
Therefore, we take no action on the AG's petition for backfit.

. C. Ruling on !DPS Contentions

L DPS Contention I (Safety)

The Application must be denied because the Applicant has failed to provide the
necessary information with regard to age management of primary containment
concrete in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 54.21 such that the Commission cannot
find that 10 Cn.PR. § 54.29(a) is met.M

'4 DPS petlon autO.
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This contention questions whether Entergy has shown that it should be exempt
from management of the aging of the primary containment concrete wall that
surrounds most of the reactor steel containment vessel or "drywell." DPS states,
as the "basis" for this contention, that Entergy's aging management program
improperly excludes the "reduction of strength and modulus of the primary
[concrete] containment structure due to elevated temperature" even though the
"primary containment normal operating temperature limit is above the limit for
excluding this attribute." Id. at 10. As supporting evidence, DPS points to an
alleged conflict within the application. First, IDPS notes that the application states
that the relevant ASMEr code specifies that "aging due to elevated temperature
exposure is not significant as long as concrete general area temperatures do
not exceed 150T1." Id (citing Application at 3.5-8). The application goes
on to state that "[diuring normal operation, areas within primary containment
are within [this] temperature limit[ ]" and therefore, the application concludes
that aging management of primary containment concrete is not needed. Id at
10-11 (citing Application at 3.5-8). DPS then points out that, elsewhere in the
application, Entergy states that the "[njormal environment in the drywell during
plant operation is... an ambient temperature of about 135T to 1650F." Id. at I I
(citing Application at 2.4-3, which references the VYNPS Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR) at 5.2-8). DPS notes that the application states that the
steel drywell containment shell is enclosed in the reinforced concrete. Ld. at i 1
(citing UPSAR at 5.2-7).

In further evidentiary support, DPS provides the declaration of the Vermont
State Nuclear Engineer, Mr. William K. Sherman, who states:

Since the normal environmental maximum of 1650P Is above the cut off limit of
1506F. and since the concrete surface behind the steel shell will closely match the
drywell ambient temperature, the statement at 3.5-8 of the LRA is not accurate,
and reduction of strength and modulus of concrete structures due to elevated
temperatures Is an aging effect requiring management.

DPS Petition, DecL. of William K. Sherman (May 26, 2006) ¶ 8 [Sherman DecI.].
In sum, DPS contends that the application must be denied because it fails to
provide the information (showing that the primary containment concrete "general
area temperatures" do not exceed 150°F) necessary to prove that Entergy should
be excused from managing the aging of the primary containment concrete. DPS
Petition atd0-11.

37"Tre Anesican Society of Mechankal Enginees (ASME) Is an association that develops coda sad
standards related to materas perforn anee that ae commonly a by deWmgne and regulatory
bodies.
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Entergy responds that DPS Contention I is "inadmissible because it is vague
and unsupported by an adequate basis" and because it "fails to demonstrate the
existence of a genuine dispute concerning a material issue." Entergy Answer to
DPS at 1I. Entergy asserts that there is no inconsistency between the UFSAR
statement that the normal drywell temperature will be between 135TF and 1650F
and the application statement that "[djuring normal operation, [general] areas
within the primary containment" do not exceed 150T1. Id, at 12. This, says
Entergy, is because the drywell'is cooled by four cooling units. Id. at 13.
Entergy concludes that DPS provides "no basis" for the "bald claim" by Mr.
Sherman that "the concrete surface behind the steel shell will closely match
the drywell ambient temperature." Id. at 14. Entergy does not challenge Mr.
Sherman's expertise and does not provide declarations or documentation to rebut
Mr. Sherman's assessment.

The Staff agrees with Entergy that Mr. Sherman's declaration that "the
concrete surface behind the steel shell will closely match the drywell ambient
temperature" is an "assumption" and is "impermissibly speculative and con-
clusory and, as such, cannot provide an adequate basis for a contention." Staff
Answer to DPS at 11. The Staff complains that Mr. Sherman provides "no data
or detailed opinion on heat profile changes." Id, The Staff cites a prior Licensing
Board case that states that "neither mere speculation nor bare or conclusory
assertions, even by an expert, alleging that a matter should be considered will
suffice to allow the admission of a proffered contention.'""

This Board concludes that DPS Contention 1 satisfies the 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(f)(1) requirements for an admissible contention. First, DPS has pro-
vided us with a "specific statement of the issue of law or fact to be raised or
controverted." 10 C.P.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(i). In short, DPS asserts that Entergy
has failed to show that the "general area temperatures" of the primary contain-
ment concrete do notexceed 1500F, and thus fails to show that it qualifies for
an exemption from aging management. There is nothing "vague" about this
contention.

Second, DPS has certainly provided us with a "brief explanation of the basis"
for this contention. DPS's logic is that Entergy's decision not to establish an
aging management program for the primary containment concrete is not justified
because Entergy has not shown that the concrete general area temperatures do not
exceed 150TF. This explanation is based on an alleged inconsistency within the
license renewal application, together with the simple logic that when one material
is in close proximity to another, the temperature of one may be similar to the
temperature of the other. This rationale, whether ultimately shown to be true in

31 Id at 12 (citlna EXelon IGeneraton Co.. LLC(Early Site Pennit for ainton ESP Ste). LBP-04-17.

60 NRtC 229,241 (2004), which cites FanpeeL. CL-03-13. 58 NRC at203). In both of the cited cases,
the quoted statement was dkt.

this case or not, provides a sufficient explanation of the basis for the contention.
See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii).

Third, there is no doubt that this safety contention, which alleges that Entergy
fails to supply information that is related to the effects of aging and that is required
by the license renewal regulations (10 C.F.R. § 54.21), is within the scope of a
license renewal proceeding. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). Likewise, DPS has
demonstrated that this contention is material to the findings that Staff must make
under 10 C.F.R. § 54.29(a) in evaluating the license renewal application. See 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(iv).

The real dispute over the admissibility of DPS Contention I relates to whether
Mr. Sherman's declaration, including the statement that "the concrete surface
behind the steel shell will closely match the drywell ambient temperature" is
"bald" or "conclusory." See.Entergy Answer to DPS at 14; Staff Answer to DPS
at 11. It is not entirely clear to the Board whether this alleged defect is purported to
constitute a failure of DPS to provide "a concise statement of the alleged facts or
expert opinions" that support its position, 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v), or a failure
to provide "sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists with
applicantflicensee on a material issuie of law or fact." 10 C.F.R § 2.309(f)(l)(vi).
See Tr. at 191-92, 202-04 (Aug. 1, 2006). In any event, Entergy and the Staff
agree that Mr. Sherman's statement is bald and conclusory and therefore that the
contention cannot stand.

We disagree, and find that DPS's citation to specific and potentially incon-
sistent portions of Entergy's documents, together with the declaration of Mr.
Sherman that "the concrete surface behind the steel shell will closely match the
drywell ambient temperature" provide us with alleged "facts or expert opinion,"
which are "sufficient" to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and
(vi). Mr. Sherman's opinion is supported by a simple, fact-based argument. DPS
points out that the concrete surrounding the primary steel containment would re-
quire an aging management when the "genetal areas" of concrete exceed 150°1.
DPS Petition at 10-11. DPS then points to another portion of the application
stating that the ambient temperature in the drywell is between 135O1F and 1650P.
Id. at 11. Given that the concrete is separated from the steel drywell by a relatively
small gap, Mr. Sherman concludes that "the concrete surface behind the steel shell
will closely match the drywell ambient temperature." Sherman Decl. ¶8. Given
the simple logical inference on which this argument rests, no more explanation is
required to raise a dispute, and clearly a genuine one, regarding the general area
temperature of the primary containment concrete.

This is not a case of "mere speculation nor bare or conclusory assertions,
even by an expert, alleging that a matter should be considered." Staff Answer
to DPS at 12 (citing the dicta in Clinton, LBP-04-17, 60 NRC at 241, and
Pansteet CLI-03-13,58 NRC at 203) (emphasis added). Instead, DPS has clearly
pointed out specific portions of the application that show temperatures higher
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than 150F and that reveal a potential inconsistency. DPS's expert does not
make bare assertions that the contention "should be considered." Instead, Mr.
Sherman, whose expertise is never questioned, provides a "concise statement,"
identifying relevant portions of the application and USFAR and indicating that
"the temperature of the concrete surface behind the steel shell will closely match
the drywell ambient temperatures." This is a facially reasonable proposition that
warrants the review of supporting and opposing evidence that an adjudicatory
hearing will provide.

Nor is this case like the situation in USEC, which was cited by the Staff at oral
argument. Tr. at 280 (citing American Centrifuge, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472). In
that case the petitioner cited garbled and virtually incomprehensible statements by
one Sergio Edwardovich Pashenko," such as "I think that officials information
about radiation situation is very poor and very unconcrete," and "It's a very bad
model. We'must know what wind velocity and what condition in atomospheric
(it about 6*8 = 48) were in this model. The work (play as little children)
only with average result - very badll We must understood itl"O0 In response,
the Commission noted, with some understatement, that "it is unclear just what
Mr. Pashenko reviewed," that "Mr. Pashenko's brief remarks are difficult to
comprehend" and that even PRESS, the sponsor of this witness, did not seem
to understand Mr. Pashenko's statements. American Centrifuge, CLI-06-10, 63
NRC at 472.

In contrast, the factual material provided by DPS is clear, concise, and
sufficient to create a reasonable (and litigable) concern that the "general area"
temperatures of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station primary containment
concrete may exceed 150'F. The facts proffered by DPS include several relevant
sections of the Application and UFSAR and a careful declaration by the Nuclear
Engineer of the State of Vermont that, due to the proximity of the drywell shell
and the primary containment concrete, the temperature of the latter will closely
match the temperature of the former (135aF--165F). At the contention admission
stage, which is a lesser threshold than a merits determination or even a summary
disposition ruling, the Board's purpose in applying 10 C.F.R. §2.309(f)(1) is
only to "ensure that the adjudicatory process is used to address real, concrete,
specific issues that are appropriate for litigation." Final Rule: "Changes to the
Adjudicatory Process," 69 Fed. Reg. 2182,2202.(Jan. 14,2004). DPS Contention

"The expertise of Mr. Pasheako was never clear. He labeled himself as an "ecologist." The
total statement of his education (in his resume) specified "Highest level of education with a degree
in both Nuclear Physics and Atornospheuic Aemsols." Petition To Intervene by ports'outhpketon
Residents for Environnmental Safety and Security (PRESS) at 71.

'%aetitloa To Intervene by Pontssmoudthiketo Residents for Environmnenul Safety and Security
(OPrSS) (Feb. 2&, 200) at 37.

1 meets this criterion, and its factual allegations and attached expert opinion
suffice under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi).41

Z DPS Contention 2 (Environmental)

The Application must be denied because Applicant has failed to comply with the
requirements of 10 CFR § 51.53(cX3Xiv) by failing to include new and significant
information regarding the substantial likelihood that spent fuel will have to be
stored at the Vermont Yankee site longer than evaluated in the GEIS and perhaps
indefinitely and thus has failed to provide the necessary environmental information
with regard to onsite land use In accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 54.23 such that the
Commission cannot find that the applicable requirements of Subpart A of 10 C.F.R.
Part 50 have been satisfied (10 C.F.R. § 54.29(b))42

As the "basis" for this contention, DPS cites 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) for
the proposition that the ER must contain any "new and significant information"
regarding the environmental impacts of the license renewal and alleges that
although the GEIS indicates that the (Category 1) impacts of onsite land use are
"small," this allegation is based on assumptions that are no longer valid due to
new and significant information that DPS proffers. DPS Petition at 13-14. DPS
argues that such new and significant information shows that "the commitment of
onsite land for storage/disposal of spent nuclear fuel from license renewal will be
substantially longer than assumed in the GEIS, and may be indefinite," resulting
"in an irretrievable commitment of onsite land with a moderate or large impact."

'lit at 15. According to DIPS, the GElS finding of a small impact is based on "the
assumption that the land used for storage of nuclear waste at the reactor site will
not exceed 30 years after the end of the license term,," i.e., the spent fuel at the
Vermont Yankee facility will-be removed by 2062. Id at 13 (citing GEIS at 3-1 to
3-2). DPS asserts that this "assumption, in turn, relies upon the assumption that
a permanent high level waste repository, and perhaps even a second repository,
will be in place by that time to receive the reactor wastes." Id. (citing GEIS at
6-79 to 6-81).

DPS presents six points as new and significant information that it claims
invalidate the assumption that spent fuel will be removed from the Vermont
Yankee facility by 2062. These are: (1) technical problems at Yucca Mountain
and changes in national policy make it unlikely that a permanent high-level waste

tt In admitting this contention, we find It unnecessary to my on the portions of the DpS reply that
E At ar Impropely raise new argumnents or claims not found In the original ietitiom. See
Enteqy Motion To Strike DIFS Reply at 10, 14. Therefore, we deny EnteF 's motion to srike the
potons of the D'•S reply that relate to DpS Contention I.

42 DpS Petition at 12-13.
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repository will be in place by 2062; (2) Yucca Mountain cannot accommodate the
quantity of spent fuel expected to be produced through the end of the Vermont
Yankee license renewal term; (3) there are currently no plans to build a second
high-level waste repository; (4) current changes in the national high-level waste
disposal policy make prior schedules unreliable; (5) the federal government (or
a third party) is unlikely to take title for and remove spent fuel generated during
the license renewal term; and (6) given these uncertainties, it is reasonable to
assume that spent fuel generated during the license renewal term will remain at
the Vermont Yankee facility past 2062, and perhaps indefinitely. Id at 14.

As "supporting evidence" for this allegedly new and significant information,
DPS provides references to the Bush Administration's Global Nuclear Energy
Partnership (ONEP) initiative; to the comments of a U.S. Senator concerning the
relationship between GNEP and Yucca Mountain; to a Department of Energy
presentation concerning technical problems with Yucca Mountain; to evidence of
the Western Governors' Association opposition to Yucca Mountain; to an NRC
news release addressing the added security threat following the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001; to the statutory waste limit for Yucca Mountain; and to past
failures in establishing an interim waste storage facility. let at 15-21. DPS points
out that these delays have a special impact in Vermont because the State places a
high value on its land use. 1U at 21-24. DPS also asserts that its prior attempts
to comment on the impropriety of the small impact conclusion in the GEIS were
either ignored or were not adequately addressed by the NRC. I. at 24-30.

Entergy argues against admitting DPS Contention 2, saying that it impermis-
sibly challenges the Commission's regulations and raises issues that are outside
the scope of a license renewal proceeding. Entergy Answer to DPS at 14.
Specifically, Entergy views this contention as a direct challenge to the Waste
Confidence Rule (10 C.F.R. § 51.23(a-b)), the license renewal regulations, and
the generic findings of the GELS. Id. at 14-15. According to Entergy, challenges.
such as these are barred by 10 C.F.R. § 2.335. Id. at 16. Entergy asserts that the
requirement that it provide new and significant information in accordance with
10 C.F.R. §51.53(c)(3)(iv) is inapposite because that regulation only requires
Entergy to provide information "of which the applicant is aware" and does
not require that it provide information that some other party believes is new
or significant. Id. at 16. If some other party, such as DPS, is aware of new
and significant information bearing on a generic finding, Entergy asserts that the
party may raise that information in a hearing only by seeking a waiver of the
generic rule pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(b). hi at 17. However, because DpS
has not complied with section 2.335, Entergy concludes that the Board may not
consider this contention. Id. at 18. Additionally, Entergy attempts to refute DPS's
claim that the information supporting its contention is new and significant by
showing that the Commission already considered these issues when promulgating
the Waste Confidence Rule. IU at 19-23.
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The Staff also views this contention as a challenge to the Waste Confidence
Rule and thus opposes its admission. Staff Answer to DPS at 14-15. According
to the Staff, the Waste Confidence Rule eliminates the need to discuss the

environmental impacts of spent fuel storage following the license renewal period

in the GEIS, an SEIS, or an ER, meaning these issues are beyond the scope of a

license renewal proceeding. 1d. at 15-16. The Staff contends that the requirement

to address new and significant information pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv)

only applies to issues within the scope of a license renewal proceeding, and

that this regulation therefore does not require an applicant to provide new and

significant information relating to the long-term storage of spent fuel. 1d at 16-17.

If a petitioner wishes to challenge issues covered by the Waste Confidence Rule,

the Staff argues that the petitioner must seek a waiver of that regulation pursuant

to 10 C.F.R. § 2.335. 1d. at 17. The Staff points out, however, that DPS has not

filed a petition for waiver, and thus the Waste Confidence Rule must stay in effect

in this proceeding. Id.
In its reply, DPS argues that its contention propedy focuses on Entergy's

failure to provide information that is required to be included in the ER. DPS Reply

at 18. DPS points out that there is no dispute that Entergy failed to address the
environmental impacts of indefinitely storing spent fuel at the Vermont Yankee

facility. Id Further, DPS asserts the "real issue at this stage of the proceeding
is whether [Entergy] is legally required to provide such new and significant
information regarding on-site land use." 14 DPS rejects the suggestion by
Entergy and the Staff that it can only raise a contention alleging new and
significant information if it files a petition for waiver pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.335(b) because that position "ignores the extensive administrative history
confirming that the Commission intends that claims of the existence of new and
significant information warranting modifications to the GElS am to be part of the
SEIS and ASLB decision-making process." Id. at 39.

We find that DPS Contention 2 is inadmissable for the same reason that the
AG contention is inadmissible. While 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) requires an
applicant to include any new and significant information concerning Category I

issues that it is aware of, the failure of an applicant to do so is simply not litigable,
absent a waiver under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335. See Section III.B.I. We need not, and

do not, decide whether the information proffered by DpS is indeed "new and
significant," or whether Entergy was, or should have been, aware of it.'3

4'31e storage of spent nuclea fuel Is discussed in the GMl1 at 6-70 to 6-86 aid isted as a
CaeMgy i.sue in Appendix B to Past 51. Specifically, Table T -1 of tMe telatim states that "ItIhe
expected Increase In the voltme of spet fuel from n additional 20 yes of opewstlon can be safely
accomnmodated on Ite with small envhtnenti effects ttnugh dty or pool stmage at ill plants If s

(CO1d6N9O
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We also conclude that issues related to the environmental impact of onsite
spent fuel storage after the license renewal term are outside the scope of a license
renewal proceeding because contentions may not challenge the NRC's Waste
Confidence Rule. Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1,2, and 3),
C_.-99-1 1, 49 NRC 328, 344-45 (1999). In relevant part, the Waste Confidence
Rule states:

The Commission has made a generic determination that, if necessary, spent fuel
generated in any reactor can be stored safely and without significant environmental
impacts for at least 30 years beyond the licensed life for operation (which may
include the term of a revised or renewed license) of that reactor at its spent fuel
storage basin or at either onsite or offsite independent spent fuel storage installations.
Further, the Commission believes there is reasonable assurance that at least one
mined geologic repository will be available within the first quarter of the twenty-first
century, and sufficient repository capacity will be available within 30 years beyond
the licensed life for operation of any reactor to dispose of the commercial high-level
waste and spent fuel originating in such reactor and generated up to that time.

10 C.P.R. § 51.23(a). Under 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.53(c)(2) and 51.95(c)(2), in a license
renewal, the ER and the SEIS do not need to discuss spent fuel storage issues
related to this generic determination. DPS's attempt to challenge the storage
of spent fuel after the license renewal term amounts to an impermissible attack
on these regulations. Therefore, for the above-stated reasons, we find that DPS
Contention 2 is inadmissible.*

3. DPS Contention 3 (Safety)

The Application must be denied because the Applicant has failed to fully identify
plant systems, structum and components that am non-safety-related systems, struc-
trees, and components in the security area whose failure could prevent satisfactory
accomplishment of any of the functions of safety-related systems, structures and

peraneM repository or monitored retrievable storage is not available." 10 C.F.R. Put St, App. B,
Table 11-. Therefore Is es Irelated to the enionnmental hnpact of OWNste spent fuel storage during
the liene renewal term ae outside of the cope of this license renewal poceeding

"Entergy filed a motion to suk portio of the IDPS reply, claiming It seek to raise new arguments
that were not included In the original petition but fails to address the criteria for nontimely filings.nee
Enterw Motion To Strike DPS Reply at 11-12, 14. Even if we were to consider the purported illicit
iofomition relating to the reply that relates to DPS Cmotntion 2, it would not change our condusion
that the issues IDPS seeks to raise In this coention am outside of the scope of this. proceeding.
Therefore. we deny Entergy's motion to strike the portions of the DPS reply that relate to DIS
Contention 2 becauem the motin is now moot

components in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 54.4(aX2), such that the Commission
cannot find that 10 C.F.R. § 54.29(a) is met.O

As the "basis" of this contention, DPS states that Entergy did not include
"security systems, structures and components required by 10 C.F.R. Part 73,"
which "provide physical security and protect against terrorist activities" as part
of Entergy's aging management review. DPS Petition at 31. DPS acknowledges
that these security systems, structures, and components (SSCs) are not safety
SSCs, but explains that their failure "could result in the prevention of safety
[SSCu] to perform their safety functions" and therefore asserts that the security
SSCS require aging management review. Id. According to DPS, the absence
"of this screening and aging management review prevents the Commission from
completing its review of the requested license renewal in accordance with 10
C.F.R. § 54.29(a)." it.

Under the heading "supporting evidencep"' DPS alleges that the application
fails to identify*secuity-related SSCs for screening despite the fact that the SSCs
of 10 C.F.R. Part 73 fit within the scope of a license renewal as defined in 10
C.F.R. § 54.4(a)(2).4 ' Id. at 31-32. DPS asserts that the failure of these physical
security SSCs could allow terrorists to successfully enter the Vermont Yankee
facility and to disable safety-related SSCsI I&d. at 32. Accordingly, DPS contends
that Entergy must perform a screening and an aging management review for these
systems. I&

Entergy opposes the admission of DPS Contention 3, asserting that security
issues are not within the scope of a license renewal proceeding. See Entergy
Answer to DPS at 24-28. Entergy points out that the Commission has repeatedly
stated that security issues are not among the aging-related questions that are
relevant in license renewal review. Id. at 24 (citing Millstone, CL-04-36, 60
NRC at 638, and Mcautre/Catawma, CLI-02-26, 56 NRC at 364). (iven the
Commission's clear intent regarding the exclusion of security issues from the
scope of license renewal proceedings, Entergy contends that it is inappropriate
to interpret Part 73 SSCs as being covered by 10 C.F.R. §54.4(a)(2). Id. at
25. Entergy further argues that, while some nonsafety SSCs are included under

4$DPeoa at30-31.
6The supporting information regarling DPS Cbontention 3 is e essentially vesoeim frm the

statemeits appearing In Mr. Shernman's delartio•. Sa Sherma DecL "44-5o.
47Secton 54.4(aX2) stats that plant SSChs within the scope of Past 54 include "[(all nonsafety-

related (SSCsI whose failure could plven satisfactory accomplishment of say of the functions
identified In paragraphs (aXIMO), (H), or (Mi) of this aeedom." Paragraphs (aXIi), (0), am 0i1)
identify the safety-related SSCs that minust remain functional during and following design-ass events.

4 fni an effort to avoid a safeguards Infomatlon designation, DPS does ot Identify specific SS
that are probjematic at the Vennont Yankee facility, but instead cites several geneml provisions in
Part 73 that Involve SSCs
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section 54.4(a)(2). security SSCs are not included because a security SSC failure
would not directly prevent proper functioning of safety SSCs. Rather Entergy
asserts such a failure could only impact safety SSCs as the result of an intervening
act (e.g., a terrorist intrusion). Id. at 25-27.

Citing the same case law as Entergy, the Staff also argues against the admission
of this contention on the ground that it is outside the scope of a license renewal
proceeding. Staff Answer to DIS at 19. The Staff asserts that, even if some
security SSCs are within the scope of section 54.4(a)(2), Commission precedent
establishes that these SSCs are not subject to aging management review and
therefore, by the terms of 10 C.F.R. § 54.21, are beyond the scope of a license
renewal. /d at 20-21. Additionally, the Staff argues that by failing to identify
specific SSCs that fit the definition of section 54.4(a)(2), DpS fails to provide the
necessary factual support for its contention. I& at 21.

In its reply, DPS reiterates that Part 73 physical barriers and structures are
within the scope of section 54.4(a)(2). DIS Reply at 40-42. Giving the'examples
of vehicle barriers and bullet-resistant enclosures, DIS maintains that security
equipment is directly linked to safety functions. Id DIS also argues that the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the decision by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in San Luis Obbipo Mothers for Peace v. NRC
449 F.3d 1016 (9th Cir. 2006), have made the regulatory history for the license
renewal rules stale. Therefore, says DPS, the 10 CF.R. § 73.55(g) maintenance
rule does not adequately manage the effects of aging for security SSCs, as the
Commission maintained in the 1991 Statement of Considerations. Id at 43-47.

The Board concludes that DPS Contention 3 is not admissible because, under
controlling Commission rulings, security-related issues are not within the scope of
a license renewal proceeding under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(iii). The Commission
has repeatedly stated that security-related issues are beyond the scope of a
license renewal review. In McGuire/Catawb, the Commission examined whether
terrorism contentions are "sufficiently related to the effects of plant aging to fall
within the scope of the" safety portion of a license renewal proceeding. CU-
02-26, 56 NRC at 364. Upon examining the regulatory history to the license
renewal rules,m the Commission concluded that "Iterrorism contentions are, by

*91n addressing this lssue, the Commission examined the regulatory history for the license renewal
regulations And focused on two key rulemnaing. FiuIt the Statement of Csideration for the 1995
license renewal rule Mates:

IRThe pOItlon of the Cal that.can be impacted by the detrimental efec of aging Is limited to
the desilgnbases aspects ofthe .B. All other aspet of the C1.Dm e.g.,... physcal protection
(security).... are not subject to physical aging processes that may cause noncompliance With
those aspects of the OD.

Final Rule- "Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal; Revisions," 60 Fed. Reg. 22,461,22,475 (May 8.

(Comnuemd)

their very nature, directly related to security and are therefore, under our rules,

unrelated to 'the detrimental effects of aging.' Consequently, they are beyond the

scope of, not 'material' to, and inadmissible in, a license renewal proceeding."

McGnirdCatawba, CLI-02-26, 56 NRC at 364. The Commission repeated

this principle in Millstone when it affirmed a Licensing Board decision ruling

that terrorism issues are not within the scope of license renewal proceedings.

CLI-04-36, 60 NRC at 638. In doing so, the Commission specifically stated

"security issues at nuclear power reactors, while vital, are simply not among the
aging-related questions at stake in a license renewal proceeding." Id.

These two cases make clear that security issues are outside the scope of license

renewal proceedings. The only attempt that DPS makes to address this adverse

precedent is to argue that the license renewal rules predate the September 11,

2001, terrorist attacks and the Mothers for Peace decision. See DPS Reply

at 43-47. This argument is unpersuasive on both counts. First, the Millstone

and McGuirelCatawba cases were decided after the September 11th attacks.

The Commission emphasized that it "takes its security responsibilities seriously
and has taken numerous regulatory steps to enhance security at nuclear power

reactors'.' Millstone, CLI-04-36, 60 NRC at 638.90
Second, the Mothers for Peace decision is a NEPA decision that is not relevant

to the current discussion of whether a security-related safety (i.e., ABA-related)
contention may be admitted in a license renewal proceeding. In MothersforPeace,
the Ninth Circuit held that, given NRC's substantial consideration of terrorist
attack scenarios under the ABA, NRC is not entitled to refuse categorically to
consider the environmental effects of a terrorist attack on a nuclear facility under
NEPA. Mothers for Peace, 449 F.3d at 1035. DIS Contention 3 is not based
on NEPA. Instead, it is a safety contention based on the ABA. Accordingly,
Millstone and McGuire/Catawba, not Mothers for Peace, are controlling. Given

1995). Second th Statement of considerations for the 991 license renewal rule "bonudes that
a review of the adequacy of existing semity plans is not necessay a • part of the lcene renewa
review proces." Final Rule' "Nuclear Power Plant License Renewa" 56 Fed. Reg. 64,943,64,967
(Dec. 13, 1991).
MR1t is because of the importance of secu•ity systems that the Commisison does not wait until the

license reftwl stage to address the aging of security systems, but raher actively manages them
-under the current licensing basis. see, e.g, 10 C.F.R. 11 73.46(g)(l), 73.55W)(I). As the Commission
explained in the 1991 Statement of Considerations for the license renewal rule:.

'The rquiroements of 10 CPR part 73, notably the testing and mahinee reualmnenr of
10 C•R 73.5(g), Include provisions for keeoi•n up the perniormane of scurhy equipment
against Impaelrnti due to age-related degradation or odter mes. Once a Jimcse ebli
an acceptable. physical potectio stem, changes that would decrease the eftiWne of
the system cNanot be made without filing an application for lic•ese amendment in accordn=
with 1O CFR O54(pX1).

56.Fed. Reg. at 64,967.
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this precedent, we find that security SSCs do not fall within the scope of section
54.4(a)(2). The issues raised are beyond the scope of this license renewal
proceeding, and therefore DPS Contention 3 is not admissible.5'

4. DPS "Reservation" of Right to File Contentions on Energy

Alternatives

In addition to submitting the three contentions discussed above, DPS states
that because the Staff has yet to develop an SEIS, DPS cannot file contentions
related to energy alternatives at this time, but it reserves the right to do so should
subsequent filings by Entergy or the Staff require such an action. DPS Petition at
9. Under NRC rules, a petitioner must file contentions based on the documents
and information available at the time the petition is filed. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2).
With regard to NEPA issues, the regulation states "the petitioner shall file
contentions based on the applicant's environmental report"' but "may amend
those contentions or file new contentions if there are data or conclusions in the
NRC draft or final environmental impact statement, environmental assessment,.
or any supplements relating thereto, that differ significantly from the data or
conclusions in the applicant's documents." 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2). Therefore,
no "reservation of rights" is necessary. To the extent that the draft or final SEIS
contains data or conclusions that differ significantly from the data or conclusions
in Entergy's environmental report or in the GELS, DPS is entitled to use 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(0(2) as the grounds to file a new or amended contention. However, should
DPS file an energy alternatives contention that is not based on new information,
i.e., data or conclusions that differ significantly from data or conclusions in
Entergy's ER or the GEIS, the contention can only be admitted upon a favorable
balancing of the factors found in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)."

51EntefD, filed A motion to strike portions of the DPS reply, claiming it seeks to raise new arguments
that were not included in the original petition but fails tolddress the citer"a for nontimely filings.
S" Enterg Motion To Strike DPS Reply at 12. 14. Considering the purpoated Illicit infonnation
relating to the reply that relates to DPS Contention 3 would not change our cmousion that the issues
DIS seeks to raise in this conentMo ae outside of the cove of this prceedng. Therefor we
deny Entergy's motion to strike the pontlons of the DPS reply that relate to DIS Contention 3 as the
controversy is moot.

2Any aew, amended, or nontimely contentions would also have to meet the wequhuments of to
C.FI § 2.309(f)(1). See Entergy Nuclear Vermmnr Yankee, LW (Vermont Yeane Nue Power
Station), l.P-06-14, 63 NRC 568 (2006).

D. Ruling on NEC Contentions

L NEC Contention I (EnWronmental)

Entergy Failed to Assess Impacts to Water Quality."

In its only contention filed under NEPA, NEC asserts that Entergy's environ-
mental report (ER) failed to "sufficiently assess[ ]" the environmental impacts of
the license renewal, specifically the impacts of increased thermal discharges into
the Connecticut River over the 20-year license extension period. NEC Petition at
10, 13. NEC points out that Entergy acknowledges that the continuing thermal
discharge effects from the renewal are classified as a Category 2 issue. lI. at 11
(citing ER at 4-16). However, NEC argues that Entergy's effort to address the
issue in its ER is flawed because it relies on a National Pollutant Discharge Elim-
ination System (NPDES) permitss issued by the state. Id Rather than providing
an asse•sment of the environmental impacts of its thermal discharges, "Entergy
simply concludes that the impact of this increased discharge is small because an
NPDES permit may be issued." NEC Petition at 11. NEC objects to the failure of
the ER to address the environmental impact of its thermal discharges and states
that extended use of the once-through cooling system at Vermont Yankee would
result in a one-degree increase in water temperature, which may have significant
impacts on the biota in the river. Id. NEC argues that Entergy's reliance solely on
its NPDES permit is not sufficient because the permit is under appeal and, even
if issued, will only be valid for 5 years (2006-2011), and thus will not cover the
cumulative impacts of thermal discharges over the 20-year period of the license
renewal term (2012-2032). Id. NEC asserts that Entergy's ER fails to provide a
sufficient basis for the "hard look" at environmental impacts that NEPA requires.
Id at 12. Furthermore, says NEC, by failing to provide a convincing rationale for
its statement that the impacts of its thermal discharge are small, Entergy has failed
to comply with NRC regulations requiring it to include "adverse information" in
its environmental reporL Id. (citing 10 C.F.R. § 51.45(e)).

NEC submits the declaration of Dr. Ross T. Jones, a researcher in ecology
and evolutionary biology who specializes in aquatic species, in support of the
contention. Dr. Jones asserts that the populations of some native species found in
the Connecticut River have declined in recent years, and he cites several studies
that show how temperature increases can affect the behavior and physiology of
such species. NEC Petition, Exh. 6, Decl. of Dr. Ross T. Jones, Ph.D. (May 24,

B NEC Petition at 1o.
"4 NroES peisls am Issued by the U.S. Envihwmentl Prtection Agency (EPA) orby authorized

states, lpursum tosection 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 MWPCA, Clean
Water Act, or CWMA) 33 U.S.C. §1251 e seq. NPDES permits impose effluent limitations and other
requirements on facilities that discharge pollutants Into the waters of the United States.
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2006),¶ 10 [Jones Decl.]. He concludes that a 1 -degree temperature increase could
have a significant impact on heat-sensitive native species, and that understanding
this impact is "even more important if the thermal discharge is going to be
occurring for a twenty-year period." fit TI 11-12.

Entergy responds with the claim that NEC Contention 1 is inadmissible as
a challenge to NRC's license renewal rules and "barred" by the FWPCA.
Entergy Answer to NEC at 11. First, Entergy asserts that NEC's petition is a
"mischaracterization of the Application" in that it implies that the temperature
increase is related to the license renewal, which is not the case. ML Entergy claims
that 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B) expresses Entergy's only obligations here. Id
at 12. This regulation specifies that applicants with plants that have once-through
cooling water systems

shall provide a copy of ctirent Clean Water Act 316(b) determinations and, if
necessary, a 316(a) variance in accordance with 40 CF part 125, or equivalent

* State permits and supporting documentation. If the applicant can not provide these
documents, it shall assess the impact of the proposed action on fish and shellfish
resources resulting from heat shock and impingement and entrainment.

10 C.F.R. §51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B). Entergy argues that the NPDES permit it will
provide is Vermont's 316(a) determination, and that "[t]herefore, under NRC
rules, no further analysis [is] required"' and NEC's contention is barred. Entergy
Answer to NEC at 12.

Entergy points out that section 511(c) of the PWPCA specifies that nothing
in NEPA authorizes NRC to review or impose any "effluent limitation or other
[FW AIJ requirement" as a condition of a license. Id at 13. If "the EPA or
an authorized state has approved a plant's cooling water system," says Entergy,
the NRC must "weigh the overall project in light of the conclusions of the EPA
or authorized state" and "must take that assessment at face value." ld at 14.

,Additional analysis is not appropriate. .ld (citing Tennessee Valley Authority
(Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-515, 8 NRC 702, 712-
13, 715 (1978)). According to Entergy, the NPDES permit and its supporting
documentation provide an assessment that "is dispositive in this proceeding." ld
at 16.

In addition, Entergy argues, the contention should be rejected on the ground
that "it is not supported by a basis indicating any genuine dispute concerning a
material issue." Entergy Answer to NEC at 11. NEC's expert does not assert that

thermal discharges will cause declines in aquatic species, says Entergy, but rather
that such declines may occur and that additional studies are needed. Id at 17.
The example of adverse effects on the shad population were due to temperature
changes of 9 to 18 degrees, far larger than permitted under the Vermont Yankee
NPDES permit. Id at 18. Entergy asserts that such "bare or conclusory assertions,

even by an expert" are not sufficient to support admission of a contention. Id

(citing System Energy Resources, Inc. (Early Site Permit for Grand Gulf ESP Site),
LBP-04-19, 60 NRC 277,289 (2004)). Because NEC has not provided sufficient

support, says Entergy, Contention I fails to meet the contention admissibility

standards of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1) and should be rejected.
The NRC Staff does not object to admitting Contention 1 provided that it

is limited to considering the effects of a i-degree temperature increase on the
American shad population during the license renewal period. Staff Answer to
NEC at 8. However, the Staff goes on to complain that NEC's expert does not
provide any information to explain why the impacts of a 1-degree increase in~the
river temperature would be any different from the impacts under a prior permit

and why Entergy's characterization of the impacts as "small'" is incorrect. d. In

the absence of such a showing, says the Staff, NEC has failed to show a genuine
dispute with the Applicant as required by NRC regulations. Id Accordingly, the
Staff urges the rejection of "any basis challenging the adequacy of Entergy's
assessment" and asserts that the only contention basis that remains is the' 'alleged
absence of an assessment of the impacts of the discharge temperature increase,
which can be cured by the submission of the amended [NPDES] permit." Id at
9 (emphasis added). The Staff also notes that, to the extent that NEC seeks to
have the NRC impose environmental monitoring conditions, the contention must
be rejected as beyond NRC's authority. Id

In its reply, NEC disputes the claim that the NPDES permit - "an expired
permit that, if renewed, may not be renewed under the same terms and would
expire before any license renewal issues" - disposes of Entergy's NEPA obli-
gations during the license renewal term. NEC Reply at 2. NEC asserts that
Entergy is also obligated toobtain a state water quality certification under section
401 of the FWPCA, 33 U.S.C. § 1341, and that Entergy has not done so. Id
at 3. Furtherinore, says NEC, the NPDES permit that Entergy submitted with
its answIr expired the day after it was signed and is therefore not current, d.
at 4. Whatever the status of the permit, however, NEC claims that the extensive
monitoring requirements contained therein "underscore[] Entergy's failure to
provide a sufficient assessment of its discharge's impacts." Id. at 5. NEC
also points out Entergy's statement that there is a 1-degree temperature increase
related.to an increase as measured at a specific point in the Connecticut River -
Station 3 - 1.4 miles downstream from the discharge point, and notes that the
temperature increases will be greater than I degree above that point. Id. at 11-12.
Finally, NEC rejects the proposition that FWpCA § 511 precludes NEPA review
from looking beyond an NPDES permit and states:

Entergy misreads this provision. It only states that NEPA shall not be deemed
to authorite federal agencies to review a state's water quality standards (effluent
limitations) established under the []WPCAJ or the adequacy of a § 401 water quality
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certification. 1d See also S.D. Warren, 547 U.S. at ._, 126 S.Ct, at 1852, n.8.
Requiring an adequate assessment is nMt a challenge to Vermont's Water Quality
standards or the effluent limitations they establish.

1d at 14.
Entergy's motion to strike portions of NEC's reply challenges those portions

of the argument that related to section 401 of the FWPCA and others that relate to
temperature increases of greater than 1 degree on the grounds that these matters
exceed the scope of the original contention. Entergy Motion To Strike NEC
Reply at 9-12, 14. NEC argues that all of its reply is permissible and asserts that
references to section 401 of the FWPCA merely add support to its claim that no
NPDES permit could ever demonstrate compliance with the Act for the entire
20-year license renewal period. NEC Opposition to Entergy Motion To Strike
NEC Reply at 6. With regard to Entergy's arguments that NEC must limit its
contention to a 1-degree temperature increase, NEC states that it is a "truism"
that "[Nesating the Connecticut River by IT a mile and one-half downstream
from the plant obviously requires a much higher discharge temperature that will
heat portions of the River closer to the point of discharge by much more than one
degree," and there was nothing objectionable in NEC's pointing this out in its
reply, id at 8.

The Board concludes that NEC Contention I is admissible under 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.3.09(0(1). As an initial matter, 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1)(i) is met because NEC
has provided a "concise statement of the law or fact to be raised or controverted"
- "whetherEntergy's [ER] sufficiently assesses the impacts of increased thermal
discharges over the requested twenty-year license extension."" NEC has satisfied
10 C.F.R. § 2.3O9ff)(2)ii) by providing a "briefexplanation of the basis" or logic
underlying the contention - that the ER contains an insufficient analysis of the
thermal impacts in the Connecticut River and merely refers to an NPDES permit.
which is under appeal, of allegedly uncertain status, and does not cover the 20
years covered by the proposed license renewal. I& at 11. The issue of whether
the ER complies with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. Part 51 relevant to Category
2 environmental matters is certainly "within the scope" of a license renewal
proceeding and "material," as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii) and (iv),

5 MlC Petition at 13. With regard to the NRC Staff's argument that the Contention can be admitted
if limited to a I-degree increase, we believe that the contention must be read reasonably. For example
we do not believe that NEC is alleging that Enmergy is planning to increase the temperature of the
Connectcut rer by I degree for the entire length of he river, bth upstream ad downstream of
the disdharge point, from the dvet's source to the •e instad, it appears that the i.degree inease
is measured at some specific point downstream of the place where the plants ofall pipe dschalges
heated water into the Connecticut River. Above that meaesuing point (and below the outfall) ther
will be a mixing zone where the temperature incmase in the dyer will be greater than I degree. Below
that meurdng point, the temperature Increase in the river will likely be less than I degree.

respectively. The declaration of Dr. Jones is the type of "concise statement of the

alleged facts or expert opinions" required by section 2.309(f)(1)(v). Suggestions
that Dr. Jones' declaration is "bare or conclusory," Entergy Answer to NEC

at 18, are without merit. He has provided extensive information to support his

conclusions, and efforts to refute that information on substantive grounds are

inappropriate at the contention admissibility stage of the proceeding. And the

challenges to NEC's petition indicate that questions of both law and fact are

sharply disputed, satisfying the requirement that a genuine dispute exist. 10

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(vi).
The main focus of the pleadings thus far seems to concern several substantive

and merits-related issues. Although it is not this Board's intent to resolve all

questions related to this contention at this early stage in the proceeding, some

discussion of our reasoning in this matter is approlriate at this point.
First, we reject Entergy's assertion that this contention is barred by section

51 1(c) of the FWPCA. This is apparent both from the basic structure of NEPA

and from the literal language of section 511(c). The basic scheme of NEPA is

to require federal agencies to analyze the environmental impacts of each major
federal action significantly affecting the environment. NEPA is procedural only

and does not specify that the agency must take the least environmentally damaging
course of action. NEPA assumes, but does not impose or require, that the action
under environmental study is subject to other laws, regulations, and licenses,
such.as water, air, hazardous waste, zoning, and traffic regulations and permits.
While the NEPA environmental impact statement process considers information
regarding such other legal requirements, the fact that the applicant is subject to,
and'complying with, them does not obviate the NEPA mandate that the federal
agency perform an EIS covering these topics. Thus, NRC's NEPA regulations
state:

Due consideration will be given to compliance with environmental quality standards
and requirements that have been imposed by Federal, State, regional, and local
agencies having responsibility for enetal pItection .... The environmental

impact of the proposed action will be considered in the analysis with respect to
matters covered by such standards and requirements ires ive of whether a
certificate or license from the appropriate authority has been obtained.

10 C.F.R. § 51.71(d). More importantly for purposes of NEC Contention 1, the
NRC.regulations flatly state that

[clompliance with the environmental quality standards and requirements of the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act... is not a substitute for and does not negate
the requirement for NRC to weigh all environmental effects of the proposed action,
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including the degradation, if any, of water quality, and to consider alternatives to
the proposed action that are available for reducing adverse effects.

I0 C.F.R. § 51.71(d) n.3.
Turning to the specific language of section 511 of the FWPCA, nowhere

does it relieve NRC, or any federal agency, from the basic NEPA duty to do an
EIS covering "all environmental effects... including water quality." Section
511 merely states that NRC cannot second-guess or impose its own effluent
limitations, or other water quality requirements that EPA or the State may impose
under the FWPCA. The statutory language specifies that

Nothing in [NEPAJ shall he deemed to-

(A) authorize any Federal agency... to review any effluent limitation or other
requirement established pursuant to this Act or the adequacy of any certification
under section 401 of this Act; or

(B) authorize any such agency to impose as a condition precedent to the issuance
of any license or permit, any effluent limitation other than any such limitation
established pursuant to this Act.3 "

In an early case, the Appeal Board construed section 511(c) as follows:
"This Commission still must consider any adverse envirbnmental impact that
would accrue from the operation of the facility in compliance with EPA-imposed
[FWPCA] standards; but it cannot go behind either those standards or the
determination by EPA or the state that the facility would comply with them."
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-
366, 5 NRC 39, 52 (1977). The Commission subsequently quoted this decision
with approval, adding that "[tihe relationship of EPA and this Commission in the
present setting may be summarized thus: EPA determines what cooling system
a nuclear power facility may use and NRC factors the impacts resulting from
the use of that system into the NEPA cost-benefit analysis." Public Service Co.
of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), CLI-78-1, 7 NRC 1, 26

J (1978).
Thus, we reject Entergy's assertion that section 511(c) of the FWPCA bars

NEC Contention 1. Certainly, section 511(c) bars NRC from reviewing or
imposing effluent limitations, water quality certification requirements, or other
FWPCA requirements. But it does not bar NRC from including water quality
matters in its assessment of the environmental impact of the license renewal. To

-"33 U.S.C. § 1371(c)(2). A recent Suprem Court case has taken note of this prohibition In Its
analysis S.D. Warren Co. v. Maine Board of Envirommqtal Proteclor. 126S. CL 1843, 1853 n.8
(2006).

the contrary, NEPA requires the NRC to do so. The required EIS, including water
quality matters, then becomes a basis for NRC's ultimate NEPA determination of
,'whether or not the adverse environmental impacts of license renewal are so great

that preserving the option of license renewal for energy planning decisionmakers
would be unreasonable at the license renewal stage." 10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c)(4); see

also 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(d) n.3.
Turning to the specifics of NEC Contention I and the pleadings, we see that

they focus on a second set of regulatory issues that are narrower and more difficult

than the section 511(c) issue. For example, a key issue raised by the pleadings is

whether Entergy has satisfied the requirement that renewal applicants with plants

with once-through cooling water systems

shall provide a copy of current Clean Water Act 316(b) determinations and, if

necessary, a 316(a) variance in accordance with 40 CFR part 125, or equivalent
State permits and supporting documentation. If the applicant cannot provide these

documents, it shall assess the Impact of the proposed action on fish and shellfish
resources resulting from heat shock and impingement and entrainment.

10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B). Entergy points to the March 30,2006, amendment
to its NPDES permit that was issued by the State of Vermont and claims that this
document satisfies the first prong of section 51.53(c)(3)Cii)(B).3 But the meaning
and status of that amendment to the NPDES permit are unclear, given that the
permit expired on March 31, 2006, is the subject of an appeal, and was recently
stayed. Entergy NuclearAVermont Yankee Thermal Discharge Permit Amendment
(State of Vermont Envtl. Court, Docket No. 89-4-06 Vtec, August 28, 2006)
(Appeal of Connecticut River Watershed Council, et aL). If the NPDES permit,
which addresses the increased thermal impact of the Vermont Yankee facility,
is valid and effective, then the first prong of 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)Qi)(B)
is satisfied. If not, then the second prong requires Entergy to "assess the
impact on fish and shellfish resources resulting from heat shock." 10 C.F.R.
§ 5"1.53(c)(3)(ii)(B). Presumably, as specified by the NRC Staff, these factual
issues will be confronted in the litigation of NEC Contention 1.

Another issue concerning thermal impacts on aquatic systems is whether 10
C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B) is the only requirement the applicant must meet. The
regulation focuses only on "heat shock." Does NEPA require an assessment of
all environmental impacts of thermal discharges into a river or only the "heat
shock" impacts? Are the general ER requirements found at 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.45(c)
and 51.53(c) displaced, or instead merely supplemented, by the more narrow 10

"Lett from Ted A. Sullivn,. Site Vice President. Vermont Yanikee Nucear Power Station, to
Nudea Regulatory Commission (License Renewal Application. Amendment No. 6) (July 27.2006)M
ADAMS Accession No. ML062130080.
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C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B)? This is a matter of regulatory interpretation we need
not reach today."

Likewise, NEC Contention 1 raises the issue of the dichotomy of the time
periods covered by the respective permits. Entergy is asking for license renewal
that will cover the period from 2012 to 2032. In order to comply with NEPA,
NRC must assess the environmental impacts, including thermal water impacts, for
the 20 years in question. Meanwhile, Entergy's NPDES permit (and/or FWPCA
316(b) determination), even once it is final and effective, will expire in 5 years.
Under these circumstances, does Entergy satisfy 10 C.F.R. §51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B)
and Part 51 in general, and does NRC satisfy its NEPA duties, by simply attaching
a copy of an NPDES permit that will expire before the NRC license renewal
even takes effect? Again, this is a legal and factual issue squarely raised by NEC

Contention 1.
Turning to another aspect of this contention, in its motion to strike, Entergy

takes particular umbrage at those portions of NEC's reply that make reference to
certification under section 401 of the FWPCA. Entergy Motion To Strike NEC
Reply at 9-11. According to Entergy, "the original contention does not relate to
whether a 401 certification is required," and "NEC's new claims regarding-401
certification [are not] related to the purported bases for the original contention."
Id at 9-10. Entergy also takes exception to NEC's reference to temperature
increases of greater than 1 degree in certain parts of the river, hI. at 11. NEC
responds that all of its reply "contains only permissible argument and information
directly responsive to Entergy and the NRC Staff answers." NEC Opposition to
Entergy Motion To Strike NEC Reply at 5.

The Board grants in part and denies in part Entergy's motion to strike portions
of NEC's reply. We agree with Entergy that NEC's attempt to introduce an
entirely new argument regarding the alleged need for a section 401 certification is
not perTfissible in a reply. See Section M.A.6. We therefore strike those portions
of NEC's reply that relate to certification under section 401 of the CWA: the'
last eight lines of page 3, the first two lines of page 4, the first and second full
paragraphs on page 6, and the last five lines of the first full paragraph on page 14.
We deny Entergy's motion with respect to all other portions of the reply related
to NEC Contention 1, for reasons already stated above." See supra note 55.

"As A general matter, an applicant's environmental reprt must include "a discussion of the status
of compliance with applicable environmental quality standards and reurement including, but not
limited to.... thermal and other water pollution limitations or requment which have been Imposed
by Federal. State, regional, and local agencies." 10 CF.R. J 51.45(d) (emphasis added). The question,
then, is not whether Entergy must provide any Information on the effets of thermal effluents in its
ER. but rather whether the materials Entergy has submitted satisfy all obligations In this area.

-9The Board Will address •l•IC's motion to amend this contention at a later date. See NEC's Late
Contention or, Alternatively, Request for Leave To Amend or F;le a New Conention (Aug. 7, 2006).

2. NEC Contention 2 (Safety)

Entergy's License Renewal Application does not include an adequate plan to monitor
and manage the effects of aging [due to metal fatigue] on key reactor components
that are subject to an aging management review, pursuant to 10 C.P.R. §54.21(a)
and an evaluation of time limited aging analysis, pursuant to 10 C.A.R. § 54.21(c).m

NEC's first safety contention alleges that section 4.3 of Entergy's application

acknowledges that "key [reactor] components will crack and/or fail due to metal

fatigue during the proposed renewed license term" but that Entergy has failed to

demonstrate that these aging effects will be adequately managed. NEC Petition

at 14-15. The regulations specify that each renewal application must contain "an

evaluation of time-limited aging analyses (TLAAst))" wherein:

The applicaiw shall demonstrate that-
(i) The analyses remain valid for the period of extended operation;.
(ii) The analyses have been projected to the end of the period of extended

operation; or
(iii) The effectsof aging on the intended function(s) will be adequately managed

for the period of extended opeation.

10 C.P.R. § 54.21(c)(1)(i)-(iii). NEC also cites 10 C.F.R. § 54.21(a)(3) (the appli-

cation must "demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed").
NEC Petition at 16.

According to NEC, Table 4.3.3 of the application shows that Entergy does not
meet the first two requirements of the regulation, i.e., subsections (i) and (iH).
Id. at 15. NEC alleges that Entergy's owndata show that the "cumulative use

factors (CUFs) that identify which plant component is likely to develop cracks
(CUF > 1.0) during the extended period of operation" is greater than 1.9 for a
number of key reactor components and piping. Id4, Exh. 7, Dec. of Mr. Joram
Hopenfeld (May 12,2006) T7 8-10 [Hopenfeld Decl.]. NEC asserts that these data
indicate that Entergy's time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) for metal fatigue are
not valid for the entire period of license renewal and cannot be projected to the

60NEC Petition at 14. This is a direct quote of the fiint sentene" of NEC, saection on Contention 2,
and mOM accurately captures the thmrst of the petition than does the title of the mactlot

61 NRC license renewal regulations define tinelbnrited aging anly - "license cllations
and analyse" that (I) "[involve rsstems, stocures, and compoenw withi the scope of a ,iems
renewal"; (2) "°[clonider the effects of aging"; (3) [DIavolve time-limited asurmnptions defined b3
the current operating term"; (4) "[wlere determined to be relevant by the licensee in maLtng a afet"
defennifntion"; (5) "[Involve conclusions ... related to the capaility of the system, tructum,
component to perform its Intended function"; and (6) "[ajre contained or incorporated by reoren
in the [crrent licensing bails)" for the plant 10 CRX. 54.3.
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end of that period, and therefore that Entergy has not complied with 10 C.F.R.
§ 54.21(c)(1)(i) and (ii). NEC Petition at 15.

Turning to 10 C.F.R. § 54.21(c)(1)(iii), NEC asserts that Entergy failed to
"demonstrate that... the effects of aging... will be adequately managed." NEC
points out that Entergy's demonstration that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed consists entirely of Entergy's statement that it will implement one or
more of the following:

(I) further refinement of the fatigue analyses to lower the predicted CUFs to less

than 1.0

(2) management of fatigue at the affected locations by an inspection program
that has been reviewed and approved by the NRC (e.g., periodic non-destructive
examination of the affected locations at inspection intervals to be determined by a
rhethod acceptable to NRC);

(3) repair or replacement of the affected locations.

NEC Petition at 16 (citing the license renewal application at 4.3-7).
NEC alleges that Entergy's. proposal is "vague, incomplete, and lacking in

transparency" and does not constitute a demonstration that the effects of aging
will be adequately managed. NEC Petition at 16. NEC asserts that Entergy's
compliance plan does not explain how the CUFs for plant components will
be r•calculated to yield acceptable values and does not contain either a clear
inspection schedule or specific information on how Entergy will repair or replace
affected components. NEC Petition at 16; Hopenfeld Decl. J111113. In the
absence of more specific information, says NEC, Entergy's aging management
plan for metal fatigue amounts to nothing more than a "plan to develop a
plan" and consequently does not meet the requirements of NRC license renewal
regulations. NEC Petition at 16-17.

Entergy argues that Contention 2 "is inadmissible because it fails to provide
a factual basis demonstrating the existence of any genuine, material dispute
with the Application."62 Entergy alleges that the Application includes a strategy

6 Browy Answer to NEC at I& Enwfy -us essentially the same brod obkjeon - that the
contention "fails to provide a factual basis demonstrating thi ei•s"nce of any gemdaw, material
dispte," (emphaids added) - In response to many of the contentions. $e Entergy Answer to NEC
at 18, 25, 30, and 36. But thWvughot its discussion as to why NEC Contelon 2 fails to meet the
ruiremem of 10 C.F.l. §2 . (() )-(v),. Energy does not cite the regulation or Its pertinent
subsections. Perhaps Entergy is complaining that the contention lacks a brief explanation of its
"bosils," as required by 10 C.A.R. J 2.309(fXiil). Or para EnTergy Is asserting that the Issue
raised In the contention Is not "mamerl" as required by subsection (iv). Alternatively, it may be that
the cotetion lacs the factual support required by subsection (v), or that there Is no showing of a

(Cauntinud)

for managing metal fatigue that combines 10 C.F.R. §54.21(c)(1)(i) and 10

C.F.R. § 54.21(c)(1)(iii) - Entergy will either refine the CUF calculation for a

given component until it comes out to the right number, or it will show how

aging of that component will be managed during that period. kId at 18-19.

According to Entergy, only the problem of environmentally assisted fatigue -
metal fatigue due to exposure to water in the plant - has been raised in this
contention, and NEC has failed to challenge any of the specific elements of
Entergy's proposed plan in this area. Id. at 20-21. Entergy also suggests that any
such challenge would fail. The analyses presented in the Application sections
relevant to environmentally assisted fatigue are conservative, says Entergy, and

recalculating CUFs is therefore feasible at Vermont Yankee. id at 22, Entergy

also claims that it has omitted certain elements of its management plan for plant

components affected by environmentally assisted fatigue because it is waiting for
new, NRC-approved guidance that is due out at the end of this year. Id at 24.

The NRC Staff does not object to admitting NEC Contention 2 provided it

is limited to questioning "whether Entergy has provided information on how
CUF values am calculated" and "whether Entergy's aging management plan

includes a monitoring plan with an inspection schedule and criteria for inspection
frequency." Staff Answer to NEC at 11. The contention is "supported by a
thin basis," according to the Staff, and does not provide information to support
its challenges to information that does appear in the Application. Id Therefore,
says.the Staff, the contention should be limited to alleged omissions from the

.Application and may be rendered moot by subsequent submissions by Entergy.

Id
In its reply, NEC repeats its claim that Entergy's defense of its program for

managing environmentally assisted fatigue is "vague, incomplete and lacking in
transparency." NEC Reply at 15. Entergy fails to provide a technical basis for
its claim that the CUP values in the Application are conservative, says NEC, and
fails to provide enough information for anyone to evaluate its proposed reanalysis
of these values. Idt at 17. According to NEC, Entergy's plan to wait for new
guidance before issuing its inspection schedule proves that the Application is
deficient and premature at this time. Id. at 17-18. NEC also objects to the Staff's
proposal to limit the contention to items of omission, saying that such a plan "puts
NEC in quite a 'Catch 22' situation -i Le., NEC's contention is insufficiently
supported because NEC fails to address specifics of Entergy's aging management
plan that Entergy has not provided, and apparently has not developed." Id. at 19.

In its motion to strike portions of NEC's reply, Entergy alleged that the expert
witness declaration attached to the reply contained two new allegations that are

"genuine dispute" a required by subsection (vl). It would be helpful if nter tied its analysis to
the pertinent regulation and specified which subsections of 10 C.P.R. §2.309(f)1) allegedly support
its objection.
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beyond the scope of the original contention and that therefore should be stricken.
Entergy Motion To Strike of NEC Reply at 14. Specifically, Entergy claims
that the original contention did not include a challenge to "(1) how the CUF
values were calculated and adjusted for environmentally assisted fatigue; and (2)
whetherEntergy could rely on generic correction factors for certain components."
Id. (citations omitted). NEC responds by claiming that the original contention
challenged Entergy's entire plan for managing environmentally assisted fatigue,
including the methods used to calculate the CUF values in the Application.
NEC Opposition to Entergy Motion To Strike NEC Reply at 9-10. The second
declaration by NEC's expert merely provides additional support for the original
contention and is therefore admissible. Id. at 11.

The Board finds NEC Contention 2 to be admissible. NEC has identified
an aging management issue that is clearly within the scope of a license renewal
proceeding and has provided the threshold level of explanation and support
required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1). NEC's explanation of the logic underlying
its contention, in particular its description of how alleged shortcomings in the
Application may result in violations of specific NRC license renewal regulations if
not addressed, satisfies the basis requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(ii). NEC
has also provided, in the formnof a declaration by its expert, a "concise statement
of the alleged facts or expert opinions which support the requestor's/petitioner's
position." I0 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(v).

NEC demonstrates a genuine, material dispute with the Application, as required
by 10 C.F.R. §2 .30 9 (f)(1)(iv) and (vi), by raising the question of whether
Entergy's "plan to develop a plan" to manage environmentally assisted fatigue is
sufficient to meet the license renewal requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 54.21(c)(l)(i),*
(iii). Because Entergy itself has stated that it is relying on subsection (iii) of
this regulation (i.e., the requirement to demonstrate that the effects of aging will
be adequately managed) in the case of environmentally assisted fatigue, Entergy
Answer to NEC at 19, a legitimate challenge to Entergy's aging management plan
constitutes a genuine dispute.

Although we do not intend to address the merits of the contentions in this
decision on admissibility, a quick glance at Entergy's brief presentation of this
issue in its Application, Application at 4.3-6 to 4.3-7, suggests that NEC's chal-
lenge has sufficient legitimacy to warrant further exploration in this proceeding.
Entergy does specify the plant locations at which environmentally assisted fa-
tigue is most likely to cause a problem, but the description of Entergy's plans
to manage any problems that occur takes up only half a page and appears to
summarize options for future plans rather than demonstrating compliance. Id.
Efforts by Entergy's attorneys to justify the options presented in the Application,
for example, by claiming that reanalyzing the CUP factors is a feasible option, fail
to address NEC's concern that the brief presentation in the Application provides
no information at all about how Entergy intends to reanalyze the CUP factors if

it should become necessary to do so. Where such reanalysis does not produce
a CUF less than 1, Entergy's statement that it will implement "management of
fatigue at the affected locations by an inspection program that has been reviewed
at and approved by the NRC (e.g., periodic non-destructive examination of the
affected locations at inspection intervals to be determined by method acceptable
to NRC)," i. at 4.3-7, is a bit vague. The nature of the inspection program, the
type of examination, the inspection locations, the intervals and the methods of
inspection have all been left entirely open. Is this a "demonstration" that the
effects of aging will be effectively managed, or just a promise or "plan to develop
a plan"? We recognize that it may not be possible for Entergy to specify ift

advance every detail of its aging management program for metal fatigue - future

events will inevitably determine some of the actions that Entergy will have to take.
However, there is a range of possibilities between a fully elaborated management,
analysis, and inspection program and the extremely abbreviated presentation that
Entergy has'provided here. Presenting sufficient information in the application
to "demonstrate that... the effects of aging on the intended function(s) will
be adequately managed for the period of extended operation," is required by 10
C.F.R. § 54.21(c)(1)(iii) and 10 C.F.R. § 54.21(a)(3), and thereis a legitimate legal
and factual question as to whether Entergy has met this requirement. We therefore
conclude'that NEC has raised a genuine, material dispute with the Application
and has therefore met the remaining contention admissibility requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(f(1).(

3. NEC Contention 3 (Safety)

Entergy's License Renewal Application Does Not Include an Adequate Plan to
Monitor and Manage Aging of the Steam Dryer During the Period of Extended
Opertion."4

In Contention 3, NEC challenges Entergy's plan to monitor and manage aging
of the steam dryer, saying that "Entergy's proposed monitoring techniques ar
not adequate to detect crack propagation and growth because they are not based ot
actual measurement of crack initiation and growth, but instead rely on theoretica;
calculations of computer models - the Computational Fluid Dynamic (C[D-
Model and Acoustic Circuit [AC] Model." NEC Petition at 17. NVC avers thai
"[piredictions based on these models are subject to large uncertainties, and must

63In admitting this conlentio we find it unnecessaey to rely on the portions of th NEC rept
that Energy rigues Impefy raise new argumeit or claim not found In tie odginl petition. Se
Entergy Motion To Strike NEC Reply at 14. Theefors, we deny EateWrl's motion to strike dh
pwtlom of the NEC reply that relate to NEC Conmtntlon 2 becmuse t Ismm is now moot.

6 lNEC Petition at 17.
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be confirmed by 'hands-on' assessment." Id. NEC acknowledges that Entergy
has indicated it will manage cracking in the steam dryer in accordance with the
NRC's Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report, NUREG-1801, and with
General Electric's Services Information Letter on BWR steam dryer integrity,
GE-SIL-644, but says that, even so, Entergy's monitoring techniques are not
adequate because they are based on "unproven computer models," i.e, the CFD
Model and AC Model, neither of which "were benchmarked against properly
scaled dryer structure." Hopenfeld Decl. Ti 18-19.

The steam dryer at Vermont Yankee is prone to accelerated aging, says NEC,
because the recent 20% power uprate has "increased flow-induced vibrations
(FIV), which markedly increase cyclic loads on the steam dryer." NEC Petition at
18. These stresses may cause the dryer to break, and loose parts may create safety
hazards if they interfere with important components of the reactor system. Id.
NEC's expert, Dr. Hopenfeld, recommends that the existing cracks in the steam
dryer be monitored continuously by a competent engineer. Hopenfeld Decl. 118.

Entergy argues that Contention 3 is inadmissible because it is "not supported
by a basis demonstrating a material dispute with the Application." Entergy
Answer to NEC at 25. Entergy says that NEC "fail[s] to take issue with
documentation available on the docket," I&t at 26, and cites to the Vermont
Yankee's application to NRC for an extended power uprate (EPU) which includes
a separate adjudication before a different Board." to demonstrate that the steam
dryer monitoring program at Vermont Yankee includes visual inspection and
monitoring by instrument in addition to the predictions generated by the models
NEC contests. Entergy Answer to NEC at 27-30. Entergy asserts that NEC has
an "ironclad obligation" to examine this information and use it to support its
contention. Id. at 26 (citing Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units
I and 2), ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460, 468 (1982)). Entergy also alleges that
Contention 3 is merely an attempt to revive steam dryer contentions that were
rejected as late in the EPU proceeding. Entergy Answer to NEC at 26.

The NRC Staff admits that Contention 3 is within the scope of the proceeding
"to the extent that it questions whether the two computer models provide an
adequate basis for monitoring of crack propagation and growth... during the
renewal period," but argues that the contention is not supported adequately
because Dr. Hopenfeld's opinions are "conclusory." Staff Answer to NEC
at 12. The Staff quotes the familiar dicta that "neither mere speculation nor
bare or conclusory assertions, even by an expert.., will allow admission of
a proffered contention." Id at 13 (citing Exelon Generation Co., LLC (Early

Site Permit for Clinton ESP Site), LBP-04-17, 60 NRC 229, 241 (2004)). The

Enterry Nudear Vermont Yankee, LLC (Vemont Yankee Nuclear Power Station). Docket No.

50-271-OLA, ASLDP No. 04-S32-02-OLA.

Staff therefore argues that Contention 3 lacks an adequate basis and fails to

demonstrate a genuine dispute, and should therefore be rejected for failing to meet

the contention admissibility standards of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1).
In its reply, NEC emphasizes that

Entergy's program to monitor its steam dryer during the remaining six years of its

current license term, developed in the EPU proceeding, does not address NEC's

concern that Entergy has not developed an adequate program to monitor aging of

the steam drying [sic] during the additional twenty years of its requested second

license term.

NEC Reply at 21. Aging management of the steam dryer was not an issue in the

EPU proceeding, says NEC, and the EPU proceedings did not "establish[] the

technical basis for life extension." I& NEC asserts that the duration of Entergy's

visual monitoring program is finite," and that the application in this proceeding

does not extend the current program for the full 20 years of the license renewal

term. I& at 22. NEC attaches a second declaration by Dr. Hopenfeld and certain

testimony from a proceeding before the Vermont Public Service Board in further

support of the contention. Entergy's motion to strike portions of NEC's reply

specifically challenge the portions that make these assertions, as well as related

attachments. Entergy Motion To Strike NEC Reply at 13, 17.
As a threshold matter, the Board notes that since Entergy's existing license

continues until 2012, its application for a license renewal necessarily only involves

aging management matters after that date. Steam dryer monitoring and inspection

plans for the time period prior to 2012 are not directly relevant to, or dispositive

of, ourruling on NEC Contention 3 except to the extent that Entergy's license

renewal application, or other materials properly before this Board at this stage in

the proceeding, indicates a comnmitment to continue existing programs. Entergy's

apparent assertion that the history of the steam dryer issue in the separate

EPU proceeding should resolve the issue in this proceeding is therefore without

foundation. As demonstrated by Entergy's own pleading, steam dryer issues
were addressed in the EPU proceeding primarily in regard to the power ascension

program toward EPU levels and the first few operating cycles thereafter. Entergy
Answer to NEC at 28-30. The Board in the EPU proceeding denied several
contentions related to steam dryer cracking because they were not timely, but
noted that one of the steam dryer contentions "may satisfy the six basic criteria
of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f(1)." Vermont Yankee, LBP-06-14, 63 NRC at 589 n.35,

"At oral argument, NECs attorney emphasized tht NW is awam of Entersys Inspection am

monitoring program for the cufednt license peidod, and that the organization's main concern Is visua

inspection and monitoring during the license renewal term. Tr. at 331-32.
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The rulings on contentions in other proceedings are not particularly relevant to
the decision this Board must make on NEC Contention 3.

Taking these limits into account, the Board finds that NEC has demonstrated
a "genuine dispute" under the standards of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) by raising
a challenge to Entergy's plans for aging management of the steam dryer beyond
2012. Dr. Hopenfeld states his analysis and expert opinion as follows:

ITMhe management of cracking at the steam dryer will be in accordance with
current guidance per NUREG 1801, OE.SIL-644 and possibly future guidance from
BWRRVIP-139, if approved by NRC. No matter which guidance Entergy follows,
the status of the existing dryer cracks must be continuously monitored and assessed
by a competent engineer.

Entergy's proposed monitoring techniques are not adequate to detect crack
propagation and growth because they are not based on actual measurements of crack
initiation and growth. Instead. Entergy relies on unproven computer models and
moisture monitors which only indicate that the dryer was already damaged. The
estimated fatigue loads on the dryer ae based on theoretical calculations of two
computer models: the [CFD] Model and the [AC] Model. Neither the CPD nor the
ACM were benchmarked against properly scaled dryer structure and therefore their
predictions are subject to large uncertainties.

Hopenfeld Decl. T1 18-19.
The Board rejects the argument that these statements are "bald or conclu-

sory." We agree that NRC case law does not permit admission of contentions
when petitioners "offer[] no tangible information, no experts, no substantial
affidavits," but instead submit only "bare assertions and speculation." Oyster
Creek; CLI-00-6, 51 NRC at 208. But this is not the case here, where Peti-
tioners present sworn statements by an unchallenged expert who describes his
professional reasoning and arrives at recommendations and conclusions based on
that reasoning. Full evidentiary presentations are not required at the contention
admissibility stage. NEC is not required to prove its contention at this time, but
merely to identify the alleged shortcomings in Entergy's application with enough

-specificity to ensure that "the Applicants are sufficiently put on notice so that they
will know at least generally what they will have to defend against or oppose, and
that there has been sufficient foundation assigned to warrant further exploration
of [the] contention.,' 6 We find that NEC has met this requirement.

We also reject the notion that NEC, in contending that Entergy's reliance on
the CF) Model and AC Model is problematic, has ignored the other monitoring
activities that Entergy has proposed for the next 6 years, and therefore has

6 Kanom City Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Oenerating Station. Unit 1), LBP-84-1. 19 NRC
29.34 (1984) (clting Phadeltpha Electrc Co. (Peach ottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAII-216, 8 AEC 13.20-21 (1974)).

raised no genuine dispute. To the contrary, Dr. Hopenfeld specifically notes that
"management of cracking at the steam dryer will be in accordance with current
guidance per NUREO-1801 [and] GE-SIL-644." As we, see it, NEC is arguing
that, even with such monitoring, reliance on the models during the renewal period
that starts in 2012 is inappropriate.m"

In admitting this contention, this Board grants in part and denies in part
Entergy's motion to strike portions of NEC's reply. Specifically, the Board
strikes the first paragraph on page 21 of the reply, the first full paragraph on page
23, all portions of the second Hopenfeld declaration concerning this contention
(11-15), and all of the attached testimony from the proceeding before the
Vermont Public Services Board. These portions of the reply and of its attachments
include new arguments and factual information that were not included in the
initial petition and do not directly address challenges in the answers, and that
therefore exceed the permissible scope of a reply. See Section MII.A.6.

The Board denies Entergy's motion to strike relating to NEC Contention 3
with respect to all other portions of the reply. The paragraphs in question respond
to legal, logical, and factual arguments raised in the answers, and emphasize
the obvious - that, given that this is a license renewal proceeding, NEC is
challenging the aging management of the steam dryer during the license renewal
period, not during the preceding 6 years. NEC Reply at 21-22. While NRC
practice does not permit petitioners to use reply briefs to provide the threshold
level of support required for contention admissibility, petitioners may use replies
to flesh out contentions that have already met the pleading requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1). National Enrichment Facility, CU-04-35, 60 NRC at 623.

The Board also emphasizes that it is not ruling on the factual material Entergy
presents in its answer at this time. Entergy's answer appears to challenge NEC's
petition on the merits by making extensive reference to documents in another
proceeding which, when examined more fully, may or may not turn out to
support Entergy's position in this matter. The contention admissibility stage
of a proceeding is not the appropriate time for this examination. Furthermore,
assurances offered by Entergy's counsel, whether in pleadings or at oral argument,
are not in evidence before this Board and cannot be granted the same weight
as sworn testimony or exhibits. We conclude that NEC has identified sufficient
ambiguity in Entergy's aging management plan for the steam dryer to meet the
requirements for contention admissibility.

GWe also note that NEC has drawn attention to some ambiguities regarding Entergy's conunitments
and plans for steam dryer monitoring and inspection during the license renewal tem. Specifically,
while the Application nmke reference to Entergy's cument program for managing steam dryer
cracking due to FIV, futue commitnents In this ares appear tentative and unspecific. See Application
at 3.1.2.2.11.
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4. NEC Contention 4 (Sqfety)

Entergy's License Renewal Application Does Not Include an Adequate Plan to
Monitor and Manage Aging of Plant Piping Due to Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
During the Period of Extended Operation."

NEC Contention 4 alleges that Entergy's plan for managing flow-accelerated
corrosion (FAC) in plant piping fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
§54.21(a)(3), i.e., "fails to demonstrate that, the effects of aging will be ade-
quately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB during the period of extended operations." NEC Petition at 18.
NEC takes particular exception to Entergy's proposal to use "a computer model
called CHECWORKS to determine the scope and frequency of inspections of
components that are susceptible to FAC." 1I. NEC alleges that Entergy cannot
rely on CHECWORKS because the recent power uprate haschanged plant param-
eters, including coolant flow rates, and that the model cannot generate accurate
recommendations because it has not been benchmarked with data reflecting these
new parameters. Id. at 19. For that reason, says NEC, "Entergy cannot assure
the public that the minimum wall thickness of carbon steel piping and valve
components will not be reduced by FAC to below ... code limits during the
period of extended operation." Id. See also Hopenfeld Decl. 1121-27.

Entergy argues that Contention 4 is "vague and not supported by an adequate
basis demonstrating the existence of a genuine material dispute" and that NEC
has not identified specific pipes and valves that are vulnerable to FAC. Entergy
Answer to NEC at 30. Entergy claims that "NEC fails to demonstrate that its
concerns about CHECWORKS have any basis or would materially affect the
adequacy of the FAC program" at Vermont Yankee. hI. at 31. Entergy points
out that CHECWORKS is only one of many "factors considered in planning
future inspections," and that "[tWhe inspection scope is determined not only by
the use of the CHECWORKS tool, but also is based on past VYNPS inspections,
engineering judgment and industry operating experience." Id. at 32. Entergy also
argues that NEC fails to provide "any real basis indicating that CHECWORKS
cannot be used after EPU, other than Dr. Hopenfeld's bald assertion that it would
take '10-15 years' before CHECWORKS can be benchmarked by inspection
data." hi. Dr. Hopenfeld "provides absolutely no support for this assertion,"
says Entergy, and "unsupported conclusory assertions, even by an expert, cannot
support the admission of a contention." Id. at 32-33. Finally, Entergy claims
that the factual information on predicting PAC that was presented in the EPU
proceeding should be considered part of this proceeding, which would bar NEC's
contention if NEC "makes no effort to discuss or identify any error in the

691413 Petition at 18.

consideration of FAC in that proceeding." hI. at 36. NEC has failed to consid;
the record of the EPU proceeding, according to Entergy, and has therefore failt
to demonstrate a genuine material dispute. Id.

The NRC Staff repeats Entergy's argument that Dr. Hopenfeld's claim abo
benchmarking CHECWORKS is unsupported and therefore provides no bas
for Contention 4. Staff Answer to NEC at 14.. The Staff asserts that tt
Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report indicates that CHECWORK
was benchmarked using data from many plants, and that it is appropriate to u
the model in this condition in connection with a comprehensive FAC managemet
program such as that proposed by Entergy. Id. (citing GALL Report § XI.M17
Using CHECWORKS in this way "provides a bounding analysis," and a
inspection schedule based on this analysis will "provide[] reasonable assuram
that structural integrity will be maintained between inspections." I.

In its reply, NEC emphasizes that resolution of the FAC issue in the EF
proceeding does not resolve it over the much longer time period the Board mu
consider in the license renewal proceeding. NEC asserts that "[tihe possibilil
of undetected wall thinning increases substantially with age," and "it may l
necessary to modify the FAC program as the plant ages." NEC Reply at 2j
NEC argues that Entergy has not explained how it will use CHECWORKS i
an aging management program that covers the license renewal period, nor hi
Entergy provided support for its claim that the wear rate in pipes is proportion
to the velocity increase at EPU conditions and therefore presents no predictic
problems. Id. at 26-27. Finally, NEC argues that Dr. Hopenfeld's statement th
it will take 10-15 years to benchmark CHEC WORKS at EPU conditions is basn
on his extensive professional experience and is therefore not conclusory. id. at Z
The declaration by Dr. Hopenfeld that accompanies the reply includes statemen
related to Contention 4. Entergy's motion to strike portions of the NEC rep]
seeks to have the second Hopenfeld declaration and all references to it stricken c
the grounds that it represents an effort to "recast"*. the contention and is therefoi
impermissible under the rules governing reply briefs. Entergy Motion To Stril
NEC Reply at 14; see also Section lI.A.6.

. As we did for Contention 3, the Board begins by pointing out that sin(
Entergy's existing license continues until 2012, its Application for a licent
renewal necessarily involves only aging management matters after that date. FA
monitoring and inspection plans duringthe current license period are not directl
relevant to, or dispositive of, our ruling on NEC Contention 4, except to the extei
that Entergy's license renewal application, or other materials properly befoi
this Board at this stage in the proceeding, indicates a commitment to contint
existing programs. Resolution of this issue for the period up to 2012 does a
necessarily resolve the issue for the years from 2012 to 2032, especially when If
phenomenon in question may have cumulative effects.

Taking this limitation into account, the Board finds that NEC Contention
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meets the admissibility standards of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1). It raises a challenge
to Entergy's plans for aging management of plant components subject to FAC,
and it supports that challenge adequately. NEC's expert states his analysis and
expert opinion in the following words:

The theoretical basis of FAC is not completely understood; however, it is well
established that turbulence intensity, steam quality, material compositions, oxygen
content and coolant pH are the main variables that affect FAC. The CHECWORKS
computer code is not a mechanistic code; it is an empirical code that must be
updated continuously with plant-specific data. Inspection results are routinely used
as inputs to the code. The code can be used to predict pipe wall thinning as long as
plant parameters (velocity, coolant chemistry, etc.) do not change drastically and
the data have been collected for a long period of time. It is important to realize that
wall thinning rate from PAC is not necessarily consistent with time, and therefore
a considerable number of cycles are needed to establish the FAC rate on a given
component at a particular plant Since Vermont Yankee has recently increased the
coolant flow rate by 20%, which also significantly accelerates local wall thinning,
it would take at least 10-15 years before CHECWORKS can be benchmarked with
the Vermont Yankee inspection data.

Hopenfeld Decl. 124.
The Board does not agree that such statements are "bald', or"conclusory." As

we stated above, NRC regulations do not permit admission of a contention when
petitioners offer no documentary or expert support for their positions. See Section
IU.D.3. ButNEC has done considerably more here -Dr. Hopenfeld has submitted
a sworn statement describing his professional reasoning and conclusions, and his
qualifications to speak as an expert on this subject matter have not been challenged.
As we have already stated, NEC is not required to prove its contention at this point
or to provide all the evidence for its contention that may be required later in the
proceeding. See Section m.A.4. Rather, it is required only to provide sufficient
information that "the Applicants are sufficiently put on notice so that they will
know at least generally what they will have to defend against or oppose, and that
there has been sufficient foundation assigned to warrant further exploration of
[the] contention." Wolf Creek; LBP-84-l, 19 NRC at 34. We find that NEC has
met this requirement.7 0

We also reject the notion that NEC's challenge to Entergy's use of CHEC-
WORKS in its aging management program for FAC is barred because similar
issues were discussed during the NRC review of Entergy's EPU application. As

NEC has claimed,

70W% do not elevate Dr. Hopenfeld's reference to "10-15 years" as dispoaitive here. His point
seems to be that benchmarking will take longer than the 6-year period covered by the EPU.

FAC is an aging phenomenon; the EPU proceedings assumed that the plant would
operate six years, not 26 years at the high EPU velocities. The possibility of
undetected wall thinning increases substantially with age. Therefore, it may be
necessary to modify the FAC program as a plant ages. Entergy'i license renewal
application does not explain how it proposes to use CHECWORKS as an aging
management tool during the period of extended operation, or how it will overcome
the problem of establishing valid trends at higher EPU Velocities ....

NEC ReplyL at 26. We have previously stated that materials submitted as part of

the EPU proceeding are not dispositive in this proceeding except to the exteni
that Entergy's license renewal application, or other materials properly before thh

Board at this stage in the proceeding, indicates a commitment to continue existing

programs. See Section M.D.3. At the moment we do not see any such cleam
and binding commitment in the record. Furthermore, even if such a commitmew

were made, the very nature of a license renewal proceeding prevents NEC frort

contesting the adequacy of Entergy's current FAC program to deal with the exten
of corrosion that is likely over the coming 6 years. Rather, NEC is limitex
'to contesting aging management plans for the next 20 years - in this case b]
questioning whether a program similar to the current one will be adequate t(

address the amount of corrosion that may occur during the 20 years of extendem
operation.

In ruling to admit this contention, this Board grants in part and denies it
part Entergy's motion to strike portions of NEC's reply. Specifically, the Bonm
strikes the second Hopenfeld declaration concerning this contention (M 16-22)
This attachment to the reply includes new arguments and factual information tha
were not included in the initial petition and that do not directly address challenge
in the answers, and that therefore exceed the permissible scope of a reply brief
See Section m.A.6.

The Board denies Entergy's motion to strike with respect those portions of tb
reply itself that deal with Contention 4. The portions in question merely respom
to legal, logical, and factual arguments raised in the answers, 'in particular b
Entergy's allegation that the treatment and resolution of the FAC issue dunn:
NRC review of the EPU application should be dispositive in the license renews
proceeding. As we see it the argument in NEC's reply restates the obvious -
NEC is challenging aging management plans during the license renewal perioK
not during the preceding 6 years.

As we did in our discussion of Contention 3, the Board also emphasizes tht
it is not ruling on the factual material Entergy presents in its answer at this tinm
Entergy's answer appears to challenge NEC's petition on the merits by makin
extensive reference to documents in the EPU proceeding which may or may n(
turn out to support Entergy's position in this matter. The contention admissibilil
stage of a proceeding is not the appropriate time to evaluate this informatioi
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Additionally, given the differing natures of the EPU license amendment and
a license renewal request, such materials may not be sufficient to resolve the
issue in this proceeding even at the evidentiary stage. As we have already
stated, assurances offered by Entergy's counsel, whether in pleadings or at oral
argument, are not in evidence before this Board and cannot be granted the same
weight as sworn testimony or exhibits. We conclude that NEC has identified
sufficient ambiguity in Entergy's aging management plan related to FAC to meet
the requirements for contention admissibility.

5. NEC Contention 5 (Safety)

The License Renewal Application Does Not State an Adequate Plan to Manage and
Monitor Aging of the Condenser.71

NEC Contention 5 challenges Entergy's assertion that "main condenser in-
tegrity is continually verified during normal plant operation and no aging man-
agement program is required to assure the post accident intended function."
Application at 3.4-26, Table 3.4.2-1. NEC contends that the plant condenser is
"a key plant component necessary to mitigate the release of radioactive gases
during an accident at the plant." NEC Petition at 19. Based on his review of the
Application, Arnold Gunderson, NEC's expert, claims that "the applicant has not
adequately addressed the actual condition of the condenser" and notes that this
plant component is likely to withstand neither "the stresses of [EPU]" nor "the
pressure of continual operation for the additional 20 years Entergy would like to
extend Vermont Yankee's operation." Id, Exh. 8, Decl. of Arnold Gundersen
Supporting [NEC Petition] (May 26, 2006) ¶19-10. NEC's expert cites several
documents provided during discovery in a proceeding before the Vermont Public
Service Board in support of his opinion that the condenser is in poor condition
and requires both additional inspections and preventive measures such as epoxy
coating of certain condenser components if it is to remain in service. 14 tfi 13-25.
Following his review of these documents, Mr. Gundergen concludes that "it is not
logical to assume that a deficient condenser with six-foot cracks with poor welds,
which is lucky to withstand gravity, will be adequate protection to the public by
preventing the flow of radioactive gases in the event it is required to mitigate an
accident." i4 ¶33.

Entergy responds with the claim that Contention 5 fails because it "is entirely
predicated on the erroneous unsupported assumption that the condenser must
retain its integrity (Le., must remain intact) in order to perform its post-accident

71NEC Petition at 19.

function." Entergy Answer to NEC at 36. Entergy argues that, under the terms c
its license renewal application,

[clondenser integrity required to perform the post-accdent intendedfulction (holdup
and plateout of MSP leakage) is continuously confirmed by normal plant operation.
This intended function does not require the condenser to be leak-tigha, and the
post-accident conditions in the condenser will be essentially atmospheric. Since the
normal plant operation asmres adequate condenser pressure boundary integrity, the
post-accident intended finction to provide holdup volume and plateout surface is
assured.

Id. at 37 (citing Application at 3.4-26) (first emphasis added). Entergy poin'
out- that the condenser is not a safety-related component, and that even thoug
the alternative source term analysis credits the condenser for some "hold-up an

plate-out of gasesn that might, in the event of a [LOCA], leak past the main stea
isolation valve," this post-accident function of the condenser does not requii
the condenser to be leaktight. Entergy Answer to NEC at 37 n.19. In short, sa3
Entergy, the fact that the condenser works properly during normal operations,*
sufficient to demonstrate that it remains capable of performing the more limite
functions required of it during an accident According to Entergy, NEC has faile
both to provide sufficient information to challenge this part of the Applicatic
and to explain any plausible scenario in which the condenser would be unable i
perf6rm its post-accident function. Ih at 38-39. In Entergy's words, "[aIll N9
shows is that the condenser may eventually have to be replaced." Id. at 40.

The NRC Staff argues that Contention 5 lacks a sufficient basis to the extel
that it expresses concerns about the performance of the condenser during sm
license renewal period, and that it falls outside the scope of the proceeding 1
the extent that it makes allegations regarding the performance of the condens
during the cunrrent license term. Staff Answer to NP.C at 16. According to ti
Staff, the documents referred to by NEC's expert were written in a diffein
context and "do[] not indicate a dispute concerning an Application pendir
before the NRC." ld. Furthermore, says the Staff, "NEC ignores the fact th
the application (at 3.4-2)... states that the Main Condenser and MSIV LeakaI
Pathway components will be under aging management programs" and therefo
demonstrates that it has failed to fulfill "its obligation to examine publical
available information." Id.

The Board concludes that NEC Contention 5 is not admissible because NE
has failed to show that the issue raised - the integrity of the condenser -

7The phrme "hold-up and plate-cu of gases" means that the ondenmer physlcany slows I
release of gases (d by ImpIcation, the nongaseous daughter fission produs) and tint the sufft
atom of its pligte" aptae or 3o3b amine of the fission produt.
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"within the scope of" or "material to the findings NRC must make to support"
a license renewal decision. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii) and (iv). NEC has not
provided any supporting information as to how the failure of the condenser would
negatively affect its ability to perform its limited post-accident function - the
hold-up and plate-out of some gases and solid daughter fission products. For
example, even if the condenser cracked or broke into pieces at the same time a
LOCA or other accident occurred, NEC has not given us facts, evidence, or any
reason to think that the condenser surfaces would not be equally able to retard the
flow of, or absorb, gases that may leak through the MSIVs.

NEC's attempt to rehabilitate its contention by focusing its reply on the
"unusual accident" scenario - an accident that destroys the condenserjust at the
same time the condenser's post-accident function becomes important - fails both
substantively and procedurally. In their initial submission to the Board, NEC and
its expert mention this scenario but provide no discussion of how it might come
about. NEC Petition at 20. However, they expand their arguments in this area
in their reply, in which they make reference to an event at Entergy's Grand Gulf
plant in which the condenser "imploded" and caused an emergency shutdown.
NEC Reply at 29. NEC's pleading does not allege that any radioactive gases were
released during the Grand Gulf event. Undeterred, NEC argues that the event
demonstrates the possibility of a single incident that "simultaneously cause[s]
both implosion of the condenser and a release of radioactive gas." Id& NEC's
reply also includes a second declaration in which its expert; Arnold Gundersen,
provides additional detail regarding scenarios that, in his opinion, might lead to
such an outcome. ld., Exh. 2, Decl. of Arnold Gundersen Supporting [NEC Reply]
(Jun. 29,2006) T16.3.1-6.3.2. Entergy's motion to strike portions of NEC's reply
specifically addresses the sections in question here. Entergy Motion To Strike
NEC Reply at 15-16.

As a substantive matter, the Board finds that NEC's reply, while suggesting
events that could trigger NEC's postulated "unusual scenario,'. fails to explain
how it makes any difference - i.e., how such an event would prevent a broken
condenser from performing its limited post-accident function of hold-up and
plate-out of gases and other fission products from an MSIV leak. In addition,
as a procedural matter, the relevant portions of NEC's reply, including those
paragraphs of the expert's second declaration that provide accident scenarios,
exceed what is permissible in a reply brief and therefore should be seen as
an attempt to rehabilitate and to amend the original contention. The Commis-
sion has stated clearly that such attempts to amend contentions are impermissible

in reply briefs.n NEC makes no effort to address the criteria for amended and
new contentions in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(2). The Board therefore strikes Mr.
Gundersen's second declaration and those portions of NEC's reply brief that refet
to it.

For the reasons stated, NEC Contention 5 is not admissible.

6. NEC Contention 6 (Safety)

The Ucense Renewal Application does not include an adequate plan to monitor and
manage aging of the primary containment boundary adequate to assure public health
and safety for the twenty-year term of the proposed license extension (renewal), as
required pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 54.21(aX3).7'

NEC Contention 6 is a safety contention focusing on the adequacy of Entergy's
aging management plan for the reactor primary containment. NEC states thai
"Entergy has not provided an aging management plan for areas of the primary
containment which are difficult to inspect, maintain and repair because of limited
access, and which may harbor conditions conducive to general, pitting and crevice
corrosion." NEC Petition at 21. NEC alleges that Entergy has not demonstrated
that the steel drywell shell is protected from moisture by its concrete encasement
saying instead that contact areas and narrow spaces between the concrete and the
steel.are the places "most likely to harbor undetected moisture and corrosion." Id
at 23. To support this contention, NEC cites two in-service inspection reports foi
the plant that made reference to corrosion and loss of coating in the drywell shell
Id at 23-24. NEC also cites the NRC Staff's Proposed Interim Staff Guidance
LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant Specific Aging Management Program for Inaccessibli
Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment Drywell ShellO NEC
Petition at 25, Exh. 9.

Entergy responds that Contention 6 is inadmissible because it "fails to identifs
any deficiency in the discussion of this issue in the application" ' and therefore fail-
to demonstrate a genuine dispute with the applicant. Entergy Answer to NEC a
41. Specifically, Entergy asserts that NEC made no effort to show why Entergy'i

73 ational En ent FacilkC (-04-25,60 NRC at 224-25 ("[-V/e cancer with the Board tha
the reply biiefr constituted a lae attem to reinvigorate thinly supported contentions by piesenthnI
entirely new argumen in the reply briefs... In Cbmmlison practice, and in litigation pae
generally. new argimems may not be raised for the first time In a eply brie.").

4The topic heading of NEC Contention 6 ("Primary Containment Corroon Icudin& But Nc
Utmited to die Dry Well") does not contain a specific statement of the issue that NEC weebs to rmin
The statement of tie Issue NEC seeks to raise appeas in the fItnt metence of the body of the petift
and thus we view this sntence as the specific contention. See Tr. at 430-31.

7371 Fed. Reg. 27,101 (May 9, 2006).
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May 15, 2006, amendment to its license renewal applicationr which describes
Entergy's monitoring plan for the steel drywell shell, its approach to determining
whether corrosion is occurring in the inaccessible areas of the structure, and
the methods it has used to deal with the corrosion mentioned in the in-service
inspection reports, is inadequate. Id. at 41-44. The NRC Staff echoes Entergy's
argument, saying that NEC has failed to demonstrate a genuine dispute with the
applicant or to address why Amendment 2 is inadequate. Staff Answer to NEC at
18.

NEC first addressed Amendment 2 in its reply, arguing that it "does not
alleviate NEC's concerns regarding the condition of the lower drywell shell, and
the adequacy of Entergy's plans to monitor and inspect less accessible areas."''
Specifically, says NEC, the amendment fails to address any "historically reported
leaks" that might lead to moisture near the drywell, aging management of gaskets
and seals where leakage might affect the primary containment, or maintenance
activities and other stresses that might induce corrosion. Id at 32. NEC also
claims that Entergy fails to provide sufficient detail to allow reviews to evaluate
its plans for ultrasonic testing of the drywell shell. I&a

The Board concludes that NEC Contention 6 fails to satisfy the contention
admissibility requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(O(1)(v) and (vi) in that NEC has
failed to "[p]rovide a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinions
which support the requestor's/petitioner's position on the issue" or to "show
that a genuine dispute exists with the applicant/licensee." Specifically, we have
little or no idea why NEC believes that Entergy's May 15, 2006, plan for aging
management of the drywell shell is inadequate. The in-service inspection reports
that NEC cites deal with events in 1999 and 2001 that have apparently been
resolved and do not indicate that similar events will happen in the future. The only
other support NEC offers for its contention is a meeting notice for a June 2006
meeting involving the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, at which the
known corrosion problemns at the Oyster Creek Generating Station were discussed,
and the NRC Staff proposed guidance document. NEC Petition at 25-26. Neither
is relevant to the question of whether corrosion of the drywell shell has been a
significant problem at Vermont Yankee in the past or is likely to be so in the
future, and neither provides support for NEC's argument that Entergy's plans
to manage corrosion of the drywell shell are inadequate. Given the absence
of documentary or expert support for NEC's position, this contention fails to

761L..ce ftrm Ted A. SunivMa Site Vice Pmesiden, Vermont Yanwee Nuclea Power Startio, to
Nuclear Regulato COmmission (Liense Renewal Applprcion, Amendment No. 2) (May 15.2006),
ADAMS Accession No. ML061350079 (Amendment 21.

7NEC Reply at 31. Du, ng the or argnment, It became clear that NsC was not aware of
Amendment 2 when NEC filed Its petiti on May 26, 2006. Tr. at 433. This Is understandable,
because Amendmen 2 did not become publicly available on ADAMS until May26, 2006. Tr. at 446.

demonstrate that a genuine dispute exists. Under these conditions, the Board findi

that NEC Contention 6 is inadmissible.

L Ruling on Marlboro Request (Exclusion from Emergency
Planning Zone)

The Town of Marlboro, Vermont, contends that it was erroneously excluder
from the emergency planning zone (EPZ) surrounding the Vermont Yanket
Nuclear Power Station. Marlboro Hearing Request at 1. According to Marlboro
the State of Vermont has a "whole-town inclusion policy," meaning every towt

with any property within a 10-mile radius must be included in evacuation an(

notification planning. Id. Marlboro further claims that, despite the fact that it is no

included in the EPZ, the evacuation plan involves a travel route through Marlboro
which will require the assistance of volunteers from the Town and the use a

Town resources. Id. Entergy and the Staff both argue that Marlboro's reques
must be denied because it does not contain a specific contention and becausi

emergency planning issues are outside the scope of license renewal proceedings
Entergy Answer to Marlboro at 1; Staff Answer to Marlboro at 3.

We find that Marlboro has failed to submit an admissible contention. I
petitioner must demonstrate that the issues raised in its contention are withii
the scope of the proceeding. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii). Marlboro, howevet
has not demonstrated that emergency planning issues are within the scope o
this proceeding. To the contrary, it is well established that concerns regardini
emergency planning are beyond the scope of license renewal proceedings. See
e.g., Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station
Units 2 and 3), CLI-05-24, 62 NRC 551,560-61 (2005). Therefore, the Town o
Marlboro hearing request is denied.7n

IV. SELECTION OF HEARING PROCEDURES

A. Standards Governing Selection of Hearing Procedures

NRC regulations provide for a number of different procedural formats fo
adjudicatory hearings, two of which are relevant here. These are (1) the "Rule
for Formal Adjudications," 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart G, and (2) the rule
for "Informal Hearing Procedures for NRC Adjudications," 10 C.F.R. Part 2
Subpart L. The formal adjudicatory procedures of Subpart a allow the parties t
propound interrogatories, take depositions, and cross-examine witnesses withot.

7 Although the Town of Marlbom Is not admitted to th proceed n It my sit prticipte as a
Inftest lec government body. See Section VLB.
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leave of the Board. In contrast, under the "informal" adjudicatory procedures
of Subpart L, discovery is prohibited except for certain mandatory disclosures,
the Board conducts oral hearings during which it interrogates the witnesses, and
cross-examination by the parties is permitted only if the Board deems it necessary
for the development of an adequate record.

The Commission's rMle governing the selection of hearing procedures states
that upon granting a hearing request in a license renewal proceeding, a licensing
board must determine the specific hearing procedures to be used in this proceeding
as follows:

(a) Except as determined through the application of paragraphs (b) through (h) Of
this section, ceedings.. may be conducted under the procedures of subpart L
of this purt.

(d) 1n proceedings.., where the presiding officer by order finds that resolution
of the contention or contested matter necessitates resolution of issues of material fact
relating to the occurnce of a past activity, where the credibility of an eyewitness
may reasonably be expected to be at issue, andlor issues of motive or intent of the
party or eyewitness material to the resolution of the contested matter, the hearing
for resolution of that contention or contested matter will be conducted under subpart
o of this part.

10 CO.RR. § 2.3 10(a), (d) (emphasis added). Additionally, a petitioner requesting a
Subpart 0 hearing pursuant to section 2.310(d) "must demonstrate, by reference
to the contention and the bases provided and the specific procedures in subpart G
of this part, that resolution of the contention necessitates resolution of material
issues of fact which may be best determined through the use of the identified
procedures." 10C.F.R. §2.309(g).

The selection of appropriate hearing procedures is a contention-by-contention
matter, dependent on the nature of the specific issues involved in the contention.
Thus, for example, a single adjudicatory proceeding may include some contentions
litigated under Subpart L and others litigated under Subpart 0 or N.

B. Selection of Hearing Procedures

DIS asserts that it is entitled to an adjudicatory hearing under the formal
procedures specified in Subpart 0. DPS Petition at 2. NEC, the other admitted
party in this proceeding, does not specify a preference for the hearing procedures.
Entergy and the Staff oppose the DPS request for Subpart G hearing procedures
and argue that the informal procedures set forth in Subpart L should govern this
proceeding. Entergy Answer to DIS at 29-30; Staff Answer to DPS at 5-6.

Although DPS states that it is "entitled" to a Subpart 0 proceeding, DIS

Petition at 2, DI'S did not attempt to demonstrate that its contentions meet the
criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.310(d). DIS Petition at 4 n.4. In its request for a Subpart
G hearing, DIS fails to reference its contentions and bases and does not show that
resolution of its contentions require resolution of material issues of fact which
may be best determined through the use of Subpart G procedures. See 10 C.R.PL
§ 2.309(g). Tberefore, we conclude that DIS has not demonstrated that any of the
admitted contentions meet the criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.310(d), mandating the use
of Subpart G procedures.

We also reject the assertion by DIS that section 274(l) of the AEA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 2021(t), obviates the need for it to demonstrate that the SubpartG procedures are
applicable to the admitted contentions. See DIS Petition at 4 & n.4. Essentially,
DPS argues that because section 274(1) grants a State interrogation rights, a
Subpart 0 proceeding is mandated. Its reasoning is based on the fact that,
in Subpart 0 proceedings, the parties are allowed to cross-examine witnesses
without leave of the Board, whereas in a Subpart L proceeding cross-.examination
is only permitted "if the presiding officer determines that cross-examination by
the parties is necessary to ensure the development of an adequate record for
decision," 10 C.F.R. § 2.1204(b)(3). See DPS Petition at 3-5.

DPS's brief fails to address Citizens Awareness Netork, Inc. v. United
States [CAN v. United States], 391 F.3d 338 (Ist Cir. 2004). In that case the
First Circuit upheld the validity of the Subpart L regulations on the basis of
NRC's repr•sentation that the opportunity for cross-examination under 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.1204(b)(3) of Subpart L is equivalent to the opportunity for cross-examination
under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 5 U.S.C. § 556(d), i.e., that cross-
examination is available whenever it is "required for a full and fair adjudication
of the facts."' Section 556(d) of the APA is a relatively generous standard.

DPS also failed to address the only decision concerning the relationship
between Section 274(l) of the ARA and the right to a Subpart Q proceeding.
See Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LL (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station), LBP-04-31, 60 NRC 686, 710-11 (2004). In that proceeding, the
Board held that CAN v. United States could be extended to apply to a State's
cross-examination under the ABrA. Id Specifically, the Board found that since
"the opportunity for cross-examination under Subpart L is equivalent to the
opportunity for cross-examination under the APA,... [it] is likewise consistent
with the State's 'reasonable opportunity... to interrogate witnesses' under 42
U.S.C. § 2021(1)." Id. at 710. We agree with this logic. Accordingly, we
find that section 274(L) of the AEA does not give a State an absolute right
of cross-examination, but states only that "the Commission ... shall afford

"'391 F3d at 351. Thv CmnissMen resen to the dPit Cmict that "the sm for aslowing
auss-examInaton under [10 CMP. 12.1204(bX3)] [is) equivalent to the APA ataadau" 14
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reasonable opportunity for State representatives to... interrogate witnesses." 42
U.S.C. § 2021(0) (emphasis added). The Subpart L grant of cross-examination to
situations where itI 'is necessary to ensure the development of an adequate record
for decision," 10 C.F.R. § 2.1204(b)(3), is consistent with the AEA requirement
that State representatives be given a "reasonable opportunity... to... interrogate
witnesses." 42 U.S.C. § 2021(0.

Entergy and the Staff suggest that our determination that DPS failed to meet
its burden under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(g) to show that Subpart G procedures are
mandated by 10 C.F.R. § 2.310(d) ends the matter, and requires that Subpart L
procedures be used for each admitted contention in this proceeding. This is not
correct. If a specific hearing procedure is not mandated, the plain language of
10 C.F.R, § 2.310(a) uses the term "may" in describing our options in selecting
the appropriate hearing procedures. The use of the permissive "may" instead of
the mandatory "shall" indicates that even if a petitioner fails to demonstrate that
Subpart G procedures are required, the Board "may" still find that the use of
Subpart0 procedures is more appropriate than the use of SubpartL procedures for
a given contention. "In such a circumstance, the Board, in its sound discretion,
must determine the type of hearing procedures most appropriate for the specific
contentions before it." Vermont Yankee, LBP-04-31,60 NRC at 705. In adopting
this approach we acknowledge the Commission's statement that, unless otherwise
provided in 10 C.F.R. §2.310, Subpart L proceedings should "ordinarily" be
used. See Final Rule: "Changes to the.Adjudicatory Process," 69 Fed. Reg.
2182, 2222 (Jan. 14, 2004). Furthermore, at this point we see no particular
reason why the additional discovery mechanisms of Subpart G are necessary for
the full and fair disclosure of the facts. Nor do we see any reason why the
moderate limits on cross-examination under a Subpart L proceeding would hinder
the development of an adequate record. Weighing these considerations and based
on currently available information, we conclude that the procedures of Subpart L
are appropriate for the adjudication of admitted contentions.

V. STATUTORY RIGHT TO HEARING

We now turn to the DPS argument that, because it is a State, section 274(l) of
the AEA, 42 U.S.C. § 2021(0, gives it the right to offer evidence and interrogate
witnesses even if a hearing would otherwise not be required and even if no
contentions are admitted. See DPS Petition at 3-5. The Commission's regula-
tions give a State two ways to participate in adjudicatory proceedings. First, an

"interested State" is given "a reasonable opportunity to participate in a hearing"
under 10 C.F.R. § 2.315(c).80 This allows a State to

introduce evidence, interrogate witnesses where cross-examination by the parties
is permitted, advise the Commnission without requiring the representative to take a
position with respect to the issue, file proposed findings in those proceedings where
findings are permitted, and petition for review by the Commission under § 2.341
with respect to the admitted contentions.

10 C.F.R. § 2.315(c). Second, a State that wishes to raise specific concerns may
submit contentions complying with the 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1) requirements and
become a party to the adjudication. As a party, a State may offer evidence and,
where necessary to ensure the development of an adequate record, may be allowed
to interrogate witnesses. 10 C.FR. §§ 2.1204(b)(3), 2.1208. See also Section
IV.B, supra. A State that has been admitted as a party is also given the additional
opportunity to participate on another party's contentions. See LES CLI-04-35, 60
NRC at 627.

We conclude that the two options that NRC affords to an interested State,
when viewed in combination, comply with the section 274(0 mandate that a State,
such as DPS, be given a "reasonable opportunity" to participate on the Vermont
Yankee license renewal application. We reject the assertion that section 247(0
gives DPS a right to offer evidence and interrogate witnesses, even if no hearing is
otherwise being held and no party has submitted an admissible contention. Federal
case law recognizes that NRC's requirement that a petitioner identify specific
contentions and the particular bases for the contentions is not inconsistent with
section 189a of the AEA, which provides that a hearing shall be granted upon the
request of any person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding. See, e.g.,
Business and Professional People for the Public Interest v. AEC, 502 F.2d 424,
426-29 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Given that the Commission's rules granting a hearing
request only upon the submission of an admissible contention does not violate
section 189a, we likewise find that limiting a State's participation to situations

where at least one party submits an admissible contention does not violate the
section 274(0) requirement that a State be given a "reasonable opportunity" to
participate in a hearing. Therefore, we find that DPS's rights under section 247(1)
are satisfied by the Commission regulations governing Subpart L proceedings.

"This reSulation lmplemens seatmi 274(t) of the AEA. The Commlsson lurae hel that diN
oPotuntty to pattiMPate as n interested state is available only if the State bas not been admitted a
a paty under 10 C.F.R. § 2309. National Enrichmmt Facility, CL.,4-3S. 60 NRC at 626.27.
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VL CONTENTION ADOPTION AND INTERESTED
STATE PARTICIPATION

A. Adoption

Shortly after all the hearing requests were submitted, DPS and NEC each filed
a notice of intent to adopt the AG's contention and the contentions of one another.
Although DPS and NEC took the position that a simple notice of adoption is
sufficient, both also sought, in the alternative, to adopt the other's contentions by
motion. See DPS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions at I n.1; NEC Notice
of Adoption of Contentions at I n.1. Entergy opposed both filings because DPS
and NEC failed to address the criteria for nontimely contentions. Entergy Answer
to D)PS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions at 1-2; Entergy Answer to NEC

Notice of Adoption of Contentions at 1-3. The Staff does not oppose DPS and
NEC adopting contentions, so long as each party demonstrates an independent
ability to litigate any contention for which it becomes the primary sponsor should
the initial contention sponsor withdraw from the proceeding. Staff Answer to
DPS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions at 3; Staff Answer to NEC Notice of
Adoption of Contentions at 3.

The Commission's regulations allow a petitioner to adopt the contention of
a different petitioner if the adopting petitioner (1) agrees that the sponsoring
petitioner will act as the representative with respect to that contention; or (2) if
the sponsoring and adopting petitioners jointly agree and designate which one
of them will have the authority to act for the petitioners on that contention. 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(0(3). These are the only substantive regulatory requirements for
adoption. When the procedures for adopting contentions were codified in 2004,
the Commission explained that by adopting a contention, the adopting party
preserves the right to litigate a contention that another party originally proposed
if the original sponsoring party leaves the proceeding prior to the resolution of the
contention. 69 Fed. Reg. at 2221.

Section 2.309(0(3), which was added in 2004, is entirely new. Nevertheless,
-Entergy cites prior case law for the proposition that the nontimely factors should
be applied when one intervenor seeks to adopt the contentions of a sponsoring
intervenor that seeks to withdraw from a proceeding. Entergy Answer to DPS
Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions at 2. See also Houston Lighting and Power
Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-799, 21 NRC 360, 381-82
(1985). Entergy seeks to extend the old South Texas decision to support the
proposition that the section 2.309(c) nontimely factors are applicable whenever a
party seeks to adopt contentions after the initial contention filing deadline. See,
e.g., Entergy Answer to DPS Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions at 2.

We disagree and conclude that the circumstances in the South Texas proceeding
are very different from the facts involved in the current contention adoption

requests. In that case, the adoption request came only after the sponsoring
intervenor withdrew from the proceeding as part of a settlement agreement
South Texas, ALAB-799, 21 NRC at 381. That adoption attempt came several
years after the Board admitted the contentions at issue. See Houston Lighting
and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), LBP-80-1 1, 11 NRC 4n7
(1980); Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2),
LBP-79-10, 9 NRC 439 (1979). As the Board termed it, the case involved an
attempt to adopt "abandoned contentions." Houston Lighting and Power Co.
(South Texas Project, Units I and 2), LBP-82-91, 16 NRC 1364, 1369 (1982).

In contrast, the DPS and NEC adoption notices came very early in this
proceeding, only a few weeks after the contentions were due and before we
ruled on the admissibility of the contentions. Absent prior consultation between
the various petitioners before the contentions were filed, consultation which we
will not presume, it would have been impossible for DPS or NEC to adopt each
other's contentions prior to the date they were filed on May 26, 2006. Entergy's
position, that all adoptions filed after the original deadline for filing contention*
are automatically "nontimely" (and thus must go through the eight-factor hoopn
of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)), would create an illogical and unfair exclusionary wall te
adoption. 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(3) imposes no such requirements. It is sufficient
for our purposes to hold that if a notice of adoption of a contention is filed within s
reasonable time (such as 20 days) after the contention has been filed and admitted
then it is deemed timely and is not subject to the nontimely factors specified in I(
C.F.R. § 2.309(c). Accordingly, we find that the DPS and NEC adoption noticet.
were timely."1

Next, we turn to the Staff's position. Although the Staff does not oppose the
adoption notice, the Staff states that if the initial contention sponsor withdrawt
from the proceeding, an adopting party must demonstrate an independent abilit)
to litigate each contention it wishes to adopt. See, e.g., Staff Answer to DpI
Notice of Intent To Adopt Contentions at 3 (citing Consolidated Edison Co. C
New York (Indian Point, Units I and 2), CLI-01-19,54 NRC 109,131-33 (2001))
In Indian Point, the Commission granted a petitioner's request to incorporatt
another petitioner's contentions by reference and stated "if the primary sponsot
of an issue later withdraws from this proceeding, the remaining sponsor must ther
demonstrate to the Presiding Officer its independent ability to litigate this issue
A failure to do so renders the issue subject to dismissal prior to the hearing." Id
at 132. The Commission cited no regulation or precedent for this requirement
Nor did the Commission indicate whether it intended to impose this requiremen
in future adjudications.

Ithe iO.dy monotim deadline of to C.I•L I2.323(c) does not aMl&y because the adoptio a

comntions des not rapit a monio,. si•ple notim suffice.
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If the Commission did intend to create an additional adoption requirement
in Indian Point, we would expect that this requirement would appear in the
2004 codification of the procedures for contention adoption, or would have been
discussed in that rule's Statement of Considerations. Both 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(3)
and the Statement of Considerations, however, are entirely silent on whether the
adopting party must demonstrate an independent ability to litigate a contention
it seeks to adopt. Perhaps this silence is an expression of the fact that the
Commission did not intend that this element be included in the new rule.n

We have serious reservations about requiring the adopting party to demonstrate
an independent ability to litigate an issue. Id. at 132. First, what does it mean?
Must the adopting petitioner provide us with its financial statements? Perhaps
its membership lists? Amounting to much the same thing, must it hire separate
and independent (duplicative?) experts and lawyers? Do we need to see the
written retainer agreements, or are pro-bono volunteers sufficient? What level
of investigation do we conduct, and what objective criteria do we use, to decide
whether the adopting party satisfactorily "demonstrated its independent ability
to litigate" the contention? Second, how can we impose this requirement on
the adopting party, when there is no such requirement imposed on the original
sponsoring petitioner? Surely the Staff is not suggesting that the fact that the
original sponsoring party is able to meet the strict but minimal requirements
for admission of a contention demonstrates that it has an independent ability to
litigate the full merits of the contention. Section 2.309(f) lists many reasons for
excluding a contention, but "demonstrating an independent ability to litigate an
issue" is not one of them. Third, how does this requirement comport with section
189a of the AEA, which states that the "Commission shall grant a hearing upon
the request of any person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding"? 42
U.S.C. § 2239(a)(1)(A). No plaintiff in any federal court faces such a hurdle.

Happily, we need not decide the issue now. NEC and DIS have adopted each
other's contentions and neither one of them is withdrawing. Therefore, the current
notices of adoption are timely and are granted to the extent that the DPS and NEC
contentions have been admitted.n

'3Io the extent that the Staff has concerm that an adopting party would be unable to litigate an
adopted contention after the withdrawal of the initial contention sponsor, we note that the relations
already provide a remedy for dealing with a party that cannot adequately litigate a contentio. See 10
C.F.J. 1 2.320.

83 NEC also filed a motion for leave to file a reply to Entergy and the Staff answers on the adotion
issue, a motion which Entergy and the Staff oppose. Having accepted NECs notice, we deny its
motion for leave to file a reply as moot

B. Interested State Participation

As provided in 10 C.F.R. § 2.315(c), any interested State, local governmental
body, and affected, federally recognized Indian Tribe that has not been admitted
as a party under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 will be given a reasonable opportunity
to participate in any hearing conducted in this proceeding. The only timing
requirement for giving notice of such participation states that a "representative
shall identify those contentions on which it will participate in advance of any
hearing held." 10 C.F.R. § 2.315(c). Accordingly, the AG for the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, the Town of Marlboro, Vermont, and any other interested
state, local governmental body, or affected, federally recognized Indian Tribe that
wishes to participate in this hearing shall notify us of same within 20 days of this
Order."

VII. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Board concludes that the Vermont De-
partment of Public Service and the New England Coalition both have standing
and have each proffered an admissible contention meeting the requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(f). Accordingly, their requests for hearing are granted. Although
the Massachusetts Attorney General and the Town of Marlboro both have stand-
ing, neither has proffered an admissible contention and therefore their hearing
requests are denied.

The Board rules that the procedures of Subpart L shall be used for these
contentions. Within fifteen (15) days of the issuance of service of this Order, the
Staff shall notify the Board whether it desires to participate in this proceeding as
a party pursuant to 10 CP.R. § 2.1202. Within thirty (30) days of the service of
this Order, the parties shall make their initial disclosures pursuant to 10 C.F.L
§ 2.336(a), the Staff shall make its initial, disclosures pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.336(b), and the Staff shall file the hearing file pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1203.

As provided under 10 C.F.R. § 2.311(c), a party, other than a hearing requestor
with at least one admitted contention, may appeal this Order to the Commission.
All such appeals must be filed within ten (10) days following service of this Order
and conform to the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2.311(a). Those parties opposing the
appeal may file a brief in opposition within ten (10) days of service of the appeal.

"As with the adoption of contentions, the 10.day motions deadline does not apply to interested
st panticipation becaue such participation does not require a motin, as a simple oc sufficm
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It is so ORDERED.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
UCENSING BOARD55

Alex S. Kadin, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Richard E. Wardwell" (by E. Roy Hawkens)
ADMTNISTRATIVE JUDGE

Thomas S. Elleman (by E. Roy Hawkens)
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
September 22, 2006

Copies of this Order were sent this date by Internet e-mail trmamnmanu to coouel or a repre-
sentstlve for (I) Applicant Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LL. and Entergy Nuclear Operations,
Inc.; (2) Petitioers Town of Marlboro, Vemnont, the Massachusetts Attorney General, the Vermont
Depanment of Public Service, and the New England Colition; mad (3) the NRC Staff.
. "Judge Wardwell joins in aln of this decision except for his dissent on NEC Contention I. which
follows.

ISSENIG OPINION OF JUGP. WARDWELL
ON ADMISSIXITLITY OF NEW ENGLAND COALiTION'S

CONTENTION 1 (ENVIRONMENTAL),

A. Introduction

Ijoin my colleagues in the issues presented in this Order, except for my dissent
with the discussion on NEC's only environmental contention. In this contention,
NEC asserts that Entergy's Environmental Report (ER) failed to sufficiently
assess the impacts of increased thermal discharges into the Connecticut Rive
over the 20-year license extension period.'

In accordance with NRC regulations, it seems clear that Entergy has adequately
addressed the impacts to water quality required by the rules in their ER and
subsequent amendments to their License Renewal Application (IRA). Based on
this, I concluded that NEC's contention is inadmissible because it fails 'to Shcw
that a genuine dispute exists with the Applicant. I agree with the NRC Sta-',
however, that this contention would be admissible on the limited grounds thit
Entergy's approved NPIES permit from the State of Vermont Agency of N lturil
Resources (VANR) was not included with the application because the pernit had
not yet been approved when Entergy submitted their LRA in Januiary 2006.'e
amended NPDES permit was approved on March 30, 2006. On July 27, 2006,
Entergy submitted a copy of the approved amended permit as Amendment 6 to tfie
LRA, thus resolving this issue. While this permit has been appealed, its ongoing
status does not have a bearing on my opinion for the reasons presented herein.

B. Discussion

In evaluating NEC Contention 1, 1 reviewed the regulations to determined what
an Applicant is explicitly required to provide in its ER for their LRA. In addition,
I reviewed the Staff's responsibilities in preparing their Supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement (SEIS) to indicate whether it would be reasonable for
an Applicant to provide any additional information that might assist the Staff in
performing their NEPA review. These explicit and implicit requirements for an
ER during license renewal are discussed in the next two sections. The impacts of
the increased thermal discharge (including cumulative impacts) are discussed in
Section B.3. The status of the NPDES permit and its effect on this opinion are
summarized in Section B.4. Much of the NEC argument accepted by the majority

'NEC Petition at 13. For this dissent, I have also reviewed NECs initial petition (May 26,2006),
and die Eaterg and NRC Staff answers (oune 22. 2006). While I have aso reviewed NEW's reply
(June 29, 2006) and no that' nothing In It dchnges my opinion, I believe dha most of their response
is entirely new, inadmissible argument.
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opinion implies that a NEPA analysis, as reflected in an EIS, will not be prepared
for the proposed action. This issue is discussed in Section B.5, along with the
consistencies between NRC regulations, NEPA, and the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act (FWPCA), i.e., the Clean Water Act (CWA).

1. &plcit* ER Repuimens

As required by NRC regulations, 10 C.FJ.R § 2.309(f)(2), initial contentions at
this stage must be based on the Applicant's Environmental Report (ER). In part,
NEC Contention I questions the completeness of the portion of Entergy's ER
dealing with thermal discharges.

For license renewal applications, section 51.53(c)(2) of the regulations requires
that the following general information be included in an applicant's ERX (1) a
description of the proposed action, (2) a detailed description of modifications
directly affecting the environmental or plant effluents, and (3) a discussion
of the environmental impacts of alternatives to the license renewal. Specific
requirements for the ER are presented in 10 C.F.R. §51.53(c)(3) and may be
summarized as follows: (1) an applicant's ER is notrequired to contain an analysis
of the environmental impacts identified as Category 1 issues2 in Appendix B to
Subpart A of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS); and (2) for a
plant with once-through cooling system (which is one of the operating modes at
Vermont Yankee), the applicant must include analysesfor the three Category 2
issues3 related to thermal discharges in their SEIS. The Category 2 thermal issues
include entrainment of fish and shellfish in early life stages, impingement of fish
and shellfish, and heat shock.'

It seems apparent that the increase in thermal discharge limits during the license
renewal period (i.e., the water quality issues that NEC argues are not assessed
in Entergy's application) does not relate to any of these Category 2 issues.5

2 CgeM I issues aM those (1) that apPly to all pla•ts having specified plant or site characteriutics,

(2) that ha a mal iMact, mid (3) whom alternatives denuonat that aMdiona plant.
specific mitigation measurm are likely not to be sufTcenmly beneficial to warrant implementation. 10
CM.R. Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B.

3CgOmy 2 Issues am plant- or te-spednc envlmmern l ImpTeM which must be evaluated In mhe
SMES. 1OCF. Part SI, Subpa A, Appendix B; 10 p.P.. I51.71(d).

4 Section 51.53(c)(3) of 10 C.p.R. also requires that the ER ctain any new and sinificant

*ifomMtioneanng the %mph s of license rmewal of which the aplicnt Is awm, this is not
at Issue hem since NEC has not amred that the pplicn failed to present new and significant

Informaton.
SHedt shock ccts when alqatc bita that have been acclimaed to cooler wate am exposed

to sudden temperte Incrmes when fMtfda heating commences. While the temp of te
thertsl pum5e Is ceftanbly higher near the dlwchrkp ponl this Is not considered to be beet shock as
long a changes In the plume tempeatrer awe graduaL

This alone is sufficient reason to reject this contention. But continuing on, the

regulations state that an applicant may address Category 2 thermal issues in one of
two ways. They may include a copy of the current CWA § 316(b) determination

(relating to the location, design, construction, and capacity of the cooling water

system to minimize impingement and entrainment), and, if necessary, a section

316(a) demonstration (or equivalent State permits and supporting documentation)

to minimize impact of effluent discharges. Alternatively, if the applicant cannot

provide the relevant documents, it must assess the impact of the license renewal

on fish and shellfish resources resulting from heat shock, impingement, and

entrainment. 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3)('d)(B).
For its section 316(b) determination, Entergy evaluated the environmental

impacts on aquatic resources from entrainment, impingement, and heat shock

in their ER (in sections 4.2 to 4.4). It also included a detailed section 316(a)
demonstration in its application to amend its NPDES permit. Thereore, it is

evident that Entergy has provided all of the information that is explicitly required
in the regulations. The amended permit is under an ongoing appeal. The impact
of this appeal on my decision is discussed in Section BA.

2. Imprlcft ER Requirements

While Entergy has clearly met the explicit requirements of the regulations, the
nextiquestion to address is whether the requirements of section 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B)
are inclusive of all the information needed in an ER. To resolve this issue, I turn
to the discussion of the analyses that must be performed by the Staff in preparing
the SEIS,.using section 51.71 (d) and section 51.95(c) of the NRC regulations for
guidance. The former section states that the draft SEIS for a license renewal
will rely on conclusions presented in the GETS for Category I issues, but must
contain an analysis of those issues identified as Category 2. As mentioned above,
the only Category 2 issues related to this contention (i.e., thermal impacts on
aquatic ecology) are entrainment, impingement, and heat shock. These impacts
are addressed in the. requirements of a CWA § 361(a) demonstration and the
section 316(b) determination. As referenced by VANR's NPDES permit, Entergy
has submitted these analyses in their ER and in their application to amend their
NPDES permit.

Besides the Category 2 issues, section 51.71(d) does not require any other

specific analyses for license renewals in the draft SEIS. Likewise, section 51.95(c)
does not require any other new analyses from the Staff in the final SEIS that might
affect the contents of the Applicant's ER. Therefore, the ER requirements listed
in section 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(B) appear to be inclusive, since the regulations do not
require the Staff to evaluate any other specific analyses in preparing their SEMS.

The information required by the regulations is now included in the LRA.
Therefore, there is no material dispute and the contention should be rejected. To
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require the Applicant to do more is an impermissible challenge to a Commission
regulation and outside the scope of the license renewal proceeding. See 10 C.F.R..
§ 2.335(a).

3. Addressing Impacts of Increased Thermal Discharge u.mits

With the granting of a NPDES permit, the State has done a thorough review
of the environmental impacts of the increased thermal limits on aquatic ecology.
With additional limitations, VANR concluded that there will be no significant
impact from the proposed thermal discharge on aquatc biota.

NIZC has specifically raised the issue of cumulative impacts from the thermal
increase on the aquatic biotain the adjacent river. While there are several Category
1 issues that are potentially associated with this issue,6 cumulative impacts are not
identified as a separate listed category in the GETS. The Commission has already
decided that a board cannot admit a contention regarding a Category I issue. Also,
cumulative impacts of the thermal increase do not directly relate to the limited
Category 2 issues of entrainment, impingement, and heat shock. Therefore, the
NRC regulations do not allow a contention on this additional environmental issue,
since it is beyond those delineated in the GEIS. Any contention that attempts
to do so is a direct challenge to a Commission regulation and outside the scope
of the license renewal proceeding. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a). A petitioner has
two options available to expand the scope of the relevant issues, including: (1)
submitting a petition for rulemaking under 10 C.F.R. § 2.802, or (2) requesting a
waiver of the regulations from the Commission under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(b). To
the best of my knowledge, NEC has not initiated either of these options.

While not directly required as part of the GETS, cumulative impacts from
effluent discharges have been addressed by Entergy in their application to amend
the NPDES permit. VANR notes that the section 316(a) demonstration has con-
sidered cumulative impacts and it showed that the alternative effluent limitations
will assure the protection and propagation of the aquatic habitat. As discussed in
the Responsiveness Summary (RS), these conclusions were based on more than
30 years of monitoring and using predicative analysis by a calibrated computer
simulation modeling of the Vernon pool and the tailwater reach below the dam
(RS for Permit No. 3-1199, at p. 2-3). Therefore, Entergy has addressed the issue
of this contention, even though it is not specifically required to do so by the NRC
regulations.

*6iem, Include, but aM not necessarily limited to, accmnulation of contaminants In edinmft

or blurs cold shock; themial plums balrer to migrating fish; disulmtlon of bquat organisms;
Pmuature emergence of aquatic Ime, ; gas supersatualon; low dissolved oxygen; losses fom
pedation, pasitism, and disease among organsm exposed to sublethal stresses; and stilntlons of
nuisance organisms. 10 C.F.Pl. Put 51, Subartt A, Appeadix B.

VANR has the opportunity to re-address these effluent limits every 5 years
during renewal of the NPDES permit, and to modify the parameters, if necessary,
to protect the aquatic biota. In essence, the NPDES renewal period provides an
ongoing assessment of cumulative impacts throughout the life of the plant. Based
on this, cumulative impacts have been addressed for this issue.

4. NPDRS Permit Status

The amendment to Entergy's NPDES permit (authorizing the temperature
increase to thethermal discharges under question in this contention) was approved
on March 30,2006, and expired the next day. However, NEC admits that permit
remains in effect until the review of the renewal application is complete. NEC
Reply at 4; Tr. at 291-92.

The approved amendment was appealed and, in fact, was recently stayed by
the State of Vermont Environmental Court on August 28, 2006. 1 considered the

option of admitting this contention as one of omission until this case is decided.
However, I ruled out this option as pointless. If the appeal is upheld and the
NPDES permit is revoked, the effluent limitations revert back to the previous
values and there will be no increase in thermal discharge, rendering this contention
moot. If the appeal is denied and the NPDES permit is reinstated, it is my opinion
that the contention is inadmissible for the reasons presented in Sections B.1 anid

* B.2.- If the NPDES permit is reinstated with modifications, the petitioner may
request leave to amend their contention or file a new contention under 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(f)(2).

The petitioner also argues two other points: (1) that the permit will expire in
5 years, before the license renewal period even starts, and (2) that there is no
valid section 316 determination since only part of the period was approved for the
increased temperatures. In regards to the first issue, the 5-year renewal period for
the NPDES permit seems to provide additional assumrnces that thermal increases
will not affect aquatic biota by providing ongoing reassessment on the response
of the steam to the higher discharge limits. As mentioned in Section B.3, the
NPDES renewal period essentially provides a rolling assessment of cumulative
impacts throughout the life of the plant.

In approving Entergy's amendment application, VANR agreed that the CWA
* §316(a) demonstration was conclusive for the period from June 16 to Octobei

14, but was inconclusive for the period from May 16 to June 15. As is their righi
under the CWA, VANR placed additional limitations on the thermal discharge
by not approving them for the first portion of the request period (i.e., May 16 tc
June 15) and only approving the increased temperatures for the second part o
the requested period (i.e., June 16 to October 14). These limits may be modifie
in the future if additional site monitoring indicates that the observed impact o
aquatic biota warrants an alternation to these time periods. NEC's environmenti
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contention does not apply to the first period since the temperatures will remain at
the previous values. The contention applies to the second period, but should be
rejected for the reasons discussed in Sections B. I and B.2.

5. Consioency within NRC Reglatidons, CMA, and NEPA

Contrary to what is alleged by NEC and the majority opinion, it is not a question
of whether NRC is required to perform a NEPA analysis. The regulations make it
clear that, under NEPA, the Commission must analyze the environmental impacts
from the proposed action, i.e., license renewal in this case. The Commission has
met its NEPA requirements by assessing the environmental impacts associated
with license renewal applications in the GELS. 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Subpart A,
Appendix B.

The real dispute related to how the CWA effluent limitations relating to thermal
discharge (i.e., sections 316,401, and 402) are handled in the MIS. In accordance
with W0 C.M.R. § 51.71(d), the Staff is required to rely on the conclusions of the
GETS for Category I issues and is required to augment the GEIS by evaluating
Category 2 site-specific alternative analyses in the SEIS. As mentioned, the three
Category 2 issues related to thermal discharge impacts on aquatic biota from
once-through cooling systems have been addressed by Entergy's section 316
demonstrations and determinations. In accordance with I0 C.F.R. § 51.71 (d), the
water pollution limitations imposed pursuant to PWPCA for thermal discharges
at Vermont Yankee (i.e., section 316 analyses) must be relied upon in the overall
assessment of environmental impacts from the licensed renewal period.

These restrictive requirements in the NRC regulations are consistent with
section 51 I(c)(2) of the CWA, which states that nothing in NEPA authorizes
any federal agency to: (1) review any effluent limitation or other requirement
established pursuant to the CWA, or(2) impose any effluent limitations other than
those established pursuant to PWPCA. Therefore, water pollution limitations or
requirements promulgated or imposed pursuant to the FWPCA must be followed
as a compliance limitation in the analysis of the overall environmental impacts
from the proposed activity. See 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(d).

Having said this, it is important to note that the Commission is not exempt
from assessing the overall environmental impacts of the project in accordance
with NEPA requirements. As noted in footnote 3 of section 51.71(d) of the
NRC regulations, "compliance with the environmental water quality standards
and requiremints of PA.., is not a substitute for and does not negate the
requirement for NRC to weight all environmental effects of the proposed action."

Here, as in other sections of the regulations (e.g., sections 51.45(c) and 51.53(c)),

the proposed action is the license renewal, not the effluent discharge.
What these regulations and accompanying footnote say is that a NEPA analysis

must be performed on all environmental effects of the license renewal, but, with

regards to thermal discharge (or other CWA requirements), the effluý-nt limitations

(e.g., section 316 for thermal discharges) or other requirements imposed by the

State (as partofthe CWA § 401 water quality certification and CWA § 402 NPDES
permit) cannot be altered..In a case such as this where the State of Vermont has

assessed the aquatic impacts in approving the plant's cooling system, the NRC

must take their evaluation at face value and may not undercut their judgment by

undertaking an independent analysis or establishing its own standards. Carolina

Power and Light Co. (H11. Robinson, Unit 2), ALAB-569, 10 NRC 557, 562

(1979); Tennessee Valley Authority (Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2),

ALAB-515, 8 NRC 702, 712-13, 715 (1978). However, the Agency must still

perform a NEPA analysis for the license renewal, taking a hard look at other

alternatives but not altering CWA effluent limitations.
In addition to not usurping the authority of other permitting agencies, NRC

recognized that the "permit process authorized by the FWPCA is an adequate

mechanism for control and mitigation of potential aquatic impacts." Proposed

Rule: "EnvironmentalReview for Renewal of Operating Licenses," 56 Fed. Reg.
47,016,47,019 (Sept. 17, 1991). To require another analysis of alternatives on
effluent limitations under NEPA would amount to an unnecessary and repetitive

teview of the water quality impacts already addressed by another permitting

agency. However, when no assessment of aquatic impacts has been performed

by any other permitting authority, NRC regulations require the Commission to
establish the magnitude of potential impacts. See 10 C.F.R. § 51.71(d) n.3. This
NRC requirement is also consistent with the CWA since section 511(c) would no
longer apply.

C. Summary

Entergy has provided all the ER information required by the regulations.
The applicant has addressed the section 316(b) determination in their ER, and
cumulative impacts (as well as a section 316(a) demonstration) in their application

7To cceVt much of the agmt In the NEC petitim d fte ajoiy oinionl It kemn that

one would huINe t fine tue pMPoed action a the efflueht dscthage. With ft &deftn, th

sequetnent to "w on•g Al , emewt effem'" wold spedficall apy to th efflt dWincge
And not to the oveall iceme renewaL This lerley is notte case, bes toapt this p wM
make the NEPA mAdate of weighing all MkOMMt effecM Ineompatible with sction 511(c)(2)

of FWPCA which pmrfibts an agency frotm using NMPA to Impoe other uent liutatflo= besides

thos authwizd by PWPCA.
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to amend their NPDES permit. While the NPDH S amendment application was not
yet approved when the LRA was submitted, the omission of the permit authorizing
the thermal increase was rectified with Entergy's July 27, 2006, submittal. This
contention is inadmissible on the grounds of lacking a real dispute, because the
applicant has addressed the specific environmental concerns raised by NEC and
done so in accordance with NRC regulations.

The approved NPDES permit amendment is presently being appealed and has
recently been stayed by the State of Vermont Environmental Court. The future
status of the permit does not affect the opinion presented herein. Specifically,
NEC's contention deals solely with the impacts from the increased thermal limits
desired by Entergy. If the approved NPDES permit is overturned, the license
reverts back to the original effluent. limitations in the previous permit, and the
increased thermal discharges will not take place, rendering this contention moot.

There is no procedural way in a license renewal proceeding before this Board
to further evaluate cumulative impacts from thermal discharge. To require
an applicant to address this impact beyond the limited Category 2 issues of
entrainment, impingement, and heat shock would inappropriately challenge a
Category I issue. The cumulative impacts from the thermaldischarge during the
license renewal period that NEC tried to raise ar not among the Category 2 issues.
Moreover, the inability to review and alter the effluent limitations that have been
built into the NRC regulations is consistent with CWA § 511(c). Consequently,
NEC's contention in this license renewal proceeding, based solely on their
undifferentiated claim that the Applicant has failed to analyze the cumulative
effects of thermal discharge during the license renewal period would be a direct
challenge to the NRC regulations and should be rejected.
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Cite as 64 NRC 257 (2006) I.BP-0623

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING BOARD

Before AdmInIstrathve Judges:

Ann Marshall Young, Chair
Dr. Paul B. Abramson

Dr. Richard F. Cole

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-2934LR
(ASLBP No. 06-848.024.R)

ENTERGY NUCLEAR GENERATION
COMPANY and ENTERGY
NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, INC.

(Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station) October 16, 2006

In this license renewal proceeding the Ucansing Board rules that the public

Interest organization, Pilgrim Watch, and the Massachusetts Attorney General,

both of which have petitioned to intervene, have standing to participate in the

proceeding; that Pilgrim Watch has submitted two admissible contentions and Is

therefore admitted as a patty-, but that the Attorney Oeneral has failed to submit an

admissible contention and is therefore not admitted as a party to the proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE;

INTERVENTION

A petitioner's standing, or right to participate in a Commission licensing

proceeding, is grounded in section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act (ABA). which

requires the NRC to provide a hearing "upon the request of any person whose

interest may be affected by the proceeding," and which has been Implemented in

Commission regulations at 10 C.F.RM § 2.309.

i~

~7i~
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RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE;
INTERVENTION

Judicial concepts of standing, to which licensing boards are to look in ruling on
standing, provide the following guidance in determining whether a petitioner has
established the necessary "interest" under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(d)(1): To qualify
for standing a petitioner must allege (1) a concrete and particularized injury that
is (2) fairly traceable to the challenged action and (3) likely to be redressed by
a favorable decision, criteria commonly referred to, respectively, as "injury in
fact," causality, and redressability. The injury may be either actual or threatened,
but must lie arguably within the "zone of interests" protected by the statutes
governing the proceeding - here, either the ABA orthe National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE;
INTERVENTION

Individual petitioners living within 50 miles of a nuclear power plant may
establish standing based on a longstanding "proximity presumption" principle
in NRC adjudicatory proceedings, under which the elements of standing will be
presumed to be satisfied if an individual lives within the zone of possible harm
f"m a significant source of radioactivity, in the geographical area that might be
affected by an accidental release of fission products, which has been defined in
proceedings involving nuclear power plants as being within a 50-mile radius of
such a plant.

RULES OF PRACTICES STANDING TO INTERVENE;
INTERVENTION

An organization that wishes to establish standing to intervene may do so
by demonstrating either organizational standing or representational standing. In
order to establish organizational standing it must show that the interests of the
organization will be harmed by the proceeding. To establish representational
standing it must (1) demonstrate that the interests of at least one of its members
may be affected by the licensing action and would have standing to sue in his
or her own right, (2) identify that member by name and address, and (3) show
that the organization is authorized to request a hearing on behalf of that member.

Public interest group Petitioner Pilgrim Watch is found to have established
rpresentational standing under these criteria.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE;
INTERV TON

Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(d)(2) a State that wishes to be a party in a proceed-

ing for a facility located within its boundaries need not address the standing

requirements, and the Massachusetts Attorney General is therefore found to have

standing to participate as the representative of the State of Massachusetts.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

To intervene in an NRC proceeding, a petitioner must, in addition to demon-
strating standing, submit at least one contention meeting the requirements of 10

C..R. § 2.309(f)(1). Failure of a contention to meet any of the requirements of

section 2.309(0(1) is grounds for its dismissal.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

The "strict contention rule serves multiple interests," including, first, focusing
the hearing process on real disputes susceptible of resolution in an adjudication
(for example, a petitioner may not demand an adjudicatory hearing to attack
generic NRC requirements or regulations, or to express generalized grievances
about NRC policies); second, by requiring detailed pleadings, putting other parties
in the proceeding on notice of the petitioner's specific grievances and thereby
giving them a good idea of the claims they will be either supporting or opposing;
and, third, helping to ensure that full adjudicatory hearings are triggered only by
those able to proffer at least some minimal factual and legal foundation in support
of their contentions.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

Although the February 2004 revision of the N'RC procedural rules no longer
incorporates provisions formerly found in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(3), (b)(1), which
permitted the amendment and supplementation of petitions and filing of con-
tendions after the original filing of petitions, they contain essentially the same
substantive admissibility standards for contentions, which are now found in 10
C.IR § 2.309(f), and which are discussed in an Appendix to the Memorandum
and Order that also addresses various case law Interpreting the requirements in
question.

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE

The regulatory authority relating to license renewal is found in 10 C.F.R.
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Parts 51 and 54. Pat 54 concerns the "Requirements for Renewal of Operating

Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," and addresses safety-related issues in license

renewal proceedings. Part 51, concerning "Environmental Protection Regula-

tions for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions," addresses the

environmental aspects of license renewal.

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE

As described by the Commission In the license renewal adjudicatory proceed-

ing of Flori&a Power & Light Co. (Trrkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units

3 and 4), CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3 (2001), the NRC license renewal safety review is

focused "po those potential detrimental effects of aging that are not routinely

addressed by ongoing regulatory oversight programs," which the Commission

considers "the most significant overall safety concern posed by extended reactor

operation." and on "plant systems, structures, and components for which current
[regulatory] activities and requirements may not be sufficient to manage the

effects of aging in the period of extended operation." An issue can be related to
plant aging and still not warrant review at the time of a license renewal Application,

if an aging-related issue is "adequately dealt with by regulatory processes" on an

ongoing basis. For example, if a structure or component is already required to be

replaced "ast mandated, specified time periods," it would fall outside the scope

of license renewal review.

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE

The regulatory provisions relating to the environmental aspects of license

renewal arise oat of the requirement that the National Environmental Policy Act

.(NEA), 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C), places on federal agencies to "include in ever

ftcomfendtion or report on ... major Federal actions significantly affecting

the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible
officidal on.. the entviroumental Impact of the proposed action... "' As noted

by the Supreme Courtin Robenwan v. Methow Valley Citzens Council, 490 U.S.

332, 349 (19S9), the "statutory requirement that a federal agency contemplating

a major action prepa such an environmental impact statement [EIS] seVs

NEPA's 'action-forcinZf purpose in two important respects.... It ensures

that the agency, in reaching its decision, will have available, and will carelly

consider, detailed informftion concerning significant environmental impacts, it

also guarantees that-the relevant information will be made available to the larger

audience that may also play a role in both the decisiontuaking process and the

implementation of that decision."

I

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE
Although the requirements of NEPA are directed to federal agencies and thus

the primary duties of NEPA fall on the NRC Staff in NRC proceedings, the

initial requirement to analyze the environmental impacts of an action, including

license renewal, is directed to applicants, and 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c) requires a

license renewal applicant to submit with its application an environmental report
(ER), which "must contain a description of the proposed action, including the

applicant's plans to modify the facility or Its administrative control procedures as

described in ac ordance with § 5421." and "describe in detail the modifications
directly affecting the environment or affecting plant effluents that affect the
euviroumeu."

LICENSE RENEWAL:, SCOPE

Environmental issues identified as "Category. 1," or "generic," Issues in

Appendix B to Subpart A of Part 51 are not within the scope of a license renewal

proceeding. On these isse the Commission found that It could draw genetic

conclusions that anr applicable to nuclear power plants generally. Thus these

issues need not be repeatedly assessed on a plant-by-plant basis, and license

renewal applicants may in their ERs refer to and adopt the generic environmental

impact findings found in Table B-1, Appendix B, for all Category 1 issues, with

the following exception: as required by 10 C.F.R. §51.53(c)(3Xiv), ERs must

also contain "any new and significant information regarding the environmental

impacts of license renewal of which the applicant Is aware," even if this concerns
a Category I issue.

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE

The Comnmission was not able to make generic environmental findings on

issues identified as "Category 2," or "plant specific," issues in Appendix 11

to Subpart A, and thus these issues are within the scope of license renewal,

and applicants must provide a plant-specific review of them. These issues are

characterized by the Commission as involving environmental impact severity

levels that could differ significantly from plant to plan or impacts for which

additional plant-specific mitigation measures should be considered.

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE

As required under 10 C.F.R. § 51.95(c), the Commission in 1996 adopted

a "Generic Environmental Impact Statement for license Renewal of Nuclear

Plants" (GEIS), published as NUREG-1437, which provides data supporting the
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table of Category I and 2 issues in Appendix B. Issuance of the 1996 GElS
was pat of an amendment of the requirements of Par '51 undertaken by the
Commission to establish environmental review requirements for license renewals
"that were both efficient and more effectively focused."

LICENSE RENEWAL: SCOPE

Section 51.103 of 10 CF.R.. defines the requirements for the "record of
decislon" relating to any license renewal application, including the standard that
the Commission, in making such a decision pursuant to Part 54, "shall determine
whether or not the adverse environmental impacts of license renewal are so great
that preserving the option of license renewal for energy planning decisionmakers
would be unreasonable."

RULES O1 PRACTICM : CONTENTIONS; LICENSE RENEWAL
Contentions that the Applicant's ER fails to satisfy NEPA because it does not

address the environmental Impacts of severe spent fuel pool accidents, and fails
to address severe accident mitigation alternatives (SAMAs) that would reduce the
pitntial for spent fuel pool water loss and fires, are found inadmissible, on two
grounds, neidthr or which is addressed by relevant rules, but both of which are
mandated by relevant Commission precedent in the TWrey Point license renewal
proceeding. First, the Commission interpreted the term, "severe accidents," to
encompass only reactor accidents and not spent fuel pool accidents, which fall
within the analysis of the generic Categor I Issue of onsite storage of spent
fuel. Second, the Commission has stated, notwithstanding the responsibility of
an applicant in Its !t (and the NRC Staff in the supplemental BIS that it must
prepare) to address "new and significant information" relating even to Category
I issues, that an alleged failure to address such "new and significant information"
does not give rise to an admissible contention, absent a waiver of the rule in 10
C.P.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(1) that Category I issues need not be addressed in a license

renewal, and no waiver was requested, because the matters at issue were not

considered to involve "special circumstances with respect to the subject matter
of the particular proceeding," as required by 10 C.RR. § 2.335(b).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS; LICENSE RENEWAL

A contention, that Applicant's aging management program is inadequate with

regard to aging management of buried pipes and tanks that contain radioactively
contaminated water because it does not provide for monitoring wells that would

detect leakage, is admitted, based on its being within the scope of license renewal,

and sutflciently supporteo as requirea unoer =e conenumon mmun unity atmmub
of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1). In litigation of this contention, scientific articles and
reports, as well as the existence of leaks at other facilities and the response to
those leaks, may, along with whatever other evidence and expert testimony is
provided, be relevant evidence on the factual issues of whether Applicant's aging
management program for underground pipes and tanks is satisfactory or deficient,
and whether as a result the sort of monitoring wells that Petitioner seeks should
be included in this program.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS; LICENSE RENEWAL

A contention, that Applicant's aging management program fails to adequately
assure the continued integrity of the drywell liner for the requested license
extension, is denied, because it fails to meet the requirement of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(f)(vi) that sufficient information be shown to demonstrate that a genuine
dispute exists with the Applicant on a material issue of law or fact. Applicant
provided a detailed application amendment on how It addressed the matter, and
Petitioner failed to state with any specificity or provide information showing how
the actions and proposed actions of the Applicant do not comply with the Interim
Staff Guidance that Petitioner relied on in support of its contention. A licensing
board is not permitted to draw any inferences on behalf of a petitioner, and in
the absence of any more specific statement than has been provided, showing how
the specific actions of Applicant fall short, or some nexus with problems at other
plants, the contention is found to be lacking in its failure to show any genuine
dispute on a material issue of fact relating to the matters at issue.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

A contention, that Applicant's severe accident mitigation alternatives (SAMA)
analysis for the plant is deficient regarding input data on evacuation times,
economic consequences, and meteorological patterns, resulting in incorrect con-
clusions about the costs versus benefits of possible mitigation alternatives such

that further analysis is called for, is admitted. SAMAs are within the scope of
license renewal as a Category 2 issue; Petitioner is found to have raised questions
about input data that are material in these three areas because they concern
significant health and safety issues that affect the outcome of the proceeding;
and Petitioner is found to have adequately supported its contention under the
contention admissibility standards of 10 C.F.R. § 2.3090(i1).

That some of the information provided by Petitioner on evacuation-related
issues is apparently in conflict with some of the data taken by Applicant from the
plant's emergency plan is found not to preclude its being considered, because,
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while emergency planning has been found in the TWrkey Point proceeding to
be "one of the safety issues that need not be re-examined within the context

of license renewal," what is challenged in this contention is whether particular

bits of information taken from such a plan are sufficiently accurate for use in

computing the health and safety consequences of an accident, as an environmental

issue. Because this challenge is focused upon the accuracy of certain assumptions

and input data used in the SAMA computations and how they affect the validity

of the SAMA analysis under NEPA, it is found to be appropriate in the three areas

admitted.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS; LICENSE RENEWAL

A contention, that new and significant Information about cancer rates in

communities around the plant shows that another 20 years of operations may

result in greater offslte radiological Impacts on human health than was previously

known, is denied, because it attempts to challenge both generic findings made

in the GELS, and NRC dose limit rules, without a waiver. Petitioner conceded
that it was not suggesting that radiological releases from the plant are greater

than currently allowed by the NRC regulations, and thus its contention regarding

radiological releases must necessarily be construed as a challenge to the current

NRC dose limit regulations found in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, and without a waiver
under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335, no request for which was submitted, such a challenge is

impermissible In an adjudication proceeding.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Standing and Contentions of Petitioners

Massachusetts Attorney General and Pilgrim Watch)

L INTRODUCTION

This proceeding involves the application of Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.,
to renew its operating license for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station for an
additional 20-year period. The Massachusetts Attorney General and the nonprofit
citizens' organization, Pilgrim Watch, have filed petitions to Intervene, in which
they submit contentions challenging various safety and environmental aspects of
the proposed license renewal. In addition, the Town of Plymouth, Massachusetts,
where the Pilgrim plant is located, is participating in this proceeding as an
interested local governmental body, pursuant to 10 C..R. § 2.315(c).

In this Memorandum and Order we find that both Petitioners have shown
standing to participate In the proceeding and that Pilgrim Watch has submitted
two admissible contentious. We therefore grant the hearing request of Pilgrim
Watch as to Contentions 1 and 3, to the extent discussed'and defined below. These
contentions relate, respectively, to the aging management program for the Pilgrim
plant with regard to inspection for corrosion of buried pipes and tanks and detec-
tion of leakage of radioactive water that might result from undetected corrosion
and'aging; and to certain input data that Pilgrim Watch asserts should have been
considered by the Applicant in its "severe accident mitigation alternatives," or
"SAMA," analysis.

IL BACKGROUND

EnteWrgy Nuclear Generation Company and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
("Entergy" or "Applicant") submitted its application requesting renewal of
the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station (PNPS, or "Pilgrim") operating license on
January 25, 2006.' In response to a March 27, 2006, Federal Register notice
of opportunity for hearing on the proposed license renewal, 2 timely requests for
a hearing and petitions to intervene were filed by Petitioners Pilgrim Watch

' See 71 Fed. Reg. 15,222 (Mar. 27, 2006); see also Pilgrin NuclearPower Stion mLe Renewal
Application, ADAMS Accession No. MIX60300028 [heelaflter Applicutlo]. In addition to other
appendices, the Pilgrim Application Includes the Applicant's Environmental Report for Operating
License Renewal Stage, ADAMS Accession No. MIW0611 [hereinaft Environmental Report
or URI.

2See 71 Fed. Reg.at 15,222.

(PW) and the Massachusetts Attorney General (AG),' on May 25 and 26, 2006,
respectively. Pilgrim Watch's Petition included five contentions; the Petition filed
by the Attorney General proffered a single contention. Subsequently, on June 5,
2006, Pilgrim Watch gave notice pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.309(0(3) and 2.323
of its adoption of the contention filed by the Attorney General,5 and on June 16
the Attorney General filed a letter requesting that the Licensing Board apply the
June 2, 2006, decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in the
case, San Luis Obispo Motherifor Peace v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in
ruling on its contention.'

Meanwhilb, on June 7,2006, a Licensing Board constituted of Judges Young,
Cole, and Nicholas Trikouros was established to preside over this proceeding,
and on June 14 the Board issued a scheduling order, providing guidance for the

' See Request for Hearing and Petition To Intervene by Pilgrim Watch (May 25,2006) (herelnafter
Pilgrim Watch Petition or PW Petition].

4See Mssachusetts Attorney General's Request for a Hearing and Petition for Leave To Intervene
with Respect to Entergy Nuclear Operation's Inc.'s Application for Renewal of the Pilgrim Nuclear
Power Plant Operating Liense and Petition for Backflt Order RequIring New Design Featos To
Protect Against Spent Fuel Pool Accidents (May 26,2006) [hereinafter Attorney Goeneral Petition or
A0 Petition].

Asindicated by Its tide, the AG In its Petition also requests de Commission "to initiate a proceeding
for the backflitting of the Pilgrim nuclear power plant to protect against a design-4asl accident
Involving a fire in the spent fuel pooL" Attorney Oerml Petition at o.. seel L at 4-50. As this part
of the petition hi directed to the Cominssion and not this Licensing Boad, we have not muled on It See
Tr. at 157; s•ee also Massachuset Attorney General's Reply to Entrgy's and NRC StaWs Responses
to Hearing Request and Petition To Intevene with Respect to Pilgrim License Renewal Proceeding
(June 29,206) at 31 [hereinafter Aormey €Qneral Reply or AG Reply]. We note that on October !0.
2006. the Commission issued an order denying the Attorney Generl's petitions for backftiag in
ft and the Vermot YrMe proceeding (in which th AOG l an essentially ideantia ontention

to that filed in this proceeding. e Massachume Attorney General's Request for a Hearing and
Petition for Leave To Intervene with Respect to Entftg Nuclear Operations Inc.'s Application for
Renewal of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant Operating License and Petition for Backfit
Order Requiring New Design Features To Protect Against Spent Poel Pool Accidents (May 26, 2006),
ADAMS Accession No. ML0616400651 and advising that if the AG wishes to pursue the matter he
may file a request for NRC enforcement action under 10 C.FR. §12.206. &e CLI-06-26, 64 NRC 225,
226-27 "000.

In addition, the Attorney General on August 25. 2006,filed with the Commission a Petition for
Rulemaking To Amend 10 C.FRJ Part 51 with respect to issues relating to spent fuel storage, which
likewise is not before this Licensing Board. See Massachusetts Attorney General's Pedtion for
Rulemaldng To Amend 10 C.F.. Put 51 (Aug. 25,2006). ADAMS Accewion No. ML462640409.

5 Notice of Adoption of Conention by Pilgrim Watch (une 5, 2006).

Leor from Diam Corrnm to Lkensing Board (oune 16. 2006), providing Reenm Decision by
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (Joue 16.2006). ADAMS Accession No. ML061740349
Nheeinafter AG Letter]. The Moher for Peace decision was subsequently published at 449 P.3d

1016 (9th Cir. 2006).
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conduct of the proceeding. The Board subsequently, on June 20, 2006, held a
telephone conference to address various prehearing matters,' and, in an Order
issued June 21, among other things scheduled, in response to the requests of
the Petitioners and the Town of Plymouth, a limited appearance session to hear
comments from the public pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.315(a), to be held in early
July in conjunction with oral argument on Petitioners' contentions.'

The NRC Staff responded to Pilgrim Watch's Notice of Adoption on June 15,

2006,10 and to the Petitions of Pilgrim Watch and the Attorney General on June 19
and 22, 2006, respectively." Entergy filed its Answer to the Attorney General's
Petition on June 22, and responded to the Pilgrim Watch Petition on June 26,

2006, Including therein its response to Pilgrim Watch's Notice of Adoption of
Contention." On June 29, 2006, the Massachusetts Attorney General filed a

combined reply to the Answers of Entergy and the NRC Staff.'3 Pilgrim Watch*
filed its Replies to the Answers of the NRC Staff and Entergy on June 27 and

July 3, 2006, respectively."
On July 6 and 7, 2006, the Board held oral argument on the admissibility of

the Petitioner's contentions, with the Petitioners, the NRC Staff, Entergy, and
the Town of Plymouth participating, in Plymouth, Massachusetts." Following
oral argument, the Board required the participants to file supplemental briefs on

7Se 71 Fed. Reg. 34.170 (June 13, 2006): Liensing Board Order (Regarding Schedule and

Guidance for Proceedinp) (June 14.2006) (unpublished).
'see Transcript at 1-42.
9&e Licensing Board Order and Notice-(Regaeding Oral Argument and Limited Appeamme

Statement Sessions) (June 21.2006) (unpublished)r, Request of Town of Plymouth To Partlicipate as

of Right Under 2.315(c) (Jae 16,2006).
t See NRC Staff Answer to Notice of Adoption of Contentions by Pilgrim Watch (June 15, 2006).
11 See NRC Staff's Response to Request for Heaing and Petition To Intervene Piled by Pilgrim

Watch (June 19- 2006) (hernaer Staff ReOM to PW Petidonl; NRC Staff Answer Opposing
Massachuet Attorney General's Request for Heawing and Petition for Leave To Intervene and
Petition for Bacltt Order (June 22. 2006) [hereinafter Staff Response to AG Petition).

2Se* Entefft's Answer to the Massachusetts Attorney General's Request for a Hewing, Petition
for Leave To Inteene, and Petition for Backfit Order (June 22,2006) (herehafter Entergy Answer

to AG Petition]; InterWV's Answer to the Request for Heating and Petition To Intervene by Pilgrim
Watch and Notice of Adoption of CMotentio (June 26, 2006) (hereinafter Enterg Anmwer to PW

Petition].
13 See Attorney General Reply.
1
4Se Pilgrim Watch RIt to NRC Answer to Request for Hewing and Petion To Intervene by

Pilgrim Watch (June 27, 2006) [hereinafter PW Reply to NRC Stafif; Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy
Answer to Requet for Heming and Petition To Intervene by Pilgrim Watch (July 3,2006) [hereinafter
PW Reply to lntergyl.

'•See Tr. at 40.456. While in Plymouth the Board also conducted the previously scheduled limited

appearance session, hearing statements of members of the public pursuant to1 C.10 g 2.315(4).

Limited Appearance Transcript at 1-36..

material insufficiently addressed by the participants to that point."6 The parties
submitted these briefs on July 21,"1 and the Attorney General filed a reply to the
briefs filed by Entergy and the NRC Staff on July 26, 200W6. On July 27, 2006,
the Board held a teleconference to discuss the supplemental briefs and topics
regarding two of the proffered NEPA-based contentions."9

Additionally, at the conclusion of the July 27 teleconference, Judge Trikouros
read into the record a disclosure statement outlining work that was previously
performed by a consulting company of which he was a principal, whiih included
certain analytical services for Entergy regarding a spent fuel pool for another
pressurized water reactor owned and operated by Entergw.o This was followed
by the August 4 filing, by the Attorney General and Pilgrim Watch, of Motions
for Disqualification of Judge Trikouros, which were opposed by Entergy in
a Response filed August 14, 2006." Acting on the Motions, Judge Trnkouros
recused himself from the proceeding on August 30, 2006; on the same date,
the Chief Administrative Judge of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
reconstituted the Licensing Board by appointing Administrative Judge Paul B.
Abramson to sit in place of Judge Trikouros." The deliberations that have led to
the rulings herein stated have been among the members of the Board as currently
constituted.

111L BOARD RULINGS ON STANDING OF
PETITIONERS TO PARTICIPATE IN PROCEEDING

A peddoner's stadding, or right to participate in a Commission licensing
proceeding, is derived from section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act (ABA), whict

MS•e Licensing Board Order (Regarding Need for Purther Briefing on Deflnltion of"New ma
Significant 1afonnation'" a Addressed In Participants' Petitns, Answers and Repis Rehtlu
to Massachusetts Attorney General Contention and Pilgrim Watch Contention 4) (July 14, 200Q
(onpubltch).

"7See Enteriy's Brief on New and Significat Information In Response to Licensing BoardOrderor
July 14,2006 (July 21. 2006). Massachusetts Attorney General's Brief Regarding Relevance to Thk
Proceeding of Regulatory Guide's Definition of "New and Significant Information" (July 21,2006)
NRC Staff's Response to July 14,2006 Licensing Board Order (July 21.2006).

loSee Massachusetts Attorney General's Reply Bridef Regading Relevance to TINs Proceeding 0

Regulatory Guide's Definition of "New and Significant Information" (July 26, 2006).
19 Se'Tr at 4.7-93.

2& hat 489-n2
2iSee Mmascmsena Attorney Genera's Motion for Disqmllfication of Judge Nicholn 'rikoure

(Aug. 4, 2006). Motion on Behalf of Pilgrlm Watch for Dimpatqiflcatio of Judge Nicholas Trdkoumo
in die Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Re-licensing Proceeding (Aug. 4.2006);. Entery's Response t
Motions for Disqualification of Judge Nicholas Tdkoros (Aug. 14.2006).

2'See Notice of Reconstitution (Aug. 3e, 2006), 71 Fd Reg. 52590 (Sept. 6, 2006).
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requires the NRC to provide a hearing "upon the request of any person whose
interest may be affected by the proceeding." 23 The Commission has implemented
this requirement in Its regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 2.309.%

When determining whether a petitioner has established the necessary "in-
terest" under Commission rules, licensing boards are directed by Commission
precedent to look to judicial concepts of standing for guidance.e Under this
authority, in order to qualify for standing a petitioner must allege "(1) a concrete
and particularized injury that is (2) fairly traceable to the challenged action and
(3) likely to be redressed by a favorable decision" - three criteria commonly
referred to as "Injury in fact," causality, and redressability. 5 'The requisite injury
may be either actual or threatened,27 but must arguably lie within the "zone
of interests" protected by the statutes governing the proceeding - here, either
the ABA or the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).2 Additionally,
Commission case law has established a "proximity presumption," whereby an
individual may satisfy these standing requirements by demonstrating that his
or her residence is within the geographical area that might be affected by an
accidental release of fission products, and in proceedings involving nuclear power
plants this area has been defined as being within a 50-mile radius of such a plant."'
Accordingly, it will be presumed that the elements of standing are satisfied if an
individual lives within the zone of possible harm from the significant source of

2'42 U.C. I 2239(aXIXA) (2000).
24Subsectlon (d)(I) of section 2.309 provides in relevant part that the Board shao consider thee

ACtOn when deciding whether to gant standing to a pettlno t nature of tme petitiones risht
under the AEA to be mads a pty to the proceeding; the naruP and extent of the petonces property,
fancia, orther Itet in tie procedlh, and the po•fsite effect of any order that n y be entered

Sthe prceedng on the petioner t~ea 10 C.J.R. §2-309( Il).(-,). "the pision of tO
C.P.. @2.3L1 were fomery fohand in 10 CRIL 12.714, priortoanajornevlslon of the Conmission's
procedural btles for adjudicaion in 2004.

a,*-, YankgegAnei, EcBar* Co. (Yalee Ncle•a power Sitlon), CJ-98-21. 48 NRC 185,
.195 (199 Qum M•dnng C.6 (Ambroala Lake Facility, Omni, New Mxico), CUL-98.11, 48 NRC
1, 16(998); GOn tliule of rTedhnoiot (Georgia Tech Research Reactor, Atlanta, Georgia).
CLI-95g12,42 NRC 111, 115 (1995).

2
6'ank _. C.I-9-.21, 48 NRC at 195 (citing Steel CA v. ClOftenrjfr a Better Emwomvmn , 523

U.S. 83, 102-04 (1998);, Refey v. SM,% 42 F.3d 1501, 1508 (6th Cr. 1995)).
27,d (citg *7de1nen Socefy Y. Ordes 824 P.2d 4,11 (D.C. CO. 187)).
215d. at 1I-9 (dftin Ambrosia Lobe Fadity.j W-98-1l, 45 NRC at 6)
2

9e pbrda Power & Light Ca6 (St. Lucia Nucear Power Plant. Units I and 42), -89-21, 30
NRC 325, 329 (199);, f/ord o power & Ughc' C (wiy Point Nuclear Gemaing Plant, Units
3 and 4). LBP-01-, 53 NRC 133, 146-&0(2001); IY, iWq a wneric and Po"wr Cao (Noth Anna
Nuclear Power Statin, Units I and 2). ALAB5•22, 9 NRC 5456 (1979) ("close proiminty (to a
faclityl ha always. been deemed to be enough, standing aloe, oM establish the rcquisit Interst to
conferstannding).

radioactivity, without requiring a party to specifically plead injury, causation, and
redressability.30

An organization, such as Pilgrim Watch, that wishes to establish standing to
intervene may do so by either demonstrating organizational standing or repre-
sentational standing. In order to establish organizational standing it must show
that the ,interests of the organization will be harmed by the proceeding, while an
organization seeking representational standing must demonstrate that the interests
of at least one of its members will be harmed by the proceeding.st For an organiza-
tion to establish representational standing, the organization must: (1) show that at
least one of its members may be affected by the licensing action and. accordingly,
would have standing to sue in his or her own right; (2) identify that member by
name and address; and (3) show that the organization is authorized to request
a hearing on behalf of that member." Further, the Commission's regulations
explain that a State "that wishes to be a party in a proceeding for a facility located
within its boundaries need not address the standing requirements." 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(d)(2).

Entergy does not challenge either the Massachusetts Attorney General's or
Pilgrim Watch's standing to participate in this proceeding.21 The NRC Staff does
not contest the standing of the Massachusetts Attorney General to intervene in
this proceeding,' and because Pilgrim Watch's representative, Mary Lampert,
meets the longstanding "proximity presumption" principle in NRC adjudicatory
proceedings, the NRC Staff does not dispute that Pilgrim Watch has demonstrated
representational standing.3'

We agree, based on the physical proximity of their representative to the Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Station, and because the affected member has authorized the
Petitioner organization to represent her in this proceeding, that the Pilgrim Watch
has demonstrated representational standing to participate under ABA § 189a
and the Commission's mles.N Further, we find that the Massachusetts Attorney
General has standing to participate In this proceeding as a representative of the
State of Massachusetts as outlined by the Commission in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(d)(2).

~s°ee itt
stSee Yanke• CLU-98-21, 48 NRC at 195.
nSt GPU Nuclear, lnw (Oyster Creek Nlear Genegttng Sttion), CLI-00-6, 51 NRC 193,202

(2M00.

33&e Entergy Answer to AG Petition at 2; Entergy Answer to Pilgrim Watch at 2.
'se4 NRC Staff Answer to AG Petition at 3.
" see NRC Staff Answer to Plivgirn Watch at 5.
mSee Yankee, CLI-98-21, 48 NRC at 195; Georgia Tech, CU-95.-2, 42 NRC at ! 15; Tukey Point,

LBP-01-6C 53 NRC at 146-50.
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IV. STANDARDS FOR ADMISSIBILITY OF CONTENTIONS IN
LICENSE RENEWAL PROCEEDINGS

A. Regulatory Requirements on Contentions

To intervene in an NRC proceeding, a petitioner must, in addition to demon-
strating standing, submit at least one contention meeting the requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1).i Failure of a contention to meet any of the requirements
of section 2.309(0(1) is grounds for its dismissal."' Heightened standards for
the admissibility of contentions originally came into being in 1989, when the
Commission amended its rules to "raise the threshold for the admission of con-
tentions."" The Commission has more recently stated that the "contention rule
is strict by design," having been "toughened... in 1989 because in prior years
'licensing boards had admitted and litigated numerous contentions that appeared
to be based on little more than speculation."',,

"&e 10 CFJ. 12.309(a). Section 2.309(X) states that L:
(1) A request for heting or petition for leave to Intervene must set forth with parttcularity

the contentions sought to be raised. For each contention, the request or petition must:
(I) Provide a specific statement of the Issue of law or fact to be raised or controverted;
01) PmvYde a brdef explanasti of the basis for the coftenti;
lii) Demonstrate that dte Issue raised In the contention is within the scope of the pIeeding;

(v) Demonstrate that the Issue raised In the contention Is material to the findings the NRC
muastrnake to uppost the action uthtisrinvolvedIn thel pioeeln

M Provide a concise statement of tho allegd facts or expert opinions which support the
requester Opetdoners position on the isse and on whldc the peitioser ated to rely
at heawig together with references to the specfic soure and documnents on which fthe
requestosfpedtioner Intends to rely to support its position on the Issue; mid

(vi) Provide sufficient Information to show that a genuine dispute exists with'the appli-
cant/liensee on a matial Issue of law or fact This infotnation must include Mrefences to
the specific potion of the application (Including the appl 's enviomenl report d
Nfy report) that the petitioner disputes and the supporting reasons for each dispue, or, if

the petitioner believes that the application fails to eontain Info'matIon on a relevant matter as
required by law. the Identification of each failure and the spporting reasons for the petitioners
belief.

"See Prmve Fuel Storage LLC. (Indepemdent Spent Pul Storage Instaflatin), cL.99.-0, 49
NXC 318, 325 (1999, Ar•"o Pub Serve Co. (Palo Verde Nuclea Generating Station, Units 1,
2, and 3). CU-91-12, 34 NRC 149, 155-56 (1991).

3 tRules of Practice for Domestic Uceneing Proceedings - Procedur Changes in the Heating
Pmeess, 54 Fed. Reg. 33.168.33,168 (Aug. 11, 1959) s• abo Duke Efergy Corp. (Oconee Nulear
Station. Units 1. 2, and 3), CLI-99-11,.49 NRC 328,334 (1999).

a o Dam Won Nuclear Connecetc /nc. (Millstone NulearPower Station, Units 2 nd 3). CW-01-24,
54 PNC 349,358 (2001) (citing Ocme LI99-l1, 49 NRC at 334).

The Commission has explained that the "strict contention rule serves multiple
interests." 4' These include the following (quoted in list form):

First, it focuses the hearing process on reel disputes susceptible of resolution in an
adjudication. For example, a petitioner may not demand an adjudicatory hearing to
attae generic NRC reuirements or regulations, orto express generalized grievances
about NRC policies.

Second, the rule's requirement of detailed pleadings puts other parties in the
proceeding on notice of the Petitioners' specific grievances and thus gives them a
good ied of the claims they will be either supporting or opposing.

Finally, the rule helps to ensure that full adjudicatory hearings am triggered only by
those able to proffer at least some minimal factual and legal foundation in support
of their conteptlons.

In February 2004 a new revision of the procedura rules came into effect"
Although these rules no longer incorporate provisions formerly found in 10
C.F.R. § 2.714(aX3), (b)(1), which permitted the amendment and supplementation
of petitions and the filing of contentions after the original filing of petitions,44
and contain various changes to provisions relating to the hearing process," they
contain essentially the same substantive admissibility standards for contentions. In
its Statement of Considerations adopting the new rules, the Commission reiterated
the same principles that previously applied, namely, that "[1the threshold standard
is necessary to ensure that hearings cover only genuine and pertinent issues of
concern and that the issues are framed and supported concisely enough at the
outset to ensure that the proceedings are effective and focused on real, concrete
issues."*aAdditional guidance with respect to each of the requirements now found
In subsections (I) through (vi) of section 2309(0(1) is found In NRC case law.

Although we do not recount this guidance in any detail in the body. of this
Memorandum, primarily in view of the sheer size. of this body of law, we

4,co4see, CL-99-1!, 49 NRC at 334.
4ida (citations onitted).
4"Changes to AdjudiatorY Process, 69 Fed. Reg. 2182 (Yae. 14,2004).
4'Under the curen Mle contentions must be filed with the original petition, within 60 days of

ntice of the proceeding In the Federal Regiter (nles another period is tere spcfed). See 10
C.JR. 1230(bX3)011).

'3In this connectio we note that a challenge to the new mkles by several public interest groups
(suppotted by several stem Including Massachusetts) was ovemrled in the cmae of Cftf,,sAwarenw

mot erlnw v. NRC[CANv. NRCJ391 P.3d 33 (1rt CIr. 2004).iThe Court denied the pedttio for
review, finding that the new peceduta "comply with the rlevamnt provislons of the APA and that
the Connisslon has fumished an adequate explanation for the changes.1" Id at 343.

*G69 Fed. Reg. at2189-90.
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have - because of Its critical importance in determining whether petitioners are
granted evidentiary hearings in NRC adjudicatory proceedings - attached as an
Appendix to our Memorandum and Order a more detailed and in-depth discussion
highlighting the contention admissibility standards as they have been interpreted
in various NRC adjudication proceedings. Our rulings herein are informed by
these requirements and principles.

0. Scope of Subjects Admissible In License Renewal Proceedings

One of the contention admissibility standards limits contentions to issues
demonstrated to be "within the scope" of a proceeding.4 Commission regula-
tions and case law address in some detail the scope of license renewal proceedings,
which generally concern requests to renew 40-year operating licenses for addi-
tional 20-year ftms.' The regulatory authority relating to license renewal is found
in 10 C..R. Parts 51 and 54. Part 54 concerns the "Requirements for Renewal
of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," and addresses safety-related
issues in license renewal proceedings." Part 51, concerning "Environmental Pro-
tection Regulations for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions,"
addresses the environmental aspects of license renewal.s- The Commission has
Interpreted these provisions in various adjudicatory proceedings, probably most
extensively in a decision in the 2001 Turkey Point proceeding."1

47See 10 C.F. 12.309(f)XI)I").
'5section 3431(b) of 10 C.FJ.R provides that

[a] enewed cense will be issued for afixed period of time, which Ithe sum of te additional
amu t of timebeyd th expiration of the operating icense (not to exceed 20 years) that Is

Srequested In a renewal application plus the remalni number of years on the operating licenn
currently It effect The term of any renewed license may not exceed 40 yeas

Section 50.51(s) of 10 C.F.. states in relevant pat that dude•ch (original license wi be llned for
a fixed period of dine to be specified in the license but in no case to exceed 40 years from date of

'0 Se 10 C.F.R. Put54.SOSee to C.F.. Par 51.
51 See Flo•da Power & ULft C. (urkey Point Nuclear Genetang Plant, Units 3 and 4). CLI-01-

17,54 NRC 3,11-13 (2000t); we alo Dub &vrg Coq. (Mcure Noulear Station, Units I and 2;

CataW Nucle Stati, Units land 2), CU-26. 56 NRC 355.363-64 (20O2): Baltiore Gas &
Eleric C06 (Calvert Cliffs Nuelear Power Plant, UnIts I and 2), U 1-98-14.48 NRC 39,41 (1995)
motlon, to we. dm•4 C03-WS1.5, 49 NRC 45 (1993); Dub &rgy CorA (Oconee Nuclear Statio
Units 1. 2, and 3), €U-9W-17,48 NRC 123, 125 (1998); Fokrda Power & Ulght Co. (Turkey Point
Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), CLJ-00-23, 52 NRC 327,329 (2000); Domnion Ndlear
Consecticut. Inc. (Milstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3). LUP-04-15. 60 NRC 81.90. affd
CU-04-36. 60 NRC 631 (2004).

1. Safrty-Related Issues in License Renewal Proceedings

Various sections of Pant 54 speak to the scope of safety-related issues in

license renewal proceedings. First, 10 C.F.R. § 54.4, tided "Scope," specifies the
plant systems, structures, and components that are within the scope of this part.n
Sections 54.3 (containing definitions), 54.21 (addressing technical Information
to be included in an application and further identifying relevant structures and

components), and 54.29 (stating the "Standards for issuance of a renewed
license") provide additional definition of what is encompassed within a license

renewal review, limiting the scope to aging-management issues and some "time-

limited aging analyses" that are associated with the functions of relevant plant
systems, structures, and components."s Applicants must "demonstrate how their
programs will be effective in managing the effects of aging during the proposed
piriod of extended operation," at a "detailed... 'component and structure level,'
rather than at a more generalized 'system level.' ""

The Commission in TWr*ey Point stated that, in developing 10 C..R. Part

54 beginning in the 1980s, it sought "to develop a process that would be both
efficient, avoiding duplicative assetsments where possible, and effective, allowing
the NRC Staff to focus its resources on the most significant safety concerns at
issue during the renewal term.""5 Noting that the "issues and concerns involved
in an extended 20 years of operation are not identical to the issues reviewed
when a reactor facility is first built and licensed," the Commission found that

nSecton 54.4(a) de=Ibes th(e "'system. stucts, and componenM" that SM within scope as:

(1) Safety-related sysms. structres, md components which ar those relied opon to remain
fuctiona during and flowing design-basls evwnts (as defined In 10 CFR 50.49 (bXl)) to
ensure the fllow•in functions.-

(0) The Integrity ofdn reactor coolant preasm bounday,
00) The cepbility to shut don the reactor and maintlIn It In a safe shutdown condition; or

010) The capability to pevent or mitigate the consequnces of accidents which coild r•mlt
In potential offilte exposures comparable to thoeM refeMrd to in § 5034(aXl), § 50.67(b)(2),
or§ 100.11 of this chapter, as applicable.

(2) An nonsafety-related systems, strutures, and components whoee failum could prevent
atiufactory accomplishment of any of the futions identified In paragraphs (aXl)X). (11). or

(Iii) of this section.
(3) All sysems, s s, and componen rOlled o IN safety analysles or plant evalWaton

to perform a function that demonstrates compliance with the Commnasson's reglations for fire
protection (10 CPR 50.48), environmental qualification (10 CPR 50.49). pressurized therml
shock (10 CPR 50.61). anticipated translent without scram (10 cpR 50.62). and ation
blackout (10 CFR 50.63).

See Finad Rule: "Nuclear Power Plant Lcense Renewal; Revisions." 60 Fed. Reg. 22,461.22,463
(Mays, 1995).

14iTuhrk Point. CLI-01-i7. 54 NRC at 8 (quoting 60 Bed. Reg. at 22.462).
5351d. at 7.
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requiring a full reassessment of safety issues that were "thoroughly reviewed
when the facility was first licensed" and continue to be "routinely monitored and
assessed by ongoing agency oversight and agency-mandated licensee programs"
would be "both unnecessary and wasteful."" Nor did the Commission "believe
it necessary or appropriate to throw open the full gamut of provisions in a plant's
current licensing basis to re-analysis during the license renewal review."'"

The Commission chose, rather, to focus the NRC license renewal safety
review "upon those potential detrimental effects of aging that are not routinely
addressed by ongoing regulatory oversight programs," which it considered "the
most significant overall safety concern posed by extended reactor operation.""
The Commission in Turkey Point described some of the "Detrimental Effects of
Aging and Related Time-Limited Issues" as follows:

By its very nature, the aging of materials "becomes important principally during the
period of extended operation beyond the initial 40-year license term," particularly
since the design of some components may have been based explicitly upon an
assumed service life of 40 years. See [Final Rule: "Nuclear Power Plant License
Renewal," 56 Fed. Reg. 64.943, 64,946 (Dec. 13, 1991)]; see also Final Rule,
"Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal; Revisions," 60 Fed. Reg. 22,461, 22,479
(May 8, 1995). Adverse aging effects can result from metal fatigue, erosion, corro-
sion. thermal and radiation embrittlement, mlcrobiologically induced effects, creep.
and shrinkage. Such age-related degradation can affect a number of reactor and
auxiliary systems, including the reactor vessel, the reactor coolant system pressure
boundary, steam generators, electrical cables, the pressurizer, heat exchangers, and
the spent fuel pool. Indeed, a host of individual components and structures are

sa id.
"d. at 9. "'Currmnt liensing basis" (CIA) is deribed by the Commission lit Th*ey PoWn as

follows:
r'(C•" Is) a term of st comprehending t various Commission requirements applicable to
a specific plant that a in effect at the time of the license renewal application. mio current
licensing basis cons of the licene requrments, including liense condition and technical
s ncificatloas. h also includes the plant-specific design basi Infonrmtion documented in the
plant's most recent Find Safty Analysis Report. and any onle, exemptions and licensee
commitments that me pat of the docket for the plant's license, Le., responses to NRC bulletins,
generc letters, and enforeement actions, and othe. licensee conmitments documented in NRC
sfety evaluatons or licensee event repots. See 10 CT.R. §1543.7 The cunen licensing basis
additionally Includes an of the regultoryequiremen found In Par" 2,19,20,21,30,40,50,
55,72,73, and 100 vwh whkh the particu .a applicant must comply, Id.

.... The [Cl] eprenmts an "evolving set of tquirements and comitments for a specific
plant that ae modified as necessary over the life of a plant to ensure continuation of an
adequate lfel of safety." 60 Fed. Reg. at 22,473. It Is effectively addressed and maintained
by ongoing agency overnight, review, and enforcement.

55Thr*ey Point. CWI-01-17. 54 NRC at 7.

at issue. See 10 C.FR §154.21(a)"XI). Left unmitigated, the effects of aging
can overstress equipment, unacceptably reduce safety margins, and lead to the
loss of required plant functions, including the capability to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a shutdown conditiom and to otherwise prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents with a potential for offsite exposures."

The Commission has also framed thefocus of license renewal review as being
on "plant systems, structures, and components for which current [regulatory]
activities and requirements may not be sufficient to manage the effects of aging

in the period of extended operation." 00 An issue can be related to plant aging
and still not warrant review at the time of a license renewal application, if an

aging-related issue is "adequately dealt -with by regulatory processes" on an

ongoing basis."s For example, if a structure or component is already required to be
replaced "at mandated, specified time periods," it would fall outside the scope
of license renewal review."

2. Endirnmental Isses in License Renewal Proeeedings

Regulatory provisions relating to the environmental aspects of license renewal
arise out of the requirement that the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
places on federal agencies to "include in every recommendation or report on...
major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environ-
ment, a detailed statement by the responsible official on (I the environmental
impact of the proposed action....",, As has been noted by the Supreme Court, the
"statutory requirement that a federal agency contemplating a major action prepare
such an environmental impact statement [EIS] serves NEPA's 'action-foring'
purpose in two important respects":

It ensures that the agency, in reaching its decision. will have available, and will
cm•reully conside, detailed information concerning significant environmental Irm-
pacts; it also guarantees that the relevant information will be made available to the
larger audience that may also play a role in both the decislonmakdng process and the
implementation of that decision."4

hIE at 7-8.
•IS at 10 (citing 60 Fed. Reg. at 22,469) (alteration In odginal).
*t Mat 10 n.2.

1042 U.S.C. §4332; see Roberton, v. Methow Valley Citizens Coupm/, 490 U.S. 332. 348 (19M9),

ORobertsom 490 U.S. at 349. Of course, a the Court also noted, "NEPA itself does aom mandate
particular resulM but simply prescribes the necessary proe ... If the adverse enviromental effect
of the proposed action we adequately Identified and evalusted, the agency Is not constrained by NEPA
from deciding tat other vslus outweigh the environmental costs." I• at 350 (citations omited). As

(Conuirtlad)
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Part 51 of 10 C.FR. contains NRC's rules relating to and implementing rel-
evant NEPA requirements, and section 5 1.2 0 (a)(2) requires an environmental
impact statement for issuance or renewal of a nuclear reactor operating license.
Other sections relating to license renewal include, most significantly, 10 C.F.R.
§§ 51.53(c), 51.95(c), and 51.103(aX5), and Appendix B to Subpart A.

Although the requirements of NEPA are directed to federal agencies and thus
the primary duties of NEPA fall on the NRC Staff In NRC proceedings," the
initial requirement to analyze the environmental Impacts of an action, including
license renewal, is directed to applicants under relevant NRC rules." Accordingly,
section 51.53(c) requires a license renewal applicant to submit with its application
an environmental report (M), which "must contain a description of the proposed
action, including the applicant's plans to modify the facility or its administrative
control procedures as described in accordance with §54.21," and "describe
in detail the modifications directly affecting the environment or affecting plant
effluents that affect the environment."0 The report is not required to contain
analyses of environmental impacts identified as "Category I," or "generic,"
issues in Appendix B to Subpart A of Part 51, but "must contain analyses
of the environmental impacts of the proposed action, including the impacts of
refurbishment activities, if any, associated with license renewal and the impacts
of operation during the renewal term," for those issues identified as "Category
2," or "plant specific," Issues in Appendix B to Subpart A.a

As required under 10 C.F.R, §51.95(c), the Commission In 1996 adopted
a "Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear
Plants" (GETS), an extensive study of the potential environmental impacts of
extending the operating licenses for nuclear power plants, which was published as
NUREG-1437 and provides data supporting the table of Category I and 2 issues
in Appendix B." Issuance of the 1996 GElS was part of an amendment of the
requirements of Part 51 undertaken by the Commission to establish environmental

the Cou a bserved, In the comparmion case of Marsh v. Oregon Narwaf Resources Couwi, .490
'U.S. 360,371 (1959) sy~ ocusng Goavenarnent and public attentwon on the envluronewta effcts of

o agency ctUon NEPA "ensre that the agency wi not act on incompete Infornation,
to regret Its decsi after it is too late to ortect,- .

OSeES e.g., 10 tCR. §51.70(b). which stae amog other thng that "¶tjhe NRC staff wil
Independently evaluate and be responsile for the reliability of all information used in the draft
eAmental Impect staternem.,

6See IOC.F.R. ISt.A1.
ei10 C,.. 1 51.53(c)(2)e m § 51.53(cXl).

10 C.P.R. I 51.53(cX3)(), 0().
"Se NUREO-1437. "Genetc EnviroenerAl Impact Statement for Ucense Renewal of Nudew

PlaMn" (May 1996) herelaft GEfSO ; PMnal ule' "nvirnmental Review for Renewal of Nuchear
Power Plant Operating LUcenes" 61 Fed. Reg. 28467 (June 5. 1996). anmeed by 61 Fed. Reg.
66,537 (Dec. 18, 1996); 10 CFJ.. Pat 51, Subpart A, App. B 1.1.

review requirements for license renewals "that were both efficient and more
effectively focused."'7

Issues on which the Commission found that it could draw "generic conclusions
applicable to all existing nuclear power plants, or to a specific subgroup of
plants," were, as indicated above, identified as "Category 1" issues." This

categorization was based on the Commission's conclusion that these issues involve
"environmental effects that are essentially similar for all plants," and thus they

"need not be assessed repeatedly on a site-specific basis, plant-by-plant."n Thus,

under Part 51, license renewal applicants may - with an exception relevant in

this case that we discuss further below, requiring that ERa contain "any new and

significant information regarding the environmental impacts of license renewal

of which the applicant is aware""3 - in their site-specific ERs refer to and adopt

the genedc environmental impact findings found in Table B-i, Appendix B, for

all Category I issues.'4

On the other hand, environmental issues for which the Commission was not

able to make generic environmental findings we designated as Category 2 matters,
and applicants must provide plant-specific analyses of the environmental Impacts

of these.7 These issues are characterized by the Commission as involving envi-

ronmental impact severity levels that "might differ significantly from one plant
to another," or impacts for which additional plant-specific mitigation measures
should be considered." For example, the "impact of extended operation on

endangered or threatened species varies from one location to another," according
to the Commission, and is thus included within Category 2.Y Another example,
relevant in this proceeding, is the requirement that "alternatives to mitigate severe

accidents must be considered for all plants that have not [previously] considered
such alternatives." 7' Again, although the initial requirement falls upon applicants,

7 TaUrhy Point, CI-0117. 54 NRC at 11.

71I4 at 11 (citing OCX..Pm51. Subp@% AApp. B).

710 C.FPR I 51.53(c)(3)Civ).
'4Turkry Point CU-01-17, 54 NRC at II (citing 10 CF.R. 1 51.53(c)(3)(i)).
73l.L (citing 10 C.F.R. Part 51. Subpart A, App. B).76ld

7Id. at 12.

78 IOC.vR. Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B; see § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L). This rquitrment arises out of
"NEPA's 'demand that an agency prepare a detailed satement on 'any adverse envirnmental effects
which cannot be avoided should the prposal be implemented,' 42 U.S.. §4332(C)ii)," implicit
in which "is a undesandMng that the RIS will discuss the extent to which adverse efcts cn be
avoided." RobertsonM 490 U.S. at 351-52. Mw basis for the requirement is that "onission of a
reasonably complete discussion of possible mitiption measres would undermine the 'act8o-foirclg'
function of NEPA. Without such a discussion, neither the agency nor other Interted groups or

inividuals Can Fppedy evaluate the severity of the adverme effects." 1d at 352.
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the ultimate responsibility lies with the Staff, who must address these issues in
a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SETS)" that is specific to the
particular site involved and provides the Staffs independent assessment of the
applicant's ER.1m

Finally, section 51.103 defines the requirements for the "record of decision"
relating to any license renewal application, including the standard that the Comn-

mission, in making such a decision pursuant to Part 54, "shall determine whether

or not the adverse environmental impacts of license renewal are so great that

preserving the option of license renewal for energy planning decisionmakers
would be unreasonable.""

V. PETITIONERS' CONTENTIONS, PARTY ARGUMENTS, AND
LICENSING BOARD ANALYSIS AND RULINGS

With the preceding general contention admissibility requirements and license
renwal scope principles in mind, we turn now to the Petitioners' contentions.

A. Massachusetts Attorney General's Contention and Pilgrim Watch
Contention 4 (Regarding Spent Fuel Pool Accidents)

Because of their similarity, and because Pilgrim Watch has also sought to
adopt the Attorney General's Contention, we consider this contention together
with Pilgrim Watch Contention 4. Our discussion addresses the points raised in
support of both, and the arguments raised in opposition to both. Because we do
not admit either contention, it is not necessary that we rule on Pilgrim Watch's
motion to adopt the AG's contention, and therefore we do not address it herein..

The contentions here at issue state as follows:

AG Contention: The Environmental Report for Renewal of the Pilgrim Nuclear
Power Plant Falls to Satisfy NEPA Because it Does Not Address the Environmental:
Impacts of Severe Spent Fuel Pool Accidents."

Pilgrim Watch Contention 4: The Environmental Repofi Fails to Address Severe
Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMAs) Which Would Reduce the Potential for
Spent Fuel Pool Water Loss and Fires.'3

79M 1oC.F.R. §51.95(c).
",See Tukey Polin W.I-01-17. 54 HRC at 12 (citing 10 CPLR. if 51.70. •i.73-.74).
",10 C.F.R. § 351.103(aX5).
82AG Petition at21.
n PW Petition at 50.

Pilgrim Watch in its contention centers on the SAMIA argument, stating as follows:

The Environmental Report [ER) is Inadequate because it fails to address the envi-
ronmental impacts of the on-site storage of spent fuel assemblies which, aleady
densely packed in the cooling pool, will be increased by fifty percent during the
renewal period. A severe accident In the spent fuel pool should have been consid-
ered in Applicant's SAMA review just as accidents involving other aspects of the
uranium fuel cycle were. In addition, new information shows spent fuel will remain
on-site longer than Was anticipated and is morn vulnerable than previously known
to accidental fires and acts of malice and Insanity. The ER should address [SAMAs]
that would substantially reduce the risks and the consequences associated with
on-site spent fuel storage. Petitioners have outlined some of these alternmaives.'

Pilgrim Watch argues that "[alny exemption in the [GEIS] and 10 C.FR.
§ 51.53 for spent feel storage covers normal operations only, not severe acci-
dents," and therefore severe accidents involving the spent fuel pool should also
be considered to be a Category 2 issue." PW also claims to have brought forth
"new and significant information that makes consideration of the spent fuel pool
necessary under-NEPA."m Pilgrim Watch suggests that an adjudicatory hearing
is the "only way to properly address Petitioners' concerns,"" arguing that other
means such as a petition for enforcement under 10 C.FR. § 2.206 or a rulemaking
petition under 10 C.F.R. § 2.802 could not realistically address their concerns in
a timely fashion."

Among other arguments offered as basis to support Contention 4, PW urges
that new Information, relating to questions about national storage of high-level
waste, indicates that spent fuel "will remain on-site longer than anticipated" at
the time either the GETS or the Waste Confidence Rule.was adopted." In PW's
view, "it makes more sense and is more protective of the environment to assess
the impacts of on-site spent fuel storage before permission Is given to generate
'more waste.""m PW also contends that new information suggests a greater risk of

54 L
IS I4; on id at 52.
8MI. at 50.
873j at 34.nS Idl at 55.

id. at56,eels at"4t61.
"Id, at 61-62; sem abo 10 C.FJ.. 351.23. We uite that the U.S. Coed of Appeha for the D.C.

CGruft n•eewly dismisned a dcallenge to the Waste Confidon Rule brought by the State of Nevada.
flndian in an nmpublished decision, that Nevada did not have standing becaue It "can l-d to no
injuy i fact Wa a legl or practical consequenee of the rule." and that "Itjhe role has no legal effect
In the antdpted Yucca Mountain proeeding." Nev~da w. NRC, No. 05-1350.2006 WL 28264, at
1 (D.C. Cir.. Sept. 22, 2006).
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accidental fires in spent fuel pools than previously thought, in part because the

fuel is more densely packed than originally planned; in part because an accident or

act of malice or insanity could lead to loss of water from the pool; in part because

the spent fuel pools of boiling-water Mark I and Mark II reactors like Pilgrim are

particularly vulnerable to attack, being above ground; and in part because terrorist

attacks on nuclear plants are asserted to be reasonably foreseeable threats in the

wake of September 11, 2001."
Emphasizing the SAMA aspect of its contention, PW argues that the conse-

quences of water loss as a result of any of several causes could be catastrophic

and suggests several mitigation alternatives for consideration, including: using

a combination of low-density, reconfigured storage of spent fuel assemblies and

moving older assemblies to dry cask storage; installing a spray cooling system;

and limiting the frequency of full core offloadsYn Finally, PW suggests that dry

cask storage makes sense from an economic, cost-benefit perspective, and calls

for further analysis on SAMAs."
Using some of the same arguments and supporting Its contention as well with

expert reports and other sources, the AG in his sole contention also argues that

the ER falls to satisfy 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3)(iii) because it does not considers

SAMAs for a severe spent fuel pool accident.' His primary argument, however,

essentially consists of the assertion that Entergy's ER "does not satisfy the

requirements of 10 C.Y.R. §.51.53(c)(3)(iv) and NEPA... because it fails to

address new and significant information regarding the reasonably foreseeable

potential for a severe accident involving nuclear fuel stored in high-density

storage racks in the Pilgrim fuel pooL"" As with PW"s contention, the AG points

out that NEPA and 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3Xiv) require that "new and significant

information" not previously considered by the NRC in an environmental impact

statement (HIS) be included In the ERE" More specifically, the AG argues that the

regulation requires the ER to include new and significant information even if it

concerns a Category I matter otherwise covered in the GEIS.T Also, just as PW

"PW Petition at 62-71.
9 2See l at 73-75.

54,,iA at 75-77.
"AG Petition at 23.

1d. at 21.
*ld. at 15. The AG acknwledges that the NRC issued a generic MS (GElS) to evaluate muiy of

the cmn enomet impacts lMof lese mrewals and therore NRC tplations do not require

ft prqerion of a complete ER and EtS for all aspects of esch liDes ewat appication. AG

Ptefm at 12-13 (citing 10 C.P.R. 1 55.53(cX3I). 51.71(d). However, hed AG points to 10 C.F.R

15L53(c)(3XIv). which, consistent with the Cowts decison In Martr. 490 U.S. at 374, rqu"Ims that

MIER any new and sgnficant infomiation r•grdiag the environrnental Impacts of license

1 4 d o m. applicant is swm." AG Petition at 15.
"AG Yeldesa 15; AG Reply at S
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does, the AG asserts that such new and significant information exists concerning
the potential impact of an accident involving a high-density spent fuel pool

storage facility, and that the ER is deficient because it fails to include such new

and significant information." The AG argues that he has presented "sufficient
information to create a 'genuine material dispute of fact or law adequate to warrant
further inquiry' into the question of whether the likelihood of a pool fire falls
within the range of probability considered reasonably foreseeable by the NRC.""

The AG summarizes the key principles arising out of the "new and significant
information" he submits, relating to the risks of a spent fuel pool fire, as follows:

(a) If the water level in a fuel storage pool drops to the point where the tops of the
fuel assemblies are uncovered, the fuel will burn, (b) the fuel will bum regardless
of Its age, (c) the fire will propagate to other assemblies In the pool, and [d] the fire
may be catastrophlc.100

The AG supports his allegation that such new and significant information exists

with five "facts or expert opinion[s]"' 01: (1) the expert declaration and report

of Dr. Gordon Thompson,'" (2) the expert declaration and report of Dr. Jan

Beyea,'" (3) excerpts from NUREG-1738, (4) the 2006 "Safety and Security
of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage" report of the National Academy of
Sciences,'" and (5) the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.105

"S.. AG Petition at 22; PW Petition at 50.
"AG Petition at 23 (citing Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon HBads Nuclear Power Plant),

LeP-o-.19. 52 NRC S5, 97-98(200)).
lo14d at 22.
ot$S•r tt•

10 AG Petition, Exk. 1. Deel. of Dr. Gordon Thompson In Support of [AGI's Contention and
Petition for Dackfit Order (May 25.2006).

'0" AG Petition, Exh. 2, DecL of Dr. Jan Deyea in Support of [AG]'s Contention and Petition for
Backflt Order (May 25.2006).

I" AG Petition, Exh. 4, Committee on the Safety and Security of Comrercal Spent Nuclear Fuel
Storage, Board on Radioactive Waste Management, National Reserch Council, Safedy and Secturty
of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage. Public Report (Washington. DC: National Academies
Press. 2006). This report Is also cited by PW In support of Its Contention 4. Se. PW Petition at 65.

J gSec . AG Petition at 22,33-40. As indicated above, the Attorney Generl also, on June 16.
2006. filed a letter requesting the Lcensing Bored to apply the June 2, 2006. decision of te U.S. Cxut

of Appeals for the Ninth Cimuit in the case. San Lws obhip Morhewfor Pece v. NuwlrquI vor

Comhuon, ¶,by ruling that the environmented impacts of an intueton attack on the Pilgrim fuel
storage pool must be addressed In an EMS, or seek appropriate gudmace from the Commisson" AG

Leter at 2. (in Moth• for PeOc, the Court reversed the Commission's determination that NEPA
does not require an analysis of te environmental impact of trrorism, in that the NRC's "cateoricd
refusal to consider the environmental effects of a tenmodst attack, is unseasomn e under NEPA. Thus,

(Cotnued)
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The AG argues that NRC never considered this information in its original HIS
for Pilgrim or in the GEIS for license renewals, and that Entergy's failure to
include this new and significant information in its ER thus contravenes 10 C.F.R.
§ 51.53(cX3)(iv) and the Supreme Court decision in the Marsh case.' 06 T7e AG
also contends that the environmental impacts of a spent fuel pool accident must
be considered by the Staff in the SEIS in order for the Staff to comply with its
obligation to consider significant new Information relevant to the environmental
impacts of license renewal because this information has not been considered by
the NRC in a previous E1S.n Further, the AG asserts, when the likelihood of
a terftotst attack is taken into account, the estimated probability of this type of
accident is within the range that must be discussed in an ER and EIS.""

With respect to its argument that the ER is deficient because it does not consider
reasonable alternatives for avoiding or mitigating the environmental impacts of a
severe spent fuel pool fire, the AG contends that a combination of two potential
SAMAs "would virtually eliminate the vulnerability of the Pilgrim fuel pool to
attack": low-density racking of fuel assemblies in the pool, and dry storage in
casks. 0 '

L EnterVy Answer to Missachrefth AG Contention and Pilgrim Watch
Contention 4

Entergy opposes both the AG's contention and Pilgrim Watch Contention 4,
claiming that the environmental impacts of spent fuel storage are codified as
Category 1 environmental issues, and thus am beyond the scope of this license
renewal proceeding.'"' According to Entergy, the attempt to bring these issues
within the scope of the proceeding by invoking section 51.53(cX3)(iv) falls short
because the generic Category I findings resulting from the analysis of the GEIS

the Court found, the "BA renviroflt assment] prepd In reliance on dart detrmninaton is
inhdequste and JM Ns to comply with NEPA's nuniae." 449 F.3d at 1025, 1035. The Cowrt denied
Me pettionr review with MVgW to additiold dlnims by the petoe tht the NRCs actio bad
violMed the Atmic Energy Act and the AdministrMive Procedm Ac noting amng other things
that NRC's "reliance on Its own prior opinions Io it decsion in idds caoe does no vMisolte ApAs
notice and coumeat provMions," and that "DtIhe agency has the discrlton to use adjudication to
etMlish a bindins legal norm." Ul at 1027.)

t 0 S, AG Petition at 23.24-30.
11"M at 15, 21.
'INSd at 33-41.
10Id.at 41; se aim K at 23, 47. As dsiussd above, xw may pp. 281-82, PW alse suggests

these sme two mitigation alternatives. S•ePW Petition at 73.
110Se Eterg Answer to AG Petition at 11-13 (cftin 10 CPA P.at 51, App. B, Table B-I, 10

C.PJ.R. 51.53(c), 51.95(c)); tergyM Answer to PW Petition at 46-48 (citing 10 CJ.R. Post S. App.
B, Table B-I, 10 C.FJt. §§ 51.53(c), 51.95(c; OWIS at 6-,&-6-15).

are NRC rules and, as such, may only be challenged or altered upon the granting
of a waiver or ralemaking petition." Moreover, Entergy argues that the recent
decision in San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC is inapplicable here
because Commission case law establishes that, even if terrorism issues require
analysis under NEPA, the GETS concluded that "if such an event were to occur,
the resultant core damage and radiological release would be no worse than those
expected from internally initiated events."' 2

Entergy challenges the AG's claim that new and significant information exists,
arguing that thie risks associated with high-density racking in spent fuel pools
were known and considered by NRC long ago and that nothing new is contained
in the AG's exhibits."3 In any event, Entergy asserts, none of the sources cited
by the Attorney General contain new or significant information, or "controver[t]
the conclusion in the GETS that the occurrence of a zirconium spent fuel pool
fire is 'highly remote."'-4 In addition, the NRC "has fully considered the
NAS report and found no basis, even in the context of a tenrorst attack, to
change its conclusion regarding the risks of spent fuel pool fires stated in the
GETS,""' and has concluded that the Alva report cited in the Thompson and
Beyea reports '"suffer[s] from excessive conservatisms, with the result that its
recommendations do not have a sound technical basis.""' Entergy characterizes
the claims of the Thompson report as being "broad, unsupported claims," and
argues that the Attorney General's contention is "not supported by any credible
basis establishing the probability of a spent fuel fire or demonstrating that it is
sufficiently foreseeable to warrant consideration under NEPA.'117

Entergy also argues that SAMAs ar limited to nuclear reactor accidents and
do not include spent fuel storage accidents,"'8 that the challenge to the Waste
Confidence rule is based upon information that is neither new nor significant,"'
and that PW's remaining arguments provide insufficient suppoxt to admit the
contentions at issuem.1•

I EIIergy Answer to AO Petitlon at 13; EnteU Answer to PW Petition at 49-50.
'"Enter" Answer to AG Peftlition at 26 (quoIng De nergy Corp. (Mcir Nluclear Station,

Units I and 2; Cftwbe Nuclear Stilon, Units land 2)X Cu-2-2.6 56 NRC 35•, 365 n.24 (2002));
Bntergy Answer to PW Peition at 54.

3 , Bateoly Answer to AG Petition at 14-15.
1141d. at 15; me hi at 13-16.
"!1. at 15-16.

It0e aUt 16. 17.
17gld. at 19, 25; me iS at 17.25.

aee Bantergy Answer to PW Pedtiton at 48-49.
" 191dat51 (citiengOem4 CLI-99-11,49 NRC•at 344-45).
'°seeM at 51-56.
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2 NRC Staff Response to Massachusett AG Contention and Pilgrim
Watch Contention 4

The Staff likewise argues that Category I environmental issues are outside
of the scope of license renewal proceedings, citing 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX2) and
Turkey Point'2' for the proposition that a license renewal ER need not provide
information regarding the storage of spent fuel.'2 The Staff also relies on Turkey
Point in arguing that an ER need not address SAMAs for mitigating spent fuel
pool accidents.'2' According to the Staff, by asking the Board to address a spent
fuel storage issue, the AG and PW essentially seek to have the Board treat spent
fuel pool issues as a Category 2 issue., which runs counter to the prohibition
against challenging a regulation In an adjudicatory proceeding without seeking
a waiver."' The Staff also argues that the information in the AG petition is not
new and, therefore, need notbe included in Entergy's ER as it has already been
presented to the NRC.' 2 Finally, the Staff asserts that, to the extent the AG's
contention attempts to raise terrorism issues, these issues are also outside of the
scope of the proceeding."'2

3. Massachusetts AG and Pilgrim Watch Replies to Entergy and
NRC Stqff

In its reply to Entergy and the Staff, the AG argues that the case law and
regulatory history make clear that "Category 1 impacts are included in the scope
of the new and significant impacts that must be discussed in an ER pursuant to
10 C..R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv)."'" The AG maintains that the alternative procedures
suggested in Turkey Point (e.g., the filing of a waiver petition or a rulemaking
petition) am inconsistent with NEPA as construed by the Supreme Court In
Marsh." Prtlier, the AG asserts that Turkey Point is inapposite because it did

121 aoy Point. OL.O1-17. 54 NRC at 6-13.
. $e, Sftff Respows to AG PetiMn at 10-12 Staff Response to PW Petiton at 34-36; m dtbo

Turkey Po6K CLI-01-17. 54 NRC at 6-13.
S2'5e StaffRespone to AO Pedtion at 9-1 ; Staff Respons to PW Petition at 34-36 (citing fYlwvy

Port. CLJ-01-17. 54 NRC at 21-22).
t24SOO Stff RepoMe to AG Petition at 10-11, 14; Staff Response to PW Petition at 36.
12S&9 Staff Respos to FYI Petition at 37; Staff Response to AG Petition at 15-I1
126 See S!ff Respo to AG Peiton at 19-2. Staff Response toPW Petition at 3X.
m AO Reply at
121g •e . at 9-10. The Atomey General has also argued thit, 'in order to get a heaing and In

oWer to frase a legitimat conrteion." the 'one door" open to it was to file a contention. Tr. at 87,
in pmt becase It did not belrme It met t a •equiemnm for a waiver under 10 C.P.R. § 2.335 that
"spedal drcmstWer with respec to ft sjeb craner ulof•pacbrpntc•d (mus bel such

(ConRdnd)

not deal with a contention alleging new and significant information, and that its
discussion of issues relating to new and significant information is dicta.'29 The AG
goes on to explain how in its view the information in its petition is indeed "new
and significant."' 2I Finally, the AG asks the Board to rule that NEPA requires that
Entergy and the Staff consider the environmental impacts of an intentional attack
on the Pilgrim spent fuel pool,.and then to refer its ruling to the Commission to
determine, the applicability of the Mothersfor Peace decision."'

Pilgrim Watch replies that the inclusion of onsite spent fuel as a Category
I issue under "Uranium Fuel Cycle" inAppendix B to Subpart A of Part 51
relates only to normal operations and "does not prevent it from being a Category
2 issue for the purposes of 'Severe Accidents.""'" PW cites the Licensing
Board's decision in Turkey Point as distinguishing SAMAs when it denied a
contention relating only to "severe accidents" and not SAMAs.," and argues
that the alternative procedural avenues of waiver and rulemaking petitions are
inconsistent with Marsh and NEPA's requirement for supplementation of ElSs."'

It further argues that the issue it has raised is site-specific rather than generic,
and that it has "submitted new and significant information which casts doubt on
the current generic treatment of this issue and supports its contention that NEPA
requires that this issue be reviewed as part of the licenso renewal process."N" PW
makes similar arguments in its Reply to the Staff,'" and also cites the Mothersfor
Peace decision'" in support of its contention insofar as it raises terrorist attacks
as a. new and significant issue."3

that application of the rule... would not serve the proposes for which the rule... was adopt-ed of
as chm cteried by the Comntssion In T•*ey Poi in which it stated that "Pina te hew• pees
.. petitioners with Mnew ation showing that a generfc role would not serve its pwpos at a

paericular piat my aek a walver of a role," but "[p]et rsonr wit evidnce that a geeic flndlng
is normret for all plat may petitOn [for a] rlm king." Tf VY Poi CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 12;
mT. at R-90, 109-115, 138-40. The AG awgu. that the "new and signiftcat lnfbrmatlon" at Issn
cocerMs not only the PilKim plant but also others "r. at 88. As indicated above. see supra note 4.
the AG has filed a rulemaking petition.

"29AG Reply at 11.
'•S•e i at 12-27.
"'Id. at 27-28.
1 'PW Reply•to Ewty at 25.
331d at 26-27.

"14/I at 27-28.

13Id. at 30; n, Id. at 28-30.
"'FlI Reply to NRC Staff at 19-20.
3Sfid ,at 20.

1381d at 20-21.
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4. Licensing Board Raling on Massachusetts AG Contenton and PW
Contention 4

We find these contentions to be inadmissible, on two separate grounds. We
address first the Petitioners' arguments (primarily espoused by Pilgrim Watch)
that the contentions should be admitted because they raise matters relating to
"severe accidents" and "severe accident mitigation alternatives," or "SAMAs,"
a site-specific Category 2 issue"' that must. be addressed in a license renewal
under 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(iM)(L) and Appendix B to Subpart A of 10 C.F.R. Part
51. For reasons we set forth in some detail below, we find that these arguments
fail because of Commission precedent Interpreting the term, "severe accidents,"
to encompass only reactor accidents and not spent fuel pool accidents, which fall
within the analysis of the generic Category I Issue of onsite storage of spent fuel.

Next, we address the Petitioners' arguments (indeed, the Attorney General's
central argument) that the contentions should be admitted because they challenge
the Applicant's failure to address various matters that they contend constitute
"new and significant Information," which must be addressed under 10 C.R.I
§ 51.53(cX3)(iv), even ifthey concern a Category 1 Issue. Again, these arguments
fail in the face of Commission precedent, in this instance establishing that,
notwithstanding the responsibility of an applicant in its ER (and the NRC Staff in
the SEIS) to address "new and significant information" relating even to Category
I issues, an alleged failure to address such "new and significant information"
does not give rise to an admissible contention, absent a waiver of the rule in 10
CF.RR. § 51-53(c)(3)(i) that Category I issues need not be addressed in a license
renewal.

We would note with regard to both of these Issues that the analysis that brings
us to our conclusions regarding them does not follow an entirely straight path,
primarily because relevant rules in neither instance directly resolve the issues in
question. However, Commission precedent In the Turke, Point license renewal
proceeding, interpreting the rules in question and the regulatory framework within
which they fall, mandates our rulings on both issues.

We note further that we do not rule herein on two other questions relating
to the contentions at issue. First, in light of our rulings on the preceding two
primarily legal issues, we need not, and do not, go into the question whether
either Petitioner has sufficiently supported either contention insofar as it alleges
as a factual matter that there exists "new and significant information" that should
have been addressed by the Applicant, relating to the risks and environmental
impacts of high-density racking in, and accidents involving, spent fuel pools. Nor

"stp" Sectio'n lvi, Do n of isAsegue 1.. or "Seer" lum A " 2
or "slte-specific" issaes

should our rulings herein be interpreted as suggesting a finding on this in either
direction.

Second, regarding the Petitioners' arguments based on the Ninth Circuit's
decision in Mothers for Peace v. NRC we again follow Commission precedent.
in this instance declining to rule on such matters at this time in light of the
procedural posture of that case. We recognize, as another Licensing Board has
recently, observed (ruling in the Vermont Yankee license renewal proceeding
on a virtually identical contention filed by the Massachusetts Attorney General
in that case), that the Mothers for Peace decision might impact our rulings
herein.140 However, a majority of the Commission has recently issued two rulings
declining to apply the Court's decision in Mothers for Peace in NRC proceedings
at this time. First, in the NRC proceeding from which the Mothers for Peace
decision arose, it denied Petitioners' motion for various relief based on the
Cobrt's decision, finding it "unnecessary and premature," and noting as well
that the Cour's ruling did not "cireumscrIb[e] the procedures that the NRC must
employ" for addressing terrorism In the NEPA context and thus the Commission
has "maximum procedural leeway" to address the Issuem' Second, It postponed
addressing a request of the State of New Jersey In the Oyster Creek license
renewal proceeding that it consider the Ninth Circuit's decision in ruling on the
State's appeal of the Licensing Board's denial of its contention relating, inter alla
to SAMAs and spent fuel pool yplnerability.'4 Based upon this authority, we also
will refrain from issuing a ruling based on the Mothersfor Peace decision at this
time, without, however, foreclosing the possibility that future pleadings may be
filed based on future developments in that case, as appropriate at such time.

a. Ruling on "Severe Accident"- and SAMA-Related Argumnents

As Indicated above, the critical determinative issue relating to severe accidents
and SAMAs is what the term "severe accident, encompasses, thus defining what
accidents are to be examined in the context of a "severe accident mitigation
alternatives," or "SAMA," analysis. At first blush, the arguments of PW and
the AG, to the effect that severe accidents include spent fuel pool accidents and
that a SAMA analysis must therefore address such accidents, seem plausible. The
Licensing Board in Turkey Point indeed distinguished SAMAs in denying con.
tentions concerning "severe accidents" that contained no mention of "mitigation

140 Ewwgy Nklear Venmot Yawnk LLC (Vermont Yankmee Nucler. Power Statimo), LBP-06-20
64N NC 131, 160 C2006) (citg 449 Pd at 1016).

S141 S Pae ftC G"n OW BeetriCo. (Di"lo Cayon Powr Plant Indetpedent Spent Pael Straw
Imwlatlon), CU-06-23, 64 NRC 107, 10 (2CN).

m.Aemerm Energy Co. LW (Oyster eek Nuclea eneatn Saton), CLI-0624, 641NR
111.s115(200).
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alternatives," which is the crux of a SAMA. 43 In addition, NRC regulations
offer little guidance, providing neither a definition of the term "severe accident,"
nor stating explicitly whether the "severe accidents" to be examined in SAMA
analyses include or exclude spent fuel pool accidents.

Section 51.53(c)(3)(1i) states that the environmental report must contain anal-
yses of the environmental impacts of the proposed action that are identified as
Category 2 issues in Appendix B to Subpart A of Part 50, and then goes on
to recount in narrative form the same issues identified as Category 2 issues in
Appendix B (with SAMAs addressed in section 51.53(c)(3)(iXL)). It does not,
however, define "severe accidents" or "SAMAs," or limit SAMAs in any way
other than as. stated in subsection (L) - i.e., "a consideration of alternatives to
mitigate severe accidents must be provided" only "[ilf the staff has not previously
considered severe accident mitigation alternatives for the applicant's plant in an
[ilSj or related supplement or in an environmental assessment." And the entry
in Appendix B, Table B-1, likewise provides no assistance on the question before
us, stating merely as follows:

Severn accidents - 2 SMAL. The probability weighted consequences of
atmospheric relesses, fallout onto open bodies of water, releases to ground water,
and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents am small for all plants.
However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all plants
that have not considered such alternatives. See § 51.53(c)iX)(L).

Certainly, "severe accidents" is a term of art long used in the nuclear indus-
try and incorporated into Commission guidance documents, including NUREG-
1150, which is focused singularly upon accidents involving damage to the

t43FWo:da Power & igMht Co. '!rteY Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4). 1,1P01.C
53 N'TC 132 (2001). That Licensing Dowad stated:

it only requie te Applc•t to comider 's acidet mitigtion altenave' (SAMAs)
10 C.F.R 15L._53c )(3XIL). The Conmmdsion, rnfo, has left consideration of SAMAs
as the only Categoo 2 issue with respect to severs accients, but this portion of Ms. Loion' s
comentlon does not seek to raise any Issue elated to severs accident mitigation ultemnatives.

Her conteion neither Identifies my mittigation alernatives that should be considered nor
challenges tfe Applica's evalution of SAMAs in Its envonmentalu repot.

Mr. Oncavege's allegation that an accident involving spent fuel is a Category 2 Issue does not
make teo coteio admissible. As discussed erlier (we smpa p. 160), only severe accident
tmitigatio altenativ may be considered for license renewal severe accident Category 2
issues, md Mr. Oncmag has not raised any issue invoving mitpgon alternatives.

IS at 165.

reactor core.14 But the rules themselves contain no such reference or limita-
tion.

The most on-point source on the issue is Commission case law in the Turkey
Point proceeding. It must be noted that, when it considered the question of
severe accidents and SAMAs, on the appeal of one of the petitioners in that
proceeding, the Commission endorsed the distinction made by the Licensing
Board, between the need to propose a SAMA and the more substantive question
of risk associated with severe accidents.'45 It then went on, however, to focus
upon what is-essentially an alternative, and ultimately more significant, rationale
for its ruling upholding the denial of the contention in question - that SAMAs
apply only to reactor accidents, not to spent fuel pool accidents.'4'

It is argued that the Commission's language in this regard is "gratuitous," on
an issue that did not need to be decided directly.1'0 The length and specificity

.of the'Commission's discussion, however, belies such an interpretation, and
suggests that the Commission saw this second ground for its ruling as being more
important than, and indeed in effect rendering irrelevant, the question whether
that petitioner mentioned SAMAs in his "severe accident" contention. We quote
at length from this discussion in order to illustrate this:

a. Onsite Storage of Spent Fuel Is a Category I Issue

Our ales explicitly conclud6 that "it~he expected increase in the volume of
spent fuel from an additional 20 years of operation can be safely accommodated on
site with small environmental effects through dry or pool storage at all plants if a
permanent repository or monitored retrievable storage Is not available." Table B-1,
Subpart A, Appendix B to Part 51. See Oconee, CU-99-11, 49 NRC at 343-44.
The GEIS provides the background analyses and justification for this generically
applicable finding. See G0lS at 6-70 to 6-86. It finds "ample basis to conclude
that continued storage of existing spent fuel and storage of spent fuel gnenaed
Sduring the licenserenewal period can be accomplished safely and without significant
environmental impacts." Id. at 6-85. The GElS takes full account of "the total
accumulated volumes of spent fuel after an additional 20 years of operation." Id. at
6-79;, see also Id at 6-80 to 6-8L.

The GElS',finding encompasses spent fuel accident risks and their mitigation.
See GflS, at xlviii, 6-72 to 6-76, 6-86, 6-92. The NRC has spent years studying
in great detail the risks and consequences of potential spent fuel pool accidents,

144 NUREO-I 150, "Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants"
(Dee. 1990). Sre alo Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents Regarding Puture Designs and
Exsting Planm, 50 Fed. Reg. 32 138 (Aug.195).

145usy •Point. CIJ-01-17, 54 NRC at 21-22.
1461 

Ro.W~&Oe PW Reply to INRC Stdff t 19.
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and the G11S analysis Is rooted in these earlier studies. NRC studies and the
agency's operational experience support the conclusion that onsite reactor spent fuel
storage, which has continued for decades, presents no undue risk to public health
and safety. Because the GEIS analysis of onsite spent fuel storage encompasses the
risk of accidents, Contention 2 falls beyond the scope of Individual license renewal
proceedings.

Mr. Oncavage argues, however, that a "catastrophic radiological accident at a
spent fuel facility would be a severe accident which is a category 2 issue." Amended
Petition at 2. Part 51 does provide that "alternatives to mitigate severe accidents
must be considered for all plants that have not considered such alternatives." See
Appendix to Subpar A of Part 51; see also GEIS at 5.106 to 5-116. ButMr.
Oncavage's Contention 2 says nothing about mitigation alternatives. And, In any
event, Part 51's reference to "severe accident mitigation alternatives" applies to
nuclear reactor accidenm not spentfuel storage accldent, Not Only Mr. Oncavage.
but alo the NRC Staff and "PI. apparendy was confiused on this point fir no one
railsed the Important distinction between reactor accidents and spentfuel accident.
As we have seen% the GEMS deals with spent fuel storage risks (Including accidents)
generically, and concludes that "regulatory requirements already in place provide
adequate mitigation." GETS at 6-06,6-92Z xlviii; see also lo at 6-72 to 6-76.

On the Issue of onsite fuel storage, then, the GFJS rejects the need for further
consideration of mitigation alternatives at the license renewal stage. Id. Indeed, for
all issues designated as Category 1, the Commission has concluded that additional
site-specific mitigation alternatives are unlikely to be beneficial and need not be
considered for license renewal. See 61 Fed. Reg. at 28,484; GEIS at 1-5, 1-9.

The NRC customarily has studied reactor accidents and spent fuel accidents
separately. For Instance, our "Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents
Regarding Future Designs and Flting Plants" discusses only reactor accidents
and defines "I[sleire anclear accidents [as] those In which substantal damage Is
done to the reactor core whether or not there are serious offsfe consequence& ## 50
Fed. Reg. 32,138 (Aug. 1985) (emphasis added). Similarly, the various NRC studies
on severe accidents typically focus upon potential damage to the reactor core of,
nuclear power plants." A different set of studies altogether Is devoted to spent fuel
pool accidents, and has concluded that the risk of accidents is acceptably small."
Hence, Part 51 and the GEIS treat the matter generically. Indeed, the events that
could lead to a severe reactor accident vary significantly from plant to plant, thereby
requiring plant-specific consideration, whereas accidents involving spent fuel pools
or dry casks are more amenable to generic consideration.

[Discussion of possibility of spent fuel pool accidents caused by hurricanes.]
Mr. Oncavage did not seek a waiver of the Category I determination for spent fuel
issues, nor did his hurrmi e discussions raise any infommlon that might render the
G0IS's Category I finding inapplicable to the Turkey Point facility. Nothing in Mr.
Oncavage's "hurricane" claim renders it litigable under our license renewal rnles.

In short, Part 1 's license renewatprovisions cover environmental Issraes relating

to onsite spent juel storage generICAlly.4 All such issues, Including accident risk,
fall outside the scope of license renewal proceedings.

[PNIO See4 e.g., NUR]O-1 150, "Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Fm U.S.
Nucleam Power Plants (Dec. 1990) (examining core meltdown dsks) NURBGIC-5042,
"Evaluation of External Hazards to Nuclear Power Plants in United States" (Dec. 1987)
(examining he risk of core damage from external events).

[PHI 1] See .g., NU -1353, "Regulatoy Analysis for the Resol•tion ofGenedc Issue
82 7Deyond Design Bass Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools' (April 199, UMREoR-4952,
"Severe Accidents in Spent Feel Pools In Supporl of Genedc sf Isse 82" 8 (uly 1987),
NUREO/CR-S251, "Valufimpect Analyses of Accident Preventive and Mitigative Options
for Spet Fuel PFools" (Mar. 1989); NUREO/R-5176. "Seismic Failure and Cask Drop
Analysis of the Spent Fuel Pools at Two RepresentatIve Nucl Power Plants (Ie. 1999). A
rent study of spent fuel storage dis at decommissioning reactors finds the risk of acient
somewhat greater than originally believed, but still very low. See NURGo-1738, "rechnicei

.Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident Risk at Decommsrsioning Nclear Power Plants al&
2001).

[NI4]'Dcu not that Waste mfidence rule apples only o stomge of spent fuel
after a rector ceases operadon.] As we hold in dio text, it Is PuIn5. with Its underlying GETS,
tha precludes litigation ofW dietMisue43

The Commission in the preceding passage clearly did not addmss merely in
passing the issue of whether the severe accidents to be addressed in a SAMA
analysis under 10 C.F.IK Part 51 include spent fuel pool accidents. Rather,
it explicitly noted that all participants in that proceeding had overlooked the
"important distinction between reactor accidents and spent fuel accidents,"
going into great detail discussing the differences between reactor and spent
fuel pool accidents, and explaining why it found that SAMAs do not apply to
accidents involving spent fuel pools. It cited the GETS extensively In nipport

of Its statements to this effect The passage indeed may be read as emphasizing
that, even were the contention in question there to have been read as implicftly
bringing SAMAs into play, it would not have been deemed admissible. In this
light, and taking into account the references to the.cited portions of the GETS,
noted by the Commission as underlying Part 51 of the regulations, while we
might observe that it would have been preferable to include specific language in
the actual SAMA rule limiting SAMAs to reactor accidents if that is what was
intended, the Commission is hardly equivocal in the interpretation provided in the
passage quoted above.

On this basis, we are constrained to find the Massachusetts AG Contention

and PW Contention 4 to be inadmissible insofar as they are based on the SAMA-
related arguments summarized above.

14s Threy Poin CLI-OI-17, 54 NRC at 21-23 (emphasis added).
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b. Ruling on Legal Issues Involved in "New and Sign(ficant
lnformation "-Related Arguments

We likewise must find the contentions at issue to be inadmissible insofar as
they are based on the requirement of 10 C.P.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) that the ER
"must contain any new and significant information regarding the environmental
impacts of license renewal of which the applicant is aware."

Again, the rule itself does not dictate this ruling. Indeed, section 51.53(c)(3Xiv)
may be read as In effect creating an exception to section 5 l53(cX3Xi)'s allowance
that an applicant's ER "is not required to contain analyses of the environmental
impacts of the license renewal issues identified as Category I issues in Appendix
B." Commission precedent supports this reading that the requirement of section
51.53(c)(3)(v) applies not only to Category 2 issues but also to Category I issues
- at least to the extent that it applies to the responsibilities of the Applicant and
the Staff. In Thrkey Point the Commission stated that, "[eJven where the GElS
has found that a particular impact applies generically (Category 1), the applicant
must still provfde additional analysis in its Environmehtal Report if new and
significant information may bear on the applicability of the Category I finding
at its particular plant."'" Later, in the McGuire proceeding, the Commission
reinforced this ruling, stating again that "the applicant -must provide additional
analysis of even a Category 1 issue if new and significant information has
surfaced."'" Similarly, the Commission has indicated in its rulemaking that the
Staff must, when preparing the SEIS, consider any significant new information
related to Category I issues.' 5'

.On the basis of the foregoing, one might read subsection (c)(3Xiv) of section
51.53 as an exception to subsection (cX3)(i) also in an adjudication context, partic-
ularly in light of the Commission's statement In Turkey Point that "[a]djudicatory
hearings in individual license renewal proceedings will share the saen scope of.
issues as our NRC Staff review." h Thus the Petitioners' argument, that an alleged
failure of an applicant to comply with the requirement of section I.53(c)(3)iv)
may give rise to an admissible contention (assuming proper support under the con-
tention admissibility rules), might also be persuasive - but for other statements
of the Commission in Turkey Point that lead to a contrary conclusion.

'491d at I (emphoaolssdded)
t'Dubanergy Con (MenireNuclear Station, Units I and 2; Cate wbaliuclear Station, Units I

and 2), CLI-02-14, 55 NRC 27, 290 (2Ml).
'I See 10 C.UR. 1 51.92(a)(2). 5l.95(e(3. 61 Fed. Reg. at 28A470. In addition, In ky

Pon the Commission stated a the "final SEIS lso tkes account of public comments, Including
... new i fonnamdo on generic findings." Toi.ey PoKn, a1W-O.17, 54 NRC at 12; aW alo
McGr•Ure/QJwb%. CLI-02-14, 55 NRC at 290-91.

T•T ey Poifnt WL-01-17,74 NRC at 10.

In these other statements, the Commission has indicated that any new ana
significant information on matters designated as Category I issues in Part 51 may
be initiated by petitioners only through means other than the submission of con-
tentions. First, the Commission identified three specific options that individuals
and petitioners might pursue to address new and significant information that may
have arisen after the GEIS on Category I issues was finalized:

The Commission recognizes that even generic findings sometimes need revisiting
in partiqular contexts. Our rules thus provide a number of opportunities for
individuals to alert the Commission to new and significant information that might
render a geneuic finding invalid, either with respect to all nuclear power plants or
for one plant in particular. In the hearing process, for example, petitioners with new
information showing that a generic rule would not serve its purpose at a particular
plant may seek a waiver of the rule. .... Petitioners with evidence that a generic
finding Is incorrect for all plants may petition the Commission to initiate a fresh
.mlenvaling .... Such petitioners may also use the SEIS notice and comment process
to ask the NRC to forgo use of the suspect generic finding and to suspend license
renewal proceedings, pending a rulemaking or updating of the GETS. See 61 Fed.
Reg. at 28,470; GEIS at 1-10 to 1-1 1.t"

Later in its decision, in the specific context of spent fuel pool accidents (which,
as indicated above, it found to fall within the Category 1 issue of onsite storage of
spent fuell"), the Commission made clearthat its intent was that these options were
to be the exclusive options open to members of the public on the issue, stating that
'Part SI treats all spent fuel accidents, whatever their cause, as generic, Category

1 events not suitable for case-by-case adjudication."Is Further, removing any
doubt as to its Intent, the Commission added, "As we hold In the text, it is part
51, with its underlying GEIS, thatprecludes the litigation of that issue.''5

As the Vermont Yankee Licensing Board noted In Its decision In that license
renewal proceeding, the preceding reading of Turkey Point is consistent with the
regulatory history of 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3Xiv)." 7 The requirement that the ER
include any new and significant information was not part of the original proposed

1 Thw•he Point, CL-O1-I7, 54 NRC at 12. We note that the Cornuinion's language referring to
the waiver pocess when information relates to "a paticular pan" auppor the Ag'o argument that
it would need to show some special circumstances relating to the Pilgrim plant in p,"ilar In order
to qualify for a waiver. &e uupra note 128.

4 'S•c Turbey Point, CI-01-17, 54 NRC at 21-23; 10 C.PR. Part 51, App. B. Table 84-.
hat 22 (emphasis added).

t1961 at 23 n.14 (emphasis added).1 7See VermMt YankeeM LBP-06-20, 64 NRC at 157-59.
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role."' It was added in the final rule in response to objections from the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
and members of the public. As the Commission noted:

Federal and State agencies questioned how new scientific information could be
folded into the GEIS findings because the GEIS would have been performed so far
in advance of the actual renewal of an operating licene.... A group of conunnters,
including CEQ and EPA noted that the rigidity of the proposed role hampers the
NRC's ability to respond to new Information or to different environmental issues
not listed in the proposed rule.'"

The Commission in response added 10 CF.R. § 51.53(cX3Xiv), to expand "the
framework for consideration of significant new information."''1 The Statement
of Considerations to the final rule refers to SECY-93-032, a Staff memorandum
to the Commission proposing certain rMle changes. including the addition of the
provision in 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(v), to resolve the CEQ and EPA concems.''
Oft of the proposed changes was that "[l~itigation of environmental issues in
a hearing will be limited to unbounded category 2 and category 3 issues unless
the rule is suspended or waived."'ft. The Commission approved modification
of the proposed rule and specifically endorsed SECY-93-032.' 0 Commission
approval of SECY-93-032 may thus be read as demonstrating that, when the
Commission adopted the final rule, it contemplated that Category I issues could
be litigated only after the granting of a waiver petition pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.335, suspending the provision in I0 CA.R. § 51.53(cX3Xi) that an ER need not
address "Category I" issues and thus allowing Petitioners to challenge a failure
of the ER to address alleged "new and significant information" with regard to
such an issue.""

'mSee Proposed Rule: "Mavronmental Review for Renewal of Operating Licensem" s6 ped. Reg.
47.016,47.027-28 (Sept. 17, 1991).

"'61 Fed. Reg. at 28,470.

l Se 15U; SECY-93-032, Memor`a m from James M. Taylor, EDO, to the Commnissioners
(Feb, 9,1993) (ADAMS Accession No. ML051660667)

1'2SBCY-93-032 at 4. We note that Cftego"y 2 and 3 issues were eventuany combined into Ctegory
2. See 61 Fed. Reg. at 28,474.

1 MeMorandum from Samuel L Clki Secretay, to Jmes N. Taylor, EDO (Apr. 22, 1993)
(ADAMS Accession No. MML00360802).

t" t4e Additional chage to ft rule combinig "categ 2" and "categ 31 Issues ito simply,
"catego V2,' would Itself not appear to alter this oncl•uilon, a the periet distinction being daw
was between those Issues that wets generic and those ta were plant-specific, which would not
affect the procedues contemplaed vis a vis memben of the public who might want to challenge an
applicant's failum to address "vew and significant Infomation" about an otlewise "catelgoy I"
IMe.

The failure to adopt an actual rule provision stating that "litigation of en-
vironmental issues in a. hearing will be limited to category 2 issues unless the
rule is suspended or waived" might well, as argued by Petitioners, be taken
to indicate that the Commission ultimately decided against such a provision,
except for subsequent indications of the Commission's intent to the contrary,
both at the rulemaking stage and in its later Turkey Point decision, as discussed
above. With respect to the former, we consider a dialogue that occurred when
the Commission was deliberating the final rule and discussing SECY-93-032.''
The briefing covered the resolution of the CEQ and EPA objections and included
an exchange between Commissioner James R. Curtiss and Martin Malsch, the
Deputy General Counsel for Ucensing and Regulation. Twice the Commissioner
asked wh(ther, under 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3)(iv) or any other part of the license
renewal regulations, a petitioner could litigate a Category I issue on the claim that
there was new and significant information on the issue.'" The Deputy General
Counsel of NRC answered that such a claim could not be litigated without first
obtaining approval, in the form of a waiver, from the Commission itselLf.' With

1$S Public Meeting, "Briefing on Status of Issues and Approach to GElS Rulemakdng for Part

51" (Feb. 19,1993) (ADAMS Accession No. ML051660665).
ie 1d. at 14.
16em id. IThe discussion in question was as olowu

Connissioner Cuyiss. "[Ajssume for the sake of discussion that the staff says. "Thi is
not significant new information" is that kind of Issue subsequently one that can be or you
intend to be cognlzableoefm the board?

Mr. Malsch: Well, It would depend. If the information is - dt besic answer Is they have
to come to the CommisiM fim&t. If the fM to is consMided sigificant by the Interest
patty mad staff s•'s "ow, this Is not significam." If It's generic infonaton then the remedy
Is a petition for rlemaki and that sually comes to the Conission. Befem the Commission
would gran a petition for rulemakli it would consider the merits of dim o ao If the
Information Is site specific, then they'd need to petition for a waiver. But after being reeed
by the boaKr, the bord Is refened to the Commission ad Only the ConunIssion can grant
waiver. So. again It comes before the Comminion.

So. the proceduml Mute is somewhat diffent, but no matter how it gets there the
Commission would be looking at the staffjudgmemt. looling at what other parties say about
it. and maldng its own detennination about signifiance.

Cousisloner CuOiss: So, thr•e's no chcumstance, in other words where You eniA
thWa once a deteWnastion Is made under the procedres that you've desibed with rerd to
the sgifclafne of the Information by he Commission upon the staffs rcmmedadeo, that
we would then In turn need to litigate befo •te board the significnce of that informatim
whether It was or wasn't significatO

Mr. Mausel: Not without the Commission's approval

IL
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this understanding of the regulations, the Commission approved and finalized
section 51,53(i)(3)(iv).14

With regard to whether the NRC's resolution of the matters raised by the
CEQ and EPA commenters - requiring applicants and the NRC Staff to address
any "new and significant information" but taking the position that any alleged
lack of such information could not be the subject of an admissible contention
absent a waiver - satisfies NEPA and case law interpreting it including the
Marsh case, we find that this would not contravene such law, given that other
means are provided for public participation in the SEIS process. It is not required
that the public participation aspect of NEPA be accomplished in an adjudicatory
proceeding. 1

Again, while it might have been preferable to have written into the rule
itself the prohibition on allowing contentions based on the exception to section
51.53(c)(3Xi) found in section 51.53(c)(3)(Qv) and on allegations of "new and
significant information" as therein provided, we must, based on the Commission
precedent in Tur*ey Point and the preceding analysis, and as in'the Vermont
Yankee proceeding, rule in this proceeding that Petitioners Massachusetts Attorney
General and Pilgrim Watch may not challenge in a contention the Applicant's ER
for any alleged failure to consider new and significant information with regard to
the Category I issue of onsite storage of spent fuel, without seeking and obtaining
a waiver of the generic rhle.1o Although tde Attorney General has recently filed

I'Sw 61 Fad. Reg. at 28,467.
TMS public partpaton aspect ofNEPA aM from the "info.. atio roMe" played by fht MS.

l" "gflas) the publi the assurance diatdie agency las indeed consded ernmentalconer in
IN deconaid ng proes,' ... ad pelps more significantly p Wrmigl a sprhngboi for public
commen.'" Rober,&o 490 US. at 349 (quot Dacnor. Om & a 4 a ecrrkc Ca Y. Natural Resources
DeJm C• •h-., ,462 U.S. 87,97 (193)). "n cour in Roaem nod relevdnt Co•unc" on
Envlarnom Quality (CEQ regulans reqmuin agencies to request ud considercomrnents from.
"Other federa Vae appropriMate ste and local saecies, affecbd Ian tribes, any relevant
apptleant, the public generally, and, In particular, Interested or affected perons or orpahatons."
Id at 350 n.13 (cfng 40 CF.P.. § 15.11). Other CEQ regations specfically adress "-Pbic
inolvehen'" and "public heatings or public meetings," but do not requli di'adcory hearings.
40 C-F.R. § 1506.6. The Cout ao acted, in MarA, dil the regpued diseminatIon of intforation
"permits the pubflic .., to feact to the effects of a Proposed action at a meaninul time.," MarA 490
U.S. at 371. See aso 10 CFJL. § 51-92(d)(1).

1
7Wo note the Attorney General's argument In his reply that a "plain reading" of section

51.53(c)3)(lv) leads not only to e conclsimon the "new and sgnlfiamt Infonfnatl" a licensee
tnus provide Includes infornma regalding Caleo 1 issues, but also to a finding that pedioners
ame e"tld to challene th• adequacy of dhe Etfit this regard In contentions. AG Reply at 9; mee
It at 5-9. We note also his apuaet to the effect that my limitation associated with SECY-93-032,
so a to exclude 10(gadou of Ca"tI Issues without a waiver, should not be followed because
it was "never codifie In the final rle., IL at 8 n.7. However, the AG also relies on megulato

(Coninued).

a Petition for Rulemaking with regard to the matters at issue in its Contention,1'1

neither the AG nor Pilgrim Watch has sought a waivertn and thus the contention

must be raled inadmissible insofar as it seeks to challenge the absence of alleged

new and significant information in the Applicant's BR.'7

Absent future developments in the Mothers for Peace case to the contrary,14

this would include the matter of the alleged potential for terrorist attacks on the

histoy In arguing ihat Its Interpation of the rule - i.e., that Eatergy is re•ired under section

5153(cX3)(iv) to address "new and significant informaton" even relating to Category I issues -

should be followed. See idA at 6. Indeed, we agree with the AG on this interpretation, as evidenced in
our discussion in the text And, a we also discuss In dhe text. to construe section 51.53(c)(3)1v) us an
exception to section 51.53(c)(3)(i) also In a litigation context is a reasonable reading of the rule.

Howevei, our Inquiry cannot end so quickly, because, although "imnrpetation of any regulation

imust begin with die languge and structure of the provislon Itself," see Wrtngler'Laborooexs

ALAB-951, 33 NRC 505, 513 (1991) (cited by the AO in his Reply at 6), "a•lnistrative hity

and other available guidance may be consulted for.., the resolution of ambiglutie In r mlatio•'s

Insmpg, so long as an] Interpretation (does] not conflict with the plain meai" of the wording

used In o] areglutlon." Wrangler. ALAB-951, 33 NRC at 513-14. Section 51M53()(3Xlv) may
well be viewed as being ambiguous, In that it clearly conflicts with section 51.53(c)(3) and
there Is no "plain language" explicitly stating that section 51.53(c)(3)(lv) creates an exception to

section 5l.53(c)(3)(i) - In any context, Rom this perspective, the Commission - which, "[aibsent

constitutional constrlints or exftemely compelling cirsumstmaev... 'should be free to fashion pits)

own rules of procedure and to pursue methods of Inquiry capable of pemnitting [it] to discharge
ts] multitudinous duties,"' Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natuml Resources Defense

COu1i Inc. 435 US. 519,543 (1978) (citations omitted), and which may choose, "in Its Infomed
discmetio" to proceed "by general rule or by Individual, ad hoe liigation," SEC v. Chenery Corp.,
332 US. 194,203 (1947T,-- may be viewed as having the discretion to state its interpretation of tes

reglatory provisions as It did in urkey Poln. And thus this Llatcning Board would appear to be

bound by the Commission's inteIpetation of section 5!.53(c)X3)v) In Thr*ey Poln4 to the effect that

section 553(Jc)(3)Xv) ceato nexceptiotosectionI5.53(c)(3)(Indiecontextofthemqubemems
for Eft aid Elsa but no.with regird to die scope of Ism permitted to be raied in caon o Ins

license renewal ad i ti Context, abseat a waiver, asdiscused In the text. Seeao CANM . NRC(
- 391 F.3d at 349,360-61; Mothersfor Peaoee 449 F.3d at 1027.

t71 See Massachusetts Attorney Generd's Petition for Rulemaking To Amend 10 CJ.R. Put 51
(Aug. 25,2006) (ADAMS Accession No. ML062640409)

172 With respect to a petitioner who alleges "new and significant Information," tht applies not only
to a parlicular plant or plantls involved In a proceeding, but is more bmadly applicable and thus raises

a more "generic" Issue, it would seem that the only recourse is Inded, as discussed at oral argumenm
See suPa note 128, a petition for ulemaking, such as that filed by the Attorney General. We note
that tde AO and the City of Plynouth have both Indicated that they ame le concerned about how the
matr at Issue am addmssed than that they are In fac addressed, not mery genericaly but in a
manner tat ssum die situation at Pilgrim Is lin fact addreed and not ovelooked, as mi be
the case were any ralemakting not to become effective until after this license renewal proceeding is

completed. See Tr. at. 140,144-47; see Kt at 148-5C

l737hus we need not address, and bave not addressed herein, the question whethem is indeed

new and significant information In this instance.
1
74

See supra p. 289.
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spent fuel pool. In McGuire, the Commission held that there is no need to address
terrorism issues in license renewal proceedings because "it is sensible not to
devote resources to the likely impact of terrorism during the license renewal
period, but instead to concentrate on how to prevent a terrorist attack in the near
term at the already licensed facilities."' 7' The Commission also, in holding that
the GETS adequately addresses terrorism issues generically, stated:

Even if we were required by law to consider terrorism under NEPA, the NRC
has already Issued a... GE0S that considers sabotage in connection with license
renewal .... The GElS concluded that, if such an event were to occur, the resultant
core damage and radiological releases would be no worse than those expected for
Internally initiated events.L7

This authority supports a conclusion that terrorism concerns, even assuming new
and significant information is presented, are not litigable in a license renewal
proceeding without a waiver.

In conclusion, based on the preceding analysis, the Massachusetts Attorney
General's Contention and Pilgrim Watch Contention 4 must be ruled inadmissible
and are consequently denied.

S. Pilgrim Watch Contention 1: The Aging Management Plan Does
Not Adequately Inspect and Monitor for Leaks In All Systems and
Components That May Contain Radioactively Contaminated Water

Petitioner Pilgrim Watch in this contention states:

The Aging Management program proposed in the Pilgrim application for license
renewal is Inadequate because (1) it does not provide for adequate inspection of
all systems and components that may contain radioactively contaminated water and
(2) there is no adequate monitoring to determine if and when leakage from these
areas occurs. Some of these systems include underground pipes and tanks which the
current aging management and Inspection programs do not effectively Inspect and

"oitorm7

As basis for this contention, Pilgrim Watch states that:

... recent events around the country have demonstrated that leaks of underground
pipes and tanks can result in the release of massive amounts of radioactive materials
into the ground water. Exposure to this radiation can be a threat to human health, and

173McGuWr ~awwb% Cal-02-26, 56 NRC at 361.
aId. at 365 n.24.

'7 PW Petition at 4.

is a violation of NRC regulations. Because older plants are more likely to experience
corrosion and leakage problems, and low energy radionuclides can speed up the
rate of corrosion, Pilgrim should be required, as pail of its Aging Management
Program, to adequately inspect and monitor any systems and components that carry
radioactive water. The Aging Management Plan should be revised to include this
inspection and monitoring before a license renewal Is granted.167

Relying on the requirement for an aging management program that addresses
structures and components including pipes, and referring to the provision for
inspection of buried pipes and tanks in section B.I.2 of Entergy's Application,
PW argues that deficiencies in the aging management plan for such pipes and
tanks that contain radioactive water could "endanger the safety and welfare of
the public"' ' and "significantly impact health,"'" and therefore this contention
is within the scope of this license renewal proceeding and material to the findings
that must be made to support the action at issue in this proceeding.'

Pilgrim Watch has submitted exhibits produced by the Union of Concerned
Scientists documenting leaks of radioactively contaminated water at eight nu-
clearifacilities,'8 and also supports its contention by reference to various other
documents. These include, with regard to health concerns related to radioactive
material In groundwater, statements by Aijun Makhijanl, Ph.D.,'" scholarly and
newspaper articles,.' and the "BIER VU reportL'"" Cited with regard to plant
aging and corrosion are additional publications of the Union of Concerned Scien-

id. t 6.
1791d. at 5. r

'Omld at 6..

I"1 .t4-6 (citing T 7**-Pofnt -23 52 NRC a 329, rXrk Pob CLJ-0l-.r, 54 NRC at
7; 10 C.P~.R§5.21; Applkmcatio a -17; Dowinfon MwekerCoemwerIct. 1r(MilstneNuclea
Power Station, Units 2 and 3),.60 NRC.81 (200); P*Onte Fueli Swague, LLC- (independent Spent
Feel Stfrge Installation). LDP9-s-7. 47 NRC 142,179-40 (1998). a'd in part. C0.-98-13,48 NRC
26 (199S)).

'nPW Petition, Exh. A. Contaminated Water Lekag A-I, Union of Concerned Scientists et al
Petition Puruant to 10CP• 2206-EnforovmentAction-Longstanding Leakage of Comtainsted
Water. Appendix A, Januty 25. 2006: A-I. NRC Pelimhinay Notification of evant or Unmual
Occuunca m -PNP-M46-O004B, Byron NqPS. April 20,2006; A-3, NRC Event Number 42381. Palo
Verde, NRC: Event Notification Report of March 3, 2006.

1"PW Petiton at 8 an.2 & 3.
4i1d. at 8 n.3 (citing J3D. Hdison. A. Kuamheed. & B.. Lambett. "Uncertlaties in Dose

Coefficlents for Itakes of Tlsated Water ad Orgnically Bound Paon of Tritium by Memben; of
doe Public," Radiaton Protection DoiMvet, VoL 98. No. 3, 2002, pp. 299-311)', 54 at 9 (idian
Point Offiials Zerm In on Lea Sowu of Radioactive hmmuin 90 Turning Up in Growndw er
Bel.ved To Be fm Spent Fwel Rod PooL Associated Press (May 12.2006)).

A at 9 (citing National Academy of WcNcs Heafh Rt•thfro E.msre to Low Lewis of
Iomidng Radiation: BEIR Vi Pha• 2(2006)).
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tists'" and NASA,'" on the greater likelihood of aging-related problems in later
'phases of life,'" and a book by 0. Bellangeron low-energy radionuclides inducing
coMOSion through degradation of the passive oxide layers that protect metals.'n
On the Pilgrim plant's asserted vulnerability to undetected leaks, PW cites a
U.S. Government Accounting Office report discussing suspected counterfeit or
substandard pipe fittings at the plant.'" In support of Its assertion that monitoring
wells should be placed between the plant and the ocean, PW submits the final
EIS for the original licensing of the plant, in which It is noted that "[s]urface
topography Is such that surface drainage from the station is seaward...."191

Pilgrim Watch refers to Appendices A and B of Entergy's Application, in-
cluding specifically Appendix A, §A.2.1.2 at A-14, and Appendix B, §1B.1.2
at B-17, In support of its challenge to the Applicant's stated plans regarding
its "Buried Pipes and Tanks Inspection Program."m The former describes the
"Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program" as including "(a) preventive
measures to mitigate corrosion and (b) inspections to manage the effects of cor-
rosion on the pressure-tetaining capability of buried carbon steel, stainless steel,
and titanium components"; states that "[ ed components am inspected when
excavated during maintenance"; and states further that, "[ilf trending within
the corrective action program Identifies susceptible locations, the areas with a
histoy of corrosion problems are evaluated for the need for additional inspection,
alternate coating, or replacement,'" The cited section from Appendix B, also
titled "Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection," states that this program "is compa-
rable.to the program descnrbed in NUREG-1801, Section XLM34, Buried Piping
and Tanks Inspection," and provides that '"bluried components are inspected

18I6d. (citi David Lochbimm. Union of Concm d Scientists, U.1. Nucear Pitu•v 73. Risk na
L/ferte. (2004)).•

'17IS at 9410 (citing National Acronantics end Speac Adaminstration (NASA). Using Reliabillj.,
CenteredMalbenne at the Fombdaonforan Afdmt and Reliable Owel MateuceStrategy
(201)).

n"PW cites the NASA-originatd exmpe of the "'Bthtub Curve" prap. used In the Union of
Concerned Scientists publication to illsmtrate at "after a reltmively stable (bottom of th. battub)
Period In the middle lif of (a) subject a MTp rlise in age-related failures occurs towads th en of
its life." IS at 10 (citing Locihbmn at 4).

'"Id. at 10-11 (citing 0. Dellanger. Crosion Induced by Low Energy Radlonuclidesm Modeling of
Trmumn nd ts Radolytic• •rd Decay Prodms Paned in Nucler bInl, ations (Msvic•Publications,

"ISd at 11 (citing U.S. GAO, Nuclear Safety atd Health CnW and Subsandard products Are

a Govemmeut-wMe Concern (Oct. 1990)).
9 4d. at 13 .3 (quoting Atomik EnerW Comiinlon, Plgipm Nuclear Power Station Final MIS

(May 1972)).
Ild. at 11-12.
nAp¶licatmon. Appemix A,j A.2.2, at A-14.

when excavated during maintenance" and that a "focused inspection will be
performed within the first 10 years of the period of extended operation, unless

an opportunistic inspection (or an inspection via a method that allows assessment
of pipe condition without excavation [such as 'phased army' ultrasonic, or 'UT,'
technology]) occurs within this ten-year period."'4

PW argues that the preceding "are insufficient if there is a potential leak of

radioactive water from corroded components that could be migrating off-site,"'"

that the plan to use "opportunistic inspections" gives the "appearance [of) the

matter of discovering leaks []being left to chance," that the UT technology in

question Is untested by plant operating experience, and that instead there should

be "regular and frequent inspections of all components that contain radioactive
water."IW%

13mphasizing that small leaks, "if undetected, can eventually result in much

larger releases of radioactive liquid into the ground, PW notes that smaller leaks

am also more difficult to detect with measures such as noting drops in water

levels in tanks.'" Thus, according to PW, also relying on the fact that some of
the recent cases of leaked radioactive water were detected through the use of
monitoring wells, the "only effective way to monitor for [radioactive water being
drained into the ground and then the ocean] would be to have on-site monitoring
wells located between Pilgrim and the ocean," which would be suitably arrayed
and sampled regularly, and used to supplement the Applicant's planned visual
and-ultrasonic tests.'" Citing 10 C.P.R. § 20.1302 and Part 50, Appendix A,'" for
the proposition that licensees such as the Applicant are required to "demonstrate
that effluents, Including those from 'anticipated operational occurrences,' do not
expose mernlers of the public to excessive radiation doses." 2M PW argues:

While leaks ofradlosetively continated ware€into the ground forextendedperiods
of time may not have been opemdonal occrrences anticipated when the facilities
were initially designed and licensed, they can scarcely be 'unanticipated' following
the series of occurrences summarized In Exhibit A. As those events demonstrated,
unless nuclear facilities aggressively monitor for leaks both off-site and on-site, a

'94g5, Appendix B, I B.l.2 at B-17.
' 1 PW Petitlon at 12.

17Id at 13.

•Ids at 14 na.6 & 7.

wl'. at 14. PW quotes 10 CP.PR. §20.1302. which requires licensees to surMy radiation levels
so as to "demonstrate compliance with the dose limits for individal members of the public.," and
10 C.P.R. Part 50 Appendix A. which refer Iter afln. to the requiremt to "co-= l suitably the

release of radioactive iniferlal ... produced during normal reactor operaion, Including anticiped

operational occuren."
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leak can go undetected for years, and potentially life threatening releases of radiation
can migrate off-site before any problem is detected3 01

PW concludes by asserting that "[m]anagement to detect possible leaks is a site
specific safety issue which has not been properly addressed in the [Application]
and has not been adequately dealt with by the [NRC] in a generic. way at this
time," and that, because of the potential for harm to public health and safety, the
Applicant should be required to address this issue "more thoroughly ... before a
license extension for Pilgrim is granted.''M

L Entergy Answer to Pilgrim WaMh Contention 1

Applicant Entergy argues that Pilgrim Watch's first contention "is inadmissi-
ble because (1) the Contention is overbroad and unduly vague and impermissibly
challenges Commission regulation; (2) the Contention provides no basis to dispute
the adequacy of aging management program for underground pipes and tanks;
and (3) the Contention is beyond the scope of this proceeding."n'

The Applicant insists that PW's claim, that the "Aging Management Plan
does not adequately inspect and monitor for leaks in all systems and components
that may contain radioactively contaminated water," is impermissibly overbroad
because the scope of license renewal proceedings, as confined by 10 C.F.R.
§54.4, "does not encompass 'all systems and components that may contain
radioactive water,' "• and "[m]any plant systems and components that may
contain radioactively contaminated water do not fall within this defined scope of
10 C.P.. Part 54."m' Purthemoe the Applicant asserts, because the Commis-
sion has explicitly rejected a petition for rnlemaking of the Union of Concerned
Scientists, seeking to expand the scope of the license renewal rule to include
"liquid and gaseous radioactive management systems," the contention "directly
challeng[es] the Commission's contrary determination." 2" Thus, "[als such, the,
Contention impermissibly challenges Commission regulation, and to the extent
the Contention encompasses systems and components that am not subject to
the license renewal requirements of 10 C.F.R. Pant 54, the Contention must be
rejected as beyond the scope of this proceeding."•2

2011pW Petition at 15.

l1 Ld. at 15-16.
20'Bntmrg Answer to PW Petition at 11.

Mid. at 12.
MIX (citing Union of Concerned Scientists. Denial of Petition for Rulemaling. 66 Fe&L Reg.

65.141 (Dec. 1S, 2001))
2W Id.

Attacking PW's asserted failure to identify "specific PNPS systems or compo-
nents within the scope of the rule that will notbe adequately managed for aging, or
that contain radioactive water that might be released,"2 0 Applicant argues that the
contention "fails to provide a factual basis to support any claim challenging the
adequacy of the Application."2• Citing PW's reference to reports of radioactive
water leaks at other nuclear power plants, the Applicant avers that PW fails to
provide a basis to link those leaks "to any in-scope license renewal systems
and components or to any claimed inadequacy of the Pilgrim aging management
plan for buried piping and tanks."21o Applicant distinguishes the Pilgrim plant,
among other things as being a boiling water reactor with an elevated, above-grade
spent fuel pool, unlike examples cited by PW,"' and charges that PW has failed
to provide support either for its allegations of "'site specific attributes due to
[the Pilgrim plant's] history and location which makes leaks from components
and systems... more likely and more difficult to detect," 2, 2 or-for its claims
regarding inadequate " 'current methods for monitoring systems and components
such as burled piping and underground tanks.' ,"2 Additionally, the Applicant
argues that PW's references to expected failures over the Hfe of a component
or sthnctum and to the past use of "counterfeit or substandard pipe fittings
and flanges," provide no support for the contention because the former is not
site-specific to Pilgrim and the latter would be covered by a current design and
licensing basis and is not an aging issue.M"

Addressing claims regarding inspection and potential leaks of radioactive
water from corroded components, Applicant argues that PW has provided nothing
more than unsupported allegations regarding the adequacy of the inspection and
aging management programs for underground pipes and tanks." According to
the Applicant, "[n]o facts or expert opinion are provided to support the claimed
inadequacy of the aging management program," and "[n]o basis Is offered to
suggest that components are corroding nor is any information offered indicating
the appropriateness of any other inspection period.""•6

2 id.'*at 13.
20 l9d. (emphasg in odginal).
2'0ld. at 13-14.
2"i See d at 14.

2I2td. at 15-16 (quoting Pilgrim Watch Petition at 8).
2$IS,1 at 16 (quoting Pflgim Watch Petition at 9).
2141d at 16-17 (quoting Pilgrim Watch Petition at 1!).
25 $ee Id at 17.
"161d. Applicm cites Georga Teh, LBP-95-4, 41 NRC at 305, and Tthy Plft, LBP-9O-16, 31

fRC at 521 & n.12. for de prvpdftons that apetiton must provd " '[leelcl Analyses and exmi
opinion' or other factual Infoedon 'showing why Its bases spo Its contention," " d -tt -W
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The Applicant suggests that the contention's "real focus is not on aging
management, but on the adequacy of the PNPS radiological monitoring program,
which is beyond the scope of this proceeding."217 Asserting that what PW is
really requesting is an expanded radiological monitoring program at the site,2t

the Applicant contends that this concerns a current operational program that is
"not propery par of this license renewal proceeding." 2t'

2 NRC Staff Reome to PW Contention I

The NRC Staff agrees with Petitioner PW that Contention 1 is within the
scope of license renewal proceedings, but argues that it is inadmissible, first,
because it fNils to meet the requirements of 10 CA.R. §2.309(O(IXvi) that It
demonstrate that a genuine dispute exists with the Applicant regarding a material
issue of law or fact, and that it challenge either specific portions of or alleged
omissions from the Application, and Instead relies on "vague or generalized
studies and unsubstantiated assertions without rfence to the LRA [and thus]
falls to demonstrate that there am material issues of fact in dispute."2' 0 In
addition, the Staff argues, the asserted bases for the contention "lack sufficient
facts and contain no supporting expert opinion" as required under 10 CF.R.
§ 2.309(f)(l)(v), and instead "impermissibly relly] on generalized suspicions and
vague references to alleged events -at other plants and equally unparticularized
portions of general studies for providing a factual basis."22'

Following the outline headings used by PW in its petition and treating the vari-
ous outline points of PW's Contention I and its basis essentially as separate bases,
the Staff challenges each separatelyý2m According to the Staff, PW's references
to leaks at other facilities do not support the contention's admissibility, because

allegation tht m upect of a likense application is 'ifdequate' or'unacceptable' does not give rise
to a genuine dpu*t unle t Is supported by facts and a reaoned •tament of why dte aplton Is
ummaccep•be in ome mt.al espeoL" i4 at I8.

217d aSt 1.
2161d. at 18-19.
2 9 d. at 20.
2NRC Staff Response to FYW Petition at 10.
221
tmWe note that the Staff approaches this andotedr contentions by addressig the infomiatioe under

diffeent headngts In oe bses e parately, without appeamng to draw ay connections between o
aom sections. We find It morn approprate to consider, and ha consilerd the bdis for each.

con n as a whole, taking Into account any logicl connetions between sections as well as ay
supporft material Is one sectim for te point(s) made In amy ther ecOtion or sections.
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no site-specific facts relevant to the Pilgrim plant have been provided tm Nor,
according to the Staff, does that part of the basis for the contention in which PW
asserts that "[elxposure to this radiation can be a threat to human health[] and
is a violation of NRC regulations" pass muster "because Petitioner has failed to
demonstrate that there is a genuine dispute as a matter of law or fact... and fails
to provide an adequate basis in fact or expert opinion to support Its assertion."224

No deficiency or dispute with the Application is cited, according to the Staff,
"that would lead to like releases," and the reference to the BEIR VIU Report for
the proposition that "there is no safe dose of radiation" is an "impermissible
challenge to the Commission's regulations." tm

Regarding the studies cited by PW related to aging and corrosion, the Staff
argtes that these are too general to support an admissible contentionm and with
respect to the studies cited on low-energy radiation and corrosion, asserts that any
suggestion that the Pilgrim plant suffers from the same effects constitutes "mere
speculation" and "bare assertions" insufficient to support a contentionY1 The
Staff also notes that PW mentions neither the NRC's response to the OAO study on
counterfeit or substandard pipe fittings, nor subsequent actions taken in esponse
to it, and suggests that this should be taken as a failure "to provide a reason
why the OAO study is significant to this proceeding" and as "impermissibly
seek[ing] the Ucensing Board to make erroneous assumptions of fact."m The
Staff considers PW's references to ultrasonic testing to be asking the Board
to '"make an impennissible assumption of fact," and its call for "regular and
frequent inspections of all components that contain radioactive water" to be
unsupported by any "factual or expert support.'"t'

Finally, the Staff suggests PW has provided no expert or factual support for its
challenge to the adequacy of the monitoring provided in the Application, or for Its
assertion that the monitoring program at Pilgrim must be improved& According
to the Staff, PW bases its arguments relating the purported need for monitoring

,Se# Ii at 11. The Staff notes PW statement thMt the Pilrim plant has "site&specific attributes

due to its history and location which make leaks from components MAd systmm such as underground
piping mor likely and difficult to detect," but argues that "Petitioner does not provide site-specflc
facts to support tOs assertion nor identify with any specifdity how purpoftd lma at ote plants ae
relevant to Pilgflrnm" 1d (quoting PW Petition at 7-8).

2"Staff Response to PW Petition at 12 (citions odtted).
2ld at 12-13.
2MS d j& at 13-14.
2V1d. at 14.
2281& at 15.
2•21& at 15-16.
meldatl1.
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to the discoveries of leaks at other facilities on speculation and "generalized
suspicion," and cites no pan of the Application with which it has a dispute.T3

3. Pilgrim Watch Replies to Entergy and NRC Staff

In its replies to Entergy and the Staff, Pilgrim Watch charges both with at-
tempting to hold It to an incorrect standard of having to prove its contention at this
stage of this proceeding, relying on the Commission's 1989 rulemaking statement
to the effect that this is not part of the contention admissibility requirements0m
Citing in addition the Commission's advice that the factual support necessary to
show that a genuine dispute exists in relation to a contention "need not be of the
quality necessary to withstand a summary disposition motion," PW states that,
while it has not yet formally engaged the services of an expert, it "has provided
the board with extensive sources as the basis for its contentions, gleaned from
scientific, technical, public policy and government reports."m PW avers that the
Staff also purports to make the rule stricter than it already is when it argues that
expert opinion is always required, whereas the actual requirement is for "facts or

expert opinion."2"
In response to Entergy and Staff challenges to that part of the basis for

Contention 1 that concerns leaks at other facilities, PW points out that, in reading
the Application, it looked for assurances "that such an event at Pilgrim would
be quickly detected and remedied and discovered that the Aging Management
Plan does not give this assurance."'' PW asserts that "[tWhis is exactly the sort
of 'deficiency or error' in an Application that has 'independent health and safety
significance' that is material to these proceedings, and Petitioners referred directly
to the Application sections as was required."2 % PW notes that the significance of
the leaks at other facilities has been shown by the fact that the NRC has appointed
a special tritium task force to address the problem.WL

In response to Entergy's argument that the contention is overbroad in referring
generally to pipes and other components, PW points out that its discussion is
focused On those systems, including pipes and tanks, that are addressed in the

"'fit at 17-18.
mPW Reply to Entergy at 3; PW Reply to XRC Staff at 3 (citing. in each, 54 Ped. Reg. 33,170

(Au. 11, 1989)).
mPW Reply to NRC Staff at 4-5; PW Reply to Eaterg t 4.

23 lPW Reply to NRC Staf at 4.
a" t 5;,.. ae oPW Reply to Entergy at 6.

23 PW Reply to NRC Staff at 5.
m2 See ,L; PW Repl to ntery at 6.

Application, § B.l.2, at B-17, and that it is these pipes and tanks that are at issue
in the contention.2'
. PW further notes that it included a discussion of the "site-specific" fact of the

.coastal topography of the Pilgrim plant in the basis for the contention, and cites
its references to the various reports discussed in its Petition, provided to support
the various "pieces" of its basis - noting that each piece is but a part of its
overall basis.21M With regard to the reports in question, PW points out that the
issues they address - health, aging and corrosion of components, and low-energy
radionuclides and corrosion - would be applicable to Pilgrim, even though they
might not be specifically about the Pilgrim plant.20

PW emphasizes that the deficiency with regard to inspection that it alleges Is
the schedule of an inspection within the first 10 years, or "opportunistically." 24'
PW' notes that it highlighted the novelty of ultrasonic testing to support its
"'claim that additional monitoring is necessary to complement it"'M a proposal
that is intended as an "adjunct to inspections, and as an integral part. of the
Aging Management Program at Pilgrim, not as part of its operational radiological
monitoring program."2' PW notes that "it was through monitoring wells that
leaks at other facilities were discovered, and yet Pilgrim does not currently have
monitoring wells that would detect leaks of radioactive water before that water

was washed into Cape Cod Bay," and asserts that "[o]n-site wells in strategic
locations could alert Ucensee about possible problems in a morn timely way."12 "

Maintaining that it has shown "why it is unrealistic to expect to happen upon a
leaking pipe during routine maintenance activities, particularly if those activities
only take place every ten years," PW continues to argue that the "only effective.
way to monitor for such an occurrence would be to have on-site monitoring wells
located between Pilgrim and the ocean."2 5 According to PW, "[(the genuine and
material issue In dispute is whether or not the Licensee's application sufficiently
deals with th[e] safety Issue" presented in its contention.24

2MS#g PW Reply to Entergy at 5.
2 " PW Reply to NRC Staff at 6.7.
WSee Id at 6-8; PW Reply to bftergy at 7-9. PW observes ta -for the Staff to imply that

Pefttionrm Can even fely on peiftnent sKlenific atude ond-Wted in ohr prm of t em 0 to
apport owr basla in Me aMchmsett raises the bar vety high indeed,., PW Reply to NRC Staff at 8.

2411d.
•201d.

20PW Reply to ntergy at S.
24"PW Reply to NRC Staff at 8.
'45PW Reply to BOtW yat .
2"I;m in PW Reply to NRC Staff at 9.
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4A Licensing Roard Ruling on Pilgrim Watch Contention I
We find this contention, as limited below, admissible, based upon the following

analysis.
We turn first to the question of whether this contention falls within the scope

of a license renewal proceeding. We agree with the Staff in its concession that
Pilgrim Watch's first contention is within this scope, as defined at 10 C.F.R.
Part 54.247 Indeed, the fact that the Application itself contains sections concerning
"Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection," both cited by Petitioner, indicates that
Entergy implicitly agrees that this subject, insofar as it concerns those buried
pipes and tanks in its aging management program, is within the scope of license
renewalY' Obviously, if there are some pipes or tanks that do not for one reason
or another individually fall within the scope of license renewal, issues concerning
such pipes and/or tanks may not be litigated in this proceeding. But this is a
different matter than whether any buried pipes and tanks are within scope, as
some undisputedly are. While it is true that the contention's mention of "all
systems and components" may, on its face, implicate systems and components
that are not within the scope of a license renewal as defined In 10 CF.R. Part
54, such language does not remove the entire contention from the scope of this
proceeding.

We find that Pilgrim Watch. among other things by referencing the Ap-
plication's aging management plan regarding buried pipes and tanks, has sup-
porfd its contention "sufficient to establish that it falls directly within the
scope" of this proceeding,ý' and therefore satisfies the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309(f)1)(iii), to the extent that the contention concerns underground pipes
and tanks that fall within the Pilgrim aging management plan. We further find
that the contention - again, insofar as it concerns underground pipes and tanks
that are part of Pilgrim's aging management program- does not improperly
challenge any Commission rule or regulation.

We find that PW has fulfilled the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §2.309(f)(1)(i)
and (ii) by providing a sufficiently specific statement of the issue raised in the
contention and the requisite brief explanation of the basis for the contention.

'Briefly summarized, PW in Contention I challenges Pilgrim's aging management
program relating to the inspection of buried pipes and tanks for corrosion, and
to detection of leakage of radioactive water that might result from undetected
corrosion and aging. The essence of the contention is that the aging management

2O'rSee our discussion aboe in section MI of tids Menmmndum and Order.
2 AppcMion I I A.2.12, B.1.2.

Arzowa Public Serve C& (Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1,2 and 3), LBP-91-
19. 33 NRC 397,412 (1991), appeal denied on other pgrowd, CU-91-12, 34 NRC 149 (1991). See
OW Petidon at 5.

plan incorporates no mechanism for early detection of leaks, ana snoula 1o0

so. through the use of appropriately placed monitoring wells.2 The basis for
the contention includes two factors: First, the infrequency of inspections for
corrosion of relevant pipes and tanks that are underground, viewed in light of
recent discoveries of leaks at various nuclear facilities, supported by various
factual arguments and sources; and second, the fact that the plan contains no
mechanism for monitoring for'leaks.

With regard to whether, as required at 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(IXiv), the issue
raised in the contention is material to the findings that must be made to support the
sought license renewal, we find that this requirement has been met. Obviously,
the adequacy of the aging management program as It relates to underground pipes
and tanks has health and safety significances' and Is material to whether the
license renewal may be granted.

We also find that PW has satisfied the requirements of 10 CA.R.
§ 2.309(f)(IXv) for a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinion
supporting the contention, including references to sources and documents to be
relied upon. PW has raised significant factual allegations about the matters at
issue and provided various support for its contention, Petitioner alleges as fact that
the aging management plan for buried pipes and tanks that is in the Application
is deficient in limiting inspections to focused inspections within 10 years of the
license renewal, "opportunistic inspections," and inspections during excavations
for maintenance (along with additional inspections if "trending... identifies
susceptible locations," and the possibility of some ultrasonic testing).m It points
out that the plan does not include any monitoring wells, and urges that in addition
to "regular and frequent inspections," the aging management program should
include "monitoring wells in suitable locations.., to supplement visual and
ultrasonic tests."2' Moreover, PW has referred to a number of scientific articles
and reports in support of this contention, and we note that, according to some of
these reports, discovery of some of the recently found leaks in various facilities
was achieved through use of monitoring weils.2

In litigation of this contention, various scientific articles and reports referenced
by PW, as well as the existence of leaks at other facilities and the response to
those leaks, may, along with whatever other evidence and expert testimony is
provided, be relevant evidence on the factual issue of whether Pilgrim's aging

2Pw Reply to NRC Staff at 9•; PW Rel to Enteg at a.
111 See Dominion Nuclear Co•leticu. In Millstone Nuclew Power Station, Units 2 and 3).

LMP.04-15. 60 NRC 81, 89 (2004);, Prlawe F•el Srg#, LL (Independent Spent Fuel Storage
stallation), LBP-98-7. 47 NRC 142,179-80 (199U), af'd in part CI-9W-13, 48 NRC 26 (1998).
252PW Petition at 12-13.
253M at 11.14.

. 4See I& at 13-14; PW Petition, EXIL A.
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management program for underground pipes and tanks is satisfactory or deficient,
and whether as a result - again, as a factual matter - the sort of monitoring
wells that PW seeks should be included in this program.rn No doubt there will be

A•A with many sientific reports and stdies, and as with many factul circumstances that ar

discovered at a number of location, each of these may be quite relevant to condition at an Individual
facilty. The NRC's "lessons lemued" approach to analyzing a problem at one or more facilitles
la a Manner so as to prevent future occurrences at other facilities Illustrates this. Indeed, we note
the recent issuance of the Liquid Radioactive Release Lessons Learned Task Force Final Report
(SepL. ,2006; Issued publicly Oct 4,2006), available at hnp:Awwjw.cgv/rcorioperarfng/ops-
experibdd tr-relmeessoe s-len amteipdfhfte r Tdritiu mReport. In this report. although
the task force "did not identify any instances where the health of the public was Impacted," Id at
Executive Summary L it did conclude that "under the existing guhto requirements the potential
exists for unplanned and unmondtored releases of radioactive liquids to migrate offuit into the public
domainundleteed," baend on several elements, Including the fact that mi components such as
bured pipes am not physically vsile the general absence of NRC requircem for monitoring
groundwater onshe, and the possibility of migration of gmondwater contanation oft undetected.
ILd. at II; w.e K4 at 50. 'The report mentions the relevance of the 10 C.R. Part 54 license renewal
requirements to the matters at Issue, Id at 22; notes that burled system. and structures such as pipes
we "paicularly susceptible to undetected leakage," K, at 26; and recommends that the Staff verify
that the license renewal process "reviews degradation or systems containing radioactive material" as
discussed In the report, i& at 27. (We would further note that, as the report does not appewr to be
accompanied by any planned rulemaking at this time, It does not raise any questions about litigation
of the matters at isms in this contention in this proceedins, which, in any event. as with the instances
discoused in the report, Involve various site-specific elements In addition to morm generally relevant
considerations that may be Informed by the report, as weli ashy other relevant documentsnm sources.
See Otonee CLI-99-11, 49 NRC at 345 (quoting Potomac lecWcPowerCao (Douglas Point Nuclear
Generang Staton, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-218, 8 ABC 79,85 (1974) ("It has long been agency
policy that Licensing Bosard 'should not accept in Individual license proceedings contention which
ae (or we about to become) the subjec of general rlemaking by the Commission' ")); a als Duo e
Power Ch. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-B13, 22 NRC 59, 85 (1995);. Pdew
Al Storaee, LBP-98-7, 47 NRC at 179; PW Petition at 7).

We would note that any NRC guidance document on subjec related to Contention 1, while not
contrdll, may be relevant evidence on msjM relating to Contention 1. In this regar we observe as
well that Entergy has, In support of its ams ion that its aging management program for buried pipes
and tanks is suffiie, directed us to the "GALL Report." which provides the NRC Staff's regulatory

gidance on aging managemen" of burled piping and tanks. NUREO-IS01, "Genrk Aging Lessons
Leaned (GALL) Repot" Vol. 2, Rev. I at XI-M-95; see Entergy Answer to PW at 18 n.9;, Tr. at
325-26. Without making any determination on the merits of this contention, It does appear that the
Applicat's proposed program likely complies with the minimum standards of the guidance therein

set out.
However, several factors with regard to the GALL Report we particularly noteworthy in the context

of Contentim I and the arguments regarding it. First. of course, the dALL Report represen
general guidace for the Staff's review, and does not specify the only acceptable way to sat
the raeiiremen of 10 C.FJR § 54.21. Cmwm oa the Univrsity ofMbrmd (hUMP-S Project),
CL-95-k 41 NKC 386, 397 (1995) ("NU1EOs and Regulatory Guides we advisory by naot ad

(Contmined)

argument about the extent to which various items of evidence are relevant and do
or do not establish various facts. But Petitioners are not required to prove alleged
facts at the contention admissibility stage. In addition, although PW has indicated

do not themselves Inpme lel requirements on either the Commission or Its lIeneees"). Second0
the guidance of the report foces pdmarly upon esuing the continIng effectiveness of external
coatfngs and wrappings to manage the effec of corrosio rather than on any methods to detect
failure other than by physical inspection. M64 while the report states that "inspections performed
to confrm that coating and wappi are intact wm an effeeti method to ensr that cmros of
exttma sWfae hs M ocred adm thntendh e fnenton Is maitain'ed" UREO-SO, GAL.
ReporL Vol. 2. Rv. I at XI-M-I1, It goes on to indla at, "because the Inspectin fequency Is

planspeciflceanddepend on the plant opersatn experenete ap~plcnt'rsp specificoperatin
expeence Is fahther evaluated for the extended per•d of operaton." Id at polnt 10. Thu, the
report Inmplicily contemplates that an a ptale plan will be plant-.pecifl an depend on operating
experience.

lIn this Instanece Applicant Im proposed to comply with the suggested general guideline for
frequ y of Inspection - "an oppMtnist ip o*n" wihn a M-year period - that Is the
mnnrrs suggested In the guidance (wheran it is stated that "it Is anticipated tht one or more
opportunistic Inspections may occur within a ten year period" and tht "prior to enterng the period
of imtended opmati, the ampWlmant is to vef that there Is at l ow opportunistic or focused
Inspection... performe within the past ten years"). Id at XI14-111-112 No piay herorg
that the applicant has failed to follow this guidanme rather, insof•a th report is viewed as
providing guidance on an acceptable plan, at issue here is *Vkfdencyof a plan that complies ony with
the mimer requrts thereof - which my or may not he sufilcent based on cimmstanes
indc g.siepecific facto

Pilgrim Watch questions whether visual Inspection at th proposed Inrvs, together with possible
uMe of ultrasonic testing (at only a selected sample of locetom) i sffkimnt to ange the effects
of afin by detecting •, faWre of teo bured plres and tanks (whethde by inc tfailure
of coatings and wappngs f otherwise). and suggests that e plaN should include leak detectd
mechaims (such as monitoring wells) to discover y actual failurm raner than rely only on he
proposed periodic visual inspections and potential se of ultrasonic testin. See PW Petition at 11-14.

We find that this chal•enge raises factual issues from two pespectlve. First, It can be viewed, In its
most ret form, as a challenge to the adequacy of the prpoed Interval of inspecton. Second, t can
be viewed. in its pointing out of the iack of monitoring for leaks that would he indicative of pipe ortank faiure, as a challenge to the adequac ofa pia which merel satisfies the miniu reureet

of regultor guidance which In and of itself, apeast to contemplate smue plant-specific elements
With regard to the filst perspectiv It Is unclear at this point whethe or not this pro ed perodicity
Is safficient for Ons plat, amd with regadm to the second, It Is lkewie prematur to say whether or
not monltoring for leaks Is properly pat of an aging management pln designed to prevent leaks.
Thus, insof a the Applicant may be viewed as arguing that it has compiled with the requirements of
NUREG-O1801, we find such rgumet to he lnsufficlent. for the purpoes of conteo admissibility
co, to ovcme suh atual challeg.These we m ea tre properly addressed on
the mert at the approprat stage of the proceeding for such considerim.
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that it will have an expert to support its admitted contention(s),ý' it is not required
to have such an expert at this time.2"

We would also note that the subject of "monitoring" is not irrelevant merely
because some monitoring may be part of operational activities on a continuing
basis. The fact that some "monitoring" may occur as part of ordinary plant
operations does not exclude it from license renewal, as illustrated, for example,
by section A.2.1.0 of the Application, concerning the "Diesel Fuel Monitoring
Program." PW alleges that the aging management program of inspection for
corrosion and leakage from underground pipes and tanks at Pilgrim is insuffi-
cient, supported by various facts, documents, sources, and a reasoned fact-based
argument, and asserts that the best way to address this deficiency (based on
topographical facts set forth in the original FEIS for the Pilgrim plant) is to add
leak detection through monitoring wells between the plant and Cape Cod Bay.
Whether the addition of such wells may be appropriate, and necessary, as part
of Pilgritn's aging management plan for underground pipes and tanks, is, as
indicated above, a factual matter, the answer to which depends upon whether the
plan, absent such monitoring, is adequate to detect and remedy any corrosion or
other potential for leakage, and any leakage that may actually occur, in a timely
and effective manner. If a plan is found as a factual matter to be inadequate in
this regard, and that additional inspection and other measures are unduly difficult
or expensive such that monitoring wells or other leak detection devices may be
the most efficient and cost-effective way of addressing the inadequacy, then they
might well be called for, as a factual matter, to augment existing parts of the aging
management plan.

Finally, with respect.to the requirement at 10 C.F.R. §2.309(f)(XIvi) that
PW provide sufficient information to show a genuine dispute on a material issue
of law or fact, including specific references to portions of the Application it
disputes and the reasons for the dispute, there is no doubt that Petitioners -must
.provide something more than bare allegations or "unsubstantiated assertions."
We find that PW has done more, and has satisfied the requirements of section
2.309(f)(l)(vi), insofar as the contention asserts that the aging management plan

-is inadequate in not includingleak detection methods (such as monitoring wells)
as a part of it, to supplement existing provisions. In support of this, PW has made
a reasoned argument supported, as we note above, by facts, exhibits, scientific
reports, and by reference to Appendices A and B of the Application, more

2XTr. at 300.
2 " If the remnalnder of thebasis and -wpomt for a contentionwee s sprse a to plode dmission

of ft Contention bosed solely on such oer msppo then the presence or absence of an expen might
come into play in ailing on the admissibility of the contention. But this Is not the situation with PVls
Contention I, which we find to be uffidently supported, without idication of a retained expet at
this point.

specifically to section A.2.1.2. at A-14, and section B.1.2, at B-17. It challenges
the absence of monitoring wells to serve as leak detection devices, strategically
placed between the plant and the coast toward which all water that may be released
through any leaks from such pipes and tanks would flow. It asserts that such wells
are a necessary part of a system to manage the aging of buried pipes and tanks,
particularly where the plan is to inspect only once within the first 10 years of the
new license unless an opýortunistic occasion arises. It is clear that the participants
are genuinely in dispute on this material issue of fact, which we find Petitioner
PW has raised and supported sufficiently to admit Contention 1.

In admitting this contention, however, we limit it in two respects. First, the

contention is limited to those underground pipes and tanks that do fall within

those described in 10 C.F.R. Part 54,2" which is an issue that may require further
clarification as this proceeding progresses. Second, although PW in its basis for
Contention I has specifically referenced "violation[s] of 10 C.F.R. § 20.1302 and
§ 50 Appendix A";2 " the basis also contains certain suggestions that doses not In

violadton of NRC regulations might be harmful to health.20 The former may be
litigated with respect to this contention; the latter may not. With such limitations,
the contention we admit states as follows:

The Aging Management program proposed in the Pilgrim Application for license
renewal is inadequate with regard to aging management of buried pipes and tanks
that contain radioactively contaminated water, because it does not provide for
monitoring wells that would detect leakage.2 t

C. Pilgrim Watch Contention 2: The Aging Management Plan
at Pilgrim Falls To Adequately Monitor for Corrosion In
the Drywell Uner

Pilgrim Watch In their second contention states:

The Aging Management program proposed in the Pilgrim application for license
renewal fails to adequately assur the continued integrity of the drywell liner, or
shell, for the requested license extension. The drywell liner is a safety-related
containment component, and its actual wall thickness should be confirmed by
periodic ultrasonic testing (UT) measurements at all critical areas, including those

2m 3*g 10 C.F.R. §S4.21(aXI)O) ('"these stnctures and components i•wdw, hug are n limitAd
to ... piping .... " (emphasis added)). me also P'W Petition at 4.

"9PW petition at S.
26 See iS at &9.
"I With respect to exactly which pipes and tanks do fall within Pilgrim's aging managemen

prgnrm, this Is addressed to an extent In the Application, althoush fuwer definition may be required
as the adjudication of this case proceeds fomwat
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which are Inaccessible for visual inspection. The current plan does not adequately
monitor for corrosion in these inaccessible areas, nor does it include a requirement
for a root cause analysis when corrosion is found.m

As basis for this contention, Pilgrim Watch states that:

A contention about a matter not covered by a specific role need only allege that
the matter poses a significant safety problem. Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units I and 2), LBP-82-116, 16 NRC 1937, 1946 (1982). The drywell
liner has been identified by the NRC and the Applicant as a safety-related structure
to be maintained both as a pressure-related boundary and for structural support
It is required to contain and control the release of fission products to the Reactor
Building in the event of a Design Basis Accident, including a Loss-Of-Coolant-
Accident (LOCA) so that the off-site radiation dose to the surrounding communities
remains within NRC designated limits. This structure is therefoe vital to the
protection of the health, safety and welfare of the public and Petitioners' members.
Recent events cited herein have demonstrated that the conosion of Mark I Drywells
is a major safety issue that is not addressed by current NRC Guidance Documents.
Pilgrim has a history of corrosion in different areas of the drywell and them has been
a reduction In drywell wall thickness. Despite this fact, the Aging Management
Program does not adequately monitor for corrosion in the drywell and drywall
wall thickness. The Aging Management Program should address this Issue, -and
perform root cause analysis where any corrosion is found, before a license renewal
is granted.2'

To support its allegation that corrosion of Mark I drywells Is a major safety-
related issue, Pilgrim Watch has referenced a 1986 NRC Information Notice (IN
86-99) acknowledging the potential for corrosion, as well as a 1992 NRC Safety
Evaluation of drywell integrity at the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
- also a Mark I reactor - discussing corrosion detected by UT measurements.20.
In conjunction with its discussion of known corrosion problems at Mark I steel
containment shells, PW also notes a January 31,2006, meeting held by NRC "to
discuss the proposed interim staff guidance [ISO] for license renewal associated
with Mark I steel containment drywell shellfs]."25 Citing sentiments expressed
by the NRC Staff in the meeting, PW argues that the NRC has recognized that
a relevant "Generic Aging Lesson Learned" (GALL) report "does not provide

262W Petitio at 17.
281d at 18&19.
2H41I at 19-20.

28Id at 20 #.9 (citing "NRC Conference Call isnumy 31, 2006 to discuss die pr idterim
staff guidance for license renewal association with Mark I seel containment drywell shelL Power
paint Presention and dimsion by ML Lnh The" (sm NJRS Oyster Ceek Motion for Lev To
Add Contentions or Supplement (Feb. 7.2006), ADAMS Acession No. ML0604705540).

sufficient guidance for detecting and monitoring potential corrosion in the drywe
shell, particularly in inaccessible areas," and that "all Mark I reactors have
potential problem and require evaluation?" Pilgrim Watch cites, and includes i
an attachment to its Petition, a 2006 Federal Register notice entitled "Propose
License Renewal Interim Staff Guidance LR-ISG-2006-01: Plant-Specific Agin
Management Program for Inaccessible Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark
Steel Containment Drywell Shell"n 7; PW explains that it seeks to intervene a
the drywell corrosion issue "because the license renewal process for Pilgrim hi
already begun-and will likely be completed before a final Staff Guidance on thi
problem is lssued."''

Petitioners argue that unless they am allowed to intervene on this issue - i

effect, if this contention is not admitted - "these concerns win not be adequatel
addressed as part of the Pilgrim license renewal."2' Conceding that the issv
clearly now has the attention of the NRC, PW argues that the possibility of
future Staff Guidance being issued "should not preclude Petitioners' interventia
on this issue," citing case law for the principle that "[plarticipation of the NR,
Staff in a licensing proceeding is not equivalent to participation by a priva
intervenor."n

According to Pilgrim Watch, in addition to the evidence regarding all Man
I Steel Containment Drywell Shells, the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station "h;
a history of corrosion in different areas of the drywell, and there has been
reduction in drywell wall thickness."''

Pointing to Appendix B of the Application, PW asserts that the Appltca
has identified specific instances of corrosion that were discovered and remedit
and that the Applicant incorrectly suggests that such discovery and remedy
evidence of a successful aging management programm Instead, PW argues, th
demonstrates that corrosion is occurring and does not prove that all corrosion at
degradation is being detected and remedled&m To further support its assertlor
that corrosion and degradation are occurring or will occur at Pilgrim, Petition
references the same "bathtub curve" risk profile it cited in support of its fir
contention as applying to aging nuclear power plants, again claiming that in d

264Pw Petition at 20.

2071 Fed. Reg. 27,010 (May 9. 2006).
25 FW Peftilon at2l.

7M At (citlig Wkwhingon P li Power$Mply Sýystem (WPPSS Nucler Project No. 3). ALAB-7,

18 NRtC 1167. 1175-76 (1983)).
27•Id at 22.
mlit
2721,L
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renewal period Pilgrim will be in the "wear-out" phase, making degradation

more likely.Y'
Turning to the specifics of the Aging Management Program at Pilgrim, Pilgrim

Watch argues that an inspection of the drywell liner every 10 years is not adequate,
nor is the primary reliance on visual examinations of the drywell because such
inspections cannot monitor inaccessible areas.m Assessing the procedures set
forth in Appendix A.2.1.17 of the Application, and the Aging Management
Program's reference to the use of ultrasonic testing of drywell thickness, Pilgrim

Watch states that it is "not clear from the Application where and how often"

the drywell thickness would be measured using such tests.m Pilgrim Watch cites

the work of Dr. Rudolf H. Hausler for the proposition that reliance on visual

inspections would be of "limited usefulness." tm n Thus, PW asserts, noting the

overall difficulty of inspecting inaccessible areas, visually or by UT, "the Aging

Management Plan should require a root cause analysis any time water leakage
into the drywell region has been found." 2"

Concluding, Pilgrim Watch contends that the Pilgrim aging management plan

"should include regular UT metasements of all critical areas of the drywell liner
and a root cause analysis of any drywell areas where water has been found before
license renewal is granted." 7" PW advocates frequent enough UT measurements
"to confirm that the actual corrosion measurement results are as projected";
that the measurements should be expanded into areas not previously inspected,
including multiple measurements to determine "crevice corrosion, in the liner
that is submerged in the concrete floor as well as those areas identified by a root
cause analysis that may have caused leakage; submission of results to the NRC
as publicly available documents in this license renewal proceeding; concurrence
with relevant ASME standards; and immediate incorporation of the NRC Staff
Interim Staff Guidance into the Aging Management Program.m

1. Entergy Amwer to Pilgrim Watch Contention 2

The Applicant argues that Contention 2 is inadmissible because "it does not
address and therefore fails to identify any deficiency in the discussion of this
issue in the Application[,] ... provides no basis to dispute the adequacy of aging
management program for the drywell liner[,. and t]herefore, fails to establish

V4 I. at 22-23.
2"Sld at 23.

2n Id at 24.

" tOld. tt24-25.

any genuine dispute concerning a matenat issue. -' uruming nrst co tugnn
Watch's references to the "Proposed License Renewal Interim Staff Guidano
LR-ISG-2006-0h: Plant-Specific Aging Management Program for Inaccessibl,
Areas of Boiling Water Reactor Mark I Steel Containment Drywell Shell,"m t
Applicant states that Pilgrim Watch has failed to acknowledge or "address thi
amendment to the license renewal application that Entergy submitted on May 11
2006, to provide additional information responsive to this proposed guidance."n
The Applicant argues that the contention "does not directly controvert (the
position taken by the applicant," in its application amendment, and thus, tht
"contention is subject to dismissal."2'

The Applicant claims that "the proposed interim staff guidance does no
support Pilgrim Watch's allegation that Entergy's aging management progran
does not adequately monitor for corrosion in inaccessible areas." 2" Insistini
that the proposed guidance does not require monitoring in the inaccessible areas
Applicant argues that it instead "recommends development of a corrosion rati
that can be inferred from past UT examinations." Pointing to Amendmen
No. I of its license renewal application, Applicant states that it "has addresse

"this ilssue in the manner recommended in the NRC proposed guidance.m Tht
Applicant challenges other of PW's allegations as well, including those assertinj
inadequacies in the aging management program for the drywell liner. Applican
notes that PW has failed to contradict or assess the programs outlined in di
Amendment to the Application, which include "[a] host of actions... not limitet
to 'inspection of the drywell liner every 10 years' as alleged in the Contention." 'n
Applicant states that no basis has been shown for PW's allegation of a histoi
of corrosion, and, finally, argues that PW has failed to address the root caus,
discussion in section B.0.3 of Appendix B to the Application when it assert
that the aging management program for the drywell shell impermissibly omitsi
requirement for root cause analysis when corrosion is found.m

21 Eater Answer to PW Petition at 20.
M71 Fed. Reg. 27,010.
2 " fntegy Answer to PW Petition at 21 (dtlng Letter from S. Bethay to US. Nuclear Reulatog

Cormissloa, Uce Renewal Application, Amenmem No. I (Ma 11. 2006). ADAMS Accesso
No. ML061380549).

"•MI4 at 21.

M1 at22.

217l1& at 22.23.
2ssd at 24.
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2. NRC Staff Respone to Pilgrim Watch Contention 2

The NRC Staff does not dispute that the contention falls within the scope of the
license renewal proceeding, but, like the Applicant, argues that it is inadmissible
because it fails to present a genuine Issue of law or fact as required by 10 C.FR.
§ 2.309(f)(1)(vi), and also asserts that "it lacks a basis in fact or expert opinion"
as required by section 2.309(f)(1)(v).2" Instead, the Staff asserts, the "Petitioner
impermissibly attempts to piggyback on to the Staff's dialogue with industry
and the public relative to forthcoing Interim Support Guidance (SG) ... as
a substitute for Petitioner's obligation to provide facts or technical expertise in
support of its assertions.,"2•PW has failed, Staff argues, to provide "independent
facts or expert opinion beyond Staff dialogue with industry.2 ' Further, the Staff
faults Pilgrim Watch for making only vague references to the Application, and
thus failing to include any challenge to specific deficiencies in the application.tm

With regard to the allegations of a "history of corrosion in different areas of the
drywell" at Pilgrim, the Staff argues that the contention's reference to the "toers
bays and drywell spray header" is misdirected, stating that these "are entirely
distinct features from the drywell shell'"' Similarly, the Staff contends that the
Union of Concerned Scientists Report cited by Pilgrim Watch fails to provide
a factual basis for the contention. because it "makes no mention of Pilgrim,
the IRA or drywell shell region." 2' Finally, regarding PW's argument that the
Pilgrim Aging Management Plan is deficient for failing to provide for sufficient
Ins•ection of the drywell. the Staff also faults PW for failing to address the May
Amendment to the Application and urges that as a result PW's argument does not
support admission of the contention because it fails to present a genuine dispute
of law or fact.2

3. Pllgrlm Watch Replies to Entergy and NRC Staff

In its reply to the Applicant, Pilgrim Watch concedes that it did not mention the
Applicant's License Amendment regarding drywell monitoring In Its Petition, but
insists that the Applicant did not notify the Petitioner as to its existence, nor was
the Amendment made part of the Application "on the Pilgrim I License Renewal

2 Staff Respome to •W Petition at 19.
2id. (ciaio mitted.
2911&
2"Seci1st2l."3 I/d. a 1

294d. at 22.

39Sdj

Site." 2" However, having now assessed the Amendment, Pilgrim Watch argues
that the Applicant fails to satisfy the standards in the recently released proposed
guidance regarding this issue.2" The guidance, according to Pilgrim Watch,
requires the development of a plant-specific aging management plan to address
corrosion in the inaccessible areas of the drywell shell, and a development of
"corrosion rates" for these areas.2" Pilgrim Watch faults the Applicant because
"it appears that measurements have only been taken twice in the inaccessible
embedded areas, and these measurements have been discontinued"; according to
PW, "[t]his does not appear to conform with the proposed ISG."2'

Responding. to the Staff, PW disputes the argument that it "impermissibly
att-mpts to piggyback" on the Staff's dialogue with Industry as the basis for its
contention. " According to PW, unlike instances where a Petitioner relies wholly
on the "existence of RAIs to establish deficiencies in the application," as cited
by the Staff, here Pilgrim Watch is simply arguing that Pilgrim should "at least
meet the new standards outlined in [the] ISO." 2M Petitioner further contends
that its contention and basis "directly refer to sections of the Ucensee's Aging
Management Program for the drywell liner,"2m and, based on the inadequacies
that it has shown in this program, again requests inoqxrton of the proposed
NRC requirements into the Pilgrim aging management program before any license
renewal is granted.3"

4. Lcensing Board Raling on Contention 2

We find this contention, though within the scope of license renewal and
meeting other relevant requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f), to be inadmissible
because it falls to meet the requirement of 10 C.FJ.R § 2.309(f)(vi) that sufficient
information be shown to demonstrate that a genuine dispute exists with the
applicant on a material issue of law or fact. In this contention, as argued by
Staff, PW essentially relies on the interim Staff guidance, seeking to require
Applicant to comply with the guidance. Moreover, particularly With regard to
the May 11, 2006, amendment to the Application, PW does not state with any
specificity or provide Information showing how the actions and proposed actions

2" pflpm Watch IRep to E at 10-11.
MIA at I2% me LR-ISO-2I.n4I). PION-Speclfic Aging Manement Phroam for Inaccessble

Arms of Baifin Water Reactor Mark I Steel Contsintmed Drywen Shem.
W Reply toBnlergy a 12.

2elld.
PWReytoNRCSta a t 1

30114

M &# 5& at 11.
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of the Applicant do not comply with the Staff guidance, stating only, in its reply,
that "[t]his does not appear to conform with the proposed ISO."' 4 The Board is
not permitted to draw any inferences on behalf of a petitioner, and in the absence
of any more specific statement than has been provided, showing how the specific
actions of Applicant fall short, or some nexus with problems at other plants, we
find the contention fails to show any genuine dispute on a material issue of fact
relating to the matters at issue.

Applicant Entergy has detailed in its amendment how it has in fact done
UT testing of the drywell shell, both at points adjacent to the inaccessible sand
cushion region and also, on two occasions, of the shell immediately above the
send cushion area, by chipping away the concrete above the points of testing.30 It
has stated that the result of this testing has been that the thickness of the shell at
the areas tested is "essentially as-builLt""' It has explained that it ceased doing
UT measurements in the inaccessible sand cushion region, based on satisfactory
results from monitoring for leakage from the annulus air gap drains (which
provide for drainage from the sand cushion area); satisfactory thickness at the
9-foot elevation sand cushion region (and upper drywell); the existence of high
radiation in the areas where the sand cushion UT exams were performed; and
the potential for damage to the diywell shell from the tools used to chip away
concrete when UT testing of the sand cushion area was performed.- With no
more specific information being provided to show that these are not acceptable
reasons for ceasing the UT testing or that other measures taken by Applicant are
unsatisfactory than that it "does not appear" that these satisfy the ISO, we see
no genuine dispute being raised about the actions taken by the Applicant and
whether they satisfy the ISO. Whether the Applicant's actions. and procedures do
or do not satisfy the ISO will be determined by the Staff in the course of their
license renewal review, and Staff has indicated that it will assure compliance
with dhe SO.31 In order for a petitioner to have a contention admitted on

-- 'epWReplyto m ergyat 12.
3ssSee Pilgrim Licnem Renewal Applicaton, Amendment I (May 11, 2006) at 3, ADAMS

Accession No. ML061380549 !hmeelnul Amendment].

•MSee at 2-3.
"At onal NumeM, t Staff stated dtat they "intend to apply the elemem of the draft ISO to

doe rnewal applcktion. The extent whic those amendme addes tf e ISO is just going to be a
matter of review." Tr. at 353. The Staff responded affinnatively to questioning from the Lienming
Bowrd Chair as to whether they would "make sure the ISO Is complied with completely." I Enterly
counsel stated that, although Entefl would 'like to see dt finaired ISO before I commit to ssyLl
I would assmen that If It's along te Hanes of the prpsed ISO that we would (commit to complying
with the ISOY." 'Tr. at 356.

this subject, however, more information must be shown than has been shown
here."

D. Pilgrim Watch Contention 3: The Environmental Report Is
Inadequate Because It Ignores the True OfMsite Radiological and
Economic Consequences of a Severe Accident at Pilgrim In Its
Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMA) Analysis '

Pilgrim Watch here contends:

'The Environmental Report inadequately accounts for off-site health exposure and
economic costs in its SAMA analysis of severe accidents. By using probabilistic
modeling and incorrectly inputting certain parameters into the modeling software,
Entergy has downplayed the consequences of a severe accident at Pilgrim and
this has caused It to draw Incorrect conclusions about the costs versus benefits of
possible mitigation alternatives."1 '

-Pilgrim Watch's argument that this contention is within the scope of license
renewail" is not disputed;"' severe accidents, and alternatives to mitigate severe
accidents, are listed as a "Category 2" issue in 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Subpart
A, Appendix B. Petitioner also cites Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulatory authority for the proposition that environmental impacts that are
"reasonably foreseeable" and have "catastrophic consequences, even if their
probability of occurrence is low," must still be considered in an EIS;313 and

301 Reference may be made to the infommtlon provided byapetddiioner in the rCrkpmeeing

for compaIson purpoes. In that case, for example, among other facts shown by petitioners in their
first contention relaing to dtwel corrmln, it was demonstrated th 60 out of 143 UT measuements
at dtho 11-foot level of the sand cushon region Idicated a reduction of m-m than 114 Inch fion the
orignad deign thickness of 1.154 IncIes at that point. A,,erGm, neV Ca6 LWC (Oyser Creek
Nuclear Geneting Station), LBP4)6-7. 63 NRC 15, 213 (2006). By contrast, no reason has been
provided to doubt Etray's statement that UTr mesurements In the sand cushion region Idcatd
essentially no reduction in thickness.

In a second contention on dzYwell corrosion. admitted in pat after the first contention on dt subject
was ruled moot based on actions taen by that Applicant to address a deficienc alleged in that
coeno sm AmrOen 0Ery Co. LWC (Oysr Craek Nuocler Generating Station), LBP4)6-22,
64 NRC 229, 230-31 (2006Q the Petitioners Provided a relatively detailed argmepn in contrast to
the contention before u. For exam9 , that potion of the contemnio that was admitted meonemd a
very specific assertion that the d Uywell shell at Oyster Creek was ,0.026 inches or le" fm viollftng
AmetOen's aecceptnee criteria" In the sand bed region "due to prior corrosion." Id at 240.242.

O Petiton at 26.

312 SM Staff Respons to PW Petition at 25; Enterg Answer to PW Petition at 25-46.
313PW Petition at 26 (quoting 40 C.P.R. § 1502.2i(bXl)).
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NRC regulatory authority for the proposition that difficulty in quantification does
not excuse inclusion in the EIS, because, "to the extent that there are important
qualitative considerations that cannot be quantified, these considerations or factors
will be discussed in qualitative terms." 3t 4

Petitioner argues that this contention is material because it alleges a deficiency
in the Application that "could significantly impact health and safety"3 5 - it

is asserted that the use of "probabilistic modeling and incMrect parameters in
its SAMA analysis" results in a downplaying of the likely consequences of a
severe accident at Pilgrim, which "thus incorrectly discounts possible mitigation
alternatives" that might prevent or reduce the impact of an accident?"6

As basis for Contention 3, PW notes that the Appendix B requirement on
SAMAs provides that, even though "[tlhe probability weighted consequences
of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies of water, releases to ground
water, and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents are small for
all plants," alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must still be considered.'"
Petitioner suggests that by virtue of Entergy's use of probabilistic modeling, the
deaths, injuries, and economic consequences of an accidentcan be underestimated,
citing various legal and technical authority.""'

Further, PW asserts, Applicant used outdated versions of the MACCS231" Code
and MACCS2 User Guide,'Ignoring warnings about the code's limitations and
using incorrect input parameters?' Citing criticisms of the code, PW points to,
among other things, limitations on the code's failure to "model dispersion close
to the source... or long range dispersion," and to a user's "ability to affect the
output from the code by manipulating the inputs and choosing parameters.""'
Stating that it is impossible for PW to fully evaluate the SAMA conclusions of the
Applicant, "[w]ithout knowing what parameters were chosen by the Applicant,"
PW posits several "reasons that Entergy's described consequences of a severe
accident at Pilgrim look so small," based on the MR, and discusses several
specific categories of what It contends are incorrect Input data to the SAMA
analysis."' These alleged errors relate to meteorological data (including wind

3141, at 27 (citing 10 I-.R. 951.71).
"I3 Iat 28 (citing Millstone, LBP-04-15, 60 NRC at 89).
3141d at 28.

l7ld. at 29-30 (citing 10 C.P.R. POnt 51, Subpart A, Appernix B)..

"11 at 30-31.
3 19MACMS stands for "MELCOR Accident Cmsequence Code System"; see PW Petition at 31.

-MSeePW PetitiM at 31.
"I ad. at 33; we iL at 31-34 & n.13, 14 (citing D. . COani and M.L Young. Code Manualfor

MACCS2: VoL 1. User's OGud (Sandia Nat Lab. 199MY, MACCS2 Computer Code Applicaton
Gyddancefor DocumnentedmSy Ant•lys (D%0, 2004).

'2' PWPetitionMt34.

speed, wind direction, and dispersion), demographic and emergency response
data relating to evacuation delay time and speed, and economic data."' PW
alleges that the Applicant's undercounting of the costs of a severe accident could
have led to erroneous rejection of mitigation alternatives, and that further analysis
is necessary. 2 4

Pilgrim Watch challenges the modeling of the Application's atmospheric
dispersion of a point release of radionuclides because it allegedly does not take
into account meteorological conditions such as wind speed and direction changes,
the sea breeze phenomenon, and coastal topography.-m Citing various authority
in support of its arguments, including a Massachusetts Department of Public
Hidath report on the "Feasibility of Exposure Assessment for the Pilgrim Nuclear
Power Plant," and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.194,3" PW contends that the data
used in the Application - taken from the reactor site and the Plymouth airport
- should be replaced with more specific data that take into account the specific
characteristics of the Plymouth area"

Pilgrim Watch challenges the demographic and other data used in the Appli-
cation, arguing that, because of the unpredictability and complexity of the winds
at the Pilgrim site, a larger, mom, inclusive population, located "within rings
around the plant," should be used when calculating offsite dose costs.'2' Noting
that the sensitivity analysis used in the Application does not include the most
current information on emergency evacuation needs,3" and suggesting that it does
include a faulty assumption "that the longest likely delay before residents begin
to evacuate is 2 hours," PW proposes that the analysis should take into account
phenomena such as the need for some who cannot evacuate to shelter in place,
special events that bring large numbers of the public onto the roads at times, and
"shadow evacuation,", or Voluntary evacuation by persons not within the formal
evacuation area.3" Petitioner suggests the need for greater realism and accuracy

m O IA at 34-45.
"see Ia at 4849.
3" .K at 34-38.

YM$Se IL (cit J.D. Spengler and OJ. Keeler. eabily( Ef xpome Asesnent for the Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Plant (1985); NRC Resulatoty Guide 1.194 (June 2003);. dwin S. Lymn. Union of
Concerned Scien , "Cemobyl on the Hudson? The Health and Economic Impact of a Teneist
Attack at the Mndan Point Nuclear Flo," at 16(2004)).

mSee u at 37-38.
mid. at 38.
329 !indeicates that a ltteportpieprmed for ntergy thua that used in the Pilgim SAMA analysis

"idles on newer cens data and newer roaway geometric dam." PW Petion at 39.40 (citing
"Pilgrim Nuclear Power Statio Development of Evacustion Time Estimnates" XLD TR3-8. Rev. 6
(Oct. 2004)). A. KMD, "Pilgim Station Evacuaton Time Estimates and Tmfc Matagement Plan
Update," Rev. 5 (Nov. 19M8).

"'PW Petition at 41-43.
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in the evacuation analysis, as well as assumption of "the worst case scenario.""'
PW supports these. arguments with a factual discussion, along with references to
specific sections of the Application and various other documents and studies."

Noting "[olne of the cited criticisms of the MACCS2 Code - 'i.e., "that

'the economic model included in the code models only the economic cost of

mitigative actions"' - PW points out that, although costs of decontamination,

condemnation of property that camnot be sufficiently decontaminated, and com-

pensation to persons forced to relocate as a result of an accident are included,
not accounted for is any resulting loss of economic activity in Plymouth County.
or other neighboring counties with significant tourism (including the Cape Cod
area), travel to which is through Plymouth County."3 One example provided Is

that of Plimoth Plantation, which is "less than five miles from the plant (and]
brings in almost $10 million per year."'' PW also attaches as an exhibit to this
contention a study on the economic impact of travel on Massachusetts counties,
prepared for the Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism.3"

Finally, PWprovides an example of an alternative that it contends the Applicant
wrongly dismissed as a result of its SAMA analysis - namely, adding a filter to
the Direct Toms Vent.3"

1. Entergy Answer to Pilgrim Watch Contention 3

The Applicant argues that Contention 3 is inadmissible "because (1) the Con-
tention impermnssibly challenges Commission regulation, and (2) the Contention
provides no basis to establish a material dispute of fact regarding the adequacy
of the SAMA analysis in the EM"" 7 In Its first argument, Applicant asserts
that Pilgrim Watch has "misread," thus misapplied, and in effect challenged
Commission regulations regarding SAMA analysis."m The root of this problem,
according to the Applicant, is Pilgrim Watch's assertion that SAMA analysis
should be focused on severe accident mitigation alternatives and not severe acci-

*It lE at 40.
m-'S id at 39-42 (citing KLD-TR-382, Rev. 6, Rev. 5; Calculation of Reactor Accident Con-

sequene (CRAC-2) (Sandia NM. Lab., 19S2); NAS. The Sa&t & S&eVafy of Commeial Spen
NMI-.- F-1 StemR, Pblc Repmo (2005); Donald Ziegler and n" johnon., Jr. Evacuation
Behavior In Response to Nuelear Power Plant Accident The Prwo toria Gogmplwr (May 1984)).

"Ild. at 43-44 ntaenl quotations omitted).
3 4 l"ls at44.
mS•ee FW eition,% Exhibit D. e• EconolmiclImpact of Travel on Masachuets Counties, 2003,

pepad for the Massachuett Offie of Thrve and Toudsm by the Reaewch Depaitnt of the
Travel lnduaby Association of America. Washington. D.C. Imusy 200).

ml'W Petion at 45-48.
3m" _tery Answer to IW Petiton at 25.

ISekl

dent risks.3" Pointing to the Third Circuit decision in Limerick Ecology Action,
Inc. v. NRC,30 and the Commission decision in Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire
Nuclear Station, Units I and 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), C.I-
02-17,34 the Applicant argues that the Commission and reviewing courts have
endorsed the position that "the evaluation of risk is at the heart of a SAMA
analysis." that "only by considering risk can one determine those alternatives
that provide the greatest benefit for the dollars expended," and that PW is in
error in suggesting that a SAMA analysis is "to focus solely on mitigation of
consequences without regard to the likelihood of their occurrence."''m Applicant
emphasizes the centrality of the risk calculation by describing the Third Circuit's
discussion of how the probability of a risk may change with population densityr
andthe Commission's statement that reductions in risk are "assessed in terms of
the total averted risk, averted public exposure (health risk converted Into dollars
to estimate the cost of the public health consequence), averted onsite cleanup cost,
averted offsite property damage costs, averted exposure costs, and averted power
replacement costs." 3' Applicant also quotes from a Commission decision in the
McGuire/Catawba license renewal proceeding:

Whether a SAMA may be worthwhile to implement is based upon a cost-benefit
analysis - a weighing of the cost to implement the SAMA with the reducion in
risks to public health, occupational health, and offsite and onsite property.'4

Applicant characterizes PW's argument as being that "risk Is to be ignored
[in a SAMA analysis] and that only consequences are to be considered," and
argues that this approach is contray to the SAMA rule.O Applicant concludes its
argument that Contention 3 "impermissibly challenges Commission Regulation"
with the following statement:

- In short, Pilgrim Watch's claim that the Pilgrim SAMA analysis erroneously focuses

ad, at 25-26.
'M869 FM2d 719 (3d Cir. 1989).
341 CL102-,7,56 NRC 1 (2002).

M Entergy Answer to 1Y Petition at 26.
34 sId. at 27; me medck, 8569 P.2d at 738-39.
M Etergy Answer to PW Petition at 27 n.15 (citing McoGurrCabwba. CLI.4.-17, 56 NRC at

8 n.14). Applicant notes as well the Camvnlslon's prediction that It would be "unlikely that any
site-pecific consideration of evem accident nitigation alternatives for licens renewal wil IdendtI
major Plan( dOe8u chaget or mod ImNOv that will prove to be cost-beeficlul for ueducng sever
accident frequency or consequnesm." Id. at 28 (citing 61 Fad. Rag. 28,467, 28,481 (June 5, 1996)
(emphas added by Applican)

34s Enterl, Answer to PW Petition at 26 (quoting McGuire/Caawbl CLI-02-17. 56 NRC at 7-).
3"ld at 27.
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on risk so as to improperly minimize the consequences of a SAMA is not supported.
The reduction of risk (likelihood of occurei times severity of consequences) is

the fundamental tenet of SAMA analysis. Moreover, because the impacts from
severe accidents as determined by the Commission ae "SMALL" the Commission
does not expect a properly conducted SAMA analysis "to identify signUicant

[plat] modifications that ae cost-beneficial"..., which isexactly counter to the

underlying premise of Contention 3.

In its second argument, Applicant urges that Contention 3 fails to raise

any material dispute of fact insisting that it lacks any "factual basis to show

that the different modeling assumptions and estimates that it claims should

have been used in the SAMA analysis would have any material impact on the

results of the analysis."' 4' Asserting that the "contention rests on several faulty

premises," Applicant reiterates its argument described above and claims that

the "miseharacterzatlon of the SAMA analysis" has tainted its contention and

"provides no basis for an admissible contention."'• Applicant notes that, "[als

would be expected by the Commission," its SAMA analysis "does not identify
any significant modification to mitigate severe accidents to be cost-beneficial,"
but does find five alternatives to be "potentially cost beneficial" and recommends
further evaluation and consideration of these." In addition, it points out that it

identified benefits for more than fifty of the fifty-nine SAMAs it did evaluate,
contrary to Petitioner's assertion of "zero" benefits identified."'

Applicant argues that "Contention 3 impermissibly presumes the materiality

of its asserted deficiencies and pleads no facts to establish their materiality,."'
According to the Applicant, "the Contention sets forth nothing to establish that
the asserted deficiencies would, if corrected as claimed by the Contention, alter
the result of the SAMA evaluations.""' Applicant suggests that:

In light of the large conservatisms inherent in the [SAMA] analyses, the significant
differences between the cost and benefit of implementing the various SAMAS, and
the sensitivity analyses showing that the results are not sensitive to changes in
assumptions, It is behoven for Pilgrim Watch to have pled facts to establish the
mtaterlality of its usseuted deficiencies, [which Is] necessary to avoid a meaningless
"E'IS editing session[ ]" of the type that the Commission has warned against.9'

3•nld at 29.
M3 id. at 29-30.
3 9L. at 30.
VIS01 (citing Application. ER at .4-49).
"' Ids at 30-31.
352 ld at31.

3"I, (emphasis in orgi•n).
3141d it 32-33 (citatios omitted).

The Applicant also takes issue with the Contention's assertion that the "se-
vere accident analysis should assume the worst case scenario."'' Arguing that

"NEPA's 'Rule of Reason' provides no exception for SAMA analysis," the
Applicant claims that Pilgrim Watch has no legal basis for its proposition.3%
Tberefore, according to the Applicant, only "reasonable scenarios" need be
considered, "'limited to effects which are shown to have some likelihood of
occurring.' ""9 Applicant cites both Commission and Supreme Court case law
suggesting that the SAMA analysis "requires no different level of considera-
tion or evaluation than that employed for analyzing mitigation generally under

NEPA,"'m and quotes the Commission's statement in McGuire/Catawba that

"[ulnder NEPA, mitigation (and the SAMA issue is one of mitigation) need only

be discussed in 'sufficient detail to ensure that environmental consequences [of
the proposed project] have been fairly evaluated? ,3"

In the Applicant's view, PW has also failed to establish a factual basis for

its challenges regarding (1) the Applicant's use of an "outdated" version of
MACCS2 Code and User Guide and analysis performed with such tools; (2) the
Applicant's meteorological data analysis; (3) the Applicant's demographic and
emergency response data and analysis; or (4) its economic data and analysis.""
With regard to the MACCS2, the Applicant asserts that the code is "state-of-the-
art," and that "Pilgrim Watch [does not] provide any basis whatsoever for its
allegations that Entergy 'ignored warnings about the limitations of the model,'""'
or 'ýany basis to show that any of the inherent limitations of the MACCS2 Code
are of any significance and would in any way alter the outcome of the SAMA
analysis with respect to determining potentially cost beneficial SAMAs."3'

While Applicant agrees that "additional data may always be desirable," it
again argues that Petitioner has not made any showing that the alleged deficiencies
in any way materially affect the SAMA analysis."' In addition, Applicant suggests
that Regulatory Guide 1.194 does not support the need for more than the year's

3itt at 33.

"Id (qn tinr sOn•;,aInc. (P.o. Box 777, CMW N, ew Mexiw 87313), LBD-04-23.
6O NRC 441,44?(2004)).

YAw id at 35 (citing Robe, ram, 490 U.S. at 344-47).
3" AL (citing McGadmCbwba. CIJ403-17, 59 NRC at 431).
-M4d. at 36.46
1'61I at 36.

.1d. at 37.
3 Id at 3.
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worth of meteorological data it utilized in its analysis," and states that "MPWI
makes no claim that the 12 month period of meteorological data used for the
Pilgrim SAMA analysis is unrepresentative of the Pilgrim site's meteorology
in any respect."'m Noting PW's suggestion that "'measurements from multiple
sites in the field' are needed to 'better characterize meteorological conditions,"'
Applicant suggests that the "real thrust" of PW's claim is "an asserted need for
an expanded radiological monitoring program for the Pilgrim plant, which it an
operational issue beyond the scope of this license renewal proceeding," just as
with Contention 1.3te

The Applicant suggests a similar lack of basis to show that different data would
materially affect the outcome of the SAMA analysis with respect to population
demographics and emergency response data, noting that the latter were derived
from the Pilgrim Emergency Plan, and suggesting that Petitioner has not shown
that use of more recent data "would have exceeded the bounds of. .. sensitivity
analyses [performed by Applicant] or altered the outcome of the analysis in any
material way."aerIn addition, Applicant notes that it evaluated "a wide range
of scenarios for which evacuation time estimates were developed," including
varying weather conditions, times of day and year, and amounts of traffic.".

Finally, with regard to emergency response data, Applicant argues that these
should not be subject to challenge in this proceeding, citing Commission precedent
for the principle that "[elmergency planning ... is one of the safety issues that need
not be re-examined within the context of license renewal."3' Applicant suggests
that it follows from this precedent that "assumptions that are consistent with the
established emergency plan should be accepted as reasonable in this proceeding,"
and that PW's suggestion that the evacuation zone should be greater than the 10
miles provided for in "applicable NRC requirements" is "a direct, impermissible

3"1l4 Applicant notes that by its teens Regplatry Guide 1.194 does not apply for modelIng ofite
accident dologcal equence Instd according to AppicMa de appicable NRC guIdance is
found In Reguatot Gupe 1.145. wMch points to Reguatot uie 1.23, "which povides for the
One of'dna bad on a connuous basis for" repmeentve 12 monperod' (altwoh '[ot] i
cycles of data are desirable')." I4 (citing Reg. Gulde 1.194 at 1.194-1-1.194-3; Reg. Ouide 1.145
at 1.145-2; Reg. Guide 1.23 at 23.2). Applicant also notes that Edwin Lyman, one of Petitioner's
soMres hs recognized that the MACCS2 Code cannot process morm than a yeses worth of dat l1
(citin Lyman, awm at 26,33).

SUPnterU Answer to PW Petition at 38.
3Md. at 39.
371d. at 41: in K at 40.41.

id. at 42. Again, howeve, Applicant In Its pleadings offen no quantfication of either die ran
of scenaos investigated or the effects of the varation In samption.

"EnterW Answer to PW Peatiton at 43 (quoting key Pot , W.-01-17. 54 NRC at 9). me 14 at
42-43.

challenge to m1e uommlsslon s nemerenuy pianuinig ms• WAuIMw. an aUJ

event, according to Applicant, its analysis takes into account dose to the public
within a 50-mile radius "and thus fully accounts for the risk beyond 10 miles.""'
VWith respect to "shadow evacuation," Applicant views this as a call by PW for
an impermissible "worst case scenario," and asserted in oral argument that local
law enforcement will assure absence of shadow evacuationm; and, with respect
to the need of some to "shelter in place," Applicant points out that the existing
emergency plan provides for state and local governments to provide assistance to
immobile and handicapped persons in the evacuation zone.P

Applicant defends its sensitivity analysis as incorporating "large conser-
vatism." such'as using the 2-hour time prior to beginning of evacuation rather
than the 40-minute time in the base case, which it says "show a maximum change
in the population dose estimates of 'less than 2%."',74 Applicant argues to the

effect that using larger changes in the evacuation times would still produce only
negligible changes in the result, and that the Contention provides no basis to show
that its~challenges would alter the outcome of the analysis.m Finally, Applicant
asserts (without quantification of its sensitivity analysis results) that the same
conclusion must be drawn regarding the economic data suggested by Petitioner,
and that "even with its asserted limitations, the MACCS2 code is state-of-the-art
and can be properly applied to yield valid results."'M

2. NRC Staff Response to Contention 3

The Staff's position is that, while the subject of SAMAs is clearly within the
scope of a license renewal proceeding, this contention is inadmissible.' The
Staff challenges the contention as raising issues that are "not material to the
findings that must be made in this matter" and "not supported by expert opinion

X

"'I. at43.

"MS "Tr. at 426-27.

'EfntWe 3 Answer to PW Petition at 44.
"41d. at 45 (inenal quotation omited).
.. Sme U4 at 45.46.
Mld at 46. We also note Wntergy's concesslon at ora gument that "the one Insightfll aspect of

the petition was that we made a imistake in one of ow SAMAs.,, Tr. at 399. With respect o the direst
filtered vent, which was cited by PW as evidence of fauty SAMA analyses, the plianM stated that
it made an "error In Inputing the appMopriat source term," but that the eror was not indicative of
code enos or Incoe economic inputs, evacuation time estimates, or meteorological dat. Tr. at
400. Flenthe, according to the Apoicant the eror was crected in a respome to a StaffReques
for Additional Infomation. See i&

37,5,, Staff Response to PW Petition at 25.
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or sufficient facts, as required by 10 CFR § 2.309(f)(l)(v)."'rM The Staff insists
that SAMA analysis is a "technical area" and that a Petitioner "cannot rely
on its own assertions.""' The Staff also defends the use of "probability risk
analysis" (PRA) as utilized in the SAMAs, arguing that "[ulse of the PRA in this
manner is an essential and widely accepted part of the cost-benefit methodology
as described in Section 5.6 of NUREG/BR-0184."'S

Regarding Pilgrim Watch's assertion that probabilistic modeling can under-
estimate the true consequences of a severe accident, the Staff notes that the
Applicant followed accepted NRC and industry practice by comparing the costs
and benefits of each identified SAMA, used the corect definition of risk ("the
product of consequence and frequency of accidental release"), and properly
discarded SAMA candidates not found to be viable."' Staff suggests that the fact
that the Applicant evaluated 281 SAMAs negates any implication that Applicant
"did not consider a full range of SAMAs."'m

The Staff dismisses PW's concerns regarding the alleged use of "an outdated
version of the MACCS2 Code" as "'mere speculation," citing PW's statement
that "Entergy may have 'minimized consequences by using incorrect input
parameters.""' In addition, the Staff counters PW's suggestion that the Code
and/or its user guide are out of date or contain known flaws, asserting that
Pilgrim Watch has "insufficient basis" for its claims.-M The Staff also argues
that Pilgrim Watch's related claim that the applicant used incorrect input data
in the models (including meteorological, demographic, emergency response, and
regional economic data) is not supported and is not material In that it has not been
"established that any of these alleged shortcomings of MACCS2 are, in fact,

sod at 2X The Staff explains dia, in detennirting whethe my of the 23t possble SAMAs
Entergy Identified for Pilgrim (from a number ofmes, Incudinge dm Pilg•im PRA analysis) should
be implemtented,

the licensee performed a cost-bentet analysis uains a medthdolegy that Is consistem with the
NRC Regulatory Analysis Technical Evaluation Handbook (NUREO/IR-0154). This analysis
Is designed to Identify and estimate the relevant values and Impect" ofa each proposed change,
and provides a structured approach for balancing beneft and costs in detenrining whether
Implementation Is justified. The PRA is used within this analysis to evaluate the reduction
in probabilities (core damage frequency) and consequences (population dose) that would be
associated with impleanetation of each alternative. Use of the PRA in this manner is an

sentdal and widely ascepted pm of the cost-beWit methodolo, a degaibed in Section 5.6
of NURMEOR-0194.

• t See Staff Response to PW Petition at 27.28.
301,L at 28.
"Id at 28-29 (emphass supplied by Staff).
34 1l at 29.

deficiencies, or that they impact the results of the SAMA analysis."m Noting that
the MACCS2 code "has been previously evaluated and found to be sufficient to

support regulatory analyses and cost-benefit analyses" in NUREG/BR-0184 and
NUREG/CR-6853, Staff contends that PW's challenge of the use of the code is
unsupported.3"

The Staff also argues that there is "no legal support for the position that the

Applicant should be required to provide the complete inputs," and that the failure
to do so "is not a sufficient basis for asserting or concluding that the input is
flawed, or that the applicant has inappropriately manipulated the input."39 Noting
that"'a summary description of the site-specific input parameters in each of the

major modeling areas is provided in Section E. 1.5.2 of the ER," the Staff faults
PW for "not [having] taken issue with any of these specific inputs, other than
raising more general concerns... .",m The Staff states that the "request for a

complete input listing appears to be designed to obtain discovery to be used as

a basis for. additional contentions, and as such, is specifically prohibited by the

Covunission."'M
The Staff challenges Pl's claims about the sea breeze phenomenon, asserting

that PW has not sufficiently shown that:

(1) the phenomenon is unique to the Pilgrim site and not present at many other
coastal sites where MACCS2 has been utilized. (2) the Applicant did not, in tact,
model this phenomenon, or (3) the claimed failure to fully characterize or model
the phenomenon would result in any meaningful difference in results of the SAMA
evaluation or render the site-specific MACCS2 dam inadequate.'"

Arguing in a vein similar to that of Entergy, the Staff maintains that Pilgrim
Watch has not shown that Regulatory Guide 1.194, cited by PW as authority for
the argument that more data may be required, is applicable to SAMA analysis,
nor has it shown "that additional data is ecessary or that the one year ofdtam is
insufficient."' Further, Staff insists:

3l1, at 31.
'"IS (citing HUREG/BR-014. "NRC Regulatory Analysis Technical Evaluation Handbook," at

5.38; NUREBOCR-6853, "Comparison of Average Transport and Dispersion Among a Onassian, a
Two-dlmensional, and a Thmee-dimenional Model, Lawrence Livermore Naional Laboratory," at S
(october M)).

MIA at32.

"tI d. (citing Regulatry Cuide 1.194, OC.1 at 1.194-3, 1.194-5, and 6; NUREGOCR-6613, Vol. 1,
App.A,§A.Iata-l).
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* [TMhe Petition fails to establish why the applicant's approach is inadequate. and
that the petitioner' "xe realistic approach" would have any Impact on SAMA
results. ... Nowhere does the petition establish why Entergy's approach is
Inadequate or that an alternative approach would have any Impact on the SAMA
results. Thus, Petitioner has failed to show that the issue Is material to the findings

or that a genuine dispute exists on a material issue of law or fact.m

Finally, regarding PW's suggestion that Entergy wrongly dismissed the SAMA

of adding a filter to the Direct Torus Vent, the Staff argues that Petitioner "fails

to establish that a more appropriate treatment of the benefits of the filtered vent

would result in the filtered vent becoming cost-benericial.""

3. Pilgrim Watch Replies to Entergy and NRC Staff

Pilgrim Watch states that Enterg has "misconstrued the substance of the

Petitioner's contention completely.'"" PW denies that it challenges NRC regula-

tions, noting that, to the contrasy, it quoted and relied on the SAMA regulation?"

PW notes that it does not argue that mitigation alternatives must be adopted, only

that they must be "considered," as required in the regulation.3" Regarding its

argument that "multiplying the probability of an accident by the consequences

of an accident... can distort the analysis by making even reasonable mitigation
appear more costly than the costs of an accident," PW points out that this
argument is "not central to [its] Contention, which focuses mainly on the input
parameters used In the accident modeling software."s"

Petitioner suggests further that some of Entergy's arguments actually support
the contention, including its relianc on the Limerick decision.'" It is asserted that
the Third Circuit's recognition in Limerick of different risk profiles for plants In
densely popu.lated areas as compared to areas of low population actually supports.
PW's argument "that the consequences of a severe accident am the important
consideration in evaluating the costs and benefits of implementing SAMAs,"
and posits that, because Pilgrim is in a densely populated area, the emergency
iesponse inputs used for Pilgrim "underestimate evacuation delay times."'"

m Id at 33 (footnote omitted).

Pilpdm Watch Reply to Bmasy at 12.
3" Id. at 13.

I•S7 at 14.
390ld at 14-15.

m'sd

Petitioner questions Entergy's argument that significant plant modifications
are not expected as a result of a SAMA analysis, suggesting that "this is not
the 'hard look' required by NEPA," and reiterates that what it is calling for is
"further analysis," not, as Entergy suggests, that NEPA requires implementation
of particular SAMAs." The bulk of the contention, PW emphasizes, highlights
"input data that were incorrect, incomplete or inadequate."''4 Since it does not
have access to the input parameters used by Entergy, it cannot show what impact
any one defect might have on the results of the SAMA analysis, as Entergy argues
it must do, but this is not, PW contends, the same as showing an impact on the
outcome of a proceeding, which, along with showing that an alleged deficiency
.has "some independent health and safety significance," is the correct standard
for materiality.4m PW argues that it has met the requirement of materiality by
demonstrating "that there are deficiencies in Applicant's SAMA analysis that, by
minimizing the true consequences of severe accidents, could have independent
health and safety significance."' 0 It cites authority for the principle that "further
analysis'" is a "valid and meaningful remedy" to call for under NEPA, given that,
"[w~hile NEPA does not require agencies to select particular options, it is intended
to 'foster both informed decision-making and informed public participation, and
thus to ensure the agency does not act on incomplete information, only to regret
its decision after it is too late to correct.' "1*

Petitioner further supports its arguments on the allegedly faulty assumptions
in the Pilgrim SAMA analysis, including the sensitivity analysis, by referring
to the significant underestimations of evacuation times with regard to Hurricane
Katrina (also alluded to in its Petitionlm ), suggesting that the Pilgrim assumptions
"could be wrong by orders of magnitude.'"m "If the bounding assumption used
by the Applicant in its sensitivity analysis underestimates the upper limits of the
emergency response data." PW argues, "it is no wonder negligible differences
were seen.," and it is with regard to the sensitivity analyses that Its argument
regarding "worst case scenario" is made-- not, PW argues, to flout NEPA's rule
of reason or to "[distort] the decision making process by overemphasizing highly
speculative harms," but "in order to get meaningful results [from] the modeling
software and SAMA analysis."'0

4'0 14. at 15-16.

4,oI0 . at 16.
4'MI at 17.

40d• at 18 (citing McGureCaMwba CLi-02-17, 56 NRC at 1)M
4mSee PW Petition at 39 a.16.
406PW Reply to Eme at 19; see afso PW Petition at 39 n.16.
407 PW Reply to Bntery at 20 (nerl qumaions omited).
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With regard to the MACCS2 Code and Its limitations, PW Vargues to the effect
that this does not excuse ignoring real issues:

Even though the software cannot include the impact of terrain effects, long range
dispersion or economic costs beyond mitigative actions, this does not mean that the
NRC Regulations allow a proper SAMA analysis to Ignore these. If adding In the
true economic costs of a severe accident, for example (as discussed in [PW Petition
at 43-451 ... ), would result in a consequence cost several orders of magnitude
greater than that from simply the coust of mitigative actions, these costs should be
estimated and taken into accountv"

Pilgrim Watch argues that it has supported its contention with a demonstration
-that significant input data (meteorological, economic, evacuation-related) that
were used for the code may be materially in error, and with reports and other
documents that back up the contention. 0

With respect to Applicant's argument that data from the Pilgrim emergency
plan should not be subject to challenge In this proceeding. PW argues that, without
challenging the plan itself, "Petitioners can and do challenge the evacuation data
used by Applicant in its SAMA analysis," noting a report cited in its original
Petition, on the TM[ accident, that found that the average distance traveled
in evacuation was 85 miles, significantly more than the 10 miles utilized by
Entergy in the Pilgrim SAMA analysis.!" "While the emergency plan may not
extend beyond 10 miles," PW suggests, "a realistic input for a SAMA analysis
should."4-

In response to Entergy's argument that PW has not provided any basis to show
that the lack of certain economic data in the SAMA analysis would alter the
outcome of the analysis, Petitioner notes that it provided a study showing "that
tourism accounts for $11.2 billion in revenues for Massachusetts and the region
within 50. miles of Pilgrim. Is highly dependent on tourism," which is asserted
to demonstrate "that just the tourist sector alone would account for costs that

401d at 21.

oSm 1 at 21-23. Noting that both a separt offered by PW In the odginal cotenton and reent
Infomtilo on the Kam" evacuatio suggest high rates of voluntrm ("shadow") evacuation and
greater distance evacuati than preicte and noting futher that "evacmuin from a mcemr plant
accdden would likely be even mre chaotic than evacuation hom the path of a hufcane," PW again
sugges that "Olit Is therefore vqey likely that the upper bounds of Applicant's evacuation data am
optimistic." and "'tlhe fact that a negligible effect was seen in the sensitivity analyses would seem
to bear this out rather than conflrm Applicant's assumptions." lot at 23.

41OSe "U at23-24.
411t,. at24.

dwarf those cited in Applicant's SAMA analysis and would very likely alter the
determination of potentially cost beneficial SAMAs.'" 2

Pilgrim Watch replies to the Staff's assertion that the contention is not material
to these proceedings by insisting, again, that they "have highlighted a deficiency
in the application that could have independent health and safety significance" in
that. "an Insufficient SAMA analysis 'could have enormous implications forpublic
heath and safety because a potentially cost effective mitigation alternative might
not be considered that could prevent or reduce the Impacts of that accident.'43
Arguing that the Staff has inappropriately focused Its attention on PW's lack of an
expert to support the admission of its contention, PW notes that it has supported the
contention with "facts, sources, and documents," including "experts and reports
in the fields of accident modeling, accident modeling software, meteorology,
evacuations, and economics."' E414mphasizing that "whether or not the contention
is true is left to be decided at the hearing," PW argues that it has met the
requirements of the contention admissibility role."'

,On the code, PW quotes the following language from NUREC/BR-0184, the
NRC Regulatory Analysis Technical Evaluation Handboolk

Formal methods cannot completely remove subjectivity, guarantee that all factors
affecting an issue ae considered, produce unambiguous results In the face of closely.
valued alternatives andlor large uncertainties, or be used without critical appraisal
or results. To use a decision analysis method as a black box decistm-maker is both
wrong and dangerva." 4

Noting that the handbook goes on to observe that the TMI core-damage scnario
had not been specifically identified in the PRAs until it had actually occurred, and
describes seven categories and levels of uncertainty, PW argues that it has raised
areas of uncertainty in data Input and modeling, and supported its wrments with
expert repo and papers." 7

PW further argues that Staffhas misinterpreted Contention 3 in several respects
including characterizing PW's reference to not having all the Pilgrim SAMA Input
data as seeking discovery Improperly, when PW was merely explaining "why a
thorough evaluation by Petitioners of the MACCS2 conclusions is not possible"

412 Id
413 PW Reply to NRC Staff at 11-12 (quotng PW Petition at 28).
41414 at 12-13. We note Petitioner's statement at oral argument tha it intends to have an expert at a

heaing on this motention, If admitted. See Tl. at 424.
"'PW Reply to NRC Staff at 13; oee i at 12-13.
4161d at 13 (citing NUREGIMR-0184 at 5.1) (emphasis added by PW).
411See Id at 13-14.
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at this point."' Pointing out that it ciannot be more specific in alleging "an error
in the SAMA analysis without having all of the parameters that were used,"'49
and noting with regard to both Entergy's and the Staff's responses to Contention
3 that. it is not required to prove its contention at this point in the proceeding,
PW argues that it has shown "that the Applicant used incorrect meteorological,
evacuation, and economic Input data to analyze severe accident consequences in
a way that caused it to ignore the true radiological and economic consequences
of severe accidents and may have caused it to dismiss cost effective mitigationalternatves."eze

4. Licensing Board Rutng on Pilgrim Watch Contention 3

We find this contention, as limited below, to be admissible, based upon the
following analysis:

FMrst, SAMAs are clearly within the scope of a license renewal proceeding.
Next, to the extent we describe below regarding those portions of the contention
we find admissible, PW has provided the required specific statement of the issue
raised, along with a sufficient explanation of the basis for the contention, statement
of alleged facts that support it, references to specific and relevant sources and
documents, and information to show a genuine dispute with the Applicant on a
material issue of combined law and fact. While it has not had the benefit of a
detailed accounting of the input data used by Applicant in its SAMA analysis,
PW has raised questions about certain specific input data to the analysis that are
material in three areas, in that they raise significant health and safety issues that
affect the outcome of this proceeding. PW seeks further analysis on these points,
and if it is determined on the merits that such additional analysis Is needed on
these points., the renewed license would not be granted until and unless this were

PW has supported its call for further analysis by raising relevant and significant
questions about the Input data that appears (from the Application) to have been
used In the Pilgrim SAMA analysis regarding (1) the evacuation time estimates,.
(2) the meteorological data that govern the movement of the plume, and (3) the
economic impact data; and it has supported arguments to the effect that including

411id at 14. PW quotes from its Petition as follows:
Without kowig wht parmetem were chosen by the Applicat, it is m pmse to funy
evaluate i weonetomss of the conclusion about [SAMAs]. However, from what is Included
In te Petitioners have bees ab"e to plece togeter some posbe reasons heat Bnergy's
desfibed consequences of a severe accident a Pfgrim look so small.

PW Petito at 34.
4191d. at 16.
4MpW Reply to &ntergy at 25; PW Reply to NRC Staffat 17.

more realistic input data might change the SAMA analysis, with information
indicating, to the level necessary for contention admissibility, that these particular
data may be materially incorrec•t. Given the limited amount of detail presented in
the Application regarding the actual input and assumptions for this analysis, PW
cannot reasonably be expected to present specific error margins in computational
results.cE Instead, we find their contention, that use of more accurate input data In
these three areas could materially impact the computed outcome, to be reasonable
and the possibility intuitively obvious in the absence of actual computations
definitively demonstrating otherwise.'" That is not to say that we find PW has
raised admissible challenges as to all input data. We do, however, find that the
contention, insofar as it challenges the data on these three points and proposes
the use of more accurate data relating to evacuation times, economic impacts,
and meteorologic plume behavior has been sufficiently raised and supported for
the purposes of contention admissibility. Whether or not Pilgrim Watch could
ultimately prevail on the issues it raises, we find it has sufficiently supported them
to admit this contention.

In particular, the evacuation and economic information provided by Pilgrim
Watch would seem reasonably to indicate that different results might have been
reached in the SAMA analysis, and the same applies, to an extent, to the

4iIJee Application, ER, Attachment ., I B.l5.2. We disagree with the Staff that PW In noting
th absence of all the input data Is improperly seeking discovery, and do ot permit, by this ruling.
amymting of the so" at Is poinft See Staff Response to PW Petition it 30. In noting this absence, PW
is mneely poindtg out a relevant circustance that explains its inasblity to describe to any slnificant
extent the impact of utilizing different input data.

m'We note the Applicant's referenmes to the "large conservatims" in the SAMA analyses and
to tmelts of sm tivity analys See mpra text accompanying note 354. With regard to the
ftrmer, we nAeo tmber that the magitde and e of these consavatlae am net set out in
other than sunnarmy ftAhon. See. &S, Pilgrim Application, ER at 4-33449. The Applicant ha
described earutin conservative assumptions with MgWt to the anoutof eormdanag and comooitant
rMse levels; howevO , the actual Impast of an accident woul ald o be Influenced by evacuation
Information, weather conditions, and the actual localized economic Impacts, each of which we find
hMa been approprately challenged by Pilgrim Watch to a level and with support sufficient to admit
this contention with regard to these ftee areas.

Widiregard to the semitvity analyses. Entergy would bave us believe that these demonstrate
that variation In the Input data would havm no significant impact on the ouome of the alterntives
evaluamn. See, a•.. Application, MR, Appendix R at Z.1-66-1-65, 1.2-11-2.12; Tr. at 37Y-79.,
383-84, 42W-29. Those eMsitivty analyses, however, were performed only with repect to a few
parametes md the meslts thereo we only summarized in the Appliation, so as to mam chalenge
or confimatio Impomssble In the absence of mor detailed infomaton M eovers , them provide
Insufficient Information or grounds to warrant a finding of no genuine dispute on a material t,
Applicant urges. Finaly, Apoplkc's meto brings Into play questions of how and to what exter
the Input used in various computations drive the relts, In the context of a faidy complex anays
These e efactual matters Inappdoplate for determination In the contention admlsslbty stae of tN
proceeding.
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meteorological data. The merits of these arguments will be tested at future points
in the adjudication process; but the meritscannot be considered at this point. The
support offered by PW, however, appears to raise reasonable factual questions.

That some of the information provided by PW with regard to evacuation
times and related issues of new population numbers and traffic patterns, and the
phenomena of "shadow evacuation" and "sheltering in place," is apparently in
conflict with some of the data taken by Applicant from the Pilgrim emergency
plan does not, we find, mean that it cannot be considered in the NEPA context
in which it is raised in this proceeding. While "emergency planing... is one
of the safety issues that need not be re-examined within the context of license
renewal,'" ' what is challenged here is whether particular bits of Information
taken from such a plan are sufficiently accurate for use in computing the health
and safety consequences of an accident, as an environmental issue. Such a
challenge Is not a challenge to existing emergency planning for this plant or to
the plan itself, but Is instead focused upon the accuracy of certain assumptions
and Input data used in the SAMA computations and how they affect the validity
of the SAMA analysis under NEPA - and as such, we find PW's challenge to
the accuracy of the input data to be appropriate, in the thr areas we have noted.

With respect to Entergy's characterization of PW's contention as being that
"risk is to be ignored OIn a SAMA analysis]," to the extent that any part of the
contention or basis may be construed as challenging on a generic basis the use
of probabilistic techniques that evaluate risk, we find any such portion(s) to be
inadmissible. The use of probabilistic risk assessment and modeling is obviously
accepted and standard practice in SAMA analyses.' In any event, as PW points
out In Its Reply to Entergym the focus of the contention, and that part that we
admit, is on what Input data should be utilized in the SAMA analysis with regard
to evacuation times, economic realities, and meteorological patters and whether
the Input data used by the Applicant accurately reflect the respective conditions
at issue.

We find that Pilgrim Watch has provided sufficient alleged facts, supported
by several expert studies and reports, to demonstrate a genuine dispute with
the Applicant on the material factual issues of whether in its SAMA analysis
the Applicant has adequately taken into account relevant and realistid data with
respect to evacuation times in the area surrounding the Pilgrim plant, economic
consequences of a severe accident in the area, and meteorological patterns that
would carry the plume in the event of such an accident; and whether as a result
the Applicant has drawn "incorrect conclusions about the costs versus benefits of

4" Th,*y Pont CUl-01-17. 54 NRC at 9.
24 Sese ty Amwef toP WPatitionat 25-26(ctdng Lhvrckk, 869 R,2d at 735; McGvdr&lCatawb4

CU-02-17, 56 N1C at 7-8),
425See Weply to !erg at 14.

possible mitigation alternatives,"4"6 such that further analysis is called for. These
are factual questions appropriate for resolution in litigation of this contention.

Based upon the preceding, we admit that part of Contention 3 having to do
with the input data for evacuation, economic, and meteorological information. As
so limited, the admitted contention reads as follows:

Applicant's SAMA analysis for the Pilgrim plant is deficient in that the input data
concerning (1) evacuation times, (2) economic consequences, and(3) meteorological
patterns are Incorrect, resulting in incorrect conclusions about the costs vmus
benefits of possible mitigation alternatives, such that further analysis is called for.

EL Contention 5: New Information Shows That Another 20 Years of
Operations at Pilgrim May Result In Greater Offstte Radiological
Impacts on Human Health Than Were Previously Known

Pilgrim.Watch in their final contention states as follows:

New and significant information about cancer rates in the comununities around
Pilgrim and the demographics of these communities has become available. In
addition, new studies show that even low doses of ionizing radiation can be harmful
to human health. Epidemiological studies of cancer rates In the communities
around Pilgrim show an increase of radiation-linked disease that can be attributed
to past operations of the plant. The demographics of the population immediately
surrounding the plant, including its age and geographical distribution, make this
population more susceptible to radiation linked damage than was contemplated
when the plant was licensed. Pilgrim does not currently have off-site monitoring
capabilities that can properly track releases of radiation into the community.P

As with its Contention 4, Pilgrim Watch asserts that the Commission's regu-
lations implementing NEPA, at 10 C.F.P- Part 51, require Entergy 'to provide
an analysis of the impacts on the environment that will result if it is allowed to
continue beyond the initial license,"4' thus bringing a contention challenging
the Applicant's Environmental Report within the scope of a license renewal
proceeding.'2 PW argues that "(tihe deficiency highlighted in this contention
has enormous independent heath and safety significance," thus establishing the
materiality of the contention.4

4"'• e PWPeition at 26.
427 1& at 79.
42114
4Midl at 79-80.
43 lA3 It go.
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As bases for its contention PW insists that the contention presents new and
significant information that additional yeas of operations will be harmful to public
healthl431 PW refers to various alleged facts and sources, including an NAS report
on low-dose radiation risk, Health Risks from Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing
Radiation: BEIR VII Phase 2 (June 2005) [hEIR VII]; information regarding
radiation-linked diseases in communities around Pilgrim; projected demographic
data suggesting that the population is at a greater risk; information suggesting
that "the documented radionuclide releases from Pilgrim in the past have long
half-lives and bioaccumulate in the environment"; and that "the current systems
in place to monitor releases are inadequate and should be improved."M

Addressing changing demographics surrounding the Pilgrim Plant, PW argues
that the population "abutting Pilgrim is increasing substantially and the population
is older and thus more susceptible to radiation damage," and contends that it
will demonstrate "that the dose effect on the population will be far greater than
originally anticipated when the plant was licensed.'"" To support its allegation
regarding a projected increase in total population and the population of the aging,
PW cites "The Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council Report on Population
and. Employment.Projections 2010-2030."04 An increase in the proportion of
the population that is over 55 is relevant, according to PW, because "studies
have shown an increased sensitivity to low levels of ionizing radiation in older
populations," and PW has included citations to multiple scholarly works on
the topic including a publication titled "Leukemia near nuclear power plant In
Massachusetts."'43 Listed as a coauthor on that publication is Richard Clapp, who
PW states could provide expert testimony to support its contention. 43

PW points to the 1972 PHIS and the current application's environmental report
(stating that radiological releases from PNPS are monitored and comply with NRC
regulations), and challenges the proposition that releases do not pose a threat to
the public health by insisting that It has "[brought] forward new and significant
information that demonmstMtes that there has already been documented radiation.
linked dimsse in communities near PNPS."m' PW argues that "new information
since Pilgrim began operations In 1972 [1 shows Increases In radiation-linked
diseases In the communities around Pilgrim," and states that the increases "were
in part attributed to operating with defective fuel; operating without off-gas

4Sid. aSl.
4n2,

Id. Sat 82.
4
3
4 I& at83.

435 Id.

4%SMI& atS1.
4311d. at 84 (ee m Isin odglmý.

treatment system in the first years; poor management ann practices .... . - I u
support its assertion, PW cites studies performed by the Massachusetts Department
of Health, an epidemiological study published in the scholarly journal Lancet
in 1987, and additional analyses performed by Dr. Clapp, founder and former
director of the Massachusetts Cancer Registry.4 ' These studies, according to PW,
demonstrate elevated rates of myclogenous leukemia, thyroid cancer, prostate
cancer, and multiple myeloma." Again, PW references the NAS BEIR VII study
to insist that no amount of radiation is safe and thus "it is not surprising that
radiation-linked disease rates are higher than expected in communities exposed to
Pilgrim's past [radiation] releases.""' Building on its claims that the BEIR VII
study represents new information regarding the dangers of ionizing radiation at
any exposure level, PW claims that the previous standards set by the NRC for
offsite radiation do not protect the community surrounding Pilgrim.")

Petitioner insists that because the effects of radiation exposure are cumulative,
because some radionuclides have extremely long half-lives, and because releases
can enter biological food chains and accumulate in the environment, radioactive
substances can "remain active in the local environment for the foreseeable future
and should be taken into account when actual ongoing doses to the public are
evaluated."") PW also argues that the use of allegedly "defective fuel" further
exacerbates radiation exposure rates." To support its position PW cites a 1990
report by the Massachusetts Department of Health, concerning the period 1978-
1986, as well as statements made in 2005 by NRC Commissioner Merrifield and
an NRC Information Notice regarding "Control of Hot Particle Contamination at
Nuclear Plants.""15

Concluding, PW states that "if Applicant disputes a causal link between the
radiation released by Pilgrim and the cancers seen in its neighboring towns,
the current systems in place to monitor release are inadequate and should be
improved.'"" In an attached exhibit PW documents some of the perceived
deficiencies in the monitoring system currently used by Pilgrim, and states that
increased monitoring would allow "state And federal authorities to confidently
measure radiation releases.'""

4" 1& at 85.439Se.14 at 83-86.4oftre U &tW

"'14 at 87.
40S". l at 88.
443sd at89.

45 &Vid. at W90.

"'Id Ot91.
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L Rntergy Answer to Pilgrim Watch Contention 5

Entergy challenges the admission of Pilgrim Watch's Contention #5 by assert-
ing that it is beyond the scope of the license renewal proceeding and challenges
the license renewal rules. Further, Entergy insists that the contention fails to
provide any "basis demonstrating the existence of a genuine dispute."'44

At the outset, Entergy insists that the contention "represents a challenge to
the scope of the environmental review in 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c), and to the NRC's
generic environmental findings in the GEIS and Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 51,"
because it is attempting to litigate Category 1 issues for which the Commission
has generically addressed in the GEIS." Entergy points to the Commission's
generic findings regarding "offsite radiological impacts" Incorporated in the
regulations in 10 C.P.A. Part 51, App. B, Table B-1, and argues that, absent a
waiver, the Petitioner may not challenge these generic findings, regardless of the
allegation of "new and significant information." As with PW's Contention 4 and
the contention proffered by the Massachusetts Attorney General, Entergy directs
the board to the Commission's decision in Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at
17, to support its position that the contention is "excluded from consideration in
this proceeding."4 0-

Notwithstanding its argument that the contention is an impermissible challenge
of Commission regulations, Entergy proceeds to dispute Pilgrim Watch's claims
that new and significant information exists regarding the issue of offsite radiolog-
ical impacts "that would alter the Commission's generic, Category I finding.""'4
Addressing the BIER VII report, cited by Pilgrim Watch, Entergy claims that
because the report "concludes that radiation protection decisions should be based
on linear-no threshold hypothesis of dose relationship" and the NRC regulations
addressing the issue are also based on the same linear-no threshold hypothesis,
the report "provides no basis to alter the generic findings."'' Turning to Pilgrim
Watch's claims regarding a change in the demographics surrounding the plant
since the original licensing, Entergy asserts that the argument is irrelevant because
the radiological impacts for the period of extended operation are assessed In the
GETS, and thus, the EIS prepared when the plant was originally licensed is not at
"issue. 5 Next, Entergy asserts that because the 1990 Southeastern Massachusetts
Health Study and the Meteorological Analysis of Radiation Releases for the
Coastal Areas of the State of Massachusetts for June 3d to June 20th, 1982,

4"See Enters Answer to PW Petition at 56.

" 01d.
414 Id at57.
4952,
41"Id'

both "Predate the GEIS, they are obviously not new information.""' Further,
Entergy argues, "Pilgrim Watch provides no information suggesting that the
studies support a [sic] risk estimates that are greater than those used by the NRC
in the GETS."'" Continuing, Entergy insists that Pilgrim Watch has provided
nothing more than speculation regarding its concerns about the bioacoumulation
of radiation at Pilgrim or alleged failures in the Pilgrim radiation monitoring
program."4

2. NRC Staff Response to Contention S

The Staff contests the admission of Pilgrim Watch's Contention 5 on the
same basic grounds as Entergy; specifically, the Staff argues that the contention
is outside the scope of a license renewal proceeding and that the contention
represents an impermissible challenge of the Commission's genetic Category 1
findings with respect to public radiation exposure during the license renewal
term.4" As was the case in Entergy's Response, the Staff also argues that each
alleged example of "new and significant information" listed as bases by Pilgrim
Watch fails to satisfy the contention admissibility requirements of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.309()(I).ý"

Although the Staff argues that the "overarching difficulty" with Contentiov
5 is that it presents a challenge that is outside the scope of the license renewal
proceeding, the bulk of its response is focused on refuting each individually listae
basis on other grounds?"' The Staff argues that the PW's bases and their reliancm
on the NAS BEIR VII study to argue that "no amount of radiation is safe" rep
resent challenges to the NRC regulations establishing radiation limits in violatior
of 10 C.ER. § 2.335.m' With respect to PW's arguments that the environmenta
report is inadequate in that it does not account for changing demographica it
the surrounding population, the Staff claims that PW has failed to demonstrati
that a genuine dispute exists, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2,309(1)(1)(vi)."' This it
so, according to the Staff, because Pilgrim Watch's only direct reference to thi
environmental report is a statement that the ER fails to "highlight" the populatiol
and demographic data."* What is lacking, according to the Staff, is any direc

'41l atSS.

4"5w NC Staff Res•pm to Pilgrm Watdh at 40.
5 Seea at 4041.
"'d. at 40-49.

a40dt 42,44-45.
4 1

.m& 1 at 41.
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reference or challenge to a specific aspect of the ER.40 A similar argument is
made in regard to PW's discussion of radiation-linked diseases in communities
near Pilgrim and allegations regarding defective fuel.V"

3. Pilgrim Watch Replies to Entergy and NRC Staff

Pilgrim Watch reiterates its position that although the contention challenges
findings that were part of a generic Category 1 Issue, its challenge is not outside
the scope of the license renewal proceeding or a challenge to Commission
regulations because it has "submitted new information that casts doubt on the
generic conclusions regarding off-site radiological exposure as they apply to
Pilgrim."0" Thus, according to Pilgrim Watch, the new information submitted
- including the National Academies Health Risks from Erposure to Low Levels
of lonittng Radiation: BEIR VII Phase 11, 2005 study, demographic changes in
the Pilgrim areaand case-controlled and statistical studies of radiation-linked
disease in communities around Pilgrim - obviates its obligation to petition for a
waiver under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(b) before it may challenge generic findings in the
GEIS under NEPA.ý"

Next, Pilgrim Watch defends its asserted new and significant inforniation
bases.40 Pilgrim Watch argues that its arguments are supported by "numerous
scientific sources" including the NAS, Massachusetts Department of Public Heath
Commission, epidemiologists from multiple universities, and even the NRC, and
thus, the Staff's claims that it lacks a basis in fact or expert opinion are "ground.
less."'" Pilgrim Watch argues that the BEIR VII report presents new information
about cancer incidence risk figures and that the studies related to changing de-
mographics and radiation risks demonstrate that the changing population around
Pilgrim will have an increased sensitivity to low levels of ionizing radlation."5
Further, Pilgrim Watch insists that the SMHS presents new information because
it was published after the lES for Pilgrim, and that the methodology for the
study - which Pilgrim Watch argues demonstrates an increased leukemia risk for
those individuals with the highest potential for exposure to Pilgrim emissions -
has been peer reviewed and appmvedm Continuing, Pilgrim Watch argues that
Entergy has failed to address all the data it has proffered regarding increased can-

"'See 1& 43-44,47.
46SPe U at 30-31Re me ato PW Reply to NRC Staff at 23.

'"$eS FW Reply to NRC Staff at 22-2&; PW Reply to hiter at 31-34.
'PW Reply to NRC Staff at 22.
"• $..FW Reply to Enterfyat 32.
emcee Id. at 32-33.
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cer incidences near Pilgrim, nor has Entergy satisfactorily disputed its assertions
regarding bioaccumulation of radionuclides."t Addressing its claims regarding
deficiencies in Pilgrim's radiation monitoring program, Pilgrim Watch states
that it has provided "sufficient detail about deficiencies in Pilgrim's monitoring
program and reports to demonstrate that Pilgrim cannot provide the necessary
data to assure that public health and safety have been, or will be, protected."''1

Turning to the BEIR VII report, and the Staff's assertion that PW's argument
that the report demonstrates them is no safe level of radiation exposure Is
tantamount to a challenge of Commission regulations, Pilgrim Watch argues that
the report was cited as a means to demonstrate "that the radiation that is released
on a regular basis from Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant cannot be assumed to be
safe," not as a challenge of Commission regulations!" According to Pilgrim
Watch, each of its asserted bases is relevant to whether there are greater offsite
radiological impacts than previously assumed and whether the Applicant has
adequately addressed the issues raised.'" Thus, it argues, it has demonstrated
that a genuine dispute exists and presented new and significant information that
warrant NEPA review.

4. Licensing Board Ruling on Pilgrim Watch Contention 5

We find that this contention incorporates two related but distinct arguments,
neither of which we find to be admissible.

First, Contention 5 reflects the same legal logic as its Contention 4 and the
Massachusetts Attorney General's contention, in that it attempts to challenge
generic findings made in the GElS without a waiver by asserting that it has
provided "new and significant Information" on the issue. As we rule on
Contention 4, such a contention is inadmissible without a waiver of the relevant
rule. Here, PW admits that the contention's challenge regarding the offsite
radiological consequences "presents a Category I issue,"'" and we see no need
to repeat our analysis regarding the scope of license renewal proceedings and
challenges to generic findings for Category I issues here. Nor is there any need to
reach the question whether PW has proffered "new and significant information"
on the Issue. For the same reasons as stated with regard to Contention 4 with regard
to Category I issues, we find Pilgrim Watch Contention 5 to be inadmissible.

In addition to the NEPA-related issues, Contention 5 appears to challenge the

471 Se I

4n IW Reply to NRC Staff at 23.
4 ,P .Reply2to1.terot34.

4"&ekIat2l.
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NRC's dose limit rules found in 10 C.F.R. Part 20 as they apply to Pilgrim. PW's
reliance on the BEIR VII conclusion that the all levels of ionizing radiation are
harmful, along with its references to the increased vulnerability of the population
surrounding Pilgrim, implicates an entirely different regulatory challenge than
that found in Contention 4. This argument suggests that, as a matter of safety,
the levels of radiation released by PNPS are inappropriate when considered in
light of the findings in the BEIR VII report, the studies regarding cancer rates
suounding PNPS, and the increased susceptibility of a growing aged population
surrounding PNPS. When pressed at the oral argument, PW conceded that it
was not suggesting that radiological releases from Pilgrim are greater than are
currently allowed by the NRC regulations.4 ' In such circumstances, its contention
regarding the radiological releases must necessarily be construed as a challenge to
the current NRC dose limit regulations found in 10 C.FR. Part 20. Again, without
a waiver under 10 C.FR. § 2.335, no request for which has been submitted, such
a challenge is impermissible In an adjudication such as this one.

VL CONCLUSION

In conclusion, although both Petitioners have established standing to participate
In this proceeding, the Licensing Board finds that under current controlling law
and regulation the Massachusetts Attorney General has not filed an admissible
contention and therefore is not admitted as a party in this proceeding. The
Licensing Board does, however, find that Pilgrim Watch has filed two admissible
contentions and therefore admits it as a party to this proceeding. Should any further
developments occur with respect to the pending rulemaking or any other matters
.that might lead to any different conclusion in this proceeding on the Attorney
General's Petition, such that another petition may be timely filed regarding any
such matters, any such petition will be considered as may be appropriate at such
time.

VII. ORDER

Based, therefore, upon the preceding rulings, findings, and conclusion, it is,
this 16th day of October 2006, ORDERED as follows:

A. Pilgrim Watch is admitted as a party and its Request for Heawing and
Petition To Intervene is granted in part and denied in part. A hearing is granted
with respect to Pilgrim Watch Contentions I and 3, as limited and modified in the
following form:

4XTr. at 42

1. The Aging Management program proposed in the Pilgrim Application for license
renewal Is inadequate with regamd to aging management of buried pipes and
tanks that contain radloacvely contaminated water, because it does not provide
for monitoring wells that would detect leakage.

2. Applicant's SAMA anlysis for the Pilgrim plant is deficient in that the Input.
data concerning (I) evacuation times, (2) eceoni consequences, and (3)
meteorologicai patterns ae incorrect, resulting in incorrect conclusions about
the costs versus benefits of possible mitigation alternatives, such that furthr
analysis Is called for.

B. The hearing will be conducted in accordance with the informal adjudica-
tory procedures prescribed in Subpart L of 10 CJ=.R. Part2. Our ruling in this
regard is based on the absence of any request or demonstration, pursuant to 10
C..R. § 2.309(g) and in reliance on the provisions of 10 C.R. § 2310(d), thia
resolution of any admitted contention necessitates the utilization of the procedure
set fmorh in Subpart G of 10 C.YR. Part 2. Upon an approprate request, pursuaif
to 10 C.R. § 2.1204(b) and in accordance with the schedule to be set as indicat
below, the Licensing Board will allow Cross-examination as necessary to ensun
the development of an adequate record for decision./"

C. The Massachusetts Attorney General's Request for Hearing and Petitiot
To Intervene is denied.

D. The Town of Plymouth may participate In the hearing pursuant to 14
C.FR. § 2.315(c), through Its designated representative, Sheila S. Hollis. Th
Town shall identify the contention or contentions on which it will participat
within twenty (20) days of this Memorandum and Order, or by November 6,200d

1 Any other interested State, local governmental body, and affected, fedet
ally recognized Indian THbe that wishes to participate in the hearing pursuantb
10 C.PJ. § 2.315(c) shall file a Request and Notice of such intent within twent
(20) days, or by November 6, 2006. Any such notice shall, as required by sectlo
2.315(c), contain a designation of a single representative for the hearing, and A
identification of the contention or contentions on which It will participate.

P. In the near future the Licensing Board will issue a Memorandum settin
forth a schedule of deadlines and events for this proceeding.

0. This Order Is subject to appeal to the Commission in accordance wit
the provisions of 10 C.P.R. § 2.311. Any petitions for review meeting applicabi

477 &# CAN v. NRC 391 P3d at 351, wherein the Frt Orcuit upheld the validity of tew Subp
L regulatimp ons the basis of IlC's repmsnta that the opportunity for crOss-examlnatlOn u"M
10 C.F.R. § 2.1204(b)3) of Subpart L Is equival•t to the opportunity ftr ams-examInation wK
dhe AdiinImtve Procedure Act (APA). 3 U.S.C. § S(d), L&., that coss-examlnaton Is avaIl
whenever it is "requhnd for a full aNd fai adjudiction of t*e fkacm."
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APPENDIXrequirements set forh in that section must be filed within ten (10) days of service
of this Memorandum and Order.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Ann Marshall Young, Chair
ADMPHSTRNIVE JUDGE

Dr. Paul B. Abraemson
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMIMNITRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
October 16, 200647

4rmCopla of ths Order were sent this date by bntenet e-,mil tranalmc to all pwiipas or
consl for paticipants.

SUMMARY OF GOVERNING CASE LAW ON CONTENTION
ADMISSMIBITY STANDARDS

We address herein how the contention admissibility standards now found in
10 C.F.R. § 2.309(0(1)' have been interpreted by a number of licensing boards
and by the Commission, in various NRC adjudicatory proceedings. As indicated
in the body of our Memorandum and Order, because a petitioner-intervenor must
submit at least one contention meeting these requirements in order to be admitted
as .a party in an NRC proceeding, how the standards have been interpreted in
various NRC case law can be of central, and often determinative, importance in
deciding whether petitioners are granted evidentiary hearings in NRC adjudicatory
proceedings. Failure of a contention to meet any of the requirements of section
2.309(0(1) is grounds for its dismissal, and failure of a petitioner - evea one
found to heive standing to proceed under the criteria discussed above - to submit
an admissible contention will result in dismissal of Its petition and request for
hearing.2 Thus a full understanding of the standards and how they have been
applied in prior cases can be critical in any NRC proceeding.

Although we do not represent the following to be an exhaustive consideration
of all relevant case law addressing the contention admissibility standards, it does

tSection 2.309((1) states that:
(1) A request for hearing or petition f(r leave to Intervene must act forth with paricularty

the conentims saght to be raised. For each contention. the requet or petition awt:
(i) Provide a specific statement of the isse of law or fact to be raised or controvered;
(H') Provide a brief explanatio of the bass for the contentin;
(ill) Deoste thathe Isse ,aised In thecomenteon wthinthe sce of the proceedlr.
(0v) Demonstritf that the Issee raised In th corntentin Is oma to the findings the NRC

must me to support do action mat Is invovhed in do roceedlng
(v) Provide a cows stam 1 of the alleged facts or expert opinim which support oh
que 0stopetto.ers positon on ft Issue and on w thi e pe•t•toner litends to el

at hewing, togdetr with refeences to the specific sources and documents on w" the
requestorp4etldoner intends to rely to suppor ats position te Issue; end

( 0i) Povide stfftient Infoonn to show that a genum dispute exists with to oppli.
cartlicensee on a maitil Issue of Iw or fact. his Wn must Include .nreferecs to
t specific porios of the applieca (11ncluding the applicant's evi*onmental rp and
safety mpMrt) that the petitioner dsputs and th suppmrtin resons for each disput•, or, if
the petitloner believes tha the applicatimon fls to contain Information on a relevent matte as
required by lw. the idendficstion of each failue and the supporting reasons for the petitonces
bellef.

2SeC pdyM Fue Sronwg LLC (Independent Spent puel Storg installation), CLI-W9-1O, 49
NRC 318.325 (1999); Arfoma Pubi ServIce Co. (Palo Verde Ncimr Generating Stton U nit 1,
2, and 3). CLU-91-12. 34 NRC 149,155-56 (1991).
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provide a summary of some of the more significant principles that licensing
boards are to apply in maling determinations on the admission of contentions.

As indicated above, the origin of the current contention admissibility standards
was the Commission's determination in 1989 that licensing boards prior to
that time had "admitted and litigated numerous contentions that appeared to
be based on little more than speculation."'3 On this basis the Commission
amended its rules to "raise the threshold for the admission of contentions.'" 4

More recently the Commission again revised the rules, with a version that became
effective in February 2004. These rules contain essentially the same substantive
admissibility standards for contentions, but no longer incorporate provisions,
formerly found in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(aX3), (bX1), that permitted the amendment
and supplementation of petitions and the filing of contentions after the original
filing of petitions. The new 10 C.JF.R Part 2 NRC Rules of Practice also contain
various changes to provisions relating to the hearing process.'

.The underlying purposes of the contention admissibility requirements include,
as we note above, focusing the adjudication process on disputes "susceptible
of resolution" in such context, providing notice of the "specific grievances"
of petitioners, and "ensur[ming that full adjudicatory hearings are triggered only
by those able to proffer at least some minimal factual and legal foundation in
support of their contentions.7 In its Statement of Considerations adopting the latest
revision of the rules, the Commission reiterated that the standards are "necessary
to ensure that hearings cover only genuine and pertinent issues of concern and
that the Issues are framed and supported concisely enough at the outset to ensure
that the proceedings are effective and focused on real, concrete issues."'I

Considering the various standards individually, along with a section at the end
relating to limitations on the content of petitioners' replies to applicant and NRC
Staff responses to their contentions, we provide the following summary of some
of the case law interpreting subsections (i) through (vi) of 10 C.P.R. § 2.309(f)(1).

3Dwmnfotf MNWerCoewak .I lllston Nuclear Power SUt&c,% Uldts 2 =d 3). CLI-01-24,
54 nRC 349. 358 (2001) (citing DWe Ent Cor,. (Oconee Nuclear Swimon Units 1.2. and 3),
CU99-11, 49 MRC 328,334 (1999).

4RuMes of Practice for Domesnt LiUcensing Pyoceedings - PmceduM Changes in the Hearing
Pce, 54 Fed. Reg. 33,168- 33,168 (Aug. 11. 199);. ee a/so OC-onee, CLI-99-11, 49 NRC at 334.

5 Under the cimut rIles, contendons must be filed with the orgidn peti witn 60 days of
noftie of the proeeding In the Federa Reiterw (uniless owante period is specfied) See 10) C.p.
§ 2.309X)(iU)0. A..

$As foted sAwn. the First Ckmk denied a challeng to the new INles by several public Intelat
gVoups (supponed by severl stes hicluding Muscdmsts) in COWY. NRC 391 F3d 338 (1st Cit.
204). fidintoht te m eew "comply with the rem prvisions of the APA and tto the
Commlsslon has ftunlshed an adequate explanatlon for the chnges." Id. at 343.7 onet, e (11-99-11, 49 NPRC at 334.

'69 Fed. Reg. 2182t2189-90 (Jan. 14, 2004).

10 CJI.R. § 2.309(I1)(0, (19

Sections 2.309(f)(I)(i) and 0i) require that a petitioner must, for each con-
tention, "[pirovide a specific statement of the issue of law or fact to be raised or
controverted," and "[pjrovide a brief explanation of the basis for the contention."
The Commission has stated that an "admissible contention must explain, with
specificity, particular safety or legal reasons requiring rejection of the contested
[application]."'9 It has also been observed that a contention must demonstrate
"that there has been sufficient foundation assigned for It to warrant further ex-
ploration."m The contention rules "bar contentions where petitioners have only
'what amounts to generalized suspicions, hoping to substantiate them later.' ""'

In other words, a petitioner must "provide some sort of minimal basis indi-
cating the potential validity of the contention."' 2 This "brief explanation" of
the logical underpinnings of a contention does not, however, require a petitionet
"to provide an exhaustive list of possible bases, but simply to provide sufficlent
alleged factual or legal bases to support the contention."" The brief explanation
helps define the scope of a contention - "[tihe reach of a contention neces-
sadly hinges mpon its terms coupled with its stated bases."' 4 However, it is the
contention, not "bases," whose admissibility must be determined."5

10 C.F.R. § 2.309()(1)(91)

Petitioners must also, as required by section 2.309()(1)Cii), "(diemonstrati
that the issue raised In the contention is within the scope of the proceeding." A
contention must allege facts "sufficient to establish that it falls directly withij
the scope" of a proceeding." Contentions are necessarily limited to issues tha
are germane to the application pending before the Board,'17 and are not cognizabi
unless they are material to matters that fall within the scope of the proceedinj

9MIv00e. Cl-O1-24. 54 NRC at 3590.t
I0See Pubi Serye Co. ofNew Hm•fnpre (Seasmook Staton, Units I md 2). ALA.B4- 32 N%

39. 42 (1990) (fooetn mted)
tt D Eery Conx (MeOCt Nocleer Son, Unh I and 2; Catwb Nuler Stati Units

and 2). am-03-17, 58 NRC 419,424 (2003) (cftng OWo0 (11-99-11, 49 WRC at 337-39).
'254 Fe&. Reg at 33,170.

3Lorwdsfa 2em Ser*e LP. (National Ekhmeat Faclity). (1J-04-35. 60 NRC 619, 6;
(M04).

14 ,pgb& Serykc Co. O• HrN MA re M eabMook Statio. Unt I a 2). ALAB-899. 2 NRC 9
97 (19OM). A'dOb wo. Manmchwem v. NR•C, 924 F.2d 311 (D.C. Or. 1991).

11S,& 10 C.FR §12.309(a).
"Afu•mrPbckSeri¢e Ca (Pso Verde NuclearGenerain Sttion Units 1.2.= ad 3), LBP-91-1

33 MRC 397.412 (1991). appeal deed m o her gromW4 CLI-91-12,34 NRC 149 (1991).
tsee Y'me CLZ-98-21. 48 NRC at 204 & n.7.
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for which the licensing board has been delegated jurisdiction as set forth in the
Commission's notice of opportunity forbearing and order refering the proceeding
to the Board.t ' A discussion of relevant regulatory and case law on the scope of
license renewal proceedings is found in section IV.B, supra.

A contention that challenges a Commission rule or regulation is outside of the
scope of the proceeding because, absent a waiver, "no rule or regulation of the
Commission... is subject to attack... in any adjudicatory proceeding."" Also,
any contention that amounts to an attack on applicable statutory requirements
must be rejected by a licensing board as outside the scope of the proceeding.20
A petitioner may, however, within the adjudicatory context submit a request for
waiver of a rule under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335. Outside the adjudicatory context, one
may also Mile a petition for rulemaking under 10 C.P.R. § 2.802, or a request that
the NRC Staff take enforcement action under 10 C.YR. § 2.206.

10 0M i 2.3"09()(1)(tv)

With regard to the requirement now stated in section Z309(O)(Ilv), that a
petitioner must "'[d]emonstraft that the issue raised in the contention is material
to the findings the NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the
proceeding." the Commission has defined a "material" issue as meaning one In
which "resolution of the dispute would make a difference in the outcome of the
licensing proceeding." 2' This means that there must be some link between the
claimed error or omission regarding the proposed licensing action and the NRC's
role in protecting public health and safety or the environmenL22 the standards
defining the "findings the NRC must make to support" a license renewal in this
proceeding are set forth at 10 C.F.R. § 54.29.23

"$SellDvk Power C' (Cawba N•lear MSation, Units I mid 2). ALAB4-0, 22 NRC 7M8 790&91
.(1985, Pu Sen* Co. of hma (MIe Hill Nucler Oenetin Statwi Unts I and 2),.
ALAB-316, 3 NRC 167, 170-71 (1976); mal.m CamnmnmM EAVon CO. (Mon Statdo, Units I
and 2), ALA..616. 12 NRC 419,426-27 (1980) Cmmonwea/th Iam Co, (Cmmofi Coumy Site),
ALAB-6I1. 12 NRC 181 24 (1980).

1910 CYJ.. 12.333(a).
2°PuIbde"Ia Electrki C06 (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. Units 2 and 3). ALAB-216, a

ABC 13,20 (1974).
2154 p%& Rg, at .r172.
22DOmlon MWacOr Cmmc* .ft (Milltoe Nucler Power Station Units 2 mad 3). LBP-04.

15,60 NRC 81, 8(2094), qrd CLS-04-36, 60 NRC 631 (20O4).
23Section 54.29 ptrvlde

154.29 Steadads for lssare of a renewed liceme.
A rnewed licesm may b Issued by dte Commisson p to die full term authomled by

054.31 If the Comimssto finds thadt

10 C.F.R. § 2309(f)(1Xv)

Contentions must also, as now stated in section 2.309(f)(lXv):

[p]rovide a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinions which support
the requeso'Wpetitioner's position on the Issue and on which the petitioner Intends

to rely at hearing, together with references to the specific sources and documents on

which the requetsop oner intends to rely to support its position on the issue[.]

The requirements of section 2.309(f)lXv) have been interpreted to require a

petitioner "to provide the analyses and expert opinion showing why its bases

support its contention,"'4 and to "provide documents or othe factual Information

or expert opinion that set forth the necessary technical analysis to show why the

proffered bases support its contention.""3 Mere ` 'notice pleading' is insufficient

under these standards. A petitioner's issue will be ruled inadmissible if the

petitioner 'has offered no tangible information, no experts, no substantive affi-
davits,' butinstead only 'bare assertions and speculation.' "26 Further, a licensing

board "may not make factual inferences on [a) petitioner's behalf," or supply
information that is lacking,2 ' but must examine the Information, alleged facts, and

expert opinion proffered by the petitioner to confirm that it does indeed supply

adequate support for the contention.78 Any supporting material provided by a

(a) Actions have been Identfled mad have been or will be taken with respect to the m
Identified In paragrapis (aXi) anAd (a)(2) of ts secto. soch dtt th is reasonable asomance
hdm te activities zedby ther wedltesemewlllcoadnnetob conducted in acc'orace
with th C(LB, and tha any chonges made to die plOw's CLB In order to comply wih ti
paragraph m In accord with the Act and tho Commisson's reglatons. These matters ameo

(1) ma, gngtheff ecsofagngdwngtheperlodofexteAdedcpeatlno•nefmncomnt
of stactores and componen that have been IdentIfed to requIde review under 0 54.21(aXl);
mid
(2) time-ilmited aging analyses that have been Identflied to requre review under 05421(c).
(b) Any applicable requiement of subpart A of 10 CPR part 51 have been sdsfe
(c) Any matte rsed suder 12.335 have been addessed.

24Geoa lGumu of Tecmolovy (Georgsia Tech Reseamh Reactor. Atlmits Georgia). LBP-95-6.
41 NRC 281, 305. vaasd in part ean rentwadsa, on r v grmi.% C(-95-10. 42 NRC 1, and a'd
im par& CLI-9-12. 42 NRC 111 (1995).

21Pvdwe FWi Stmorg LLC (Independent Spent Fael Sltrage Installation). LBP-9&7. 47 NRC
142., 180 qT CL-98-13, 43 NRC 26 (1998).

2•Fa, ter Inc. (Mukogee, Oklahoma Sim). CLI-03-13, 5 NRC 195,20 (203M ) (quotng oPu
MAueam', hw. (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), .1.-00.6, 1 NRC 193,20 (2000)).

23
7Gem*. Techk LBP-95-6A 41 NRC at 305 (cItig Palo Verde. a"1-912. 34 NRC 149)r. Duke

Cogem Stone & Webster (Savanmnh River Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabication Facility), L1BP01-359 54
NRC 403.422 (201).

SVermont Ymker Nua• Pow'r Corp (Vermont Yankm Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-919, 30
NRC 29.48 (199). camed In part an owher grwid.• and rmwud4 CLi-90-4. 31 NRC 333 (990).
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petitioner, including portions of the material that are not relied upon, is subject to
Board scnztiny.2'

It is the obligation of the petitioner to present the factual information or expert
opinions necessary to support its contention adequately, and failure to do so
requires that the contention be re-ected.4 A contention is not to be admitted
"where an intervenor has no facts to support its position and where the intervenor
contemplates using discovery or cross-examination as a fishing expedition which
might produce relevant supporting facts." 3' As the Commission has explained:

It Is surely legitinute for the Commission to screen out contentions of doubtful
worth and to avoid starting down the path toward a hearing at the behest of
Petitioners who themselves have no particular expertise - or expert assistance -
and no particularized grievance, but ae hoping something will turn up later as a
result of NRC Staff work.n

The Commission has also, however, explained that the requirement of sec-
tion 2309(f)(Ilv) "does not call upon the intervenor to make its case at [the
contention] stage of the proceeding, but rather to indicate what facts or expert
opinions, be it one fact or opinion or many, of which it is aware at that point in
time which provide the basis for its contention."" A petitioner does not have to
provide a complete or final list of its experts or evidence or prove the merits of
its contention at the admissibility stage.m And, as with a summary disposition
motion, the support for a contention may be viewed in a light that is favorable to
the petitioner - so long as the admissibility requirements are found to have been
met." The requirement "generally Is fulfilled when the sponsor of an otherwise
acceptable contention provides a brief recitation of the factors underlying the
contention or references to documents and texts that provide such reasons."' 6

2'rEMfev Atomi E Ltvic Co. (Ymakee Nuclear Power Station), LBP-96-2, 43 NRC 61, 90 (1996),
rey'd In part on otsr grow•wd, CL.-96-7,43 NRC 235 (1996).

-*Ya*fteA Omlde ectvtc Co. (Yankee Nuclear Power Station), CLi-96-7, 43 NRC 235, 262 (1996);
AHiWna Pu•ic Senke C0 (Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1. 2. and 3). CLI-91-12,
34 NRC 149, 153 (991).

3 54 Peg. Reg. at 33,171.
3
2 OceMe, CLU-99-11.49NRCat342.
" 54 Fed. Reg. at 33,170.
34L/.WStmM anergy See A, (P, (Nationl Enrichment pacility), CW04-3S. 60 NRC 619, 623

(2004) P. ie Fu SramMs LLC (ependent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CU-04-22, 60
NRC 125.139 (2004).35Se Palo Verie CLI-91-12, 34 NRC at 155; 10 C.FJ1. §2.710(c),

I"s4 Ied Reg. at 33,170 (itn Texas Udltes EecrfcCo. (Comanche Peak Steam nehctfl Station,

Unit 1), ALAB-868. 25 NRC 912, 930 (1987)).

10 CL.R. § 2.30W(1)(lXv)

Finally, Petitioners must, as stated at 10 C.FR. §2.309(f)(IXvi), with each
contention:

[plrovide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists with the
applicant/licensee on a material issue of law or. fact This infomtion must
include reference to specific portions of the application (Including the applicant'senv.ment po and sfety reot) that the petitionerdisputes and the supporting
reasons for each dispute, or, if the petitioner believes that the application fails to
contain informtion on a relevant miatter as required by law. the Identification of
each failure and the supporting reasons for the petitioner's belief.

A petitioner must "read the pertinent portions of the license application, in-
cluding the Safety Analysis Report and the Environmental Report, state the
applicant's position and the petitioner's opposing view," and explain why it
disagrees with the applicant. If a petitioner does not believe these materials ad-

3754 Fed. Reg. at 33,170. Millstonm C0.-01-24,54 NRC at 35A. ao, under 10 C.P.R. §2309(f)(2):
Contendons must be based on documents orotherinformition available at doe time dhe petit
Is to be filed, such as dte application, supporting sfety amnysis report, envirmnentl report
or other sapprting document filed by an applicat or tlensees, or otherwise avaable to a
petioner. On Isses wising nder the National Bnvirnmental Poblcy Act, the petitioner sAn
file contentions based on de applieant's eavironental reporthe wpedoer may -mnd
dto contentions or file new contentios f there mu data or conclusions in the NRC drdt or
final enviromental inpaci slttment vrnmental assessmen, or any supplements
thereto, that differ sgnicaly from the data or conclusions In the applica's document
Otherwis contentions nay be aernded or new nentions filed after the italflMing only
wit leave of the praeding ofleer amp a s•owa tt-

(I) 7e information upon which he amended or new cotetimon Is based was not previosly
Available;

(Of) The Information upon which the amended or new contention Is based Is materially
different than inormatio previously avilable; and

(N)O 7be amended or new conteion has been submit in a timely Mason baned on dte
availabilty of the suseuet nfrmation.

Other Poriom of 10 C.F.R. I 2.30 address lat-filing and odre rda for contemions ad petition
to Iervn. Section 2.30Y c) provides a folow:

(W) Notimey fltgk. (1) Notmbely Nut midArpetitionS and contentions will not be
entealned absent a determination by the Commlsion th preamding officer or the Atomic
Safety and LUensing Board designated to rule on te request and/or petition and coteations
that the request mndor petition should be rated andor the cmmn ons should be admitted
based ueon a bslancing of (e followlg fctors to the exteat nt l y applytof e ticl
nontimely filing:
(1) Good caue, If ny, for the fameto file on tinr,

'C-aem

356 .357
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Today we deny appeals by the Massachusetts Attorney General (Mass AG) and affirm

two Atomic Safety and Licensing Board -decisions rejecting his -sole contention in two separate

license renewal proceedings. The Mass AG proposed essentially Identicat contentions in the

proceedings to renew the operating license at the Vermont Yankee Power Station in Windam

County, VermontI and the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth, Massachusetts.2 The

Mass AG's contention says that new information calls into question previous NRC findings on

the environmental Impacts of fires in spent fuel pools. The Mass AG contention challenges one

1 LBP-06-20, 64 NRC 131 (2006).

2 LBP-06-23, 64 NRC _(2006).
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regulations divide the license renewal environmental review into generic and plant-specific

issues. The generic impacts of operating a plant for an additional 20 years that are common to

all plants, or to a specific subgroup of plants, were addressed in a 1996 GELS.10 Those generic

impacts analyzed in the GElS are designated "category one" Issues. A license renewal

applicant is generally excused from discussing category one Issues in its environmental

report." Generic analysis Is "clearly an appropriate method" of meeting the agency's statutory

obligations under NEPA.12

The license renewal GElS determined that the environmental effects of storing spent

fuel for an additional 20 years at the site of nuclear reactors would be "not significant."1 3

Accordingly, this finding was expressly incorporated into Part 51 of our regulations." Because

the generic environmental analysis was Incorporated into a regulation, the conclusions of that

analysis may not be challenged In litigation unless the rule iswaived by the Commission for a

particular proceeding or the rule Itself is suspended or altered In a rulemaking proceeding.'.

10 See NUREG-1437,-"Geferic Environmental Impact Statement for Ucense Renewal of

Nuclear Plants," Final Report, Vol 1 ("GEIS")(May 1996).

1110 C.F.R. §51.53(cX3Xi).

12See Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. v. NRDC, 462 U.S. 87, 101 (1984).

13 See NUREG-1427, at 6-72 to -75 (,even under the worst probable cause of a loss of

spent-fuel pool coolant (a severe seismic-generated accident causing a catastrophic failure of
the pool), the likelihood of a fuel-cladding fire Is highly remote"), at 6-85 (in. an high-density
pool, "risks due to accidents and their environmental effects are found to be not signifiqant").

14 See 10 C.F.R. Subpt. A, App. B, Table B-1 "Summary of Findings on NEPA Issues for

License Renewal of Nuclear Power Plants" ("The expected increase in the volume of spent fuel

from an additional 20 years of operation can be safely accommodated on site with small
environmental effects").

15 NRC regulations do not allow a contention to attack a regulation, unless the proponent

requests a waiver from the Commission. 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a), (b); see also Dominion Nuclear
Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-01-24, 54 NRC 349, 364

(2001).
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B. The Mass AG's Contention

In both license renewal proceedings before us today, the Mass AG submitted a petition

for intervention and request for hearing on a single contention challenging Entergy's'8

environmental report for failing to include an analysis of the long-term environmental effects of

storing spent fuel in high-density pools at the site. Specifically, the Mass AG cited studies

issued subsequent to the GElS claiming that even a partial loss of water in the spent fuel pool

could lead to a severe fire.17 The Mass AG argues that Entergy's failure to include the new

information violated 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3Xiv)'8 and raises a litigable contention:

Significant new information now firmly establishes that (a) If the water level in a fuel
storage pool drops to the point where the tops of the fuel assemblies are uncovered, the
fuel will bum, (b) the fuel will bum regardless of Its age, (c) the fire will propagate to
other assemblies in the pool, and (d) the fire may be catastrophic.19

16 Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., together with Entergy Nuclear Generation

Company, holds the operating license for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. Entergy Nuclear
Operations, Inc. and Entergy Vermont Yankee, LLC, hold the license for the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station. In today's decision we refer to the license applicants collectively as
"Entergy."

.17 See NAS Committee on the Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel

Storage, Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage (The National
Academies Press, 2006); Dr. Gordon Thompson, Risks and Risk-Reducing Options Associated
with Pool Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel at the Pilgrim and Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Plants (May 25, 2006); Dr. Jan Beyea, Report to the Massachusetts Attorney General on the
Potential Consequences of a Spent-Fuel Pool Fire at the Pilgrim or Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Plant (May 25, 2006).

18 In response to concems raised by the Council on Environmental Quality and others

that the NRC's generic approach in the license renewal GElS would not take Into consideration
new pertinent Information on environmental impacts,.the NRC adopted a rule, 10 C.F.R. §
51.53(c)(3)(iv), requiring a license renewal applicant to include unew and significant Information"
concerning environmental effects. This information would be included in the site specific
supplemental EIS (SEIS) for each power plant which is Issued as part of the license renewal
application review.

19 See Massachusetts Attorney General's Request for a Hearing and Petition for Leave

to Intervene with Respect to Entergy Nuclear Operations Inc.'s Application for Renewal of the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant Operating License and Petition for Backfit Order
Requiring New Design Features to Protect Against Spent Fuel Pool Accidents (May 26, 2006)
(WVY Hearing Request") at 22; see also, Massachusetts Attorney General's Request for a
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The Mass AG argued, therefore, that Entergy should have discussed consequences and

mitigation of severe accidents in spent fuel pools (including those initiated by terrorist acts). In

support of its claim that possible terrorist attacks increase the probability of an accident, the

Mass AG pointed to the recent Ninth Circuit decision in San Louis Obispo Mothers for Peace v.

NRC.20 The Mass AG also claimed that NRC license renewal regulations require that the ER

discuss severe accident mitigation alternatives for reducing the impact of a .spent fuel accident,

such as moving a portion of the fuel to dry storage to reduce density.2 1

The Mass AG also filed a petition for rulemaking to amend the applicable regulations.

The Mass AG's petition. covers somewhat broader grounds than his contention.2 It asks NRC

to consider the new information on pool fire risks, "revoke the regulations that codify the

incorrect conclusion" that the environmental impacts of spent fuel storage are Insignificant,

issue a generic determination that the impacts of high-density pool storage are significant, and

"order that any NRC licensing decision that approves high-density pool storage of spent fuel"

(presumably in either a license renewal proceeding or any other license amendment

proceeding) be accompanied by an environmental impact statement that discusses alternatives

to avoid or mitigate the impacts. It also asks that no final decision Issue on the Vermont

Yankee and Pilgrim license renewal proceedings until the rulemaking petition is resolved.23

Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene with Respect to Entergy Nuclear Operations Inc.'s
Application for Renewal of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant Operating License and Petition for
Backfit Order Requiring New Design Features to Protect Against Spent Fuel Pool Accidents
(May 26, 2006) ("Pilgrim Hearing Request").

2 449 F.3d 1016 (9P Cir. 2006), cert. denied, No. 06-466 (Jan. 16, 2007).

21 See VY Hearing Request at 23, citing 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3Xiii).

2 See Massachusetts Attorney General's Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 10 C.F.R.

Part 51 (August 25, 2006).

2 See Massachusetts Attorney General's rulemaking petition at 3.
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II. DISCUSSION

A. The Licensing Boards Correctly Found the Mass AG's Contention Not Admissible

1. Category One Findings Based on the GElS Analysis Not Subject to Attack In an

individual Licensing Proceeding

Both Licensing Boards determined that this case is controlled by our ruling In the Turkey

Point license renewal proceeding. In Turkey Point, a petitioner proposed to litigate the issue of

the possible environmental effects of an accident involving stored fuel, including an accident

resulting from an attack by the Cuban Air Force.24 The Commission agreed with the Board that

this contention fell outside the scope of a license renewal proceeding, which focuses on those

detrimental effects of aging that are not addressed as a matter of ongoing agency oversight

and enforcement.2 5 Our Turkey Point decision outlined the opportunity and procedures for

presenting new and significant information that could undermine the findings in the GELS,

including asking for a rule waiver or filing a petition for rulemaking to change the GElS finding.26

The Mass AG argues that Turkey Point is inapposite because, there, the petitioners did

not argue that the license renewal applicant had violated the regulation requiring it to disclose

"new and significant" information, whereas here the Mass AG does make that argument.27 The

Mass AG's argument that its "new and significant information" distinguishes this case from

Turkey Point is not convincing In light of the regulatory history of the license renewal

rulemaking, as explained by the Vermont Yankee Board.28

24 54 NRC at 5-6.

= See id. at 7-8, 2 1-.23.

'See id. at 11-13.

27 Massachusetts Attorney General's Brief on Appeal of LBP-06-20, at 12, citing 10

C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3Xiv); see note 17, supra.

28 See LBP-06-20, 64 NRC at 157-59.
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Fundamentally, any contention on a "category one" issue amounts to a challenge to our

regulation that bars challenges to generic environmental findings. There are, however,

procedural steps available to make such a challenge. A rule can be waived in a particular

license proceeding only where =special circumstances ... are such that the application of the

rule or regulation ... would not serve the purposes for which the rule or regulation was

adopted."29 In theory, Commission approval of a waiver could allow a contention on a category

one issue to proceed where special circumstances exist.

Here, the Mass AG does not argue that unique or unusual characteristics of the Pilgrim

and Vermont Yankee facilities undermine the GEIS's generic determinations, but instead

argues that new Information contradicts assumptions underlying the entire generic analysis for

all spent fuel pools at all reactors, whether in a license renewal proceeding or not. It therefore

appears that the Mass AG chose the appropriate way to challenge the GElS when he filed his

rulemaking petition. The Mass AG's appeal, as well as his petition for rulemaking, appears to

recognize as much.' It makes more sense for the NRC to study whether, as a technical

matter, the agency should modify its requirements relating to spent fuel storage for all plants:

across the board than to litigate in particular adjudications whether generic findings in the GElS

are impeached by the Mass AG's claims of new Information. 31 Adjudicating category one

issues site-by-site based merely on a claim of "new and significant information," would defeat

2 10 C.F.R. 2.335(b).

*o See e.g., Massachusetts Attorney General's Brief on Appeal of LBP-06-20, at 8. See

also Petition for Rulemaking, at 18.

31 The Mass AG Claims that the Ninth Circuit's decision in San Louis Obispo Mothers for

Peace v. NRC requires admitting Its spent fuel contention. But that decision - which calls on

NRC to consider the environmental effects of terrorist attacks when licensing nuclear facilities -
is also raised in the Mass AG's rulemaking petition and can be considered in that context. The

Ninth Circuit decision nowhere says or implies that the NRC cannot consider spent fuel pool or

other environmental Issues generically.
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the purpose of resolving generic issues in a GElS.

2. No Discussion of Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives Necessary for Category One

The Boards were correct to disregard the Mass AG's argument that Entergy's

environmental report was required to discuss severe accident mitigation alternatives such as

reducing the density of fuel in the pool by moving some of it to dry storage.32 The Commission

held in Turkey Point that no discussion of mitigation alternatives is needed in a license renewal

application for a category one issue.=3 This makes obvious sense since "for all issues

designated as category one the Commission has concluded that [generically] that additional

site-specific mitigation alternatives are unlikely to be beneficial."' Both Boards found that

license renewal applicants need only to discuss such alternatives with respect to category two"

issues (that Is, environmental Issues not generically resolved in the GELS).

As we explained in Turkey Point, it is not necessary to discuss mitigation alternatives

when the*GEIS has already determined that, due to existing regulatory requirements, the

probability of a spent fuel pool accident causing significant harm Is remote.3 The Mass AG's

rulemaking petition, of course, has challenged the GElS determination. If the NRC should find

the Mass AG's concerns well-founded, then one result might be that the GElS designation Is

changed and a discussion of mitigation alternatives required. Another result might be that

mitigation measures already put in place as a result of NRC's post 9/11 security review could be

generically determined to be adequate and consistent with the existing GElS designation.

3 See LBP-06-20, 64 NRC at 161, LBP-06-23, slip op. at 31, 33-38..

= See Turkey Point, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC at 21-22.

34 Id. at 22.

15 See license renewal GElS at 6-86 (OThe need for the consideration of mitigation

alternatives within the context of renewal of a power reactor license has been considered, and

the Commission concludes that its regulatory requirements already In place provide adequate

mitigation incentives for on-site storage of spent fuel*); see also 6-91.
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B. Effect of Rulemaking Petition

The NRC posted a notice of receipt of the Mass AG's rulemaking petition on November

1, 2006, and has requested public comments by March 19, 2007.6 After considering the

petition and public comments, the NRC will make a decision on whether to deny the petition or

proceed to make necessary revisions to the GELS. The license renewal proceeding is not

suspended during this period.' Nonetheless, depending on the timing and outcome of the

NRC staffs resolution of the Mass AG's rulemaking petition, itis possible that the NRC staff

could seek the Commission's permission to suspend the generic determination and include a

new analysis in the Pilgrim and Vermont Yankee plant-specific environmental impact

statements. This approach is described in the statement of consideration for our license

renewal regulations, where the Commission noted:

b. If a commenter provides new information which is relevant to the plant and is

also relevant to other plants (i.e., generic Information) and that information
demonstrates that the analysis of an Impact codified in the final rule is incorrect,
the NRC staff will seek Commission approval to either suspend the application of

therule on a generic basis with respect to the analysis or delay granting the

renewal application (and possibly other renewal applications) until the analysis in

the GElS is updated and the rule amended. If the rule is suspended for the

analysis, each supplemental EIS would reflect the corrected analysis until such

time as the rule is amended. a

36 71 Fed. Reg. 64,169; deadline for public comments extended to March 19, 2007, see

72 Fed. Reg. 24 (Jan. 19, 2007).

37 The Mass AG's rulemaking petition (at p. 3) asked the NRC to withhold final decisions

in the Vermont Yankee and Pilgrim license renewal proceedings until the rulemaking petition is

resolved. But final decisions In those proceedings are not expected for another year or more.

Those proceedings involve many issues unrelated to the Mass AG's rulemaking petition. It is

therefore premature to consider suspending proceedings or delaying final decisions. NRC

regulations provide that a petitioner who has filed a petition for rulemakihg "may request the

Commission to suspend all or any part of any licensing proceeding to which the petitioner Is a

party pending disposition of the petition for rulemaking." 10 C.F.R. § 2.802. An interested

governmental entity participating under 10 C.F.R. § 2.315 could also make this request.

38 Statement of Consideration, Final Rule, Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear

Power Plant Operating Licenses, 61 Fed. Reg. 28,467; 28,472 (June 5, 1996).
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The Commission, in short, has in place various procedures for considering new and

significant environmental information. Thus, whatever the ultimate fate of the Mass AG's "new

information" claim, admitting the Mass AG's contention for an adjudicatory hearing is not

necessary to ensure that the claim receives a full and fair airing.

Ill. CONCLUSION

We find that the Licensing Boards were correct to reject the Mass AG's sole contention

in the two cases, and therefore affirm the Boards' decisions.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

/RA/

ANNETTE.L. VIETTI-COOK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, MD
This 274 day of January, 2007
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of the findings in the Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GELS) for license renewal -

namely that storing spent fuel in pools for an additional 20 years would have insignificant

environmental impacts. In each of the challenged decisions, the Licensing Board found the

contention inadmissible. Both Boards found the GElS finding controlling absent a waiver3 of the

NRC's generic finding 4 or a successful petition for rulemaking.5 We conclude that the Boards'

Interpretation of the law and regulations concerning generic, or "category one," environmental

findings is consistent with Turkey Point' and we affirm both rulings.

The Mass AG has in fact filed a petition for rulemaking raising the same issues as his

contention.7 As he in essence acknowledges, 8 the petition for rulemaking is a more appropriate

avenue for resolving his generic concerns about spent fuel fires than a site-specific contention

in an adjudication.

L BACKGROUND

A. Environmental Analysis for License Renewal

In 1996, the Commission amended the environmental review requirements in-10 C.F.R.

Part 51 to address the scope of environmental review for license renewal applications.9 The -

3 10 C.F.R. § 2.335.

4 See 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(cX3Xi).

S510 C.F.R. § 2.802.

6 Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), CLI-

01-17, 54 NRC 3 (2001).

7 See Massachusetts Attorney General's Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 10 C.F.R.

Part 51 (August 25, 2006), see 71 Fed. Reg. 64,169 (public notice).

e See, e.g., Massachusetts Attorney General's Brief on Appeal of LBP-06-20 (Oct. 3,

2006), at 8 n.7, agreeing that the Mass AG's contention does not fit the criteria for a rule waiver.

See also Massachusetts' Petition for Rulemaking, at 18.

9 Final Rule, 'Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant Operating

Licenses,' 61 Fed. Reg. 28,467 (1996).
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Pursuant to Rule 15(d) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and First Circuit

Local Rule 15(d), I hereby certify that true copies of the foregoing (1) Motion of Entergy

Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, and Entergy Nuclear

Generation Company for Intervention as of Right; (2) the Corporate Disclosure Statement of

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, and Entergy Nuclear

Generation Company, and (3) the completed Appearance Forms for Messrs. Lewis and Gaukler

were served upon the following by United States mail, first class, postage prepaid, on this 20th

day of April, 2007:



John F. Cordes, Jr., Esq.
Solicitor
Office of General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Matthew Brock, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108

Ronald A. Shems, Esq.
Karen Tyler, Esq.
Shems, Dunkiel, Kassel & Saunders, PLLC
9 College Street
Burlington, VT 05401

Jennifer J. Patterson, Esq.
Office of the New Hampshire Attorney
General
33 Capitol St.
Concord, NH 03301

Molly Bartlett, Esq.
52 Crooked Lane
Duxbury, MA 02332

Alberto Gonzales, Esq.
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20530

Diane Curran, Esq.
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg &Eisenberg, LLP
1726 M Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.
National Legal Scholars Law Firm
84 East Thetford Road
Lyme, NH 03768

Sarah Hofmann, Esq.
Director of Public Advocacy
Vermont Department of Public Service
112 State Street- Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

Sheila Slocum Hollis, Esq.
Duane Morris, LLP
1667 K St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Paul A. Gaukler
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